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Paris magazine and its derivatives – Paris Sex Appeal, Pages Folles, Pour lire à deux and Scandale –
were published in France from 1931 to around 1939. Academic studies of nudes, candid humanist
photographs and pin ups with artistic overtones were juxtaposed in these monthly illustrated magazines.
Used by surrealist artists for their collages, they associate photographs by the greatest artists of the time
(Brassaï, Kertesz, Man Ray, Germaine Krull) and the works of less famous photographers (Jean Moral,
Pierre Boucher, Roger Schall, Nora Dumas…). Forming a genre yet untapped by historians, these
magazines feature both a real taste for erotic fantasies and a remarkable sophistication in composition
and conception. They are to be inscribed in the context of the interwar years which they reflect through
a bawdy style, audacious and multifaceted aesthetics – from kitsch to modernism – and a permeability
to technological reproducibility.
This project proposes to draw a panorama of the 1930s and of its underside through the study
of a material which is at the crossroads of the history of photography, ideas of the body and the question
of artistic appropriation. The magazines are to be dissected as indicative of the ambivalent emancipation
of the ‘modern woman’, a photographic and graphic modernity but also of a colonial unconscious
surfacing in a racist fascination for a pseudo (Far)-East.
Claiming that the magazines are watched as much as read, I analyse the magazine’s formal ‘desire’
for cinema as a guarantee of glamour and as a decisive element of its layout’s plasticity. Nudes,
landscapes and urban sceneries are linked or dissociated as the reader leafs through it, the poetic flicker
of its images relating to the mechanics of editing. Cinema’s influence is also to be found in the
magazine’s special relationship to the night as a site of criminal and sexual transgressions where the
prostitute stands as a key figure of the city’s margins.
Dealing with the return of the repressed expressed in the collective imaginary transpiring
through this kind of publication, I research the different types of interrelations established between
texts and images as well as the bad taste which is integral to its saucy descriptions of sex scene. An
analysis of its plain and clichéd literature sheds light on its relation to vulgarity and its depiction of the
reading woman, an iconographic motif through which it equates female reading with masturbation. The
magazine’s margins and side issues – including small ads, advertisements and photographic contests
organised every month to elect the most beautiful readers –, are given a special status within the thesis
as as many ‘finds’ which allow for a more intimate and subjective interpretation of this archive.
The plastic attractiveness of these magazines makes it indispensable to show them in an
exhibition which is the visual continuation of the written thesis. The ‘gesture of exhibiting’ these
publications is integral to the research process as it will allow me to reimagine an archive and keep it
alive.
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Foreword

It is the formal appeal of the magazines that initially prompted me to examine them. I was
convinced that in spite of their obsolescence, they had something to say about our contemporary
world. But along the research process, I became aware of their most problematic aspects. They are
highly ambivalent objects, irredeemable in their misogynistic and racist sides while having attracted
the avant-garde and some surrealist artists at the time. They formed a genre in itself which produced
transgressive forces, secured a space for perversions and invented new forms through photography
and innovative layouts.
Without getting judgemental, I had to remain ethically alert while analysing them.
The magazines dictated my critical position as a researcher. In their pages, objectionable
content and aesthetic quality go hand in hand and cannot be disentangled. It is precisely because
of their bad taste and their permeability to dubious discourses representative of the collective
imaginary of French society in the 1930s that they are worth researching. Because they are not
highbrow publication dwelling on artistic issues, they offer an insight into ingrained racial
and cultural stereotypes which still saturate our Western visual culture in 2018. The
representations of the women at work in their pages still operate through the same clichés and
narratives. The context that I inhabited while writing my thesis was not France in the 1930’s but
today with the knowledge that it is urgent to keep dissecting the representations of the female
body in the Western world.
Therefore, this PhD stems from my personal fascination with the magazines, a tinge
of nostalgia and my eagerness to study them in a way that would be an intervention in
the representation of sexuality and femininity.
As a fundamentally fluid object about which it is difficult to give a definite
interpretation, the magazine calls for an open-ended conclusion.
In the last chapter, ‘End matter’, I open the thesis onto the obscene dimension of
Paris Magazine’s economics - its pornographic potential and its links with prostitution - which
are not shown but surface in the numerous advertisements published in its last pages. This
chapter inscribes these publications in the larger context of the Parisian sex industry.
The magazine’s simultaneous promotion of photography and eroticism blurs boundaries
between art and popular culture. Ultimately, it is this constant toing and froing between high and
low content which makes the magazine’s specificity. Consequently I decided to close the thesis by
turning to one of Paris Sex Appeal’s back covers featuring a photograph by Florence Henri which
exemplifies these oscillations. It ideally demonstrates how the magazine defies categorisation to
the very end.
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INTRODUCTION
I. History and Context

Published from September 1931 to June 1939, Paris Magazine is deeply rooted in the
sociological and cultural evolutions of the 1930s. Its success and longevity confirm the surge of
mass culture leisures in the interwar years. The decade witnessed a growing homogenisation of the
French population’s mental landscape and references through the spread of the press, radio and
cinema. In such a context, the analysis of Paris Magazine helps understand the evolution of the
status of women but also the urban metamorphosis of Paris and the plastic impact of advertisement
and mass media on the visual relationship of the individual to the world.
It is revealing that the title of the monthly should evoke the French capital, a signifier of
glamour and trendiness. Through this dignifying mention, the publication benefited from the
auratic popularity, amongst the artistic milieu and beyond, of a city seen as a centre of creation and
entertainment. Whether captured for its photogenic qualities by André Kertesz, Brassaï and Jean
Moral or investigated as a site of pleasure through countless reports on cabarets and nightclubs,
Paris appears, in Dominique Kalifa’s terms, as one of the major laboratories of mass culture in
France.1
The magazine also testifies to the growing phenomenon of stardom – devoting articles to
great voices (Mistinguett, Marie Dubas, Lucienne Boyer, Yvonne Printemps…), fashionable
actresses (Nane Germon, Gaby Morlay, Dita Parlo, Josette Day…) and constantly referring to
Hollywoodian icons like Marlene Dietrich or Greta Garbo – and to a general craze for the music
hall. Evenings at the Moulin Rouge, Folies Bergères or in Montmartre and Montparnasse clubs
were the bedrock of the magazine’s editorial line, supplying an inexhaustible source of excuses to

1

Dominique Kalifa, La Culture de masse en France, 1860-1930 (Paris: La Découverte, 2001), p. 46.
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verbalise and show nudity. They were the main vectors of the magazine’s erotic imaginary and were
regularly chosen as topics for ‘behind the scene’ accounts. With their strong emphasis on visual
attractions (colour photography, graphic layout), the four or five pages reports copied the
journalistic formula in vogue at the time and which associated texts and images in an unprecedented
way. In form and substance they conformed to the effervescence of contemporary life. Indeed, as
noticed by Kalifa, the principles of productivity and reproducibility of pleasure rationally organised
the shows which, like popular press, were supposed to adapt to the fragmented rhythm of urban
modernity and to address as large a public as possible.
Reproducing a hundred photographs every month, Paris Magazine exemplifies the rise of
illustrated magazines during the interwar years and calls attention to the triumph of the image over
the words. At its peak (December 1933), the magazine had a print run of 150 000 copies.2
Distributed by the ‘Messageries Hachette’, it benefited from the wide network of kiosques and
outlets that the largest French publishing house, Hachette, had established all over the country.3
Following the precedent set by Paris-Soir, the only French daily newspaper which successfully
resisted the rivalry of radio and endured through the international economic crisis of 1929 by
inventing an innovative model of news coverage based on the predominance of photography, Paris
Magazine resorted to the photographic medium and to kinetic page settings.
Taking advantage of the incapacity of the press to renew itself (particularly ‘les quatre
grands’: Le Petit Journal, Le Petit Parisien, Le Journal, Le Matin), specialised periodicals – sport
magazine, fashion magazine, women’s magazine, children’s magazine –, multiplied and induced
new reading practices.4 In total, they were around six hundred to be published between the two

From July to December 1933, a note, placed at the bottom of the first or one of the first pages of the
magazine indicated the number of its copies.
3 Founded in 1897 by Louis Hachette’s heirs, the ‘Messageries Hachette’ was a press distribution society
which developed a large network of outlets and train station bookstores in Paris and the provinces. In the
1920s, it was in charge of selling and delivering the four most important French newspapers: Le Petit Journal,
Le Matin, Le Journal and Le Petit Parisien.
4 ‘Les quatre grands’ were four major French dailies. These mass-circulation papers focused mainly on
sensationalised news and belonged to the large centre of the political spectrum with a tendency towards
conservative and nationalist positions. Before 1914, they accounted for as much as forty percent of
newspaper circulation in France. They are representative examples of popular press.
2
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World Wars in France. The phenomenon was not unprecedented but publications like the
emblematic L’Illustration overlooked the quality of the images which were often subsidiary to the
text and reduced to an illustrative function.
By the middle of the Twenties, novel printing techniques (more efficient and powerful
rotary presses, the development of photo-engraving) and the increasing recognition of
photography reversed the situation in favour of photojournalism. It imparted information through
impactful images and concise messages, making stories immediately understandable to everyone.5
Obliquely set on the page, overlapping one another, framing or expelling the text to the margin,
the illustrations introduced movement and a greater flexibility in the relationship between words
and photographs. A carefully designed ‘disorder’ became the rule in the press. Paris Magazine’s
layout, benefiting from the improvements in graphic arts – variety of typeface design, use of
vignettes and signs, superpositions, black and white oppositions –, constituted another criteria of
modish adjustment to the accelerated lifestyle of a decade fascinated by speed, light and machines.
As soon as 1932, Jean Prouvost, director of Paris-Soir declared: ‘The image is the queen of
this age. We do not contend ourselves with knowing, we want to see…’6 One does not only read
the newspaper anymore but watches it. A dynamic paste-up built the page through hierarchical
interactions between titles, subtitles and images, now the main conveyors of information. In the
weekly Vu, founded in 1928 by Lucien Vogel, the spatial organisation of the photographs became
the event in itself, plastically structuring the stories on the page.7 Following on from this example,
Paris Magazine used a ‘real language or meta language born from the clash or the alliance between
the images’, assigning greater importance to them, beyond their function as visual testimonies.8
Around 1930, the photographs published in the press thus acquired a certain form of
respectability which was less linked to their documentary value than to their contribution to

Christian Bouqueret, Des années folles aux années noires. La Nouvelle Vision photographique en France, 1920-1940
(Paris: Marval, 1997), p. 155.
6 ‘L’image est devenue la reine de notre temps. Nous ne nous contentons plus de savoir, nous voulons voir.’
7 Bouqueret, Des années folles aux années noires, Ibid., p. 155.
8 Ibid., p. 157.
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sensationalism. Photography’s power to show things from a closer, if not prosaic, point of view
was prized. The invention of smaller and easier to handle cameras – the Leica in 1923 and the
Rolleiflex in 1929 both commercialised in the Thirties – and the resulting deconsecration of the
act of photographing allowed the photographer to anticipate the event and record fast-moving
subjects.9 The simplification of photography technology transformed the taste and the aesthetics
of the time, away from the sophisticated methods of pictorialist photographers.
Ads for Leica, frequently published in Paris Magazine, hint at this osmosis between the
predatory availability of the look and the immediacy of a simplified capture. The slogan ‘pour
photographier discrètement’ is illustrated by the fleeting visions of a woman opening her legs while
getting out of a car or fixing her garter.10 The most infinitesimal detail is thus made accessible to
the eye and to the photographer in one click. Similarly, Rolleiflex, promoting its last model, insists
on the ease of use of a camera with which the amateur (or not) can satisfy artistic ambitions. Since
it is ‘un jeu de photographier des nus avec Rolleiflex ou Rolleicord’, everyone is able to emulate
Louis Caillaud’s performance – his picture, illustrating the ad, made the prowess concrete and
observable – while admiring a naked body.11
Significantly, Paris Magazine started organising female readers’ beauty pageants in summer
1934 in order to publish the best pictures of their scantily dressed readers (fig.1-2). By inviting
them to share their personal photographs, the magazine opened up photography to the general
public. In a way, for the women who dared to expose themselves, photography became a tool
through which to take limited control over the representation of their bodies. However, they were
trapped in the codes of feminine beauty they appropriated and their staged poses remain dependent
on a ‘patriarchal framework symptomatic of an unequal ordering of sexual difference’.12 Moreover,
Michel Frizot, Histoire de voir. Le Médium des temps modernes, tome II (1880-1939) (Paris: Nathan, 2001), p. 11.
‘Take photos discreetly’.
11 ‘It is a child’s play to shoot nude photographs’ claims the slogan. Louis Caillaud (1894-1960) is one of
Paris Magazine’s most prolific photographers. He regularly published his work in the periodical from 1933
to 1939.
12 Abigail Solomon-Godeau, ‘Reconsidering Erotic Photography: Notes for a Project of Historical Salvage’,
in Photography at the Dock: Essays on Photographic History, Institutions and Practices (Minneapolis, MN: University
of Minnesota Press, 1991), p. 221.
9
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the often meticulous mise en scène of these pictures suggests the participation of another person.
The most likely scenario is that their lover or husband pressed the shutter button…13 In that, they
testify to the snapshot’s ‘deeply rooted conventionality, its role in constructing often repressive
social norms and the highly performative nature of its subjects.’14
The independence and provocative self-assertion emanating from self-portraits made in the
Thirties by photographers like Germaine Krull, Claude Cahun or Florence Henri are absent here.
However, carnality, exhibitionism, awkwardness and shyness emerge all at once in images through
which women exist for the first time even if it is only as objects of desire. Their decision to
‘compete’ with professional models and send their picture to Paris Magazine made them active in
their own representation. This intrusion in the flesh of feminine presence stresses a general
propensity toward societal change: it is precisely during this period that a minority of women started

As it is impossible to document the way the photographs were taken, different hypotheses can be
proposed. Did the women have access to wired remote shutter release? Or did they pose with their friends
rather than with male companions? It is unlikely that they had the means (money and a ‘room of their own’)
to be fully independent. The pictures are no symbols of emancipation. They did not give them autonomy
but access to the dream of being a model, attractive to hundreds of readers… Significantly, ads for Rolleifleix
or Leica cameras systematically focus on the camera’s ability to capture pretty women, make artistic nude
Académies and fix the most imperceptible details of the feminine charms (the top of stockings visible under
a dress for instance).
In the magazine, photography proves automatically erotic and can only be devoted to a single subject: female
beauty. Except for three advertisements for the Voigtländer camera which are based on the sculptural figure
of an archer and the idyllic sight of a naked child with a dog or of two small girls playing in nature, the
illustrations, often made by Paris Magazine’s regular photographers (notably Jean Moral and Louis Caillaud),
have no other goal than to undress women. Implicitly, men are the ones in control of the cameras. In that
respect, even more literal is the Leica advertisement which explains how to manipulate a camera with a
viewfinder adjusted sideways: a man, seen from the side, looks through the device while pointing the
equipment at us. He is the one who knows where to direct his eyes while the woman lifts her skirt.
In this context, the two ads presenting photographically more active women do not contradict this gendered
division of labour. In the first one, a girl is focusing with her camera on the graceless form of an elephant
seal (fig.288). Its strangeness confirms that with a Leica, anything, even the most difficult subjects can be
recorded. But it also shows that the female vision is restricted: zoological oddities are the woman’s domain.
She can not trespass on male properties. Leaning over the animal, the top of her body is smaller than its
bulky figure - she is a fragile Beauty taking a picture of the beast. She redeems his monstrosity and his
ugliness makes her look good.
In the second ad, a blonde smiling girl is associated with an amateur’s guide to photography, Pour réussir vos
photos, published by Marcel Natkin (fig.289). Nothing indicates that she is its reader. It is more likely that
she is the pretty seller the client will meet when looking for this book. In a strange juxtaposition, the logo
of the Tiranty edition – a schematic silhouette of a photographing man – walks on four fingers with
varnished nails and which hold the advertised guide. The woman is only present as a decorative backdrop,
as a marketing argument.
14 Catherine Zuromskis, Snapshot Photography. The Lives of Images (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2013), p. 242.
13
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to encroach on what had been until then exclusively male prerogatives, appropriating symbols of
masculine authority and autonomy like cigarettes, trousers, short hair and cameras. A woman-asspectacle when sending her photographs to the magazine, the reader is the witness of her own
agency, desiring her image.15 Male or female, every subject could potentially be photographed and
a photographer. It is also in that sense that a periodical like Paris Magazine can be regarded as a relay
of modernity. And what the beauty contests reflect most clearly is the popularity of snapshots in
the 1930s. ‘Never before ha[ve] modernity, novelty, and happiness been the extended subject of
such frenetic and so much photographic activity.’16
In his choice of images for his magazines, their owner, Victor Vidal, manifested an
inclination for a large range of photographic styles, from the implacable sharpness of Nora Dumas’
close-ups of wrinkled faces of peasants to the decorative luxuriance of Manassé’s silhouettes. Vidal
repeatedly selected works by Brassaï, Kertesz, Jean Moral, Roger Schall, Pierre Boucher and Louis
Caillaud but paid also close attention to the production of foreign photographers like Bill Brandt,
Man Ray, Willy, Zielke, Manassé, Paul Wolff, Madame d’Ora, Erwin Blumenfeld etc… In addition,
a lot of women found in Paris Magazine a way to distribute their images: notably, Germaine Krull,
Florence Henri, Ergy Landau, Nora Dumas, Rogi André and Denise Bellon. The magazine
included a wide panel of photography genres: society portraits, celebrity portraiture, examples of
candid photography and street photography, still-life, landscape, documentary, fashion and
sequential photography (whether in photojournalism or photo-novels). This eclecticism might have
corresponded to Vidal’s will to target a middlebrow public as he tried, through a programmed
variety, to satisfy everyone. But it is also related to the fact that Paris Magazine mirrored the
cosmopolitan creativity of the capital as the crossroads of different international artistic references.
Indeed, with the successive waves of emigration following the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian

Solomon-Godeau, ‘Reconsidering Erotic Photography’, p. 238.
Marvin Heiferman, ‘Now is Then. The Thrill and the Fate of Snapshots’, in Now is Then. Snapshots from the
Maresca Collection (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Architectural Press, 2008), p. 42.
15
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empire in 1918, the 1929 economic crisis and Hitler’s rise to power in 1933, a great number of
exiled artists imported fresh visual concepts to France.
Christian Bouqueret theorised the notion of ‘Nouvelle Vision’ to make sense of the
manifold photographic practices in France during the interwar period. This generic term should be
used less to highlight a coherence between such practices, than to indicate an overall permeability
to a genius loci. Paris was considered to be a prototype of buoyant progress, an economic centre
and a refuge for those fleeing political or religious persecutions. Thus, the capital was the vibrant
common denominator of what might be best defined through the plural form of ‘modernist looks’
and was the stage of both individual and collective developments. Paris Magazine encapsulates this
polarity by presenting singular works like Man Ray’s signature combination of fashion, glamour
photography and magnetism of the Surrealist ‘woman as muse’ but also a lot of homogeneous
compositions influenced by the New Photography and the doyens of the Film und Foto exhibition
in Stuttgart (1929).17 For Bouqueret, the photographers did not consciously embrace New
Photography’s approach, their images were simply informed by the zeitgeist.18 He contends that
these young people (between twenty and thirty-five years old) aspired to novelty as they were
deprived of references by the premature death of the older generations during World War I. They
found themselves in a decision-making role, radically opened to innovation.19 Each photographer
naturally implemented what Michel Frizot calls recurring stylistic devices, adaptable to the
personality and the purpose of everyone: close-up, tilted perspectives, high-angle shots, contrasts,
constructivist compositions, unsentimental objectivity, fragmentations of objects.20
Along with the magazine Jazz (whose editor-in-chief was Carlo Rim who also collaborated
at Vu), Paris Magazine was one of the main mediums of this new vision. It represented a safe source
of income for the photographers who were paid eighty francs for a full page, two hundred for a

Sarah Wilson, ‘Assia Granatouroff’, in Dictionary of Artists’ models, ed. by Jill Berk Jiminez and Joanna
Banham, 2nd edn (New York, NY: Routledge, 2013), p. 244.
18 Christian Bouqueret, Jean Moral, l’œil capteur (Paris: Marval, 1999), p. 7.
19 Ibid., p. 7.
20 Michel Frizot, Nouvelle histoire de la photographie (Paris: Larousse, 2001), p. 471.
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cover. The economic factor – the need to make a living – should be taken into account to
understand a tendency towards a homogenisation of style in the very troubled circumstances of
the period: harsh competition, especially after 1933, and a dramatic fall in prices. It is thus
important to insist on the commercial dimension of these images. If illustrated magazines fruitfully
served their diffusion, they simultaneously forced their authors to compromise. Inseparable from
advertising strategies, this kind of photography achieved a happy medium which might explain a
lack of historical recognition Bouqueret lamented.
In the 1930s, France was one of the few countries in which the feminine body could be
exhibited without any narrative, mythological or artistic justification. In the USA, in Germany
and in the Soviet Union, feminine nudity was mostly exalted in the restricted framework of
naturist conceptualisations of a lifestyle in harmony with nature. By contrast, both local and
foreign artists working in France started photographing nudity for its own sake. Not surprisingly
therefore, Paris hosted the first ‘Salon du nu photographique’, organised by Daniel Masclet in
1933. Indeed, this decade instigated a progressive erosion of prejudices, encouraged by the social
and political context: ‘the popularity of summer camps and youth hostels, the taste for outdoor
activity and the emancipation of the body, prescribed by the doctors, culminated with the
establishment of paid holiday.’21 This aesthetic and moral upheaval allowed the artists to treat the
body as any other subject. Bouqueret posits that a catharsis of representation was at work in the
accumulation of undressed women published by male and female photographers in monthlies
like Paris Magazine.
Three different modes of nudity – exotic, glamour and sculptural – are noticeable in most
of the issues even though the periodical's evolution goes with a progressive decline in
inventiveness. A return to the tradition fixed the body in a rigid emulation of a neoclassical canon

Christian Bouqueret, Les Femmes photographes de la Nouvelle Vision, Paris 1920-1940 (Paris: Marval, 1999),
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from 1937 onwards. The closer we get to the chaos of the Second World War, the more formulaic
the magazine becomes as if a latent anxiety blunted the impertinence of the previous years.22
Underscoring the mystery of female jouissance by literally referring to otherness, some
photographers fantasised African, Asian or Arab beauties, often much in line with the artificiality
of nineteenth-century orientalist paintings (fig.3-4).23
Abolishing any reminiscence of the natural state of nudity, others dramatised their models’
attractiveness through a deifying mise en scène inspired by cinema.24 Gleaming and sleek
silhouettes shrouded in lamé were the hallmarks of the Austrian studio Manassé, managed by a
husband-and-wife team (fig.5). They specialised in the aestheticisation of sex appeal, turning
sexiness into an artistic concept.
Looking back at classical sculptures, a third type of photographs focused on the sole body,
sublimated by an idealising vision of marmoreal smoothness. ‘Dynamic’ and useless draperies and
a strategy of chiaroscuro underline the ambiguous status of a nudity frequently fragmented by
close-ups (fig.6). Repressed voluptuousness emerges through plastic opulence, precisely pointing
to what it is supposed to hide in these Académies. Photography was ‘vindicating the seriousness of
its nu artistique poses, often ‘composed’ on the basis of painterly or sculpted models’, but it
simultaneously claimed ‘its medium as a new, liberate art form that dictated freer, unacademic poses
taken from life: the street, the studio, or the beach’.25 Roger Schall's spontaneous portraits of Assia

It is not surprising therefore to read the sententious declaration solemnly published on the first page of
Paris Magazine n°77, in January 1938. The editorial team makes amends for its improper predilections for
depravity and wishes to initiate some changes in the style of the publication. It commits to suppressing
from its ‘pages crude descriptions, saucy images and libertine topics’. The note reads as follow: ‘L'éditeur
s'engage à éliminer de ses pages telles descriptions trop vives, telles images trop hardies, tels sujets trop
libertins’.
23 The photographs Heinz von Perckhammer (1895-1965) took while living in China in the Twenties appear
from time to time in Paris Magazine.
24 According to Sylvie Perault, ethnologist and expert in the anthropology of costumes, the spectacle of the
flesh alone is obscenely sexual and thus intolerable. She states that ‘the organism is acceptable only as long
as it is transformed, covered with signs. The body signifies only if clothed with artifices’. Sylvie Perault,
‘Bijoux et music hall: le costume de la girl’, in Proceedings of the conference Corps et objet, 19 and 20 September
2003 (Nîmes: Le Manuscrit, 2004), p. 145.
25 Wilson, Dictionary of Artists’ models, p. 244.
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Granatouroff encapsulate more plainly than any other images this spirit (fig.7).26 ‘It is through
Assia, the fetish-model, that the 1930s nude found its incarnation and really found itself.’27

Vidal’s business sense and his passion for photography prompted him to step into the
breach opened by the Twenties’ redefinition of womanhood and social break with traditions. If
he managed to dominate and flood the market with various girlie magazines, it is also because of
his knowledge of the German press edition. Paris Magazine has most likely been inspired, in its
size and its use of ‘sex appeal’, by the periodicals Uhu and Das Magazin, both launched in 1924.
Uhu, modelled on The American Magazine, epitomises the witty and original illustrated press of the
Weimar Republic. Its novelty resides ‘in its physical format as well as in its stories and images.’
Light-heartedly entertaining, it
easily fits into the pocket of a man’s coat or a woman’s handbag. It was designed to be
read on the go by the modern man and woman during those moments when they
found themselves waiting for a bus or sitting in the doctor’s office.28
Appealing to both women and men and to middlebrow tastes as it combined racy short
stories, travelogues, reportage, glimpses into the private life of stars and photographs of naked
girls, it also included essays by noted writers and scholars (Thomas Mann, Walter Benjamin,
Albert Einstein, Walter Gropius). Paris Magazine thus appears as a less cultured and more vulgar
version of such a publication, giving prominence to eroticism and visual seductions by mixing
with more audacity texts and photographs. If less respectable, it featured the pictures of the same
photographers – d’Ora, Kertesz, Moral, Man Ray, Manassé, Umbo… who sold their works to
several publishing houses – and the same elegant receptiveness to signs of modernity.

One of the best known models and muses of the interwar period, Assia worked with photographers
(Emmanuel Sougez, Roger Parry, Rémy Duval, Laure Albin-Guillot, Rogi André, Ergy Landau, Germaine
Krull and Dora Maar) but also painters and sculptors (André Derain, Moïse Kisling, Suzanne Valadon,
Paul Belmondo…). Her emancipated body epitomised the modern ideal of the 1930s, that of the ‘amazon’.
27 Christian Bouqueret, Assia. Sublime modèle (Paris: Marval, 2005).
28 Melissa A. Johnson, ‘Souvenirs of Amerika: Hannah Höch’s Weimar-era Mass-media Scrapbook’, in The
Scrapbook in American Life, ed. by Susan Tucker, Katherine Ott and Patricia Buckler (Philadelphia, Penn.:
Temple University Press, 2006), p.145.
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Of both periodicals it could be said that ‘even if [they] did not champion current political
issues, [they…] had to deal with contemporary trends and current issues.’29 Devoting much space
to modish femininity and to the depiction of beauty, they questioned the status of women. It has
been underlined that, at the time, mass media conveyed a positive image of the contemporary
woman who was given more space and freedom than in reality and yet was really turned into a
conquering individual. Autonomy, mobility and freedom of morals were now obsessively treated
as her main characteristics – not without a certain form of apprehension in some instances where
her overwhelming sexual or social power threatened the normative gender order. Paris Magazine,
originally aimed at a masculine readership, reorientated its editorial line in 1932. Ads for knitted
girdles, ‘Tho-radia’ skin creams, ‘Squeezit’ juicer or vaginal contraceptives progressively integrated
the needs of a female clientele to which they promoted a triumphant up-to-dateness. If men
probably bought the monthly to rinse their eyes, women most likely identified with the trendy and
liberating femininity it celebrated while enjoying the harmless thrill of transgression.
In keeping with the flapper’s iconic silhouette, the idealised woman was slender, healthy
and energetic. She was not so much ‘boyish’ as youthful since the ‘social hierarchy that had placed
the rich middle-aged woman at its pinnacle crumbled after the war’, probably weakened by a form
of ‘disillusionment with the “old” people who had sent the young off to die.’30 Women were
compelled to keep fit as their bodies were not hidden nor embellished by clothes like their
curvaceous and wasp-waisted predecessors. The trend of looser dresses and the minimisation of
breasts in favour of shapely legs were already initiated during the Belle époque and accelerated by
the war. The hypothesis of a brutal opposition between the two periods should consequently be
qualified.
The period between 1918 and 1939 remains one of complex, and often contradictory,
tendencies. Many of the social changes generally discussed in terms of postwar culture
can be traced to the first decade of the century in France. Around 1900, as some
Annelie Ramsbrock, The Science of Beauty: Culture and Cosmetics in Modern Germany, 1750-1930, trans. by David
Burnett (New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), p. 115.
30 Valerie Steele, Fashion and Eroticism: Ideals of Feminine Beauty from the Victorian Era to the Jazz Age (New York,
NY: Oxford University Press, 1985), p. 239.
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women cut their hair and began to take up activities like bicycling, new fashions (such
as divided skirts) appeared. In 1906, women represented nearly thirty-eight percent of
the French labour force, and twenty percent of married women worked, one of the
highest proportions in Western Europe.31
These mutations ‘signified greater demands on the body’ echoed by Paris Magazine’s
frequent focus on camping, swimming and skiing. Extolling the virtues of sport, the magazine even
occasionally prescribed recipes for a sculpted body. In Paris Magazine n°88 (December 1938), the
movements of a work out exercise are decomposed through a sequence of photographs, prompting
the reader to rival the blond model’s fine fettle. ‘The change from the admiration for the ample,
mature female body to that of the slim […] and active body meant partly that the corset was
internalised in the form of dieting.’32

In the 1930s, the figure of the independent and sexually emancipated young woman became
a cultural phenomenon in Paris, a motif which the monthly eagerly described, often accentuating
its most salacious connotations. Photographs and texts – depictions of her libertine wrongdoings
and supposedly ‘serious’ analyses of her sexuality – mythologised this new amazon.33 ‘The young
woman of the latest 1931 model looks young men in the eye, gets straight to the point and talks
about everything with them. Even about love…’ Paul Reboux states in March 1932 (Paris Magazine
n°7).34 His description stereotypically enumerates ‘her supple and unconstrained waist, her exposed
calves, her bare neck, her short and dancing hair, and her determined gesture.’35
The modern woman’s desirability was increasingly proportional to her impropriety but as
such she challenged conventions and the masculine position. Whether admired or ridiculed, she
was an ambiguous object revealingly throwing into relief the doubts of a society in crisis. ‘If war

Whitney Chadwick and Tirza True Latimer, The Modern Woman Revisited. Paris between the Wars (New
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2003), p.5.
32 Steele, p. 241.
33 Paris Magazine investigated the Parisian students’ sexual life in three issues.
34 ‘La jeune fille du tout dernier modèle 1931 regarde les jeunes gens en face, leur parle sans détour, de
n’importe quoi. Et même d’amour…’
35 ‘Regardez la, la taille souple et libre, les mollets découverts, le cou dégagé, la chevelure courte et dansante,
le geste résolu.’
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[was] the ultimate disorder, then peace […] brought with it demands for a return to traditional
gender relationships.’36 While no less than twenty governments were formed and dissolved between
1918 and 1938 in a deleterious political atmosphere, the neonatalists’ call for the promotion of
women’s natural function, which equated femininity with reproduction, led to the criminalisation
of abortion and the prohibition of propaganda for contraceptive methods. This kind of discourse
later dominated ‘the fascist projection of social order as a restoration of established and commonly
understood relationships between the sexes.’37 It is not surprising therefore that the French women
had to wait until 1944 to gain voting rights. Paul Reboux predicts that in ‘ten years time, France
will be constrained to conform with all the other countries of the world’ by endorsing women’s
suffrage. But it is only to lament the fact that they are no better than men as political leaders.38 A
caustic irony permeated Paul Reboux’ series of articles dissecting the behaviour of different
feminine types: la bachelière, la femme d’affaire, la femme politique, la sociétaire de la Comédie
Française, la demoiselle du conservatoire, la midinette, la mannequin, la femme de lettre…39 Spicing
the texts, images of unclothed girls systematically sapped their credibility and confined them to a
highly sexualised social role.
Marcel Aymé, whose sardonic contempt for bourgeois conformism and intellectual
progressivism inclined him to criticise the contemporary situation, often made farcical and
misogynistic comments in Paris Magazine. His corrosive rejection of the 1933 femme fatale whom
he considers as ‘a fiasco’ typically sums up his attachment to more traditional values. He deplores
the ‘masculinisation’ of women deprived of any mystery now that they are equal to men in their
outfits and actions. In his view, the current emancipation movement is dealing a death blow to his
feminine ideal doomed to disappear since it tends to suppress the distance between the sexes.
Passivity remains femininity’s most desirable weapon as ‘the woman who runs a business, pleads a
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38 Paul Reboux, ‘La femme politique’ in Paris Magazine n°9, May 1932.
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case or campaigns loses a hundred percent of her Baudelairian charm which can not abide a vain
fluster.’40 After dismissing Marlene Dietrich’s seductiveness, he ends his article asking: ‘What are
the chances for a man to commit the worst crimes just to please a woman whose long
knickerbockers hide the calves?’ In another ferocious column, showing his tenderness for common
people, he declares himself in favour of taxing ‘les poules de luxe’ (high-class hookers) to whom
he opposes the proletariat of prostitution, bled dry by the government. Marcel Aymé’s writings
occasionally imbued Paris Magazine with reactionary views. His political commitment is marked by
the individualism, machismo, abstentionism and proclivity for racism which Pascal Ory defined as
the key elements of right-wing anarchism. Nevertheless, protean, the magazine never adhered to
any party lines. It is a photographic as much as a literary jumble which operated through a mix of
influences and political opinions.
Writers of all sorts published in Paris Magazine, from Maurice Dekobra, the most widely
read French author from the interwar years and an international star to Pierre Descaves, radio
producer and journalist member of the Resistance or Jean Feuga who specialised in nautical fiction
and juvenile literature.41 Titaÿna, real name Elisabeth Sauvy, international correspondent at ParisSoir, colourful adventurer and pilot also collaborated on the magazine, writing on sexual rituals in
China and Japan.42 She was compromised during the Occupation for her articles in favour of the
collaboration. This motley crew of columnists and novelists thus makes it difficult to find any
coherence in the monthly’s unstable and unclassifiable position, indifferent to any clear political
stances. There is one certainty: a dodgy figure, Victor Vidal mixed with rather disreputable

‘La femme que l’on voit courir à ses affaires, plaider en robe d’avocat, ou mener une campagne politique,
perd cent pour cent de ce charme baudelairien qui ne s’accommode pas de la vaine agitation.’ Paris Magazine
n°28, December 1933.
41 In spite of its ridiculous title, 300 000 copies of Dekobra’s most famous book La Madone des sleepings were
sold in France in a year and it was adapted twice for the screen. His preciosity and high society chic make
him a witty and dazzling representative of kitsch. Pierre Descaves, a learned specialist of Balzac, was
appointed manager of the Comédie Française during the 1950s and chaired numerous prestigious literature
committees. His left-wing viewpoint stems from a strong political family tradition, his father having been a
libertarian and a journalist at L’Aurore during the Dreyfus affair.
42 Founder with Carlo Rim of the magazine Jazz, this Parisian idol interviewed Atatürk, Abd el-Krim,
Mussolini and Hitler…
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characters. Georges Saint-Bonnet and his notoriously fascist involvement is the most
representative case of Vidal’s fishing in troubled waters. Around 1926, Saint-Bonnet translated
Mein Kempf and in 1932 wrote an anti-Semite book, Le Juif ou l’Internationale du parasitisme, before
briefly working for the Vichy regime in 1940.

Although prompt to catch a lifelike detail, the magazine was only superficially interested in
‘what was happening’. An unwavering commitment to pleasure exclusively commanded its content,
leading to the adoption of a consensual tone. Its editorial choice was never affected by the news,
to the point of blindness when the end of the Popular Front (April 1938), partial mobilisation
(September 1938) or German expansion were blatantly ignored. Interestingly enough, the more the
events became tragically invasive, the less the publication seemed to have had a hold on reality. It
even seemed less concerned than before as if its trivial eroticism was given an alibi and was
legitimised in maintaining a semblance of normality. From 1938 onwards, the textual components
of the magazine were progressively limited to pure escapism. Illustrated fiction even supplanted
the reviews capturing the spirit of the time (portraits of celebrities, reports on contemporary habits,
investigations on painters’ practices). Wild love stories and bigger than life mob’s vendettas filled
the pages with monotonously cinematographic photographs of embracing lovers or fighting
gangsters.
Given such a context, Brassaï’s vagrants, Kertesz’ workers and Dumas’ peasants, regularly
published in the periodical were less documentary traces than vivid samples of ‘the street’ or rural
life, allowing the viewer to experience this interface of ‘lower-class’ comportment and modernity.
This fashionable and formulaic predilection for the people reverberates a ‘conservatism of
convenience’ which curtailed any form of engagement. Social comments are quasi absent and the
precarity which was well documented by photographers published in its pages is only alluded to
through scattered pictures and seedy descriptions of the prostitutes’ harsh conditions of living.
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The 1929 crisis is mentioned once as the sinister backdrop to a family tragedy, based on a
true story in which a hard working furrier butchered his wife and son for fear of a bleak future.
The title compares him to a machine thrown out of gear and no political issues are raised. Only the
monstrosity of a crime which hit the headline is retained, activating a form of exaggeration and
Manichaeism, typical of popular literature. Current affairs are of interest when providing the reader
with a repertoire of extreme sensations, distress or concupiscence. Cultural events are conjured up
when they can be interpreted in an erotic sense, as demonstrated by Jean-Pierre Dorian’s slightly
chauvinist ode to Paris, ‘Voluptés de l’exposition’.43 In his bawdy account of the 1937 Exposition
des Arts et Techniques de la Vie Moderne, he alludes to the Nazi Pavilion to remark that Josef
Thorak’s gigantic statues are the occasion to see what a woman can do when standing between a
man’s thighs. The journalist lyrically praises the charms of French women and tirelessly focuses on
girls’skirts ‘inadvertently’ lifted during the visit (Paris Magazine n°71, July 1937) (fig.8).
From time to time, harrowing testimonies like Fernand Pouey’s comments on the suicide
of an orphan who threw himself in the Seine mark a sharper social awareness on the part of the
authors. Pouey, a former lawyer, journalist, radio pioneer and man of culture wrote compassionate
texts suffused with left-wing colourations and yet ultimately fabricated through their illustrations.
His article of 1933, devoted to the absurd death of a Spanish anarchist preparing a bombing in
Barcelona, is based on a picture taken by Brassaï in which the photographer himself poses as the
corpse lying on the pavement (Paris Magazine n°20, April 1933). This type of practice, blurring the
limits between fiction and the real, news and narration, creation and documentation, was not
unusual in the mass-circulation press. Sylvie Aubenas draws a parallel between investigations signed
by well-known writers and these photographs. Photographers, including Brassaï, took, ‘reality – an
intimate knowledge of the “territory” – as their starting point but frequently play[ed] around with
poses, settings and extras in order to obtain the best possible images.’44
‘Delights of the Exhibition’.
Sylvie Aubenas, ‘Brassaï and Paris by night’, in Brassaï, flâneur nocturne (London: Thames&Hudson, 2013),
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Significantly, in one of the monthly’s last issues (June 1939), three months before the
beginning of the Phoney War, sun-bathed articles entitled ‘Le paradis des peintres’ or ‘Plage
d’amour’ jovially glorified the beauty of women in swimsuits and recommended the blissful
contentment of flirtation.45 Not unlike the weekly Paris-Match which, on the eve of war, ‘reduced
the news to a kind of match, a live performance, an invitation to experience the real as a
representation’ in order to reassure the public, Paris Magazine offered a ‘sexy’ version of life to its
readers.46 The Baudelairian verse quoted in the second text, ‘Tout n’est que luxe, calme et volupté’,
crystallised the vision of a periodical which saw everything through the prism of industrialised
desire.47
It is only logical then that the Spanish Civil War should be romanticised in a ‘sensational
report’ written in 1937 by a special correspondent, who remains anonymous as a security measure
(Paris Magazine n°67, March 1937) (fig.9). Refusing to take sides, the journalist never mentions
republicans or nationalists. He concentrates instead on heartbreaking romances: ‘I did not come
here to see the mask of the Civil War, the victims, the killers. I came to see […] the ardent face the
fear of death gives to love.’48 He adds: ‘for the first time, I understand the expression “to love
somebody to death.”’49
Here, photography freezes the narrative into intensified moments of embraces or struggles in
which the dressed-up models are always bare breasted (fig.10). Photographic reconstitution
enhances the illusion of an enchanted world outside space and time, in which nothing happens
except the apparition of beauty. History is negated as well as the bodies of those who ‘really’ died
during the conflict.

‘Paradise for Artists’ and ‘Beach of Love’.
Bouqueret, Jean Moral, l’œil capteur, p. 29.
47 (Author’s translation) ‘It is only luxury, calm and voluptuousness’.
48 ‘Je ne suis pas venu pour voir le masque de la guerre civile, les victimes, les tueurs. Je suis venu voir […]
l’ardent visage que donne à l’amour la hantise de la mort.’
49 ‘Pour la première fois, je comprends l’expression “aimer jusqu’à en mourir.”’
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However, the relentless and morbid melancholy emanating from the large corpus of
Kertesz’ photographs acts as a radical disruption of the magazine’s overall frivolity and raises the
question of its ‘unconscious’ (fig.11). Something is amiss with the discordant emptiness and
solitude of pictures continuously suspending its diverting function. In the foreword to a 1934
collection of Kertesz’ works, Paris vu par André Kertesz, Pierre Mac Orlan described the
photographer’s sensibility as an ‘anxiety generated by a fantastic element of the street […] which
interprets secret elements of shadow and light.’50 Mac Orlan’s notion of ‘fantastic social’ referred
to the frequently bizarre juxtapositions of the archaic and the new, the human and the inanimate,
best explored by photographers who, as ‘lyrical and meticulous witnesses’, were more attentive
than anyone else to details.51 The unease he tirelessly tried to discern and express corresponds to a
hypersensitivity to what he felt as an imminent disaster. A romanticism of fear engendered by the
trauma of World War I led him to constantly contemplate the end of the world.52 In keeping with
this vague and diffuse disquiet, out of place images in Paris Magazine appear as depressing heralds
of the tragedy to come. They signalled that sex appeal and its profusion of voluptuous bodies were
but fragile screens in the shadow of war’s destructions.53
If an indefinable but persistent tension haunts the magazine’s iconography, a more concrete
threat, linked to France’s colonial empire pervades its erotic imaginary. The underside of the mania
for exoticism and the promiscuity with the Other it induced represented a danger for society as a
whole.
Mac Orlan is best known for his novel Quai des brumes (1927) which was adapted by Marcel Carné in a
famous film with Michèle Morgan and Jean Gabin (1938). ‘Perhaps the most perceptive French
photographic critic during this period […], Mac Orlan developed what amounted to a modern poetics of
the medium […]. He reflected at length on the collision between technological civilisation and the remnants
of a popular culture rooted in the past.’ Maria Morris Hambourg and Christopher Phillips, The New Vision.
Photography between the World Wars: Ford Motor Company (New York, NY: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1989),
pp. 100-101.
51 Mac Orlan also detected traces of this slippery concept in the work of the painter, illustrator and set
designer, Louis Touchagues who sometimes drew in Paris Magazine. In a short text, published opposite
Touchagues’ representation of a factory – indistinguishable waves of workers oppressively saturating the
page and pushing stylised chimney stacks in the background –, Mac Orlan notices his talent in translating
the disquieting spectacle of the crowd. He equally lauds Touchagues’ capacity to underline the decorative
aspect of human stupidity and to ‘create a kind of demonic poetry’. (‘Créer une sorte de poésie diabolique’).
52 Bernard Baritaud, Pierre Mac Orlan. Sa vie, son temps (Geneva: Droz, 1992), p. 248.
53 Victor Vidal mysteriously disappeared during the war. No explanations can be given for now.
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As underlined by Tyler Stovall,
many French women and men saw nonwhites for the first time in their lives during
the war years […]. This unprecedented presence of the colonised in the métropole both
reaffirmed the global greatness of France and called into question some basic
assumptions about French identity.54
Paris Magazine overflows with trashy pulp literature which activates the paradigmatic narrative of
the fallen Western victim, corrupted by his love for a native woman. ‘Prolonging and debasing the
adventure recipe à la Loti’, this kind of scenarios displayed, ‘with a marked prurience European
male fantasies, while overtly lamenting the decivilising effect of interracial sexual contact.’55 LouisCharles Royer, the exoticist writer par excellence, earned a reputation by elaborating upon the
colonial theme through the filter of risqué literature.56 The relationship with the indigenous is
always sexualised in his texts, glorifying the tempting gesture of crossing the colour line. But the
appeal of foreign flesh is also overshadowed by the risk of miscegenation which challenged the
purity of French people and the well-being of the nation. Above all else, sexuality ‘had to be
harnessed to the service of domesticity, in order to ensure the continuity of the French race.’57 The
frontier between metropole and colony had to stay firmly in place which was not guaranteed.

Tyler Stovall, ‘The New Woman and the New Empire: Josephine Baker and Changing Views of
Femininity in Interwar France’, The Scholar & Feminist Online, 6.1-6.2 (Fall 2007/Spring 2008) <
http://sfonline.barnard.edu/baker/stovall_01.htm> [accessed 10 March 2016].
55 Peter Dunwoodie, Writing French Algeria (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999), p. 129.
56 The simplistic plot of his stories is structured by the unveiling of naked women and the more or less
graphic description of sexual intercourse. His ‘femme-panthère’ is an African ‘vamp’ in the literal sense of
the word vampire. She kills but is infinitely desirable (Paris Magazine n°69, May 1937). Her whole body is
invested with racial commonplaces: her breasts are hard as shells, the shining helmet of her hair is covered
with shea butter, the exaggerated curve of her back emphasises her golden ‘rump’ and while she dances, her
obscene swaying inflames the narrator’s desires. Functionalised and animalised, Black women are
supposedly trained and tamed by their European lovers in Royer’s fiction but only for a night. His most
famous novel La Maîtresse noire (1928) had a print run of 400 000 copies and some of his books were
translated in English.
57 Tyler Stovall, ‘The New Woman and the New Empire’. Consequently, in colonial literature, mixed
marriages overshadowed by moral condemnation, usually ended sadly. ‘La fausse Kabyle’ (The False
Kabylian) depicts for instance the desperate status of the daughter of a French White woman and of a
Kabylian who served in the army (Paris Magazine n°66, February 1937). After fifteen years spent in Paris,
she ends up living miserably in the Sahel desert, struggling with the contradictions of her double origin. The
story is the occasion for Royer to pride himself on the French art of love-making which he considers as
superior to the more ‘basic’ local manners. If he efficiently deflowers Georgette and caresses her like none
of her compatriots ever will, he then refuses to bring her back to Paris.
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Imported in ‘decadent’ Parisian clubs, the charms of blackness permeated the capital

through music and dance. In a column entitled ‘Black and White’, a nightclub is turned into a site
of pure debauchery (Paris Magazine n°19, March 1933). Apotheosis of racism, the text presents the
intoxicating process through which a negro’s body bewitches the visitors. Georges de Saint Bonnet
asserts the demonic essence of African people, evoking the ‘suffocating armpits smell of women
from Cuba or Cayenne’ and ‘breath and skin which spray poison.’58 To him, the ‘black and white’
association only leads to vice and the two races deprave one another. Tempted by muscled and
hairy ape-like figures, Parisian women yield to the ancestral call of the forest while the innocence
of a childish race is irreversibly perverted by civilisation. Another risk is to be defeated by Black
people in a humiliating reversal of power relations. Odette Pannetier, admiring the gracefulness of
Habib Benglia, the ‘handsome negro’ dancing the rumba at the ‘Train bleu’ insists on his
resounding victory over ‘the poor pale-faces’ who slavishly impersonate him (Paris Magazine n°3,
November 1931).59 With his square shoulders and his proud look, he has the lead.
Repressed desires systematically surface in the monthly, the frivolity of which carries with
it the darker sides of racial fantasies. In Paris Magazine, sexuality divulges the French psyche, notably
the population’s doubts regarding the country’s colonial politics.

The magazine stopped running at a pivotal time, in 1939, the year the American art critic
Clement Greenberg defined kitsch in his Marxist analysis on Avant-garde and Kitsch. Paris Magazine

He writes: ‘[…] les aisselles de Cuba et de Cayenne exhalent des relents qui l’envoûtent. […] Leur haleine,
comme leur peau, vaporise des poisons’.
59 Habib Benglia was an Algerian-born French actor (1895-1960). He was the first black actor to star in the
main role of classical plays. However, he was largely ignored by the critics and was mainly praised as a
dancer: his athletic and flexible black body was an asset which spiced up the shows presented at the Folies
Bergères, the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées, the Train bleu cabaret etc… He was often confined to ‘exotic’
codified and secondary roles in colonial films. But he starred in Jean Grémillon’s film Daïnah la métisse (1931)
and appeared briefly in Les Enfants du paradis (Marcel Carné, 1943). Almost naked during his performances
at the music hall, he epitomised sexual debauchery and polygamous penchant, two features supposedly
inherent to African behaviour according to the pseudo-scientific discourses of the time. As demonstrated
by this text, his popularity was based on his physical appearance which charmed white female spectators
but he also embodied the danger of taboo relationships between black and white partners.
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would have probably epitomised in his eyes the rear-guard, a cultural phenomenon which he found
indissociable from the avant-garde.
His text, published in the Trotskyite journal Partisan review, is haunted by the tragedies of
Nazi barbarism to come. Greenberg blames the newly urbanised and literate masses, insensitive to
authentic artistic values, for their proclivity for an ersatz of culture which has more to do with
entertainment than with intellectual concerns after replacing the traditional folk culture destroyed
by the industrial revolution. Paris Magazine could have been part of
that thing to which the Germans give the wonderful name of Kitsch: popular,
commercial art and literature with their chromeotypes, magazine covers,
illustrations, ads, slick and pulp fiction, comics, Tin Pan Alley music, tap dancing,
Hollywood movies, etc, etc.60
To him, kitsch is the culture of the masses both in the Western world and in totalitarian
regimes of Germany, Italy and the Soviet Union for its experience offers immediate satisfaction
and the possibility of self-identification to the consumer of whom no effort of intellectual
conceptualisation and distance is required. Kitsch ‘predigests art for the spectator […], provides
him with a short cut to the pleasure of art that detours what is necessarily difficult in genuine art.’61
An extreme degree of realism – understood as the most conventional representational
canons – which guarantees a feeling of continuity between art and life, a penchant for a dramatic
intensification of reality and the imitation of the effects of art are the factors of the success of
kitsch, dumbing down culture. Kitsch is all about the efficiency of communication, thus seeking to
maximise impacts as opposed to the modernist avant-garde’s focus on the conditions of meaning
and making in art.
The word kitsch appears in Germany around 1860-1870 as a derivative of the verbs kitschen
(to botch and in particular to make new pieces of furniture with old ones) and verkitschen (to sell
off dirt cheap, to flog something and even to collect rubbish off the street). As underlined by Anne
Clement Greenberg, ‘Avant-garde and Kitsch’, in Art and Culture. Critical Essays (Boston, MA: Beacon
Press, 1961), p. 9.
61 Ibid., p. 15.
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Beyaert-Geslin, this semantic uncertainty and these pejorative connotations immediately place
kitsch on the side of junk.62
‘No matter how we classify its context of use, kitsch always implies the notion of aesthetic
inadequacy.’63 What Hermann Broch defined as the ‘evil within the value system of art’ and
Theodor Adorno ‘artistic trash’, remains a polemical and slippery category of modern aesthetics.64
Equated with mass culture, it is morally stained – Milan Kundera also condemns its links with
totalitarianism – while more positive theorisations stress the transgressive potential of kitsch as a
source of creativity and disruption in daily life.
Trying to define kitsch from an aesthetic point of view, Thomas Kulka underscores its
saturation with stock emotions and its stylistically reactionary nature as it is successful when
‘spontaneously trigger[ing] an unreflective emotional response’ in the viewer who can instantly
identify the depicted subject matter.65 Kitsch representations are schematic, totally explicit and onedimensional, inviting only a single interpretation. Parasitic, kitsch’s appeal ‘is not generated by the
aesthetic merit of the work itself but by the emotional appeal of the depicted object.’66
Could Paris Magazine’s vision of art – exiling masterpieces from the picture rails of the
museum and popularising them in its pages through colour photography while putting
contemporary painters under the spotlight – be labelled as kitsch?67
Anne Beyaert-Geslin, ‘Kitsch et avant-garde’, Proceedings of the symposium Kitsch et avant-garde: stratégies
culturelles
et
jugement
esthétique,
29
and
30
September
2006,
<http://epublications.unilim.fr/revues/as/3239> [accessed 5 March 2018].
63 Matei Calinescu quoted in Thomas Kulka, Kitsch and Art (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State
University, 2002) p. 19.
64 Hermann Broch, ‘Notes on the Problem of Kitsch’, in Kitsch: The World of Bad Taste, ed. by Gillo Dorfles
(New York, NY: Bell, 1969). Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory [1970], trans. by C. Lenhardt (London:
Routledge, 1984).
65 Kulka, p. 26.
66 Ibid., p. 42.
67 The magazine’s assumed penchant for kitsch images, its fascination with sugary sex appeal, its vulgarity
in short, did not repel artists. If anything, they filled Francis Picabia with enthusiasm for instance. This agent
provocateur delighted in the magazines’ tacky stylisation of the female body. In the 1940s, he compulsively
copied its most stereotypical pin-ups, painting the photographs into decorative and tasteless eroticism. Sarah
Cochran observes that when plagiarising the magazines, Picabia neglected the most stylistically interesting
and singular photographs in favour of the most common ones (Francis Picabia. Les nus et la méthode, ed. by
Serge Lemoine (Grenoble: Musée de Grenoble, 1998)). He wanted to banalise them even more by
reproducing them, creating stereotypes devoid of any voluptuousness or verisimilitude. Producing
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In comparison with the innovations of the photographic medium, the magazine’s selection
of contemporary paintings is certainly conservative, confirming that there is more than one
moderately respectable underside to Paris Magazine. Far from the elegant mastery of Kertesz,
Brassaï, Man Ray or Jean Moral’s photographs, Paris Magazine reflects a pictorial conservatism
which, according to Romy Golan, stems from a strong melancholic feeling and contradicts Paris’
prestigious reputation as the capital of modernism. The Thirties witnessed
a rappel à l’ordre (call to order) whose political and cultural agenda was largely aimed at
repressing the trauma of war. As a result, instead of the tabula rasa predicated by high
modernism, or even the celebration of the rowdy atmosphere of the famously Roaring
Twenties […], we find a collective ethos driven toward the restoration of what had
been before the war: a world stilled, and a vision infused – from the paintings of exfauves and cubists-turned-naturalists, to those of the so-called naïfs, all the way to the
surrealists - by nostalgia and memory.68
Paris Magazine’s selection of contemporary paintings betrays what Golan views as
symptomatic of this phenomenon: agrarianism and regionalism. Robert Fernier’s numerous snowcovered landscapes celebrating his native Jura along with André Charigny’s stereotypical rural Le
marché, Le village and Les vaches, marking a return to the roots and an ingenuous communion with

aggressively academic, standardised and anonymous paintings, he found in Paris Magazine an epitome of
banality in spite of its visual quality. These bad paintings of the 1940s are often considered to be formal
aberrations by art historians and critics – Benjamin Buchloh dismisses them as ‘shameful acquiescence to
the vulgarity of the mass-cultural photographic matrix’, their parodic dimension being only superficially
deconstructive and ultimately complicit with the ruling codes it set out to eliminate’ (‘Parody and
Appropriation in Francis Picabia, Pop and Sigmar Polke’, in Neo-Avantgarde and Culture Industry. Essays on
European and American Art from 1955 to 1975 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2003), p. 249).
But these paintings are worth looking at as they undo the common categorisation ‘between high art and
kitsch, progression and regression, modernism and its opposite, and success and failure.’ (Francis Picabia. Our
Heads Are Round so our Thoughts Can Change Direction, ed. by Anne Umland and Catherine Hug (New York,
NY: The Museum of Modern Art, 2016). Picabia’s iconoclast gesture of appropriating trashy magazines was
a witty response to what Andreas Huyssen calls an ‘anxiety of contamination’ of art by popular culture (After
the Great Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1986).
The revelation that some of his nude paintings probably decorated brothels in North Africa confirms, if
need be, the intertwining of the sexual and the artistic impulses in his work. The thought that people might
have made love underneath Picabia’s shameless ‘replicas’ of Paris Magazine’s photographs is (shamefully)
delightful. It seems perfectly logical and in keeping with Paris Magazine’s constant bordering on the obscene.
For further reading on Picabia’s paintings see: Pierre Arnauld, Francis Picabia. La peinture sans aura (Paris:
Gallimard, 2002), Carole Boulbès, Picabia. Le Saint masqué (Jean Michel Place: 1998) and Sarah Wilson, ‘The
late Picabia, Iconoclast and Saint’, in Francis Picabia 1879-1953 (Edinburgh: National Gallery of
Scotland,1989).
68 Romy Golan, Modernity and Nostalgia. Art and Politics in France between the Wars (London, New Haven, CT:
Yale University Press, 1995), p. IX.
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nature, are representative (fig.12-13).69 Known as the painter of snow, Fernier is a continuous point
of reference in the periodical from 1933 to 1939.70 His paintings, echoing the seasons, are often
strategically placed in the monthly in order to parallel pictures of skiers and white mountains in
winter. Art and the immediate present coincide, the former in tune with the latter. But these images,
like those of Charigny, also very much fond of Franche-Comté, are suffused with a retrograde
flavour revealing a deep attachment to the country’s agrarian destiny. Even if they never pertained
to the avant-garde, the two painters’ style certainly confirms what Romy Golan identified as a global
trend, a hundred and eighty degree turn in the works of artists like Maurice de Vlaminck, Auguste
Herbin or André Derain, from abstraction to the motif, from stylistic innovation to traditional
methods of picture construction in the 1920s.71 She notes that ‘in contrast to the machine aesthetic
which stood for internationalism and modular standardisation as a way of reshaping the present,
regionalism stood for the particularities of the vernacular as a way of reviving the past.’72

Fernier’s painting, Les hôpitaux-neufs, Winter 1938 was reproduced in Paris Magazine in March 1938 (n°79).
The titles of Charigny’s works can be translated by The market, The village and The cows. The last one was
published in Paris Magazine n°85 (September 1938).
70 In the issue n°17, an illustrated text praises Robert Fernier’s style. His paintings then appeared regularly
in the magazine: La neige en Franche-Comté (Snow in Franche-Comté), January 1934, n°29. Fin d’hiver (The End of
winter), April 1935, n°44. Fermes jurassiennes (Farms in Jura), February 1936, n°54. Les hôpitaux neufs (New
hospitals), March 1938, n°79. L’hiver dans le Jura (Winter in Jura), February 1939, n°90.
71 Golan, Modernity and Nostalgia, p. 6.
72 Ibid., p. 23.
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II. Browsing through Paris Magazine n°14
Red thread of the magazine’s ideology, the dream of sexual dominance establishes the male
in the heroic position of conqueror, penetrating a new territory, be it the female body or the
colonised country.
Flipping through the issue n°14 (October 1932), the reader comes across a procession of
pin-ups sharing the same limited generic identity even if their appearances vary (fig.14-15). The
woman is slightly vulgar (fig.16) – cheerfully tipsy, she is compared to a plump little bird in the title
of a picture referring to a fixed expression in which a quail symbolises sexual ardour.73 Poetic
intensity then emanates from her impassive face when her portrait illustrates the story of a sinister
manhunt (fig.17). The caption evokes the traditional motif of contemplative women at the window,
exemplified by numerous melancholic paintings by Caspar David Friedrich, Vilhelm Hammershoi
or Edvard Munch, among others.74 She is also simply sensual as she lasciviously stretches, turning
languor into a natural feminine feature (fig.18).
However, despite this masculine omnipotence, the insecurity of men’s sexuality lurks
behind this stereotypical iconography. Suggestive texts and stories in particular complicate the
purely visual facet of the monthly and go beyond its plain commodification of women.
Dedicated to the theme of hunting, this issue temporarily confuses the diktats of gender binary. In
turn the dominant and the dominated, male and female reenact the mythological tradition
according to which, in numerous tales, ‘outside the rules of conduct of the city, in the wild locales
of the hunt, an erotic quest casts its nets between hunter and huntress.’75 Not unlike the doubly
threatening black woman, the Artemis archetype calls into question male chauvinism. The doubleedged nature of images which simultaneously emphasise the sexiness of the huntresses’
Like in Zola’s description of Nana: ‘cuite de tous les côtés, chaude comme une caille, elle alla se fourrer
dans son lit’. ‘Roasted on all sides, as hot as a quail just removed from the spit, she jumped into his bed’.
74 The caption reads as follow: ‘…from the window, the woman followed with her eyes his movements…’.
(‘…de la fenêtre la femme suivait ses gestes…’).
75 Greek and Egyptian Mythologies, trans. by Wendy Doniger and ed. by Yves Bonnefoy (Chicago, IL, London:
The University of Chicago Press, 1992), p. 121.
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masculinised silhouettes – patent black boots, trench-coats, shorts, pants – and the danger of their
appropriation of pointed objects, markedly encapsulates this ambivalence (fig.19-20) along with
four paradigmatic pieces of writing.
In the first one, Robert Dieudonné demonstrates that cruelty is integral to feminine
conduct.76 The menace of a possible unleash of the woman’s savage instincts runs through the
article since her childish foolishness makes her indifferent to the suffering of others. Dieudonné
argues that the hunt, like competitive sport, brings to light her true nature: her fundamental
duplicity. Fear of love and fear of women coincide in this misogynistic caricature which ends with
the farcical evocation of a remorseless girl who mistakenly shot to death her lover. In addition to
being dangerous, women always torture men claims Dieudonné. He consequently portrays himself
as their victim and traces the genesis of this injustice back to well-known myths. For him, Medea’s
killing of her own children, in retaliation for Jason’s betrayal, is the firm proof that he is right. As
well as Actaeon’s tragic death, butchered by his hounds after he was transformed into a deer by
Artemis. The photograph of a ‘prehistoric hunt’ – representing a naked man pursuing a naked
woman in the woods – accompanies the last part of the text and inverts its message (fig.20). This
reconstitution of a supposedly ‘primitive’ age, before mythology, humorously crystallises the
author’s wish ‘to get back to normal’, to a pseudo golden age of feminine subjection.77
A few pages further, Leon Treich conflates sex and killing in a ribald account of a squire’s
downfall in nineteenth-century Dordogne.78 A lady-killer as much as a hunter, this Herculean figure
typifies the doomed destiny of those whose extreme violence and excesses undermine their sexual

Robert Dieudonné (1879-1940) was a journalist and playwright. He regularly published in the satirical
weekly newspaper Le Canard enchaîné.
77 In the following pages, a short picture-story makes the dream a reality in a contemporary setting. The
elliptical construction of the simplistic plot emphasises the male’s almost immediate success while the
images vouch for the efficiency of his strategy. Two pictures of a woman walking in the Bois de Boulogne
and accosted by a man sitting in his car is completed by a third one showing the couple lying in the grass.
The laconic phrases are explicit: in autumn, one should not only hunt woodcocks, teals or partridges. The
author adds that a car is highly recommended for this kind of activity as a helpful lure. The beautiful girl is
again reduced to the function of prey prompt to give in to a man’s advances.
78 Léon Treich (1889-1973) was a journalist, writer and a scriptwriter. His name is associated to LouisFerdinand Céline against whom he started legal proceedings in 1939, Céline having denounced him as Jewish
in his hateful lampoon L’Ecole des cadavres.
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prowesses. With his gigantic stature and his nonstandard strength, he stands at the margins of
ordinary humanity. Treich starts by magnifying the seductive virility of a man whose surname is
etymologically linked to the French slang words for ‘getting hard’ (‘bander’) and for ‘masturbating’
(‘branler’): Pierre Branda d’Abran. But he then denies his hero the erectile stamina his aristocratic
title boastfully publicised. One day, Pierre kills a young shepherdess standing too close to the rabbit
he was aiming at. His bestialised libido jams after the carnage: impotent, he can only make love
when witnessing or provoking death. His bloodthirsty passion for the hunt finally drives him in a
mental institution. Like the anagram which equates his name with pointless circularity, he ‘turns
idle’. Brought up short, he personifies a ridiculously ferocious masculinity and could be, according
to Treich, one of Freud’s case studies.
Treich’s monstrous hero is not the only man to be stopped in his tracks. Revealingly entitled
‘Queue de poisson’, Gilbert Stiebel’s story accentuates the comical consternation of a frustrated
lover whose sexual aspirations come to an abrupt end when he discovers the identity of the stranger
he was on the verge of succumbing to.79 After a dreamlike encounter with a woman who gives him
a lift when his car breaks down, he meets her again only to realise that she is a brothel owner. This
outcome brutally shatters his lustful hopes and the suspenseful depiction of her beauty.
Disappointed, he takes his leave.
An ironic compensation, the following photograph erects a colossal substitute to his flaccid organ
(fig.21).80 If this triumphant verticality reasserts a phallic majesty usurped by huntresses armed with
bows and rifles, the periodical remains the expression of ideological tensions. The next article, even
if mocking the fickle and self-serving involvement of women in recreational hunting, shows that
sexual appetite, greed and social tactics are not all-male preserves. The female author, Line Coline,

The expression ‘finir en queue de poisson’ refers to the fact that something comes to an abrupt and
unexpected end. Nothing much can be found on Gilbert Stiebel’s life. He wrote an account of his trip to
China in 1932 (Au céleste enfer, voyage en Chine). In 1935, he published a book on distillers (La mafia de la goutte.
Au pays des bouilleurs de cru).
80 The title of the picture, ‘Run for Your Life! A Rabbit…’ (‘Sauve qui peut! Un lapin…’) ridicules women’s
supposed cowardice.
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analyses the cynegenetic ritual as a festive activity fulfilling a woman’s desires (to kill and have sex),
satisfying her senses (the gourmet enjoyment of wild game) and helping her to impose herself in
society.81
The reader never knows what to expect when he or she leafs through a publication based
on permanent modulations and surprising visual combinations. Epitome of this editorial strategy,
a double spread page with two unrelated photographs was published every month.
Here, it simultaneously exposes the woman as a target, ready to be penetrated by the phallic
shotgun and as the hunter, poised to catch her quarry in the net of her seductive eyes (fig.22).
Colour photography is significantly reserved for her, polychromy serving her coquetry by rendering
the delicate hue of her skin. There is no ‘effet de réel’ here: the detailed colouring accentuates the
glossy artificiality of this pin-up. By contrast, the black and white picture lays stress on the thin line
of the sailor’s silhouette and on the confident sharpness of his gesture.
Is this ‘the’ ordinary opposition between an active young man authoritatively requiring his
victim’s attention and a passive woman, unresponsive surface existing only to be admired (and to
be killed)? Strictly speaking, they are on equal footing. Her figure is tightly framed while the
energetic verticality of his slender body is enhanced by the elongated shape of the rectangular
picture. A parallel is drawn between his gun aimed in my direction and the pin-up’s stare. Is she
the face of death? In her very frivolous way, she is also a killer. The commonplace French
expression ‘un regard qui tue’ comes to mind.
The juxtaposition of these two photographs acts as a poetic materialisation of meaning. In one
glance, I discover what a ‘death stare’ is. In this aggressively frontal composition, they both return
my gaze, he, through the hole of his gun barrel, her through her green eyes. Almost coinciding on
the same level of the page, these ‘looks’ echo one another, interchangeable in their predatory

81

It is impossible to find the true identity of this writer who most probably used a pseudonym.
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purpose. I am locked up in a triangular interplay with the couple. The chiasmatic reversibility of
the eye is at stake here: successively penetrative, medusean or petrified.
The woman in particular seizes my own gaze. There is no escape from her gaze nor from
the emerald shawl – a deliberate amplification of the Spanish veil women traditionally wear on their
head and tie under their neck. And yet it justifies the title of the picture, ‘La belle Andalouse’.82 I
see nothing but this satiny plasticity saturating the space with its solid shimmers.
She obstructs the view behind the man. The boat, the sea and the skyline speak of adventure
and mobility. A sense of depth opens the image and frees my look but the beautiful Andalusian
traps me within the flatness of the photographic medium.

Prière de toucher.

The haptic quality of Manassé’s picture invites me to run a furtive hand over it. It is
disappointingly even and yet I caress it. ‘Je sais bien mais quand même…’83

I try to work out the rationale of what appears to me as a hilly landscape around the figure.
For no reason, this confusion between woman and mountain reminds me of Nicolas de Staël's Nu
couché bleu. Dead-end. This does not feel right. They have nothing to do with each other. The shiny
presence of this emerald train is invasive, too insistent compared to de Staël's abstract silhouette. I
want to caress the photograph, not the painting. There is no repression of touch here. The physical
interaction between the painter and the canvas brushed with pigments, is absent from photography.
But in a way my bodily response to Manassé’s picture reintroduces it in the sensory vibrations that
link my hand to its surface.

‘The Beautiful Andalusian’.
Octave Mannoni’s expression famously underlines the split of the fetishist disavowal. ‘I know very well…
but nevertheless’.
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I also try to figure out the percentage of the space occupied by the woman's body and by
the fabric. In a barbaric gesture, I cut her arm, her shoulder and her face out of the picture.
A grey and formless void stands in her place. Her emptiness is compensated by the folds
and slits the fabric draws, now reduced to a distorted topographic map of an unknown territory. I
think of Clérambault's obsessive drapery studies, his systematic account of its structures and
movements, meticulous, quasi hallucinatory, to the point of negating the body under the cloth. I
go back to the texts… clinging to the apparently more palpable modality of language.

Les frôleurs, les frotteurs, les violeurs, les voleurs, les rôdeurs, les frôleurs…84 These are
the words I intone to myself, telling my beads – surely with a rosary of vices. These are the negative
terms I string, one by one, on the tortuous thread of my thoughts, while fixing my eyes on this
page with its cabaret-like neon sign glowing with the lurid shine of scandal (fig.23).
The thread is loose. It is difficult to keep on track. Brassaï, whose name appears at the
bottom left of the photograph is relegated to an impersonal no-man’s land in between image and
text. He is limited to a few tiny spots of black ink. He vanishes as well as his picture as an
autonomous entity. The words are taking precedence over the image and they imbue with tactile
obsessions an image which is all about looking – watching a movie, gazing at the posters in the
showcases, ogling a girl. The dozens of little snowy bulbs spelling the words have pinned another
subversive layer of meaning on the core of the picture. Their whiteness does not project light, but
its absence, the welcomed shadows of the movie theatre.
I am not only witnessing the mundane movements of people going in and out of a cinema.
I am making these figures touch, brush against one another, alert to the radiating constellation of
their bodies floating in an erotic magnetic field. They are not touching but my eyes delineate a
dynamic triangle of desire in the composition. I feel it, the longing for the moving images and the
The perverts, the sex maniacs, the rapists, the thieves, the prowlers… The words ‘frôleurs’ and ‘frotteurs’
are strictly untranslatable. They refer to men who brush, rub against women in public spaces.
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iconic stars, and the other craving, the carnal one, for the body of the woman partly cut by the
frame. The left edge of the triangle, following the gracile line of the cigarette jutting out from the
man’s mouth is formed by clients keen to enter, while the right axis joins two spectators, back in
the street, freed from the mesmerising power of the film. I invent a coarse narrative as my eyes redraw this invisible configuration. One enters the cinema only to come out, deceived, hypnotised
maybe, but willing to look at bodily reality, a woman’s bottom in this instance. The cinematographic
illusion does not suffice. The lure of the dark recess prolonging the cinema hall is counterbalanced
by the promise of the flesh, the void of the black entrance replaced by another gap. Am I turning
every image into pornographic material like Gaston Modot in Bunuel’s L’Age d’or?85
I go back to the man’s leaning head. I can not see his eyes, covered by the brim of his hat
but I know he is leering at the woman’s buttocks as she walks away, partly escaping my own
look.The protuberance of his hand slipped in his pocket and stretching his trousers would then
stand as an expressive, if not ironic, confirmation of his virile energy, otherwise reflected by another
typical male attribute, his phallic tie whose geometric motifs can not but catch one's attention.
I enjoy the sensual and gentle music of the French verb ‘frôler’, swift and light like the
transient contact of the breeze or the elusiveness of meaning in poetry. But the anonymous mass
implied by the substantive ‘frôleurs’ turns the soft act of touching into a mode of masculine
predation. I check the dictionary only to find out that the word is translated by ‘pervert’ in English
which I find disappointingly generic. The subtle nuancing of specific forms of sexual behaviour is
lost. Could language be defeated by the boundless imagination and manifestation of polymorphous
perversity? If so, it does not prevent the author of the article to delight in reporting on what he
views as one of the most common forms of depravity. The playful tone of his sarcastic parody of
journalistic truthfulness – ‘this’ Jacques de Brussey is too well aware of the strategies used by the
‘frôleurs’ not to be one of them – makes clear that this so-called story is a pretext to evoke scabrous
His delirious addiction eroticises the advertisements he sees in the street, transforming a stylised and
arachnidan hand grasping a powder box into agile fingers caressing a curly tuft of fur. Touch again…
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situations. The film is no longer what unfolds on the silver screen but the spectators touching in
the darkened theatre. I keep thinking about this mother, referred to on the third page of the report,
who subjected her daughter to the caresses of strangers. She liked to watch and the little girl liked
it to. Or so it says.
What I had imagined as a cinematographic communion (fig.24) and as the recording of the
impalpable mechanism of cinema is now haunted by the potentiality of inappropriate gestures
amongst the spectators glued to one another in a black cluster of hats and heads filling the lower
part of the composition. I am still impressed, though, by the white cone of light crowning the
oblivious public, the confident and imperious trajectory of its route compelling all the faces to turn
in the same direction. I like the contrast between this cinematographic epiphany bathing half of
the photography in an incandescent blur and the architecture of this black alcove, behind the
balcony, condemning the viewers to inscrutableness. The taboo circulation of touch as described
in the text and the ‘perverted’ sociality of people assembled in a room in order to discreetly take
advantage of the darkness are now crystallised in the vague blackness of the image where any
stroking, rubbing skin against skin or strategical stretching of the leg to reach the neighbour’s are
imaginable. Through this picture, the immateriality at the core of the cinematographic projection
is magically denied by the fixity of the photographic gesture solidifying the particles of illuminated
dust dancing in the air into a white form. This physicality resonates with the lack of privacy which
conglomerates the viewers in an opaque nebula. In spite of this explicit demonstration of cinema's
technique, one mystery remains. It is impossible to guess what the solid radiance cutting the page
is pointing to: newsreel? Feuillade’s Les Vampires? Chaplin’s waddling walk?
I linger over the intrusive perspective of this cross-section of the room which allowed
Brassaï to capture the spectators' captivity while excluding me from this magnetic block of
intimacies. The object of their gaze is invisible. Are they even watching anything apart from the
close-up of two pairs of legs on the opposite page (fig.24)? Are they looking at anything apart from
their own desire, the Lacanian ‘objet petit a’, a lacking nothingness? The radical layout – indifferent
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to the material integrity of the original image – cut Brassaï’s picture in two and inserted the last
lines of de Brussey’s article in between as if to censor both the female and male genital area. The
mutilating gesture betrays the eye and repeats once again the old story: the loss of the penis leaves
the male spectator at the mercy of the woman, unfailing instrument of emasculation.
In the following pages, I find absurd the salacious bonhomie of the title of this photograph,
‘Une petite caille bien à point’ (A Charming Chick Ready to Be Eaten), or the crude innuendo
playing on the enlargement of the male organ in Jean Moral's picture (fig.16 and 21).86 His
composition points to what can ‘only’ be an ascent towards female pleasure. A subversive version
of Jack and the Beanstalk's imaginary, the image, holding out a promise under the model's skirt and
the phantasmal height of this plant erection, dramatises a depersonalised embrace between a
headless body and a gigantic tree trunk. It stirs up reminiscence of Ovid's Metamorphoses where
Daphne and Myrrha are fused with nature or Nabokov's Ada who climbs tree without wearing any
pants to rub herself against the bark.87
But then how is the introduction in such a context of dissonant images to be interpreted?
‘Respectable’ pictures to be understood in a literal sense in the magazine regularly bring us back to
‘reality’. A still-life (fig.25) piles up hunting paraphernalia including a trite pan full of bullets or a
decoy duck. Another photograph by Jean Moral (fig.26), focusing on a traditional theme, looks

I struggle to resist a scornful annoyance with regard to idiotic staging and silly messages inherent to this
popular and entertaining press. Browsing through the periodical, I feel lost in the contemplation of my own
contemplation. What is urging me to explore Paris Magazine? What desire does it kindle in me? I think of
the reader, man or woman, of October 1932. He or she would have embraced the issue n°14 as a whole
while I endlessly deconstruct it with the anthropological arrogance of my academic posture. A male reader
might have marvelled at the bawdiness I tend to consider with the ironic distance of a 2018 researcher.
87 Am I fooling myself by ennobling this trivial production through references to Rimbaud's anti-intellectual
litany in Season in Hell: ‘I loved idiotic paintings, door panelings, stage sets, backdrops for acrobats, street
signs, popular prints, old-fashioned literature, church Latin, erotic books with terrible spelling, the novels
of our grandmothers, fairy tales, little childhood storybooks, old operas, nincompoop refrains, naïve
rhythms?’ Arthur Rimbaud, A Season in Hell and Illuminations, trans. by Bertrand Mathieu (Rochester, NY:
BOA Editions, 1991) p. 33. ‘J'aimais les peintures idiotes, dessus de portes, décors, toiles de saltimbanques,
enseignes, enluminures populaires, la littérature démodée, latin d'église, livres érotiques sans orthographe,
romans de nos aïeules, contes de fées, petits livres de l'enfance, opéras vieux, refrains niais, rythmes naïfs.’
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back at Dutch and Flemish hunting scene paintings from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
With these two men seen from behind, on their way back from the hunt, a supposedly realistic
vision of an ordinary activity interrupts, through its tangible if not authentic nature, the sensuous
flow of mise en scène glorifying female beauty.
How would a reader have reacted eighty-five years ago? Would a man have even paid
attention to this ‘other’ content, unrelated to feminine charms? He might have ignored or skipped
these pages, in a hurry to treasure a more carnal experience. These sudden ‘returns’ to the real, that
is to the materiality of an object (fig.25), a documentary representation (fig.26) or the latest fashion
trends (fig.27) seem to operate as buffer zones wresting the free narrative of our fantasies from us,
interrupting the arousal of our senses.88 But these are short-lived breaks. Ultimately, sexuality
overwhelms everything. The everyday, the ordinary and the conventional are eroticised more than
they normalise the rest of the magazine.

Paris Magazine gleaned from cinema, painting, popular literature, publicity but was also in itself a
readymade publication to be imitated. Once its main line established, Victor Vidal made capital out of its
success and stepped his activity up. His erotic magazines multiplied: Pages Folles, Paris Sex-Appeal, Pour lire à
deux… and two periodicals devoted to crimes, scoop and gossip, Scandale and Secrets de Paris were created.
Diffraction is structurally integral to Paris Magazine’s content and form, this modality constituting both its
strength and its weakness: the more it spread and relied on repetition, the more it withered. Not surprisingly
Paris Magazine’s epigones did not last until 1939 like their prototype. Less interesting as the years went by,
the periodical applied quite mechanically the aesthetics which had guaranteed its originality, the ‘meeting of
images’ at the core of its visual inventions. While Paris Magazine is the main object of my research, I have
analysed its derivatives when relevant.
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Chapter I - Reading Paris Magazine
I – ‘La lectrice excitée éteint l’électricité’89 – Paris Magazine’s Bad Literature

A)Vulgarity and Psychoanalysis
Max Graf recounts that in 1900 it was ‘bad taste to bring up Freud’s name in the presence
of ladies in Viennese society. They would blush when his name was mentioned.’90 Thirty years later,
he ‘who saw sex in everything’ did not seem to embarrass Paris Magazine’s readers and writers…91
Quite the contrary. If a rosy blush coloured women’s cheeks it was ‘surely’ due to the latent sexual
content spicing the stories they read in the monthly. Or at least, that is what Paris Magazine’s
seductive tone and imagery aimed at by constantly appealing to its audience’s basest instincts: a
schematic Freudianism – the reduction of sexuality to coital interaction and the belief in the
existential significance of the erotic – suffuses the literature published in the magazine.
In the course of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the rapid development
of sexology and the increasing secularisation of modern culture drastically changed the conceptions
of human sexuality.92 ‘In effect, the sexologists invented the homosexual, the masochist, the
fetishist and a host of other perverse types who, significantly, would soon go on to populate in
ever greater numbers naturalist, decadent and […] modernist literature.’93 Paris Magazine’s lowly
prose was no exception. In keeping with a reductive view of Freudian psychoanalysis, it ‘placed

This sentence was written by Breton in a notebook, dated from 1922-1924. Fragments of this notebook
were published at the time in the literary and surrealist magazine Littérature n°13 (the thirteenth and last issue
of ‘La Nouvelle série’). André Breton, ‘Carnet’, December 1923 - 22 June 1924, Alentours II, Bibliothèque
de la Pléiade, Vol. 1 (Paris: Gallimard, 1988), pp. 455-472.
90 Max Graf, quoted in Luciana Nissim Momigliano, Continuity and Change in Psychoanalysis. Letters from Milan
trans. by Philip P. Slotkin and Gina Danile (London: Karnac Books, 1992),p. 6.
91 Ibid., p.6.
92 Anna Katherina Schaffner and Shane Weller, Modernist Eroticisms: European Literature after Sexology
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), p. 1.
93 Ibid., p. 2.
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Eros at the very heart of human experience, positing it as the force behind civilisation itself.’94 The
monthly did not theorise or analyse perversions, but keenly engaged in their descriptions. Without
moral concerns, Paris Magazine’s concentration on sexual aberrations betrays an overall curiosity
for a psychoanalytical ‘pittoresque’ and a permeability to Freud’s radical and bold assertion that
perversion is common to all human beings.
Even if Freud’s influence was not widespread yet, a large part of 1920s French literature
sought to track down the more or less shameful secrets of human beings, the morbid or monstrous
feelings they harboured.95 Besides, Gallimard published Freud’s first books, translated by Vladimir
Jankélévitch, between 1922 and 1923.96 At the time, France was characterised by a mainly literary
mode of implantation and representation of Freudian ideas.97 Even if very far from Gide’s
introspections and the surrealists’ researches on the complexity of the human mind, Paris Magazine’s
writers were aware of a popularised version of the Freudian discourse as confirmed by their
references to the Viennese psychoanalyst, to Richard von Krafft-Ebing or Dr Hirschfeld (a
sexologist famous for his fight for the right of homosexuals) and their use of the notions of
repression, aberrations and hysteria.
It is as if Paris Magazine proposed to inventory all the sexual deviances through ‘naïve’
valorisations of the obscene and of the psyche’s underside. Stripped bare of any depth, its texts are
no more than formulaic affirmations of the flesh. The typical story published in the periodical
keeps turning back on itself in an automatic and self-sufficient reenactment of erotic clichés,
fetishism and taboos. It is reflexive, not in that it is self-referential (it shows nothing of its process)
but in that it locates its origin in fantasy. ‘Meta-fantasy’ prevails in the magazine’s pages through a
perpetual hunt for desire and a blind adhesion to its elusiveness. Reflection is to be taken at face

Ibid., p. 3.
Eliane Tonnet-Lacroix, Après-guerre et sensibilités littéraires, 1919-1924 (Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne,
1991), p. 154.
96 Introduction to Psychoanalysis was published in 1922 before Totem and Taboo: Resemblances between the Psychic
Lives of Savages and Neurotics and Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality a year later.
97 Pascale Goetschel and Emmanuelle Loyer, Histoire culturelle de la France. De la Belle époque à nos jours (Paris:
Armand Colin, 2011), p. 70.
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value in ‘La Spécialiste de l’inceste’ in which a curvaceous and blooming woman, very much in love
with her husband, sees ‘him’ mirrored in all his male relatives and thus turns the familial nucleus
into an incestuous microcosm of fake replicas (n°32, April 1934).98 The author, Claude Lorris,
ridicules Florence Miolan’s sexual appetite likening her to the female insects which eat their
mates.‘In each male of her kindred she recognised an embodiment of her husband. Naively
perverted, she desired them in turns […]. She got hold of all her brothers-in-law, not to mention
nephews and cousins.’99 The comic effect of her debauchery derives from the automatism of her
actions, in Bergson’s words: ‘the mechanical encrusted on the living’.100 Repetition and
accumulation induce a drastic change in the scale of lovemaking – sex is no longer conjugal but
familial. Raymond Peynet's whimsical drawings represent Florence as a plump naked lady with
insect-like wings, gathering her ‘divine’ pollen from one man to another. Visualising the
unspeakable through harmless caricatures, he renders it acceptable (fig.28).
In ‘L’Appel du sexe’, madness explains the unbridled libido of a passenger during a cruise:
the man is presented as a genital neurotic, a sexually demented character (n°40, December 1934).101
And he was very well endowed. […] Is it possible for a man to be so well built! Poor
man. It isn’t his fault if he is a “sexual”. […] The vision of this man on heat,
extraordinarily thin, dry, black and hairy haunted her. One night, she dreamt that he
pounced on her. His burning breath blew on her face. He grabbed her large rump with
his bony hands and his long claw-like fingers. He wrapped his hard calves, long and
flexible like a twining stem, around her legs.102

‘The Expert in Incest’.
‘En chaque mâle de sa parenté elle reconnaissait une incarnation de son mari. Ingénument dépravée, elle
les désirait tour à tour […]. Elle se tâta de tous ses beaux-frères, sans parler des neveux et des cousins.’
100 Henri Bergson, Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic [1900], trans. by Cloudesley Brereton and
Fred Rothwell, (Rockville, MD: ARC Manor, 2008).
101 ‘The Call of Sex’.
102 ‘Et il avait une grosse affaire […]. Est-il possible qu’un homme soit ainsi bâti ! Le pauvre. Ce n’est pas sa
faute si c’est un “sexuel”. […] La vision de cet homme en rut, extraordinairement maigre, sec, noir, poilu
ne la quittait plus. Une nuit elle rêva qu’il sautait sur elle. Son haleine brûlante lui soufflait au visage. Il
saisissait son gros derrière de ses mains osseuses aux longs doigts crochus. Il lui entourait les jambes de ses
mollets durs, sarmenteux.’
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Alexandra Roubé-Janksy’s ribald depiction of the woman’s bottom, the man’s animal-like
appearance and their wild intertwining are pornographic according to the Barthesian definition of
the term as it contains a single unitary message. There is not an ounce of sophistication in the
message she conveys. It is like the literal depiction of genitals of the unary pornographic
photograph which Barthes compares to ‘a shop window which shows only one illuminated piece
of jewelry, it is completely constituted by the presentation of only one thing: sex: no secondary,
untimely object ever manages to half conceal, delay, or distract...’103
Each text builds a closed architecture where nothing outside its frame of reference is ever
allowed to intrude, where the repetitious babble of signs arrest their meanings. Vulgarity is
structural in Paris Magazine, lying less in its risqué language than in its univocal system of
connotations.
What is vulgar, then […] is the explicit, the specific, the unequivocal and immediately
referential “illustration”. The vulgar is the literal, insofar as it is unambiguous: “the story
won’t tell; not in any literal, vulgar way.” The literal is “vulgar” because it stops the
movement constitutive of meaning, because it blocks and interrupts the endless process
of metaphorical substitution. The vulgar, therefore, is anything which misses, or falls
short of, the dimension of the symbolic, anything which rules out, or excludes,
meaning as a loss and as a flight, – anything which strives, in other words, to eliminate
from language its inherent silence, anything which misses the specific way in which a
text actively “won’t tell.”104

In Soshana Felman’s terms, a kind of vulgarisation of sexuality is at work here. Quoting
Freud’s Wild Psychoanalysis (1910), she notes that sexual needs are not to be equated with the need
for coitus since ‘in psychoanalysis the concept of what is sexual comprises far more; it goes lower
and also higher than its popular sense.’105 Alexandra Roubé-Jansky’s ‘Couloirs obscurs’ is a
paradigmatic example (n°17, January 1933):

Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida. Reflections on Photography [1980], trans. by Richard Howard (London:
Vintage, 2000), p. 41. ‘Comme une vitrine qui ne montrerait, éclairé, qu’un seul joyau, elle est tout entière
constituée par la présentation d’une seule chose, le sexe: jamais d’objet second, intempestif, qui vienne
cacher à moitié, retarder ou distraire.’
104 Shoshana Felman, ‘Turning the Screw of Interpretation’, Yale French Studies, 55-56 (1977), p. 107.
105 Ibid., p. 109.
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In the human brain there are obscure corridors along which memories roam. Not the
memory of tragic and passionate love stories, of unforgettable deaths, of huge joys or
fraught pains but hazy snippets coming out of nowhere and which cling to our
unconscious. They never brush against the dominant memories[…]. And yet they are
very strong. Springing without warning from unexpected abysses, they powerfully
influence our feelings, our passions, our sensations. The fragments of sexual
memories, especially those related to our first impressions are often reflected on our
entire love life as all desires and sexual drives arise in the brain.106

She diagnoses her hero as a ‘sexual psychasthenic’ and parodies a ‘famous’ psychiatrist’s
jargon:
The fear of not successfully performing your task during your first night with a virgin
paralyses, through suggestive action, the centre of the erection. Your efforts constitute
the inhibiting cause of the cerebral and spinal activity you desire. […] It is through
hypnotic suggestion that we can best cure this illness resulting from autosuggestion.107
To Roubé-Jansky, the solution lies beyond the gobbledegook of the expert’s discourse. She
links the protagonist’s impotence to his early visits to the prostitutes. He is able to copulate with
his wife when identifying her with the prostitutes he has been used to seeing.
In Paris Magazine, the narrations themselves initiate their own pseudo-psychoanalytic
deciphering, providing the key to the mystery. Sexual deviances are contained in the reassuring
fixity of meaning and certainties stem from vague notions of psychic phenomena. In ‘Objet de
collection’ (‘A Collector’s Item’, n°55, March 1936), Roger-François Didelot resorts to the richness
of French vocabulary to name and enumerate a fetishist’s obsession, women’s legs, missing the
fundamental ambiguity Felman associates with sexuality as ‘the coexistence of dynamically

‘Obscure Corridors’. ‘Il est dans le cerveau humain des couloirs obscurs le long desquels errent des
souvenirs. Non des souvenirs de grandes amours malheureuses, de morts inoubliables, d’énormes joies ou
de crispantes douleurs, mais des bribes imprécises, venues, on ne sait d’où, ni comment se coller à notre
inconscient. Elles ne frôlent jamais les souvenirs dominants […]. Pourtant, elles sont très fortes. Jaillies à
l’improviste, d’abîmes insoupçonnés, elles influent puissamment sur nos sentiments, nos passions, nos
sensations. Les fragments de souvenirs sexuels, surtout ceux qui se rapportent à nos premières impressions
se reflètent souvent sur toute notre vie amoureuse, parce que tous les désirs et les instincts sexuels naissent
dans le cerveau.’
107 ‘C’est la peur que vous avez eue de ne pas réussir la première nuit avec une vierge qui paralyse, par action
suggestive, le centre de l’érection. Vos efforts constituent la cause inhibitrice de l’activité cérébro-spinale
que vous désirez. […] C’est par la suggestion hypnotique que l’on peut le mieux combattre cette affection
qui résulte d’une autosuggestion.’
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antagonistic meanings. Sexuality is the division and divisiveness of meaning; it is meaning as
division, meaning as conflict.’108 The erotic as translated in Paris Magazine represses interpretation.
There is no crease on the uniform surface of Didelot’s listing, no irregularity to cling to.109 The
experience of reading his enumeration is supposedly unmediated, requesting the reader’s blind
adherence to what he or she reads.

B) Vouée à Etre une Femme en Pointillé…

Flipping through Paris Magazine the average male reader was spoilt for choice. Stories and
articles served his desires and flattered his virility. The permanent eroticisation of the woman at
work in its pages might have activated the same mechanisms of voyeurism and fetishism Laura
Mulvey detects in men’s enjoyment of an imaginary power as bearers of the gaze while watching
Hollywoodian movies where the woman is objectified. An ‘active/passive heterosexual division of
labour […] similarly [controlled] narrative structure’ in the periodical’s fictions.110 The woman was
everywhere, but deprived of agency, both narratively and visually reified. The male reader only had
to adhere to a positive imago of witty, good-looking heroes not unlike the male spectator of the

Felman, p. 112.
‘Jambes élancées ou musculeuses, mollets spirituels ou sportifs, ronds ou allongés, fortes attaches de
paysanne ou grêlées chevilles au sang bleu, tous faisaient à son tympan sonner la charge de ses artères, vibrer
ses harmoniques sexuelles. Chez soi, il conservait, souvenirs recueillis, quémandés, volés, tout ce qui avait
enveloppé ou paré les colonnes de son temple amoureux. Bas de fil, de soie, de coton, de laine bourrie,
évoquaient l’ouvrière, la mondaine, la pauvre fille, la fermière, jarretières et jarretelles, mules de satin ou
pantoufles de feutre, un talon arraché aux rails sournois d’un tramway, gourmettes, souliers de bal et sandales
de bois, […] vice ou folie, il vivait au milieu d’un musée’. (Author’s translation) ‘Slender or muscular legs,
spiritual or athletic calves, round or thin, a farmer’s chunky ankles or blue-blooded pockmarked ankles, all
sounded the charge of his pulsating artery in his eardrum, all caused his sexual harmonics to vibrate. At
home, he kept mementoes that he had collected, begged for, stolen, every item which had covered or
adorned the columns of his amorous temple. Lisle stockings, silk stockings, cotton stockings, rough wool
stockings evoked the factory worker, the socialite, the poor girl, the farmer, garters and suspenders, satin
mules or felt slippers, a heel snatched from deceitful tramway tracks, chain bracelets, dance shoes and wood
sandals… vice or madness, he lived in the middle of a museum’.
110 Laura Mulvey, ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’, in Film Theory and Criticism: Introductory Readings ed.
by Leo Braudy and Marshall Cohen (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 838.
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films Mulvey analyses.111 Their illusionary projection of a unified masculinity reiterates the
experience of a formative misrecognition during the mirror stage.112 ‘The idealised male screen
heroes give back to the male spectator his more perfect mirror self, together with a sense of mastery
and control.’113 By contrast, the female reader (who was the magazine’s target but probably not its
main readership) was left with few models – the big-hearted prostitute, the ingénue or the diabolical
enchantress – and was expected to acquiesce to her representation.114
As noted by Mary Ann Doane, the female spectator is marked by her alienating proximity
to the object of the gaze. She can not avoid the ‘over-presence of the image’. ‘Too close to herself,
entangled in her own enigma, she [can] not step back, [can] not achieve the necessary distance of
a second look.’115 The immediacy of her relation to her body conflates her intellection and her
perception in opposition to men’s retrospective understanding.116 In Paris Magazine, only a few
visual pauses provided by photographs which do not show the woman break this permanent
closeness of femininity, allowing the reader to detach herself from ‘herself” for a few seconds.
La lectrice est donc vouée à être une femme en pointillé… She is condemned to reside in
the interstices, the gaps between the lines and pictures.

My attempt to define the magazine’s readership owes, in part, to the 1970s feminist theories of the
spectatorship shaped by the classical Hollywoodian film. Scopophilia and the manipulation of the notion of
spectacle are intertwined in both medium’s dependence on the iconic celebration of female beauty. It is
useful to start with Laura Mulvey’s theorisation of the effects Hollywoodian movies had on their spectators
to grasp the reception the magazine might have met. However, I also discuss this approach and challenge a
too schematic opposition between the woman as object of the gaze and the man as bearer of the gaze later
in this chapter.
112 The small boy’s ignorance leads him to recognise himself in his reflection.
113 E. Ann Kaplan, Women and Film. Both Sides of the Camera (London, New York, NY: Routledge, 1988), p.
28.
114 I have had no access to the magazine’s archive. In the absence of subscribers’ lists or testimonies of
readers it is difficult to assess the profile of the readership of the magazine. However, numerous ads for
typically feminine products, the beauty contests organised each month and the recurrent address ‘chères
lectrices’ signal that the magazine targeted both men and women.
115 Mary Ann Doane, ‘Film and Masquerade. Theorising the Female Spectator’, Screen, 23 (SeptemberOctober 1983), pp. 75-76.
116 She differs in that from the man who ‘needs the gap which invests the events with a significance which
is in no way linked to an immediacy of sight. This gap between the visible and the knowable, the very
possibility of disowning what is seen, prepares the ground for fetishism’. Doane, p. 80.
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In ‘La Femme et le serpent’ (Paris Magazine n°37, September 1934) the author revels in
unfolding the terrible dangers an archetypal vamp represents.117 ‘Fascination […] is a common
denominator of these irresistible temptresses, who possess an exceeding and destructive beauty
while incorporating dangerous sexual attraction.’118 As is often the case in literature, the
‘descriptions of the Fatal Woman […] focus not so much on a set of distinct features, but rather
on her effect upon men.’119 In this instance, a ‘strange and morbid’ magnetism nearly leads the
narrator to his death. Under a snake charmer’s spell, he is no more than an automaton compulsively
witnessing her monstrous mating with a giant python every day in a fair. ‘Literally bewitched’, he
falls madly in love while she writhes in ecstasy, her naked body agitated with ‘evil spasms’ and ‘a
lustful fever’ as the snake winds itself around her. When he finally manages to kiss her their embrace
is a lethal one as the python suffocates them, imprisoning their bodies in his obstinate clasp.
The python cruelly and crudely appears as the signifier of the man’s failure to possess the
phallus but also the woman. In order to escape, he has to distance himself from her, both culturally
and socially. With her black hair and smouldering looks, she is labelled as the typical gypsy. Even
if she temporarily infringes the rules, she has to be relegated to the fringes of society at the end of
the story.
Everything gets back to normal, except that on the following page a photograph by Man
Ray prolongs the ambivalence inherent to the feminine mesmerising beauty (fig.29). In this variant
of his Vénus restaurée (1936), a plaster cast of a headless Venus bound in ropes, he personalises the
torso, now crowned with a head.120 And yet, the goddess is petrified more than petrifying. Half
sculpture, half human, she emerges from the black background without limbs, which, as underlined
by Mary Ann Caws makes difficult for her to protest, flee or take revenge.121 Man Ray reinterprets

‘The Woman and the Snake’.
Sibylle Baumbach, Literature and Fascination (Houndmills, New York, NY: Palgrave and Macmillan, 2015),
p. 116.
119 Ibid., p. 116.
120 ‘Restored Venus’.
121 Mary Ann Caws, The Surrealist Looks. An Erotic Encounter (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1997, p. 139. ‘She
is just a torso, wrapped in heavy cord, packaged like something Christo would wrap, immobilised like
117
118
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and perverts the proportions and harmonies of the Praxitelean silhouette through a motif he often
treated during the 1930s in drawings, photographs and objects. ‘The Venus de Milo became for
me one of the most desirable women – a woman without arms, and therefore defenseless’ he said.122
Man Ray’s Vénus restaurée thus embodies the Hellenic canon while being denied its integrity. She
remains subordinate, the medium of violent erotic fantasies but also challenges the classical codes
of representation and negates their ideal of fixity and wholeness. She is always double. ‘She implies
more than can be articulated, thus exceeding representation.’123 A locus of mystery like the femme
fatale defined by Sibylle Baumbach, she is out of reach and ‘in between’.124 She endlessly oscillates
between two identities, sustaining the reader’s fascination. However, if disturbed by this image, he
could safely turn to the other female nudes presented in the magazine. They all pose for him.
The woman is the magazine’s centre of gravity but remains ‘that which is not represented,
that which is unspoken’ as she is systematically constructed in relation to men. Julia Kristeva posits
that it is impossible to know what ‘the feminine’ might be outside of masculine
conceptualisations.125 In line with this statement, E. Ann Kaplan observes that women in films ‘do
not function as signifiers for a signified (a real woman) […] but signifier and signified have been
elided into a sign that represents something in the male unconscious.’126
The same could be said of Paris Magazine’s erotic imagery where the woman is the main
medium through which men stage their fantasies. The stories obsessively reenact the three primal

something out of the Marquis de Sade, for beating […]. The lady is very smooth; yet, she has, of course, no
head about her and can not protest; no legs and can not flee; no arms and can not take revenge. She is in
fact a statue, which does not reconcile the woman viewer to the cording of her body.’
122 Man Ray, Writings on Art, ed. by Jennifer Mundy (Los Angeles, CA: The Getty Research Institute, 2015),
p. 381.
123 Bombach, p. 116.
124 Ibid, p. 116. She writes: ‘The femme fatale, consciously but also unconsciously, harbours an unpredictable
and unmanageable threat’. […] “In all, a femme fatale is simultaneously too much (beauty, sex, appeal, power)
and too little (heart, mind, soul, and the emotions connected therewith)”. […] Her strongest link to
fascination is the snake, which as symbol of dangerous seduction often accompanies the femme fatale in
literary and visual representations.’
125 Julia Kristeva, ‘Women can never be defined’, in New French Feminisms, ed. by Isabelle de Courtivron and
Elaine Marks (Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 1980), pp. 137-138.
126 Kaplan, p.30.
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fantasies Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis investigate in their article Fantasy and Origins of
Sexuality: the fantasies of the primal scene, castration and seduction. According to them,
like myths, these fantasies all relate to “origins”; here, the origins of the subject, their
sexuality and their sexual difference. Fantasies of origins: the primal scene pictures the
origin of the individual; fantasies of seduction, the origin and upsurge of sexuality;
fantasies of castration, the origin of the difference between the sexes.127
In ‘Sur la Rivière des Parfums’ (n°44, April 1935), Louis-Charles Royer transports his reader
far from France, using the picturesque decor of a sampan sailing on the Perfume River in Hue, the
national capital of Vietnam, located in the French protectorate of Annam during the French
colonial period.128 He displaces reality by setting the action in an exotic nation which becomes the
appropriate site for the resurgence of repressed desire. The strange preliminaries described by
Royer are shrouded in mystery. The peaceful night and the shifting boat create an eerie mood,
bordering on dream. Nothing disturbs the scene – the French male narrator discovering the city
has been advised to go on a boat ride and has the pleasure of finding a young Vietnamese woman
in the cabin –, except for the bizarre twist the story takes with the disclosure of her recent
pregnancy. The reader embarks on a smooth, quasi hallucinatory journey back to the origins. It is
less a trip to a remote land than to the distant recesses of the unconscious. Very agreeable to look
at with her engorged breasts, the woman is a ‘libertine trinket, typical of the region’ in Royer’s
Eurocentric and racist terms.129 What follows amounts to a suckling scene. Substitutes for the sickly
baby which does not feed much and leaves its mother with extra milk supply, the bargee and the
narrator are breast-fed. ‘She was offering me more than an embrace.’130 Royer’s ecstatic statement
resonates with the repressed memory of the infantile, pre-symbolic jouissance. She is giving him
no less than his primary object of desire.

Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis, ‘Fantasy and Origins of Sexuality’, in Formations of Fantasy,
ed. by Victor Burgin and Cora Kaplan (London, New York, NY: Methuen, 1986), p. 19.
128 ‘On the Perfume River’.
129 C’était un ‘bibelot libertin, très couleur locale.’
130 ‘C’était plus qu’une étreinte qu’elle m’offrait ainsi.’
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Freud remarks that ‘a child’s first erotic object is the mother’s breast that nourishes it; love
has its origin in attachment to the satisfied need for nourishment… The first object is later
completed into the person of the child’s mother.’131 As demonstrated by Mélanie Klein, the breast
is also the first external entity the baby identifies as distinct from itself, allowing it to apprehend
itself as an autonomous subject. A sense of primordial plenitude stems from Royer’s anecdote: his
fulfillment is sexual, nutritional and phantasmagoric.
The Anamite girl reconciles both the mother and the lover in her generous body as she
gives herself to the narrator. The ‘animal smell’ of her breasts arouses him and they have sex. The
narrator re-lives the privileged experience of the infant’s archaic oral satisfaction. He mends the
wound left by the greatest trauma of all, the foundational and irretrievable loss marking the child’s
entry into language and the Symbolic through the process of individuation. For a short time,
the ‘utopian’ continuity between breastfeeding and sex permits him to refind the maternal breast,
which Lacan designates as the original petit a[utre], that ‘part of himself that the individual loses at
birth, and which may serve to symbolise the most profound lost object.’132
As an erotic physical activity, lactation confuses the boundaries between the maternal and
the sexual, the parent and the ‘child’, the male and the female bodies and, in this case, the
Vietnamese and the French. Her milk becomes his, his sperm to come. The usual desexualising of
the nursing breasts is challenged for a short time, as well as the dichotomy between motherhood
and sexuality. This ‘separation […] often splits mothers; it is in [their]bodies that the sacrifice that
creates and sustains patriarchy is reenacted repeatedly.’133 Here the ‘bliss’ of nursing does not
involve the abnegation of pleasure on the woman’s part.134
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Paris Magazine re-incorporates the taboo maternal body in the space of desire by sexualising
it. In another story by Louis-Charles Royer, tinged with incestuous connotations, a teenager, after
passing his final secondary school examination chooses to spend his holidays with his wet nurse,
Fanchette Barriez, in the Alps (n°31, March 1934). Their former familial bond turns into sexual
attraction and they end up making love. The gentle kisses she gave him when he was a child – ‘we
kissed every night as innocently as a mother and her son’ – become lovers’ caresses. The heavy and
curvaceous silhouette of this woman, resembling Renoir’s late voluptuous bathers, accumulates the
most cliché features of idealised motherliness. A cornucopia in herself, she symbolises kindness,
food and warmth. Like Renoir’s beauties, she could be called ‘mother nature’ or ‘mother earth’.
‘[She] is a fertility goddess – the ultimate symbol for the continuity of life.’135 In his memories, she
is mainly linked to nurturing lunches, creamy cabbage soups and appetising ‘gratins’. To a writer
who indulged himself with repetitive descriptions for eight years in the same magazine, there is
always more to a plump figure: dark and bushy armpits, round and firm breasts with brown nipples,
fleshly legs. Royer dramatises the successful outcome of his summer affair as a fire in the village
favours his sudden intimacy with Fanchette. Looking through the same window, she presses her
body against his. This contact immediately sparks another fire… He undoes her nightshirt,
unveiling the breasts ‘which had given life to him’. Fanchette’s tender expression, ‘my little darling’
(‘Mon petit’), she uses while they make love emphasises the incestuous nature of their intercourse.
According to him, he never enjoyed such a pleasure again, as if the excitement of stepping into the
parallel to its function as an organ for lactation, the breast is ‘an erogenous organ and agent of maternal
fantasy, stimulating the infant’s oral eroticism, transmitting a sexual excitation with a hidden or unconscious
meaning, […] and so posing a question that the infant is constitutionally ill-equipped to answer’ (John
Fletcher, ‘Introduction. Psychoanalysis and the Question of the Other’, in Jean Laplanche, Essays on Otherness
(London: Routledge, 1999), p. 14). The situation of primal seduction is based on the child’s fundamental
passivity in relation to the implantation on his body-ego of signifiers he can not decipher. According to
Laplanche, ‘the attentions of a mother’ are seductive ‘only because they are not transparent… because they
convey something enigmatic’, as they stem from her unconscious, that is, her own infantile sexuality (Ibid.,
p. 12). Royer’s story, playing with the eroticism of the infant-mother couple, shows how a woman’s breast
is a source of pleasure for her. Instead of wanting something from the infant, the maternal breast wants
something from another adult, prolonging the woman’s satisfaction beyond her caring and nurturing
gestures.
135 Barbara Ehrlich White, ‘Renoir’s sensuous women’, in Woman as Sex Object. Studies in Erotic Art, 17301970, ed. by Thomas B. Hess and Linda Nochlin (London: Allen Lane, 1973), p. 181.
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prohibited territory of incest intensified his senses. As if no body could better provide love than
the maternal one.
Paris Magazine’s permanent worship of the breast recurrently returns the reader to the
infantile scene of the part object, to the infant’s relation with the world mediated by the mother’s
breast perceived alternately as good (nourishing and life-sustaining) and bad (absent and
frustrating).These ‘imagos, which are a phantastically distorted picture of the real object upon
which they are based’ are operating in the writer’s erotic imaging of women.136 Royer’s bloody story
of a killer who makes love with his victims and then cuts their nipples re-delineates Mélanie Klein’s
horrific scenario in which the breast is invested with sadistic fantasies. In ‘La Femme sans tête’,
(n°67, March 1937) the Dutch murderer’s destructive drives result in a literal mutilation of the
female body.137 The barbaric gesture – the man tears the nipples with his teeth – is a prelude to the
woman’s decapitation. To Mélanie Klein, ‘attacks on the breast develop into attacks of a similar
nature against the entire body which comes to be felt, as it were, as an extension of the breast
before the mother is conceived of as a complete person.’138
Commenting Elvira Notari’s films and their underpinning by the popular tales of female
saints martyrdom, Giuliana Bruno spots remnants of the horror which drives the traditional
iconography of Saint Agatha and states that ‘in fantasies of an oral-sadistic nature, the breast is
attacked, devoured, cut off, or cut to pieces. The oral desire manifests itself as a cannibalistic
impulse directed against the mother’s bosom.’139 Reiterating his misdeed with an Asian girl in
Thailand, the Dutch adventurer is prevented from killing her but Royer expresses a morbid
fascination for the ‘trickle of blood running from her chest to her small golden stomach.’140 Royer
opens the woman’s wound and displaces the lacuna – the horror vacui of her sex. She is lack again.
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Less overtly aggressive, a number of panegyrics also draw a fragmented topography of the
feminine body. In a text entitled Breasts (n°92, April 1939), Harold Grant lyrically lists all the
possible forms, colours and sizes of breasts.141
This veneration for a part of the body is not unlike the sixteenth century French ‘poetic glorification
of the anatomical fragment […] known as the blason anatomique’ Francette Pacteau analyses in
relation to the Kleinian dialectic and then positions within the dynamics of fetishism.142 However,
Grant’s enterprise differs from ‘the scattering of the object into disparate images’ she notices in
Clément Marot’s Blason du beau tétin, as it does not rely on a compulsive accumulation of
qualifications but on an endless combination of different features. Grant makes sure that the
breasts stay an eternal terra incognita always to be explored. He revels in documenting this
elaborate cartography and distinguishes very minutely more than ten types of breasts. There is the
‘secret sensuality of the vigorous and luxurious buds stiffened on the two brown, nearly black,
areolas of the pale bosom’.143 There are the ones looking ‘like pale crimson rosettes which slightly
bulge in their mother-of-pearl centre.’144 Sometimes, brunettes have the delicate rosebuds of
prepubescent fair-haired girls. The convoluted images and the abundance of details confuse the
issue further. The reader ends up mixing up everything: the big, the small, the brown, the ivory
ones, etc…
Faraway echoes of Clément Marot’s poem filter through the writer’s painstaking attempts
at poetry. His affected style bursts with the same metaphors. He overdoes it… Nipples are
strawberries, cherries, ripen figs but also vanilla pods.145 ‘The poetic sliding from the breast that

He takes this matter very seriously, ‘benevolently’ willing to demonstrate that ‘men are […] curious and
fond of the particularities, even if strange, of each feminine bosom’. (‘Les hommes sont […] curieux et
friands des particularités, même étranges de chaque gorge féminine’). One restriction though: ‘Only old age
or sickness can deprive a woman’s bust from its appeal’.(‘En réalité, seules la vieillesse et la maladie peuvent
ôter son attrait à la poitrine d’une femme’.)
142 Pacteau, p. 57.
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feeds, to the breast as food, replicates the fluctuating perception the infant has of the maternal
breast.’146 The latent ambivalence towards the feminine body wells up in the selective process at
work in Grant’s description. He evokes a reassuring wholeness only to compensate for the feared
void which the woman signifies. Interestingly enough, he claims that the woman ‘knows that no
parts of her body are as integral to her as her breasts because the sex itself is only the woman, while
the breasts are a woman.’147 It is worth underlining the passage from the definite article ‘the’ –
resounding with the threatening generality of an overwhelming and uncontrollable reality – to the
indefinite ‘a’ and the soothing promise of interchangeability it connotes through its singularity. As
a safeguard against the abstract and depersonalised equation woman = sex = lack, the author
prefers to reduce as well as elevate her consoling breasts to what Freud posits as a fetish and to
identify them as a substitute for ‘the woman’s (mother’s) penis that the little boy once believed in
and […] does not want to give up.’148 This operation alleviates his anxiety and allows him to forget
the potential of his own castration, focusing instead on her full breasts. It is understood, in a
Lacanian interpretation of the castration anxiety, that women do not have but are the phallus, while
men have the penis, an always inadequate representative of the phallus. For all the writer’s slight
disdain betrayed by his use of the negative adverb ‘only’, the derogatory expression implies an
ironic reversal if one replaces sex by phallus in the sentence.
Ignoring the vagina and turning it into a generic entity, devoid of sexual sensitivity is a
means of protecting oneself from the woman’s appropriation of her sexuality. At the other end of
the horror spectrum, another more concrete solution is suggested. Another desensitising process,
although terribly painful. Louis-Charles Royer, never tired to wallow in the inventions of the most
pathological deviances, found a fitting gesture – to stitch the vulva’s lips (n°33, May 1934). He
takes at face value the need for sutures, the cult of the seamless body permanently re-invented in
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nineteenth century Académies, from Ingres’ Angelina to Bouguereau’s Venus but also in Paris
Magazine where nude photographs, often retouched, present us with smooth crotches. No pubic
hair, no slit are to be seen. A hazy but neatly delineated triangle safely contains the woman’s desire
in immaculate whiteness. As noticed by Luce Irigaray, ‘it is already evident in Greek statuary that
this nothing-to-see has to be excluded […] from such a scene of representation. Woman’s genitals
are simply absent […] sewn back inside their “crack”.’149
Forestalling the accusations of barbaric violence, Royer is careful to explain the origin of
the violent practice which inspired him. He unburdens France of the responsibility for such an
uncivilised act explaining that in Djibouti young girls are sewn up to make sure they do not choose
their future husband without their parents’ consent. Having witnessed this custom with his friend
Jim, the narrator comes back to Toulon. Jim regularly beats his partner, Mia, accusing her of
unfaithfulness and has only one option: to ‘shut’ her vagina according to the custom in Djibouti.
He delineates the frontiers of her body, preventing any exchange between the interior and the
exterior and as such securing its ‘sacred’ integrity. Mia appears as a sealed recipient, exclusively
available to his penetration. He locks her up from the inside simultaneously abolishing her hole
and her pleasure. Luce Irigaray would say that he is blatantly unaware of women’s morphology and
forces her to renounce the solitary pleasure she gets from the ‘nonsuture of [the] lips’ of her genitals
which are continuously in contact, rubbing against each other.150 Phallomorphism, she argues,
privileges the oneness and completeness of form of the male sexual organ in ignorance of female
eroticism which is based on the fact that the woman touches herself all the time. Once again,
Royer’s tale conveys a very restrictive image of woman’s sexuality, entirely modelled according to
the standards and expectations of the masculine libido.
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C) A Site of Temptations

Systematic retaliatory measures are at work through Paris Magazine. As soon as the woman
is granted a more active and dignified role (in the sense that she succeeds in reconciling her sexuality
and a respectable status), she is doomed to ridicule or death. A dominating and self-confident lover,
Raya, emulating the masculine attitude of sexual aggressiveness is immediately mocked and
abandoned in favour of ‘nice, plump and uncomplicated girls.’151 National origin is the safeguard
here: this brazen woman who takes the initiative can not be French and her clichéd Russian fury
provides an excuse for her lewd behaviour. When a woman is the instigator of sexual activities, she
is necessarily a foreigner. And when she is French, like Annie, and asserts her taste for masochistic
practices, she is a ‘slut’. ‘Où était la fée du premier jour?’152 The blond angel upon whom the
narrator continually forced his attentions becomes a harlot he penetrates with disgust.
There is no continuity in the unstable fabric of the magazine’s pages where meaning never
coalesces. Its succession of narratives and images makes impossible an univocal and definite
reading of female and male functions or subjectivities within the dynamics of love it depicts. Taken
separately, each text reinforces gender binarism. Consumed one after the other, in the movement
of reading, they form a medley of voices, individualities and sexual discourses. The fundamental
instability of the identificatory internalisations and adjustments is such that the reader is free to
wander from a fictional space of desire to another.153
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It is worth turning to Elizabeth Cowie’s use of Laplanche and Pontalis’ analysis of seduction
fantasy to question Mulvey’s automatic alignment of sexual difference with the subject/object,
active/passive dichotomies in the screening of Hollywoodian movies. Paris Magazine is structured
like fantasy which, according to Laplanche and Pontalis, can be defined as a mise en scène with
multiple entries. In their commentary of ‘A Father Seduces a Daughter’, they highlight the mobility
of the fantasising self: ‘nothing shows whether the subject will be immediately located as daughter,
it can be fixed as father, or even in the term seduces.’154 Even if a phallocentric distribution of
power remains operative, the subject is able to assume different positions in the unconscious.
Insisting on the fact that ‘fantasy as a mise en scène of desire is more a setting out of lack […] than
a presentation of a having, of a being present’, Cowie concludes that the spectator’s unconscious
matching with the polarised gendered positions embodied by the characters of the films is
essentially fluid.155 One adheres to a configuration of desire rather than to a precise identity.
Contemporary readers of Paris Magazine might concur that it is fraught with stupid fantasies
which, in Krakauer’s terms, are ‘the daydream of society, in which its actual reality comes to the
fore and its otherwise repressed wishes take on form.’156 However, it might be worth envisioning
these fantasies from a more positive point of view, emphasising, through David Rodowick’s
enlightening The Difficulty of Difference, Psychoanalysis, Sexual Difference and Film Theory, their utopian
function.157 Rodowick understands the ‘Oedipus complex as the Maginot Line of patriarchal culture
and the discursive structure of phantasy as a site of resistance and revolt’ where the arbitrary and
fictional construction of sexual difference is ceaselessly challenged.158 According to him,
psychoanalysis precisely aims at invalidating an a priori division between the sexes by asserting that
‘gendered identity for either sex [is] not […] singular, selfsame, or isomorphic with the biological
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body.’159 Analysing Freud’s complex stance on this question, he posits that the relation between
masculine and feminine identifications is best described as a ratio than as a strict binary division.
Quoting Freud – ‘in the last resort we can only see that both in male and female individuals
masculine as well as feminine instinctual impulses (Triebregungen) are found, and that each can
equally well undergo repression and so become unconscious’ –, he contends that undecidability
and fluidity predominate in the shifting and always partial articulation of one’s identity.160
Consequently, movement and instability are key elements of the subject’s unconscious mise en
scène of himself and herself.
Rejecting biological, ontological or essentialist definitions of sexual polarities, he refuses to
equate masculinity with activity, sadomasochistic drives and pleasure or femininity with passivity,
masochistic urges and unpleasure. Commenting at length Freud’s case study, ‘A child Is Being
Beaten’ in response to Laura Mulvey’s theorising of female spectatorship, he claims that the
encounter between a film and a subject has too often been viewed as one of ‘ideological
overdetermination […] rather than as a potential site of resistance, reappropriation, and
rereading.’161 From the conviction that fantasy life unfolds across positions of sexual difference, he
deduces that a reader or a spectator does not necessarily identify with the gendered and sex position
assigned to him or her.162 As a repository of different sexual patterns constantly actuating the
reversibility Freud notices in the individual’s drives (love/hate, masochism/sadism) and in his
positioning as an object or subject –, Paris Magazine delineates fantasmatic scenarios which go
beyond the rigid opposition between the sexes and the sexual division of labour.
Royer’s evocation of a German exhibitionist coming in public while showing her crotch to
a group of passing men, his description of a pubescent girl’s sexual awakening as her chaperone
masturbates her while being herself touched by the narrator or Maria Luz’ portrait of an energetic
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and daring bisexual woman authorise a perpetual remodelling of desire and conversion of
transactional sexual roles.163 Inspired by Rodowick’s demonstration, it is crucial to work on the
premise that the analysis of identification processes remains speculative, determining positions
which are inevitably non definitive. They ‘exist only as potentialities that are ultimately undecidable
with respect to any given spectator.’164 Without denying the value of a feminist interpretation of
Paris Magazine’s androcentrism, it is a fertile addition to study its narratives as ‘historically specific
[attempts] to shore up ideological representations against the entropic character of desire.’165
Inscribed within a phallocentric economy, the fantasies underpinning Paris Magazine’s texts betray
the simultaneous affirmation of desire and its prohibition. As such, they might be explored,
according to Rodowick’s stance, as utopian loci ‘erod[ing] proper meaning, undermin[ing]
opposition with difference, resist[ing] patriarchal authority.’166 It seems all the more legitimate given
the historical and cultural context of the 1930s when sexuality and its representations were severely
regulated. At the time, what Linda Williams calls ‘on-scenity’ was not prevalent yet. On/scenity,
Williams writes, ‘is the flashpoint where conventions of public and private, lustful and lascivious,
prurient and old-fashioned obscenity […] is no longer possible.’167 Pornographic material was not
available to the public at large as it is today and one might assume that women were less explicitly
invited in.

‘Soudain le regard de l’un d’eux, puis d’un autre, s’immobilisa bientôt: les huit paires d’yeux eurent le
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s’éteignit dans un râle déchirant, ses bras battirent l’air et elle s’écroula dans l’herbe, les reins bondissant
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1933).
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Investigating representations of reading women in nineteenth and twentieth century
literature, Marie Baudry makes the assumption that, in fiction, reading characters turn the novel
into a space of discovery of sexuality.168 To her, revelation about sex is another form of the libido
sciendi which is at the core of every reading practice, books being vital tools for knowledge
acquisition. She insists on the fact that for female readers the link between reading and sexuality is
particularly ‘disquieting’ as they are allegedly less able than men to sublimate their (sexual) urges
and are prohibited to get involved in socially valued activities outside the domestic sphere. Reading
would then always ultimately be erotic and there would be but a short step from curiosity to curiosity
about sex. For her, the yearning quality of reading is palpable in Emma Bovary’s thirst for these
novels which have long been criticised as perverting agents of the fair sex: is she not trying to
imagine ‘what was meant, in life, by the words “bliss”, “passion” and “rapture” – words that had
seemed so beautiful to her in books?’169 Although Paris Magazine can not be compared to the novels
Emma Bovary avidly reads, it could constitute, like the lover’s body, a forbidden site of hidden
knowledge. By contrast with the dominant ideology and the appropriate model of womanhood
promoted by French society, the monthly offered women a provocative alternative to the domestic
limitations of the housewife canon. It should be noted that ‘in interwar France, female sexuality
was experienced as a problem – a problem in terms of the way real women lived their lives, and a
symbolic focus for the traumatic transformation of the après-guerre into the entre-deux-guerres.’170 Paris
Magazine’s emancipated acclaim of erotic pleasures as well as its recurrent ads for condoms and
discreet nurses performing ‘special surgeries’ strikingly contradicted the natalist approach of the
government and the 1920 and 1923 laws which outlawed contraception and abortion. France’s
birth rate – considered as a factor of the country’s defeat in 1870 against Prussia – was a major
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issue in the political debates of the time, giving female sexuality an instrumental role in the welfare
of the nation. Significantly, a neo-Malthusianist feminist, Madeleine Pelletier, after being accused
of performing abortions in 1933, was incarcerated in 1939 in the asylum of Perray-Vaucluse where
she died.
Angela Kershaw quotes Robert A. Nye’s study of sexuality in the French Third Republic,
concluding that
the power of both the “official” legal order and the less visible but equally influential
power of cultural discourse seemed aligned in a common direction. They both sought,
the former by repression, the latter by the production of natural “norms”, to validate
a certain kind of sexuality, one that celebrated heterosexual love and connected it
squarely with reproduction.171

She adds:
the institutional politics of female sexuality was not a politics of individual rights, but
of public duties: the women of the Third Republic were exhorted to be good
republican mothers who would provide strong and healthy sons in order to create a
strong and healthy state.172

In such a context, Paris Magazine must have functioned as ‘a site of Temptation’. In his study of
Flaubert’s Temptation of Saint Anthony, Michel Foucault uses this expression to describe the huge
folio the saint reads and which, ‘far from securing a protective space, has released an obscure
milling crowd and a dubious shadow where image and knowledge merge.’173 Paris Magazine is not
to be compared with such a complex and cultivated literature but the alarming combination of
‘image and knowledge’ Foucault mentions interestingly echoes its own indecent appeal for women
who had to fight to secure their independence.

Ibid., p. 164.
Ibid., p. 164.
173 Michel Foucault, La Bibliothèque fantastique, A propos de “La Tentation de Saint-Antoine” de Gustave
Flaubert (Bruxelles: La Lettre volée, 1995), p. 13. ‘Loin de ménager un espace protecteur, il a libéré un
obscur grouillement et toute une ombre douteuse où se mêlent l’image et le savoir.’
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As he traces the history of reading in France, Michel Vernus observes that ‘until the Second
World War, in bourgeois family, the daughters and wives’s practices of reading [were] not more
emancipated than during the preceding century.’ He refers to Simone de Beauvoir who was
seventeen in 1935 and had very limited leeway in her choices of books. During the holidays, at her
uncle’s, she read novels by Delly – popular romance novels largely approved by conforming if not
reactionary souls and highly recommended for young girls ‘comme il faut’ – and was otherwise
allowed to read the Comtesse de Ségur’s writings and novels from the collection ‘My daughter’s
library’. Her mother controlled her reading as much as Colette’s father severely restricted hers a
few years earlier. Alberto Manguel makes a revealing account of the obstacles Colette had to
overcome to read in her teenage years, at the end of the nineteenth century – a welcome reminder
that there were times when the freedom of reading as they pleased was not a given for women.
[Colette had] to compete for reading-matter with her father, a military man who lost
his left leg during the Italian campaigns. On the way to the library (his private precinct)
he picks up his newspaper – Le Temps – and his magazine – La Nature – and, “his
Cossack eye glittering under a grey hemp brow, swipes off the table any printed
material which will then follow him to the library and never again see the light of
day.”174

No feminine solidarity alleviated Colette’s plight and she did not find in her mother an ally.
Manguel notes that the latter did not believe in fiction:
So many complications, so much passionate love in those novels. In real life, people
have other things on their minds. You be the judge: have you ever heard me whinge
and whine about love as people do in those books? And yet I’d have a right to a chapter
myself, I’d say! I’ve had two husbands and four children!175
The self-indulgent burying of oneself in the unrealistic agonies of love – mere escapism from the
harsh reality of life – is a waste of time to Colette’s mother. And the endless enquiries prompted
by books are another concern to her. What might now be considered as signs of quick-wittedness
is deemed negative as if books exerted bad influence on a child, automatically twisting his or her
174
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mind. Even the Catechism her daughter reads for her communion does not find favour with Sidoni
Landoy:
Oh, how I hate this nasty habit of asking questions! “What is God?” “What is this?”
“What is that?” These question marks, this obsessive probing, this inquisitiveness, I
find it all so terribly indiscreet! And all this bossing about, I ask you! Who translated
the Ten Commandments into this awful gibberish? Oh, I certainly dont’ like seeing a
book like this in the hands of a child!176
One might infer that if wealthy, educated families were not inclined to leave girls wander freely
amongst bookshelves, the situation was worst in lower classes where they lacked the means and
the time to read.
Admittedly, Paris Magazine was unlikely to turn women into bluestockings and yet, in spite
of its lowbrow content, it precisely pointed to where the shoe pinches: the uncertain boundary
between proper and improper science, the dangerous conflation of the drive for knowledge with
sexual drive.177 The problem arises especially as
in the early decades of the twentieth century newspapers and periodicals continued to
be more important reading matter to women than books. In fact, late nineteenthcentury patterns of women’s reading were, broadly speaking, maintained. What
changed were the numbers of literate women in different parts of the world. By 1900,

Ibid., p. 150.
Freud traces back the adult’s drive for knowledge to the child’s curiosity about sexuality. To him, the
child’s quest for origins – understanding where babies come from – and attempts to make sense of sexual
relationships and sexual differences are at the root of the desire for knowledge and herald adult, rational
operations. Freud’s positive view of epistemophilia, developed in his Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality
(1905) and in his article ‘“Civilised” Sexual Morality and Modern Nervous Illness’ (1908), brings together
sexual curiosity and intellectual work. It explains his disapproval of a patriarchal education which prevents
little girls from questioning their sexuality. He concludes in his 1908 article that the intellectual inferiority
of women originates in an inhibition of thoughts induced by sexual suppression.
The fear of woman’s (sexual) knowledge informs Pandora’s myth which links femininity to sinful curiosity,
femme fatale-like deceit and threatening enigma. In the article ‘Pandora’s Box: Topographies of Curiosity’,
Laura Mulvey writes that if Pandora’s box ‘represents the unspeakable of femininity, her curiosity appears
as a desire to uncover the secret of the very figuration she represents’ (Laura Mulvey, Fetishism and Curiosity
(London: BFI Publishing, 1996), p.59). Her compulsion to open the box betrays a drive for self-knowledge.
For Mulvey, transgression lies in Pandora’s curiosity which not only allows her to defy interdictions but also
to look at what is hidden in the box, ‘the supposed horror of those aspects of the female body that are
repressed under patriarchal culture’(Ibid. p.61). Pandora’s gesture implies an active look and an investigative
force. Books and magazines, erotic or not, are not unlike Pandora’s box in that, once opened, they uncover
knowledge that requires intellection and deciphering. Mulvey opposes curiosity, a desire to see and to know,
to fetishism, the typical masculine refusal to acknowledge the differences of the female body. For a woman
living in the 1930s, the act of reading Paris Magazine certainly pertained to curiosity rather than to fetishism.
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ninety percent of the populations of the UK, France, Germany and the US were
functionally literate […].178
Thirty years after Colette’s own fight to defend her bookish shelter, women were thus more liable
to have access to Paris Magazine’s not very commendable discourse. Probably subjected to
censorship, it still represented a niche market.

II- When Photography Encroaches on Literature and Vice versa

A) When Corinne Looks

Her head leans over the edge of the photograph and nudges the column of words away
(fig.30).179 Her figure – her golden wavy hair, her long slim legs and the alabaster flash of flesh
dramatically underlined by her black knickers and stockings – prevails over the text which
recedes… She occupies half of the page and yet she invades my sight, subduing my eye, riveted on
an infinitesimal detail. The clips of her suspended belts are not symmetrically placed, pulling up
her translucent hose in wavelets. I want to enlarge the picture and see how the fine silky fabric is
tortured, gripped by the small metal loops. The tiny folds I hardly make out irritate me. The
impatience to feel them tickles me but its impossibility stings, bruises me would say Barthes. I crave
for the soft contact. My eyes flit around the lustrous black and white surface instead.
The projection of her shadow and the unusual layout of the photograph make her stand out,
drawing her silhouette in three dimensions. She springs out from the page, intruding into the space
between my eyes and the paper, the realm of my reading. An infinitely attractive hyphen between
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me and the words, this host greets me at the doorstep of the text and fittingly invites me to partake
in the orgy it will describe. It is tempting to linger at the threshold: I am reluctant to yield to the
chronological linearity of narration. It is more pleasant to rummage around every nook and cranny
of the picture. I resist the tyranny of words. The printed sentences become blurred and shrink in
my field of vision.180
In the monthly, the written component of the page acts as a visual pause preventing the
images to flow one into the other in an easy and jouissive continuity one experiences for instance
today on the internet. It diverts one’s attention, frustrates the eye. A paradoxical relation is
established between words and photographs. Plastically inseparable as one flips through the
magazine, they are semantically independent. There is a very loose connection between them; and
not only because unrelated images from different photographers often form a falsely coherent
assemblage. Here Perckhammer, Jablonowski and Binder’s pictures supposedly show the same
woman but their glorifications of this blonde beauty differ – Corinne’s unstable identity leaves
room for the reader’s imagination – while Germaine Krull’s chic cocktail party grafts an archetypal
setting onto the story (fig.30 to 32). The location is unclear but that is the point. Louis-Charles
Royer, the author, counts on the thrilling perfume of the unknown to feed the reader’s taste for
transgression and to catch his or her attention. Partner swapping necessarily takes place in a
mysterious location and the participants’ identity necessarily remains hidden. Paris Magazine
fabricates secret and scandal and makes them public through the collective impact of the
photographic technology.
It would be possible to apply the pictures to another anecdote where they might take on a slightly
divergent meaning. These are indefinitely open images, less illustrative than fantasmatic inasmuch
as they serve one’s imaginative capacities. Ces images ont la cuisse légère. They are promiscuous:

The stories are so often a tissue of clichés that the regular reader of Paris Magazine felt probably the right
to skip them, reconstructing the schematic plots – structured by common fantasies: defloration, incest,
orgies, prostitution, intercourse with the racially other, bisexuality – or filling in the gaps on her or his own.
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giving pleasure to all the readers, without exception. Given these circumstances, there is nothing
to expect from me in return but a fragmented, inattentive reading.
Based on a fundamental element of the modern condition, distraction, Paris Magazine
exemplifies the emergence of a new culture and sensibility linked to the frenetic urbanisation,
industrialisation and consumerism marking the urban experience after the First World War.
These years were “distracted” years, in every sense of the term: in the sense of modern
man’s new incapacity to focus his attention on the world, as well as a thirst to forget
his own condition, to be entertained. […] The new cinema – with its constant flux of
images and then sounds […] – offered the best illustration of this in the world of the
visual art.181
Illustrated press, contributing along with ads, posters and shop-window displays to the
production of ceaselessly shifting stimuli and impressions, prompted new reading reflexes in the
readers, producing what Walter Benjamin defined as ‘a reception in distraction.’182 The magazine’s
heteroclite material generates a disordered succession of points of view and involves a ‘floating
gaze that never manages or tries to settle.’183

B) A Proto-photo-novel?

Even when telling stories with the help of photographs, the magazine’s main concern is
less the sequential presentation of an action unfolding in time than the focus on undressed female
bodies, feverish kisses and suggestive embraces. It is often a variation on what are supposedly
meant to be sensual poses: they are limited and stereotypical, involving a form of monotony. In
181Quentin
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that, the magazine’s visual logic heralds the photo-novel even if it is not based on a structure of
episodes nor on the sequencing of narration: one does not really need to read the magazines or
photo-novels in detail to understand what is happening.
Born in Italy in 1947 from the convergence of different media – the film-novel (the
translation on paper of an existing movie), comics and the drawn-novel (made of drawings and not
photographs), it finds its root in the innovative illustrative photomontage techniques developed in
Italy by popular magazines in the 1920s and 1930s.184 But it was also influenced by nineteenth
century visual traditions. Epinal prints, journalistic cartoons, comical postcards organised in
episodes are considered by Marie-Charlotte Calafat as forebears of the photo-novel.185 Formal
analogies can be drawn between the tradition of image-based storytelling to which Paris Magazine
belongs and the photo-novel. On a much smaller scale – generally four pages – the monthly
resorted to photographic illustrations, sometimes captioned, the same way Le Tueur au boomerang, a
murder story serialised in ten Vu magazines in 1934 or Georges Simenon’s La Folle d’Itteville (1931)
did.186 Illustrated by a hundred photographs by Germaine Krull, his crime novel was published in
a collection significantly called ‘Phototexte’.
Paris Magazine offers a range of visual interactions between images and texts. But from 1936
onwards what had mainly been a static visualisation – one image per page – evolved through more
dynamic layouts. The alternation between different formats of photographs, their multiplication
and their vaguely linear succession on the page were gradually integrated but did not renew its
formulaic content.
Paradigmatic rather than syntagmatic, illustrative rather than narrative, the images reached
a height of literalness when staged by the Studio Braig or the Studio Alexandra, the two authorities
on the aesthetic of the serials, affectedly dressing up male and female models and transplanting

The first photo-novel “Nel Fondo del Cuore” (From the Bottom of my Heart) was published as a serial
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them in highly theatrical situations. These photographs share with the photo-novel what Jan
Baetans calls an aesthetic of overstatement marked by exaggerated poses.187 The ecstatic distortions
of the heroine always ‘incidentally’ emphasise her breasts – women are permanently about to swoon
and inevitably end up with their breasts exposed when not entirely undressed. Nuances are
abolished: love making, fear and death are made equivalent, expressed through the same
grandiloquence of gestures and expressions. The focus on the bodies spares the photographers the
task of creating elaborate setting – location is approximately specified and caricatural when it comes
to describing foreign countries.
In ‘Virginité 35’ (Paris Magazine n°42, February 1935), six photographs accompany the
heroine’s downfall (fig.33 to 36).188 Having overheard Francis, the rich man she is secretly in love
with, stigmatise virginity, Patricia loses hers to Maxime, a ladies’ man ‘without scruples nor ideals’.
When Francis confesses his love to her a few weeks later during a romantic trip, it is too late…
Maxime blackmails her, threatening to reveal their own affair to the press. Their heated
conversation escalates into a fight: Patricia ends up killing her lover by accident before commiting
suicide.
Fully clothed in the first picture, ‘Patricia’ is seen successively nestled against two men in
various states of undress in the three next ones. There are not many differences between them:
theatricalisation relies on the same visual tricks – a deshabillé revealing part of the woman’s breast,
an undone blouse showing her décolletage, her body lying in sensual abandon, the men’s hands
pressing her skin or hair (fig.34-35). What counts here is less the linearity of the story than the fact
that this woman spends time in men’s arms. The second, third and fourth images suspend narration
in erotic indeterminacy while the first one foreshadows action through striking oppositions – white
dress/black costume, white wall/black background, frontality of the woman’s position/mystery of
the man’s imposing back – and through the dramatic posture of the heroine, leaning against a wall
Jan Baetens, ‘The photo-novel, a Minor Medium’, Necsus, European Journal of Media Studies, vol.1, 1, (2012)
<https://necsus-ejms.org/the-photo-novel-a-minor-medium-by-jan-baetens/> [accessed 20 April 2018].
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as if spying on the man (fig.33). Strangeness is underscored by the forearm of his interlocutor
intruding on the foreground of the composition.
Preventing any contextual anchoring in time and space the black backdrop brings out the
way the lovers touch each other. The last double-spread plays melodramatically on the contrast
between the woman’s ecstasy on one page and her distressed look and defensive gesture as she is
about to be hit by a man clenching his fist on the next one (fig.35). Love and violence’s poisonous
combination culminates in the last picture where Eros and Thanatos coincide in the artificial
depiction of a dead man and an unnecessarily naked woman – she is said to be half naked in the
text. The blood stain on the man’s temple renders all the more absurd the unnatural pose of the
woman (fig.36). Although kept to a bare minimum, Braig’s mise en scène is emphatic, making
feelings and situations extreme. As simple as possible to be immediately readable, it is marked by
visual paucity – there are no shot/countershot alternations and off-camera space is rarely
suggested.
In the magazine, the strategy is often all about presenting more than representing: the
expressiveness of the protagonists’ gestures and attitudes and the angle chosen by the photographer
crystallise the action for the reader in ‘L’Homme des bois’ (Paris Magazine n°66, February 1937).189
These images substantiate Barthes’ comment regarding some press photographs which ‘clearly only
signif[y] because of the existence of a store of stereotyped attitudes which form ready-made
elements of signification.’190 Their theme, reminiscent of the 1933 King-Kong movie, plays on the
popular myth of the gorilla’s hypermasculinity and proclivity for white women. During the shooting
of a film in High-Congo (the former Orientale Province of the Democratic Republic of Congo), a
blonde American actress arouses the ardent desire of a male ape. There is no attempt at
representing the numerous twists in the plot in images where only scarce signifiers of exoticism –
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colonial helmets, banana trees – and the presence of the ape saturate the frames with elements of
jungle adventure story and fantasies of bestiality (fig.37 to 39). If one does not read the text, the
frisson of a romantic but deadly encounter between a woman and a monkey dominates.
The first double-spread with a large photograph in the middle and two smaller images at
the top of each page disrupts a chronological reading. From opposite sides of the double-spread,
the protagonists are looking (or pointing whether with a cigarette, a finger or a camera) at an
invisible spot, most probably the gorilla but also at the text: ‘a colossus with brown, nearly black,
fur, a monster with enormous fists like anvils.’(fig.38)191 The convergence of looks sensationalises
its absence – as if there was a void on the page, inversely proportional to the ape’s gigantic size.
Ultimately it is the woman’s presence, in the central photograph – her naked breasts, her gaping
shirt – which replaces the terrifying apparition. The thrill remains erotic in Paris Magazine. Linearity
is only activated on the last double-spread to signify the passage from life to death (fig.39). The
falsely realistic frontality of the compositions in which the woman is systematically exposed flattens
and unfolds the scenes so as to allow a third party to spot highlighted details like the animal’s hands
around her waist or her bent body when she surrenders to his clasp, tries to run away or has fainted.
We are not looking through the narrator’s eyes as in the story. His point of view is supplanted by
the camera’s. We are invited to adopt the voyeuristic position of an external instance, the
photographic one.
Recycling an efficient system of commonplaces, the staged photographs revalue the
function of clichés. Immediately recognisable, the codes they resort to distort the indexicality and
iconicity of the image they produce and which ‘looks less like the referential body whose trace is
lost […] than like the other preceding stereotypes’ it reproduces.192 Dissecting the mechanism of
the stereotype, Paul-Marie Battestini insists on what he calls the ‘vertigo of likeness’: he asserts the
foundational role of repetition in the elaboration of the cliché. In a performative affirmation of
‘Un colosse à pelage brun, presque noir, un monstre aux poings énormes comme des enclumes’.
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itself, ‘as it loses the trace of the body, the stereotype stages the conditions of its own apparition,
of its presence.’193 In ‘L’Homme des bois’, the first photograph ‘disappears’ behind its reenactment
of a typically Hollywoodian motif even if the limited means of the magazines result in a portrayal
of a rather inoffensive primate (fig.37). What counts is less the ‘original’ or the content of the
image than its process as a non-hierarchical and ahistorical repetition, firing the reader’s
imagination, especially as other images in the magazine summon up the imagery of a Beauty and
the beast scenario (‘Le Singe’, Paris Magazine n°41, January 1935).
Basic visualisation still makes sense here but, elsewhere, meaning floats as there is
sometimes an extraordinary gap between the overloaded sexualisation and the semiotic emptiness
of the photographs which fail to show what the narrative describes.
In the first three images of Georges Saint-Bonnet’s incestuous love story ‘Troubles’ whose
title could refer to the brother and sister’s infatuation as much as to their ‘equivocal’ character,
Mickle, the former, is never clearly seen (fig.40-41).194 He is absent from the first flirtatious portrait
of Noya by the Studio Alban. He is then reduced to a reflection in a mirror in the second one,
made by the Studio Alexandra, where his face is obstructed by the presence of his naked lover. In
the third, also by Alexandra, only his back is visible as if it was impossible to reunite the ‘monstrous’
couple in a single image. By contrast, the last picture which has nothing to do with the previous
ones divulges his identity and focuses on the androgynous and twin-like appearances of the siblings,
Noya’s short hair symbolically bringing her even closer to Mickle (fig.42). Of course there is no
continuity between the picture’s analogon and the thick layer of connotations added by the reading
of Saint-Bonnet’s short story. Caillaud’s picture most probably does not really show a brother and
a sister, and certainly not an incestuous couple.
This oscillation between the particular and the general results in semiotically uncertain and
volatile images. Quite poor at an informational level (the very limited anecdotal details of the
Ibid.
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setting, the time and the characters’ relations: the unmade bed, the glimpse of Noya’s crotch) and
at a symbolic level (Noya’s subversive masculinity), they feel empty. And yet, behind their apparent
obviousness might lie this ‘slight trauma of significance’ that Roland Barthes experiences when
faced with photo-novels.195 Barthes’ distinction between the obvious and the obtuse meaning in
The Third Meaning helps understand the status of Paris Magazine’s mise en scène. What counts here
is the work of the signifier, the ‘significance’ according to Barthes, as opposed to signification
which pertains to the work of the signified. Attempting to research the various kinds of meanings
present in film, Barthes considers the ‘moving play’ of signifiers as the ‘third (obtuse) meaning’.
The third meaning ‘exceeds’ the other two – the informational and the symbolic – and challenges
the closure of the text, of the image in this instance. Significance is ‘the un-end of possible
operations in a given field of a language.’196 Whether signifying more or less than the written plot
they smarten up, the photographs are mixed matters, simultaneously referring and not referring to
the story. As such they constitute autonomous as well as heterogeneous supplements to the story.
Opposite Caillaud’s picture, a photograph by Bill Brandt shows a woman peering from
behind a curtain which half conceals her (fig.42). Her partially occulted figure, the darkness out of
which she emerges, the expanse of rotting wall, all come to signify a moral dereliction that must
remain secret, while the caption ‘Mystery’ speaks of a prurient fascination.197 The pathetic tone of
Saint-Bonnet’s lamenting the tragic fate of lovers forced to live as outcasts is subdued by the trivial
depiction of their routine dinner taken in the refuge of their hotel room, away from prying eyes.
But this emphasis on the banality of the scene might also be the sign of a perverse assent to a
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situation deemed exceptional. The spotless and glossy piece of porcelain and the sparkle of light
shining on the glasses, the silverware, Mickle’s lips and Noya’s rings cast a soft glow of stylishness
upon their clandestinity. Such details might be likened to the details which, in photo-novel, Gerard
Lefort sees as ‘remote and discrete signals’ able to distract the reader from the boredom of
repetitive plots.198
To look at a photo-novel is like looking at the sea. Before anything else by detailing
it. The closest to us, the waves of déjà-vu die at our feet: familial or conjugal passions.
Further away, the effects of the swell (the nervous breakdown, the slaps, the tears) or
that of the calm sea (happiness again). Faraway, in the background, inaccessible, the
horizon. But if one considers the sea in its entirety, neglecting its details, one then
understands that it carries no message. One simply contemplates it, in a vague state of
idiocy until an event occurs: on its surface, a bottle. The photo-novel is this message
in a bottle, which establishes a link between the hidden meaning and its debacle.199
This method of looking is adequate for the magazines where the juxtapositions of texts and
images require to be read as much as deciphered. Endless decoding comes then with the release of
the reader’s imagination while the photographs extend our reading, beyond the text, in reverie.
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III. Reading Paris Magazine as a Woman

Published in April 1936 (Paris Magazine, n°56), this picture (fig.43) offers the vision of a
contemporary Venus with rosy cheeks and the cosmetic touch of the femme fatale, her right nipple
pinned right in the middle of the composition and pointing in the reader’s direction. An aureole of
covers of Paris Magazine sacralises her lascivious abandon, encircling her body within an amusing
mise-en-abyme and underlining her advertising status as an image of beauty serialised by the bright
periodicals spread on the ground.
A plastic and sensual continuum is established between the colourful surface of the
magazines and her skin. Her lips are painted with the same carnal red as the majestic title referring
to the French capital. Her satin-like complexion shines with the same precious shades of colours,
indirectly underlining the importance of light in the production of a picture. As she touches herself
and the periodicals, she is reified, blurring the boundaries between her virtual beauty and the
concrete medium through which her image is exhibited, between her body and the commodities
scattered around her. Did she turn into a page or did the paper turn into flesh?
The magazines are all closed, like her sealed body, inviting the viewer to open both in a
provocative and enticing comparison and identifying the temptation of reading with the sexual act.
She acknowledges the photographer’s presence, looks at him intensely even though turned upside
down, as if already sexually satisfied. The title of the picture, ‘Apothéose’, alludes to the compulsive
accumulation of magazines but also to the technical prowess of colour photographs. 200 They were
rare in this publication.
Apart from the front page which systematically crystallised the iconic appeal of an
Hollywoodian iconography locating the reader’s experience within the glamorous and commercial
codes of cinema’s maximising effects, Paris Magazine did not count more than one or two colour
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photographs (if any) every month. A formal epiphany, this apotheosis conjures up an ecstatic
imagery in an irreverent fusion of its etymology and sexual pleasure. Deification and climax are
simultaneously embodied by the leaning woman, half goddess/half pin-up, as the image inverts the
traditional ascending movement associated with this celebration. The image was probably upturned
to highlight the lower part of the female figure. She is made absolutely available while her loose
nightgown exhibits her breast and competes with the lacy strip covering her sex to attract the
reader’s attention.
The image draws an erotic topography of the body which subverts the classical
representations of women reading. In many paintings, from famous readers by Vermeer and
Fragonard to Théodore Roussel’s The Reading Girl (1886-87) or even reinterpretations of the motif
explored by Matisse and Picasso, subjects are absorbed in a book or love letter, naked or clothed,
offering themselves to the eye. Here, the model is not only sinking in the frivolous realm of
entertaining publications. She is herself literally and metaphorically impressed in their pages, merged
between and into them. Such an eroticisation of the periodicals stresses a possible analogy between
the ‘cabinet de lecture’ and the bedroom, the book and the bed, as if one automatically led to
another. Pleasure spreads from the sheet of paper to the rectangular piece of furniture and viceversa. She would have had the same posture in bed or on a couch. The enjoyment of reading is
transferable in the most intimate parts of the house and confuses the physical reality of the model.
Describing the pleasures of reading in bed, Proust ‘deftly elid[es] any difference between the
enclosed space of the bedroom and the diegetic space of the text in which [he] is captivated.’201 He
writes: ‘Then you have the sense of locking this secret life in with you, as you go, trembling all
over, to bolt the door.’202 ‘As the reader literally locks the door, in the slippage Proust’s imagery
effects, he appears to enclose himself within the treasured solipsistic realm of the text.’203 Here, it
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is in the fabricated world of starlets who look exactly like her that the reader slips away, piquing
men’s curiosity about the mystery of female sexuality. Male fascination for what women do when
they are on their own shines through the representations, regularly published in the monthly, of
girls lazily reclining amongst cushions, a book in their hands or on the sheets. There is a fine line
then between rest and self-pleasure.
Often overlooked is the fact that books and magazines are made of organic matter inducing a close
connection between the reader and the printed material. Sensuality inheres in the exchange between
the epidermis and the smooth surface. Could the gesture of caressing the page and of caressing
oneself be tantamount? Skin against skin, this contact affects the entire body prolonged by the
paper it touches and defines an intimate reading experience which prompts a withdrawal from the
world.

As noted by Thomas Laqueur, the eighteenth century witnessed a revealing convergence
of phenomena – a new conception of the self centred on the individual, the development of the
domestic sphere and the spread of novels – pointing to a new focus on privacy but also to the
frequent condemnation of the act of reading as a solitary vice.204 ‘But it was not only through
pornography that masturbation and the novel were closely linked. Reading novels – even highminded, morally uplifting novels – generated a certain kind of absorption, a deep engagement of
the imagination, a bodily intensity that could, it was feared, veer with terrifying ease toward the
dangerous excess of self-pleasure.’205 The nineteenth-century medical discourse was based on the
conviction that because of their less rational and more emotional nature, women were prone to be
influenced by their reading. ‘Their allegedly livelier imagination and more acute sensibility could
lead them into frivolity, luxuriousness or excessive sexual desire.’206

Thomas Laqueur, Solitary Sex: a Cultural History of Masturbation (New York, NY: Zone Books, 2003).
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In 1936, Caillaud’s picture still commented these carnal tendencies: no thinking skills are
inferred here. In essence, the pin-up is brainless. Caillaud focuses on her anatomy as a sensitive
zone of contacts. Nothing happens as she is not reading. This is all about invasive touches and
potential physical excitement. And there is more to this onanist celebration: as she caresses (and
is caressed by) the periodicals, my own sensations are brought into play. The fact that I touch
what the pretty girl is touching stirs my bodily senses, jeopardising dualistic metaphysics. The
rigid division between the categories subject and object, inner and outer, I and world is flawed.
Vivian Sobchack’s theory on the carnality of the film experience is enlightening and can be
extended to my corporeal response to this picture. She blurs the lines between the image and the
body which cannot be opposed ‘as representation is opposed to its unattainable referent. For a
fugitive, supplemental materiality haunts the (allegedly) idealising processes of mechanical
reproduction.’207 Caillaud’s photograph similarly relocates the sensuous in the subjective viewing
situation: my skin and the image function ‘as surfaces in contact, engaged in a constant activity
of reciprocal […] inflection.’208 A phenomenological experience is at work here, soliciting me,
both as the subject and the object of the desire to touch.209
It is thus decisive to take into account the feel of the magazine itself. Easy to handle, this
thin, supple and light brochure – these precarious features physically reflect its ephemeral fate –

Vivian Sobchack, Carnal Thoughts. Embodiments and Moving Image Culture (Berkeley, Los Angeles, CA:
University of California Press, 2004), p. 61. She quotes Steven Shaviro and expands on his theory about the
cinematic body.
208 Ibid., p. 65.
209 The absorption in the magazine might be superficial and brief. And yet, it goes with a sensual involvement
of the reader. Foregrounding the role of the body in reading practices, Karin Littau, notices that ‘reading
with the eyes, be this of words on a page or images on screen, is not exclusively about sense-making, but
also about the experience of sensations’. She refuses a purely cognitive approach to the reading process and
undoes the hierarchy between the intellect and bodily sensations. She reminds us that ‘binaries such as mind
and body, although conceived vertically […] exist vertically, as a continuum. That is to say, mind does not
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Bodies and Bibliomania (Cambridge, UK, Malden, MA: Polity Press, 2006), p. 52 and p. 155). Paris Magazine
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‘is as much as it transmits.’210 The quasi immediacy of the engagement with the monthly, allowed
by its small size intensifies its impact. A man might have folded it and slipped it into his pocket
or under his arm. Women could roll it up in their bags or put it on their laps while sitting in
public transport. It was easy to carry. At home or outside, in a cafe or in a park, it created a bubble
of intimacy around the body, ceaselessly fueling one’s fantasmatic psychic formations and
triggering sensory reflexes. Interestingly enough, as proven by ads frequently published in Paris
Magazine, the editorial board offered to bind back copies for their readers… And the bargain
hunter can find on the internet nine Paris Magazine from 1931-1932 preciously bound by an
amateur’s hands. The heavy and compact book, with its inconspicuous dark cover, does not
betray anything of its content. Not unlike a ‘secret box’ though, it shows how the periodical was
treasured by obsessive amateurs who had a penchant for its repetitive inventory of nudity. Each
issue counted one hundred pictures as it was daringly stated on its cover. It was committed to
the visual pleasure of the viewers-voyeurs and might have defined an alternative type of reaction
to the publication.211
A perverted mode of tactility could operate in an auto-erotic agency of the reader using
both eyes and hands. Even if Paris Magazine’s eclectic content combining urban sceneries,
landscapes, industrial objects and photo reports reflects a variety of interests – not necessarily
related to sexual fantasies –, it must have been endowed with masturbatory function when
manipulated by readers, men in particular. Considering autoeroticism as a typical attribute of male
spectatorship, Kelly Dennis contends that the fluctuating distance between a work of art and
beholders impacts the modality of its consumption. Like the cabinet de curiosités she opposes to
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the public museum ‘where access to the viewing is delimited by the presence of other viewers’,
Paris Magazine builds ‘the space of the private collector’, ‘a closed, unobserved, and intimate arena
in which the object can be approached and touched and where the viewer may touch himself.’212
It should be added that erotic gratification is also reinforced by the voluptuous plasticity of
the periodical. It testifies to an acute awareness of the sensuality of matter: eroticism invests all
aspects of the magazine in a subversive fetishism of the form which stems from an aesthetic
obsession with black and white smoothness, the velvety aspect of the flesh, the fuzziness of
alterations absent from today’s retouching miracles made possible by Photoshop, the obsessed
rendering of fabrics and the grain of the photographs. A mythology of the surface is at work here,
displacing and translating the object of desire in and onto sheets of paper. Compensating for the
impossibility of possessing these women, the magazine dramatises the possibility and the pleasure
of holding them. Interchangeable, the polished veneer of their appearances and the piece of paper
have the same receptive passivity encouraging the activity of the hand. A pattern amongst others,
Caillaud’s pin-up plays the same ornamental function as the periodicals she is lying with. She is an
image, a reproduction of herself, infinitely reproduced and multiplied.
Caillaud’s conflation of the woman and the magazines underscores the fact that ‘the sense
of surface now resides […] in the model’s subordination to, and imbrication with, the texture of
the photographic medium itself.’213 Mulvey’s hypothesis related to a set of works by Cindy Sherman
according to which ‘fetishism returns in the formal qualities of the photography’ well applies to
Paris Magazine, repository of visual inventions and sensations defining femininity as surface.
In the Freudian conceptualisation of the fetish as a substitute to the lacking penis of the mother, a
part of the body or an inorganic object replace the castrating void. Simultaneously filling this
nothingness and pointing at it, the fetish is an ambivalent (un)reality, both concrete and immaterial,
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tangible and intangible. It ‘works’ like a photograph, giving access to an element always already
missing, if not dead. However, a reassuring safeguard against the wound or gaping hole of the
female genitalia, the seamless photographic surface, faking the women’s ‘superficiality’ guarantees
the production of a submissive and harmonious body. Flattening its fleshly corporeality, it reduces
womanhood to the ability to morph into a screen, a charming apparatus onto which the male
spectator can project his fantasies. This commodification originates in a stylisation similar to the
one described by Mulvey as she analyses the cinematographic iconography of the feminine. As
demonstrated by Paris Magazine’s hundreds of nudes, framing, make-up and lighting codify and
simplify the feminine silhouette, ‘inflecting the way representations of female sexuality slip into ‘tobe-looked-at-ness’, creating the ultimate screen spectacle.’214
The erotics of Paris Magazine itself, i.e. as an item, insinuates that it plays with an illusory
proximity and with a veiling/unveiling strategy by alternating between innocent and suggestive
images, photographs and texts.These jumps between heterogeneous elements create tension and
expectation. It is well known that erotic effects lie partly in this suspension. The mode of semiotic
intermittence which Roland Barthes describes in The Pleasure of the Text offers interesting insight
into the problem. As Barthes suggests, the notion of ‘gaping’, linking the act of looking with the
absence of an object is essential to have a deeper understanding of eroticism. ‘Is not the most erotic
portion of the body where the garment gapes? […] it is intermittence […] which is erotic: the
intermittence of skin flashing between two articles of clothing (trousers and sweater), between two
edges (the open-neck shirt, the glove and the sleeve); it is the flash itself which seduces, or rather:
the staging of an appearance as disappearance.’215 Paris Magazine’s layout often interferes with the
viewers’ eyes, restraining or diverting their looks only to attract them again and rekindle their desire.

Ibid., p. 56.
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The double page (fig.44), published in the issue 21 (May 1933), entails a careful examination
of an object the reader ‘consumes’ looking at it but also manipulating it freely. The adhesion of the
photographs to the flatness of the page onto which they are superimposed – underlining the limits
of the two dimensional screen of the rectangular sheet of paper – does not negate the three
dimensional architecture of the magazine taken as a whole, a ‘total’ artefact which only ‘functions’
through movement.
With the invention of the book (the codex as opposed to the sequential scroll of the volumen),
the reader was able to assume ‘continuity within discontinuity and discontinuity in continuity.’216 A
dialectical form of thinking resulted from the fold which permitted a constant transition from a
page to another. The binding dividing this double-spread plastically shapes and intellectually
structures the dialectics of reading, allowing the eye to linger from the tramp to the nude and vice
versa. Paris Magazine delineates an endlessly fluctuating geography of pleasure, non-linear and not
restricted in time or space. Nothing falls into place once the periodical is closed.
Paris Magazine is a dynamic device, interweaving images in a flux of pages turned one after
the other. Even though marked by the stillness of a fixed instant, the photographs last and
‘circulate’ through the publication, contaminating each other. Their duration complicates the
memory of the images, captured in a chain of reminiscences. Each is, of course, unique and yet
always plural, attached to another, presenting itself as a potentiality of meanings, echoes and
contradictions with the previous or the following one. Caillaud’s photographic Académie is
imprinted with the memory of Brassaï’s depiction of beggary. The two images become one,
reminiscent of the theme of Suzanne and the elders.
The layout is crucial in both uniting and opposing two photographs which differ in terms
of their author, their content and their position. This confrontation carves the space of the page
through a symmetric arrangement in which the tramp occupies the upper part of one page, the
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nude the lower part of the other. Cut out L-shaped white margins articulate the two images and
act as plastic equivalents to punctuation, allowing respiration and playing with the implicit offscreen.The dark beads of the vagrant’s eyes are echoed by the woman’s nipples, tracing a
phantasmagoric connection across the pages where elements displace/replace/misplace each
other.
The effective interaction between the two photographs is emphasised by the numerous
contrasts constructing a network of mental and sensual interrelations through them. The rigid
verticality of the tree trunk, phallic form springing from the Parisian pavements reverberates the
erection of feminine forms inscribed in the tradition of the Académie. Hiding the singular features
of her face, Caillaud reenacts the impersonal and fetishising reification of an idealising strategy
turning the woman into an art object. On the contrary, the generic title chosen by Brassaï, ‘Le vieux
vagabond’ does not erase the humanity of the man looking in our direction, aware of the camera’s
presence.217
Beyond the most obvious oppositions (male/female, old/young, public space of the
street/secrecy of an undressed body, veiling of clothes/unveiling nakedness), it is worth
commenting the discrepancy in the scale of the two figures. Caillaud spreads out the feminine form
all over the frame giving no importance to the neutral but artificial background of the studio while
Brassaï places the tramp in the urban street. Another kind of anonymity is thus displayed here,
underlining the social precariousness of a man whose identity is reduced to his corporeal status, a
wandering body sitting on a bench. Immediately legible, he appears less as an individual than as a
type, often photographed. Eugène Atget’s picturesque Paris was already full of vagabonds.
The passers-by on the other side of the street and the sleek brilliance of the headlight of a
car, behind the man, subvert the statuesque immobility of Caillaud’s academic study only animated
by the play of lights. The voluptuous ‘vibrations’ of this living body are precisely accentuated by
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the shades of darkness ‘appropriately’ invading what would have been deemed the most obscene
parts of the female anatomy at the time. Strategically aimed at the invisible pubic area, a triangular
shadow, cuts across the lower abdomen and urges the eye to dive into the enigmatic recess of this
sculpted woman.
A sense of obsessional repetition permeates one’s reading of Paris Magazine, reinforced by
recurring themes and the personal touch of authors, like Brassaï and Louis Caillaud. What could
be defined as an aesthetics of the shock and which in other instances resists the accumulative
familiarity of this imagery remains at the service of the doxa here. This montage (dis)connecting
the thick matter of a snowy beard and the smooth abstraction of a bare epidermis amounts to a
classical motif: an old man looking at a beautiful naked female body. However, otherness now lies
within each image whose integrity is annihilated as it becomes an open form, a process in itself,
exacerbated by unstable and non-synthetic contiguities refusing closure and consistency.
Mobile ‘areas’ of sensations, the successive pages generate infinite combinations of visual
oxymorons, erasing the limits between the motifs, dissipating signification, perpetually deferring
the realisation of desire and interrupting the coagulation of meaning. Beyond the ludic dimension
of the pairing of a tramp and a naked woman, vertiginous links are established through this
incongruous clash of images. They make visible an inconceivable reality in an indifferent association
– disregarding to the point of obscenity coherence and propriety. An association whose original
frivolity is inversely proportional to its intensifying power. This conceptual boldness celebrating
the force of the contradictory and the heterogeneous is rooted in the modernist conceptualisation
of montage, the psychoanalytical mechanism of dream and the surrealist poetic fascination with
convulsive beauty.
The notion of the oxymoron, distinguished from the antithesis, preventing the
reconciliatory unification of two incompatible polarities is famously associated with Surrealism.
Pierre Reverdy, praised by André Breton as ‘the greatest artist of the time’ stated that ‘the image is
a pure creation of the mind. It can not be born from a comparison but from a juxtaposition of two
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more or less different realities. The more the relationship between the two juxtaposed realities is
distant and true, the stronger the image will be – the greater its emotional power and poetic
reality…’218
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Chapter II – Watching Paris Magazine

I.Night and Cinema: Walking through the City
Blue of Noon
The blue tint of the photograph reminds me of the title of one of Georges Bataille’s novels,
Blue of noon and of the codified colourisation of silent movies in which the night is blue (fig.45).
This last reference fits the nocturnal mode and mood of a magazine devoted to sensational news,
criminal cases and society’s darkest dreams. Scandale panders to man’s penchant for unsavoury mise
en scène of sex and crime.219
Louis Caillaud’s photograph of Parisian rooftops, on the back cover of the magazine, takes
on a sinister tone while its dynamic tilted composition evokes the effects of the wind. The celestial
monumentality and its billowing opulence of clouds push the sloping line of the silhouetted
rooftops and chimneys out of the picture, as if a gust of wind was blowing the black architecture
and the white clouds across the page in an illusion of movement.
This fall upwards into the cerulean openness disorientates the senses. It turns the world
upside down, inverting the perspective, conjuring up the impression that the void is not underneath
my feet but above me. This feeling of ascent, intensified by the low-angle shot, is contradicted by
the list of contents invoking gruesome acts: death crawls up on heavens’ surface as each title
hammers out morbid interests into forensic subtilities (‘Souvenirs d’un médecin légiste’), mythic
criminals (the spy Mata Hari, and Lacenaire, a nineteenth century French murderer and would-be
poet) and violent methods of killing (corrida, execution).220
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The blue bursts through the monochrome monotony of the periodical. Although
concluding my reading, it opens up plastic potentialities and reactivates the narrative process. A
new story is about to start with this skyscape. Is it the last vision of a moribund victim, collapsed
on the ground? Or, less dramatically, the proof of Caillaud’s experimenting with vertiginous
modernist camera angles?
Is the Bataillian association triggered by the gory account of bullfighting in the ‘Corrida’
piece – a bull’s raw testicles are much to Simone’s perverse taste in Story of the Eye – or by the
description of vultures swooping swiftly over a Mexican open-air morgue to grab and feed on the
organs of dissected corpses? A macabre version of the descent of the Holy Spirit upon humankind
which is a reminder that human flesh is also meat.

‘Up there, in the spotless blue sky, large vultures glided in large circles, their wings wide open,
without any visible movement.’221
They are waiting for a feast, making no difference between a cadaver’s liver and a mouse.
If the attentive reader remembers these ending lines of Dr Rhem’s story when closing the magazine,
he or she might detect an undercurrent of threat in Caillaud’s image… On the last page of Dr
Rhem’s memoirs, a vulture, photographed by Schall, pierces the sky as if born from the clouds that
have parted: the bird nosediving towards a prey – me? – is awkwardly pasted on the clouds (fig.46).
Endlessly falling, it troubles the fixed serenity of the firmament. If death comes from the sky, the
blatant emptiness of Caillaud’s picture might be read as a bad omen.
Showing that colour buttresses the viewer’s absorption in an image, Joshua Yumibe draws
a parallel between print culture and early film. He starts from the Benjaminian premise that
spectatorship is a spatialised experience. Describing the children reading illustrated books, Walter
Benjamin focuses on the immersive feeling brought about by colours: ‘the object do not come to

‘Là-haut, dans le ciel d’un bleu impeccable, les grands vautours décrivaient leurs orbes géantes, ailes
déployées, sans mouvement apparent.’
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meet the picturing child from the pages of the book; instead the gazing child enters into those
pages, becoming suffused like a cloud, with the riotous colours of the world of pictures.’222
Following from Benjamin, Joshua Yumibe underlines the haptic appeal of colour in early cinema:
‘the sensuality of colour adds something to the cinematographic space as much as it transforms the
perception of a flat image turned into a three-dimensional space.’223 Colour helps the imaginary
construction of a fictional world. To Joshua Yumibe, a shared taste for chromaticity – facilitated
by the development, in the mid-nineteenth century, of affordable synthetic dyes, inks and print
processes – informed different media practices. Colour ‘in cinema, in mass culture, and in
modernism was understood to be significantly (though not only) sensually-affective in nature: it
was both theorised and employed […] to engage the spectators’ sensorium in order to influence
their intellects, emotions and spirits.’224

It is by way of my body, bathed in the blue tint of Caillaud’s photograph that Scandale
catches my attention.
It envelops the reader, luring him or her into the infinite expanse of the night and turning
the photograph into an atmosphere. This blue rectangle is not only a decor at odds with the reader’s
own reading environment, it is also a frame of mind: blue often conveys feelings of gloominess
and melancholy.
Poignant too is the coloured portrait of a blind musician published by Roger Schall in the
same issue (n°3, October 1933) (fig.47). Here, the colours are supposed to add a touch of
verisimilitude to the image, to make the man’s tragic fate more authentic, abolishing the distancing
abstraction of the black and white perception of reality. Ironically, what was to be a naturalistic
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recording of the street enshrouds the urban scenery in artificiality and painfully contrasts with the
darkness associated with blindness. The abundance of colours and the absence of the vagrant’s
eyes which seem to have retreated back into their sockets emphasise his impairment. This musician
is doubly blind, unaware of the world and of its coloured version. Deemed worth photographing
by Schall as a classical motif of photography, he is still the blind spot of the image, dressed in black,
a non-colour. His clothes offering a sad counterpart to his bright surroundings, he misses what
Joshua Yumibe calls the ‘explosion of vernacular colour media’ visible in the street invaded, since
the middle of the nineteenth century, by the polychromy of bills and advertisements.
The press, films, illustrated books and ephemeral documents (posters, maps, postcards) but
also wallpapers and photographic reproductions of paintings converged in their quest for
colouring, tinting the metropolitan but also the domestic and the reading spaces. Yumibe links
these uses of colour to the growing interpenetration between the textual and the iconographic in
high and low culture. He contends that at the beginning of the twentieth century,
the space of the book bec[ame] more and more visual and tactile, through (coloured)
illustrations as much as through the graphic experimentations of popular novels,
magazines and newspapers in ads and in the numerous works of avant-garde artists
like Mallarmé, Moholy-Nagy or Lissitzky.225
Paris Magazine and Scandale’s punctual application of colour exemplifies this trend. In Schall’s
picture, red, blue, pink and orange rectangles or patches light up the wall and become the main
topic of the composition. The full-length photograph flattens the musician against the background
while letting details of the urban setting enter the field of vision. The lines of posters divert the eye
from his figure and change the city architecture into a gigantic mail order catalogue. The French
capital’s economy is to be read on the wall where transient printed words advertise houses, rooms
to rent and entertainment. No action unfolds here but for the performativity of marketing language
– selling by saying. Behind the man’s back, two large posters – the pink poster advertising rooms
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to rent and the blue programme of the Eldorado cinema – cruelly promote what he has been
denied: a place to live and the pleasure of watching a film.226 Half hidden by the small red ad, the
four last letters of the word ‘cinema’ can be deciphered, next to the blind man’s walking stick. The
wall is not a screen and yet it suggests that the moving image is virtually everywhere, flickering
through extrafilmic products, like the magazines.
What is at stake is Scandale’s ability to diversify and intensify the viewer’s sensations as an
intermedial apparatus combining cinema, photography and collages through montage, inviting a
‘flâneur’-like (and synesthetic) appreciation of the real. Agnes Petho’s understanding of the
contingency of intermediality within the cinematic images upon ‘flânerie’ sheds light on the
periodical’s structure and hybridity suggestive of ‘the sensibility of the stroller who wanders around
the (urban) landscape, absorbing the kaleidoscopic sensations of a modern (cinematic) city that
appears as a liquid environment constructed of a continuous flow of spots of lights, shades and
colours.’227
Although modest, these publications summon up different media to engage the reader in a
stroll through the urban but also the erotic. The female body is visited, walked through, investigated
thanks to a similar optical phenomenon. The reader wanders through the dodgy areas of shameful
desires and criminal behaviours, in the darkest recesses of the unconscious as he or she goes
through a succession of still images the magazine has isolated from the flow of life. From Scandale
to Paris Magazine, Pages Folles or Paris Sex-Appeal, only the object of desire differs.
On the preceding page, opposite the photograph of the blind street musician, there is a
black and white view by Shall of the walls of La Santé Prison whose soaring mass threatens to
trespass on the sky (fig.47). The reader is left outside the infamous prison, his or her eyes colliding
with the imposing volume. The hard lines of this geometric solid build an impersonal barrier

Built in 1933 on the spot of a former café-concert in the 10th arrondissement of Paris, the Eldorado had
a one-thousand-five-hundred seats auditorium.
227 Agnes Petho, Cinema and Intermediality. The Passion for the In-Between (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge
Scholars Publishing, 2011), p. 5.
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holding back its two thousand occupants condemned to invisibility. No life filters through this
abstract container. Only a furtive passer-by cracks the monolithic inhumanity of this building which
seems to weigh down the composition, crushing the foreground against its ramparts. Heaviness is
the only remaining physical state to be experienced here as the suffocating sense that everything,
even the sky, is a burden in this part of town, prevails. The figure is only passing, providing a
benchmark to measure the wall’s height and to verify the impossibility of climbing over it and
running away. Prevented from penetrating the jail, the reader can only follow the lonely passer-by,
hugging the walls in the sole company of his or her own shadow. The best is to carry on, to keep
walking to… the next page.
Here the route takes the reader from the Montparnasse area where the prison is located to
an unkown street – the blind musician could be found anywhere in Paris – and then, virtually, to
the Boulevard de Strasbourg where the Eldorado cinema is situated. The periodical shares ‘a
cultural logic with the boulevard-as-consumed-by-the-flâneur […]’ to borrow Tom Gretton’s
expression.228 Looking back at the Baudelairian figure of the painter of the modern life, he sees him
as a personification of the illustrated weeklies published in the 1880s. To him, the latter offered
their readers equal ‘pleasures of random contact and capricious appropriation as a promenade
through the city.’229 He posits that:
The illustrated weekly is like the metropolis in that it is not possible to see it all at once;
like the city it has a great deal of interiority, and attention paid to one element of its
content is attention denied to another aspect. In this it is unlike a narrative text, in
which attention to one part of its content entails attention to the others.230
The same can be said of Paris Magazine and Scandale. Even if the photographs adopt
different viewing angles, scales, locations and topics, no sense of a totality can be drawn from their

Tom Gretton, ‘Not the Flâneur Again: Reading Magazines and Living the Metropolis around 1880’, in
The Invisible Flâneuse? Gender, Public Space and Visual Culture in Nineteenth-century Paris, ed. by Aruna D’Souza
and Tom McDonough (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2006), p. 100.
229 Ibid., pp. 100-101.
230 Ibid., p. 101.
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accumulation. The magazines form a collection of disconnected representations. The aim is not to
hold and display the whole city or female body within a single panoramic frame. The pleasure lies
in the permanent renewal of images, page after page, in the leaps from one dissociated image to
another, like so many cinematic jump-cuts, in the evocative gaps thus created.
Scandale’s world-wide coverage draws an eclectic and fragmented geography. In the issue
n°3, the article on ‘La Prison de la Santé’ is preceded by reports on riots in Singapore and
bullfighting in Pamplona. The reader is then propelled in the provincial North-Eastern French
town of Belfort, jumps to Mexico and mixes with beggars in Austrian streets. Before bringing him
or her back to Brassaï’s eerie Paris, the periodical squeezes a round-the-world trip into a page where
six photographs taken in Havana, Berlin, Vienna, the United-States and China are combined.
Entitled ‘Folie humaine’, the images are left to ‘speak for themselves’ as they repeat the same motif
– agitated crowds of civilians opposing police forces.231 In Scandale, the reader’s dérive, random
drifting through the world or the city, whether on the international or Parisian scale, is informed
by the same atomising device – the montage – which reconfigures their representations and our
gaze. Analysing the codified visual culture of the metropolis during the interwar years, Edward
Dimendberg concludes that
the montage and its aesthetic of juxtaposition became a key formal strategy to
represent the city as a disparate ensemble of individuals and objects. Instead of a simple
and unified space in which generally accepted religious, political and cultural meanings
circulat[ed], one witness[ed] a proliferation of decomposed and fractured spaces.232
Scandale’s montages match the fragmenting process, blowing the French capital to bits.233

‘Human Madness’.
Edward Dimendberg, ‘Le dernier grand code urbain’, in La ville magique (Paris: LaM and Gallimard, 2012),
p. 210. ‘Le montage et son esthétique de juxtaposition devinrent une stratégie esthétique clé pour
représenter la ville comme un ensemble disparate d’individus et d’objets. Au lieu d’un simple espace unifié
au sein duquel circulent des significations religieuses, politiques et culturelles admises, l’on assiste à une
prolifération d’espaces décomposés et fracturés.’
233 Even if Scandale is less obviously associated with Paris than Paris Magazine, the French capital remains the
quintessential urban scenery which, with the port, is integral to Scandale’s imaginary.
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With Paris Magazine, it sports a dynamic layout which sets the bodies into motion and tunes the
images to a specific rhythm reminiscent of ‘the city symphonies’ films of the 1920s and the 1930s.
In these movies, a jerky montage and a kaleidoscopic vision of forms evoke the pace of the
metropolis. Walter Ruttmann (Berlin, Symphony of a Great City, 1927), Alberto Cavalcanti (Rien que les
heures, 1926) and Jean Vigo (A propos de Nice, 1930) set the tempo of Berlin, Paris and Nice through
rhythmic and associative editing reflected in the magazines. Indeed, Paris Magazine and Scandale
vulgarise a global trend initiated by the avant-garde approaches to the page, considered as paracinema like in Moholy-Nagy’s book Painting, Photography, Film (1925). As underlined by David
Campany, in the seven spreads of his ‘Dynamic of the metropolis’ concluding the book, MoholyNagy
combined typography, graphic design and photographs in a layout charged with the
energy of a modern city on the move. There is no narrative as such, rather a “sketch”
of temporal progression. There are typographic indices of speed and movement,
vertiginous points of view and suggestions for rhythms and tempos.234
Scandale promises its readers a glimpse of events usually only witnessed by the police and
prostitutes. Whatever we see of the underworld is fictionalised, filtered through an imagination
encoded by the clichés of detective stories and noir movies. A femme fatale drinking champagne,
gangsters wearing mackintoshes and carrying guns, dim alleys are what we find in its pages. As
many props and illusions ‘that obstruct our view of the reality of the city night. No other subject
takes us so far into the liminal area between imaginations and realities […], because as a rule, the
confrontation with crime occurs through the media.’235 And literature.
An archetype, the city and more specifically Paris is the setting for the ‘social fantastic’ of
which, according to Mac Orlan, ‘cinema, a desecrated, automatic and popular art is the most
accurate expression.’236As a reaction to the social, realistic and naturalistic current which prevailed
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during the nineteenth century, the literary genre called ‘poetic tale’ by Jean-Yves Tadié developed.
Emerging before 1914, this tendency blossomed during the interwar years, partially linked to the
‘poetry of rough areas and, above all, surrealism.’237 It was marked by an interest in the lives and
customs of ordinary people. Prototypical in this respect was the creation in 1930 of a ‘populist
literature prize’ won by Eugène Dabit’s Hôtel du nord later adapted for the screen by Marcel Carné.
In the 1930s, Paris was mythologised by Mac Orlan’s flâneur sensibility, Georges Simenon’s crime
novels and Francis Carco’s picturesque depictions of the streets. All these artists and writers
belonged to the same circles.
Like Brassaï, Kertesz knew the Prévert brothers and Mac Orlan. He also illustrated articles written
by Carco and Colette. Alexandre Trauner, Marcel Carné’s set designer, has recounted his evenings
with Brassaï and Prévert spent exploring the murky side-streets redolent of Paris’ literary past.238
Never again did the French capital live as many lives as during this decade when it existed as an
independent icon fabricated by writers, photographers and film-makers.
While architecture and town planning formerly defined the urban experience for the
most part, they were from now on associated with a media environment and a visual
culture whose separation from the real urban fabric allowed New York, Paris or Berlin
to reach people much beyond their physical limits and the geographic reality.239
Brassaï’s statement – ‘I started photography because I was, quite simply, obsessed with
nighttime in Paris’ – sums up the vital link which exists between the French capital and its
mechanical recording, the surest medium to chronicle the night’s fantasies while showing how
obscurity alters our perception.240 Formal distortions, extreme contrasts, the accentuation of
textures by raking light are as many effects which underscore the material nature of his nocturnal
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views. Even if they sometimes border on abstraction, there is a kind of sensuality in their extra
sensory acuteness.
Like a darkroom, the night permits the development of unusual events plastically sculpted
by obscurity. Like the photographic processing, it turns the latent into a visible image, the thrill of
the unknown into a visual sensation. Immersing himself in the milieu he investigates, Brassaï plays
with the immediacy of his capture: we feel we are granted direct access to the bars, cabarets and
clubs he visits. This privilege is all the more valuable when the viewer is given a special position as
in Brassaï’s pictures of the Folies Bergères seen from backstage or from the secret spot of the
auditorium’s fly system. The photographs are reproduced without the margins that conventionally
frame the images as if to isolate them from the world they represent: here the space of the theatre
and the space of the page coalesce (Paris Magazine n°29, January 1934) (fig.48). Darkness is the
matter of the magazine itself, its natural surrounding. Brassaï intrudes into the half lit world of
entertainment, plunged into an endless gloom even during the day. The juxtaposition of two images
taken from radically different points of view reinforces their oppositions – men/women,
proximity/distance, upward/downward movement – while the ropes the workers are pulling,
visible in both photographs establish a continuity between backstage and stage. As if the stage crew
was lifting the rectangular backdrop. Both space and time are ‘trapped’ through this montage. A
new spatial-temporal regime operates: thanks to the simultaneity of these visions, the interval
between the different moments and places is abolished. The men’s bodies – muscled bare arms
repeated – are all the more present that the girls are inaccessible, literally out of reach as they sit at
the foot of the sheer cliff formed by the background, belonging to the penumbra rather than to
the stage lights.
Only the caption clarifies the situation shown in the penultimate photograph of Scandale
n°3 (October 1933), in between a virile embrace and a fight (fig.49). It reads ‘le coup du père
François’, a slang expression which describes a technique of robbery – choking the victim in order
to pick his pockets. Lovemaking is supplanted by a corps à corps. On the wall, the shadows of the
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two figures are equivocal, the light drawing a bicephalous and one-legged shape. They repeat the
struggle, foreshadowing more trouble and thus doubling its muted violence. Far from minimising
its brutality, the fact that part of the scene is engulfed in obscurity makes it even more disquieting.
A point of tension – the knee jutting from this amorphous anatomy – crystallises the very
physicality of this row. The flash of the camera does not suffice to disentangle the two bodies. One
protagonist is faceless and his pair of black and white striped trousers is the only distinguishing
feature which might inform us about his gender. His attacker is similarly deprived of arms, lost in
the dark. The contact between the bodies is to be imagined. Drama stems from the incident as
much as from the precise rendering of the wall’s irregularities and the cobblestones’ geometrical
patterns. The tight framing of the image amplifies the stifling stillness of the encroaching night as
it immures the two opponents in what looks like a blind alley. The opening on the right of the
composition is saturated with blackness. Dead-end. Paired with a short text on humorous
anecdotes about the law courts, Brassaï’s photograph discredits the tribunal’s authority. The
gangland justice rules the city.
On a double-spread published in Scandale n°4 (November 1933), the juxtaposition of two
photographs entitled ‘Mauvaise rencontre’ emulates film editing by establishing a temporal and
narrative continuity between two shots initially disconnected (fig.50).241 On the left, two bicyclemounted policemen seen from behind are about to cross a road… while on the right, a gang of
men are seen from the side, waiting.242 The caption and the fact that the reader can not see what
they see augur an imminent confrontation between the two camps. A basic storyline can be inferred
which negates the images’ polysemy. The creation of a unified space further harmonises the
scenes.The two walls, respectively right and left edges of each photograph become one thicker wall
around the corner of which the policemen will turn and encounter the gang, the shadows they cast
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become a single triangle the apex of which coincide with the gutter of the magazine… and similar
cones of light symmetrically illuminate the ground.
Suspense is the night’s main modality. What happens next is always implied in Brassaï’s
photographs. Like in films, each of his images calls for another. The clash between thugs and
police, intimated in the double-spread, is actualised in Sous les toits de Paris (René Clair, 1930) where
Gaston Modot, a ruffian and his acolytes attack the hero, played by Albert Préjean, in the street of
a working-class district (fig.51). His friend comes to his rescue, firing on the street light which goes
out (fig.51). The headlights of a car sweep the scene, resulting in a portentous chiaroscuro typical
of numerous photographs published in Scandale (fig.52)
What René Clair reconstructed in a studio with actors and the set designer Lazare Meerson,
Brassaï looked for and took in the street. That he exploited the same set of codes is evidenced by
the magazines’ indiscriminate use of film stills and photographs to reflect nocturnal sensations and
adventures. Three stills from Sous les toits de Paris illustrate a text by Simon Bernard on the Parisian
mob, ‘La rafle de mai’, in Secrets de Paris n°1 (May 1934) (fig.53-54).243 Without any indication of
their origin, the Paris of wood and stucco designed by Meerson bears a striking resemblance to the
one depicted by Brassaï. Analogous pavements, lamp posts and narrow streets, half swallowed by
the night, could be mistaken for the ones featured in his photography.
Paris called for its own mise en scène, be it photographic or cinematographic. A claim
Brassaï would not have rejected, he who equated Paris at night with a darkened cinema set.
Photography and cinema transmuted it into a formal entity, picturialising inner emotions through
a poetic documenting of the city. And the periodical’s iconography testifies to this constant
crossing back and forth between the mediums.
The scene of the kidnapping described by Georges Saint-Bonnet in ‘Via Shanghaï’ (Scandale
n°4, November 1933) looks staged by Brassaï (fig.56). Indeed, the closeness of the scene and the
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protagonists’ seeming unawareness of the presence of the photographer, make it hard to believe
that he could have witnessed this assault. The car fills most of the frame, leaving no space for
escape. Obscurity blocks the horizon: there is nothing beyond the antagonistic forces exerted
between the victim and his assailants. The tight frame emphasises the aggregation of bodies and
the methodical, quasi choreographic way, the men grapple with their prey and force him into the
car. But more mysterious presences threaten him: the brim of a hat pokes out from the back of the
automobile and the head of another accomplice materialises dramatically through the window, next
to the driver.
On the opposite page, the close-up of an Asian man’s visage, eyes closed, suggest death more
than sleep, bringing an abrupt end to the story (fig.56). This association is paradigmatic of what
Kim Deborah Sichel calls ‘photo-essays’ published by photographers like Brassaï in Scandale and
which ‘use the detective story ploy of presenting a collection of seemingly disparate facts which
the reader or viewer must piece together.’244 Georges Saint-Bonnet’s text confirms what the visual
ellipsis morbidly implies: gangsters from Marseille kill a Japanese trafficker. Still standing on the
left page, he is a death mask on the following one. The change in scale brutally brings the reader
and the cadaver face to face. This funerary portrait is rendered particularly disturbing as the
photographer overexposes the man’s chin and cheekbones, eaten away by the light. The black and
white contrast already sculpts the face into the skull it will become, bringing out the holes of the
eye sockets, the nose and the mouth. Brassaï’s Japanese model looks as lifeless as he is alive in the
first picture of this story (fig.55).
This first photograph encapsulates the clichés symptomatic of novelistic and cinematographic
representations of the harbour: the location – a bar –, the stock characters – the sailor and the
foreigner who both allude to faraway places, the attitudes – drinking and smoking.245
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A detail – the Asian looks of the man or a sailor cap – is enough to convey strangeness and
geographical remoteness.What Adrian Rifkin says of the weekly pulp magazine created in 1928,
Détective, whose components correspond to Scandale’s editorial line – crime, rape, prostitution – well
applies to the latter:
One of the peculiar abilities of Détective is to open up the vistas of the glance between
the spaces of the city and beyond, so that the distant sea-port, the Spanish bordello or
the colonial deserts can be mapped back on to it – a collapsing of cartographic distance
and its problem of inaccessibility into the topography of city mnemonics. A rendering
of the exotic in a daily common sense, integrated and available, but maintaining a
necessary distance. Inevitably the thematics of here and there overlap and coincide, in
the maison close and the quartier réservé, the circulation of drugs by the Corsican gangs,
and the opium dream of the imaginary east. For Mac Orlan the simple resonances of
the one word “java” link together the waltz of the menu peuple, the quays of
limehouse, Marseille, Grenelle and the colonial fantasy of the east.246

Here, the title ‘Via Shanghaï’ immediately summons dreams of the charms and dangers of
Indochina. In Brassaï’s photographs, the domestic and the alien are combined in a reassuring and
limited change of scene where the white male’s authority is not challenged. ‘A means of getting
inside these others, yet maintaining the seamless unity of the masculine subject of cultural
pleasure.’247
In Scandale, in spite of their strain of realism, Brassaï’s Parisian photographs stand as the last
traces of a bygone era at the end of the Twenties. The feeling that something is coming to an end
is perceptible in these pictures. Brassaï was intent on offering an authentic vision of the French
capital but himself wrote in his preface to his Paris de nuit: ‘The external appearance of Paris in 1930
was no longer at all the same as it had been in 1928… In these two years the atmosphere in Paris
had changed.’248
As noted by Joachim Shlör,
it was not only the external appearance but also the imagery of the Parisian night that
had changed. It was in 1930 as well that H. von Wedderkop wrote in Der Querschnitt
Adrian Rifkin, Street Noises. Parisian Pleasure, 1900-1940 (Manchester, New York, NY: Manchester
University Press, 1995), p. 162.
247 Ibid., p. 162.
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that Berlin film audiences’ enthusiasm for René Clair’s film Sous les toits de Paris would
be touching, dit it not also reveal “something that is very sad, probably because there
is nothing that can be done about it”: the film has a somewhat ghostlike quality,
because “it conjures up a world that no longer exists.”249
In his film, set in a neighbourhood much like Montmartre, René Clair poeticised the workingclass district of Paris and the everyday life of ‘ordinary people.’250 The story unfolds in three
locations: local cafés, dance halls (bal musette) and the street – Brassaï’s own hunting-grounds. His
photographic stylisation of the city is underlain by nostalgia which amplifies the picturesque
dimension of his urban landscapes.They reflected a certain idea of Paris which was becoming, not
only geographically, but temporally remote in 1933.251
Emptied of manifest human presence, Kertesz’ pictures are flooded with an overwhelming
feeling of desolation (fig.11). Invisible misdeeds, from the past, just happened or about to happen,
trouble their still surface. Inertia is only apparent in images that are always opened onto potential
narratives, leaving their interpretation to the viewer’s imagination. They perpetuate the tradition of
Eugène Atget’s dreary urban views which Walter Benjamin compared to crime scenes. In his
preface to Paris vu par Kertesz, did Mac Orlan not track in his photographs the signs of the city’s
‘becoming criminal’? In Kertesz’ ‘Nocturne’ (Paris Magazine n°9, May 1932), space has become the
main character (fig.57).252 There is nothing to expose but a staircase and the façade of a modest
apartment building. Nothing but emptiness and its latent convulsions. In this street, everything
might happen as it is abandoned to the clashes of black and white, light and shadows, forecasting
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other fights. Emptied of its inhabitants whose presence is only suggested by the white rectangles
of the lit windows, the photograph reduces the city to façades, frustrating voyeurism.
Echoing the magazine’s nostalgic stance on the Parisian urban transformations, Brassaï or
Kertesz’ anti-tourist gaze, along with Roger Schall and Jean Moral’s slightly more conventional
look insisted on the discovery of a genuine Paris ‘characterised by the immutable look of poverty,
pleasure, and crime […] [and] increasingly pushed into the shadows by technical and architectural
standardisation.’253 These photographers’ attachment to a pre-industrial Paris explains the slight
disregard of some critics for their interwar images interpreted as a refusal of urban modernity and
of its supposed corollary, the loss of the working-class community.
These images, both poetic and documentary, map a city less legible than the one drawn
according to Haussmann’s regulatory plans. In Kertesz’ ‘Vieux quartier’ (Paris Magazine n°25,
September 1933) and ‘Ruelle’ (Paris Magazine n°17, January 1933), the packed compositions evoke
the maze of Old Paris – the sky is absent except for a tiny fragment at the top of the second image
(fig.58-59).254 The verticality of the buildings, the stairs and the hanging clothes denotes no
ascending movement, blocking more than elevating the view. The white sheets blot the horizon
out, reducing it to a humble line of wet clothes, pragmatic solution to the smallness of simple
dwellings (fig.58). The high view point plunges into anonymous intricacies of walls, windows, steps
and banisters, an architectural patchwork in which the city disappears. Devoid of the common
signs of modernity, this cross section of an old district locks the eye in a present already past. The
washed linen already blackened by shadows, portends no future changes, only more dirt.
In the second photograph, the frail silhouette of a woman, seen from the back, as she
moves away from the camera seems to return to the blind spot of the past, conveying an impression
of regression (fig.59). Running counter to the natural flow downwards of the water along the gutter
(the decrepit and sooty buildings giving weight to the figurative sense of the word) the rise,
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emphasised by the receding perspective of steps and the diminutive figure at the top of the stairs,
draws an archaic topography. With Kertesz, the urban space is a matter of temporality as much as
of spatiality: the photographs are taken less from a specific point of view than from of a specific
point in time, which instantly changes the city into memories.

With Brassaï’s ‘Scènes du milieu en quatre épisodes’, published in Scandale n°10 (May 1934),
a cinematographic sequence is created on the page: linearity is eschewed in favour of the grid to
adapt to the constraints of the layout (fig.60).255 In this short sequence, a man, soon to be joined
by a woman, is sitting at a café table, drinking and smoking. In the last two frames, they lean
towards each other and kiss. A chronophotographic deconstruction of their kiss inscribes
movement across the four shots, breathing life into the two lovers. Taken in a bistro, in rue Saint
Denis in 1931, this series of photographs is emblematic of Brassaï’s depiction of the underbelly of
Parisian nightlife: the man’s beret, the glasses of wine and beer and the mirror reflecting the interior
of the restaurant are familiar tropes, recreating the archetypal ambience of such a place. The
caption, as often, dramatises the couple’s loving gesture. This is not an ordinary man with his
sweetheart but a villain and his moll.256 Beyond the screen of criminality through which these
images are seen, more significant are the slight changes reinforcing the illusion of motion: the
sudden appearance of the woman in the second picture, the wanderings of the cigarettes passing
from mouth to finger and vice versa, the ballet of the glasses, now full now half empty and their
positions on the table. Scandale’s iconography attests to an awareness that the representation of the
metropolis is best served by a sequential organisation of the world. It proves that, like other
photographers, Brassaï tried to ‘push back the limits of the static image in order to suggest a
temporal dimension.’257

‘Scenes of the Underworld in Four Episodes’.
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The mirror complicates the composition, splitting the man in two through the reflection of
his head and integrating in the second image the body of a stranger, his eyes partially cut out from
the frame. Commenting another picture of lovers in a café, taken in 1932, Rosalind Krauss
notices that the mirrors ‘like reduced, miniature photographs contained within the space of the
master photograph, imply that any unit of reality can be optically decomposed and then
recomposed, or rewritten.’258 Here, the decomposition is enacted both inside each image through
the specular backdrop and in their succession on the page. This decomposition builds toward the
climax – the kiss.259
The bistro (or cabaret) is often represented in films as an extension of the night as well as a
haven of light breaking through the dark. As a place for nocturnal meetings, amorous dates and
illicit flirtations, it bristles with dramatic potential, maximised at nightfall. There is something
remarkable in its amalgam of private and public, in the way emotions shades its anonymity. It is
precisely the intimate in the collective that Brassaï’s camera spots, extracting from the night what
would have otherwise remained restricted to the formlessness of impersonal darkness. As such
Brassaï’s camera perfectly suits Scandale’s voyeuristic mood.
Like the Surrealists, Brassaï, Kertesz and other anonymous photographers of Scandale
‘looked to the vernacular form of the sensational crime story and the detective mentality as a means
of structuring space and urban experience.’260
In the photograph entitled ‘Terrain vague’, Brassaï choses not to show the protagonists’
faces, laying stress instead on the strain contorting their limbs as they lay on the stony earth of a
wasteland (fig.61).261 A form of animality emanates from the man’s dominating posture as he crawls
around the woman on all four, the rippling folds of his pants materialising his aggressive eagerness.

Rosalind Krauss, ‘Nightwalkers’, Art Journal 41/1 (Spring 1981), p. 36.
Very fashionable at the time, the small comma of dark hair which adorns the woman’s forehead attracts
the eye, pretty much as did Pola Illery’s studied curl, flattened against her cheek in a similar scene in Sous les
toits de Paris.
260 Kim Deborah Sichel, p. 23.
261 ‘Wasteland’.
258
259
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Flattened on the ground, she embodies the horizontality which equates femininity with sexual
passivity. Mute witnesses of the scene, the large blocks of stone add to the heavy atmosphere as
symbols of another kind of hardness. Their solidity echoes the elemental force and the thick
corporeality of this ‘amorous’ act. The woman’s skirt is hitched up so as to reveal her stockinged
legs. Her right foot is turned inwards, the ankle unnaturally pinned to the grass intimating that she
is resisting the man’s advances, refusing to open her legs to him.
Capturing the moment before, Brassaï’s picture can be inscribed in a logical sequence and as
such triggers an elementary narrative. This precoital embrace is paradigmatic of Brassaï’s concept
of the night which seems always about to be infringed. Made visible by intrusive lights, transgression
affects everything. Here, woman and night are the two sides of the same coin, both to be
penetrated. They fuse, forming an identical landscape of man’s desire. Elaborating upon the topos
of the ‘night as woman’, Brassaï often establishes an indissoluble link between the urban and a
male-dominated sexuality. The yearning for the city and the yearning for women coincide in the
prostitutes’ bodies.
Conflating Paris with the woman was one way of dreaming the city away from its real
geography. ‘And I’m engulfed by the night/all is fog, all is night…’ sings Damia in Dans la tête d’un
homme adapted from a thriller by Georges Simenon (Julien Duvivier, 1933). Like her, Fréhel,
Lucienne Boyer and Marie Dubas, part of the magazines’ imaginary, testify, through the
heartbreaking sound of their laments, to the nocturnal destiny of cinematographic heroines,
prostitute or vamp.
In one of Marcel Bovis’ images (Scandale n°2, September 1933), a prostitute leans against a
street lamp (fig.62). The light picks out her shape from its dreary surroundings, condemned to the
fixity of the familiar components of the urban architecture – street light, door. She has nothing to
do but stick around. I expect her to accost me and all the other readers of Scandale. And yet
impersonality predominates, no intimate exchange happens. She is a generic prostitute, relegated
to the role of distant silhouette. Like her identity, time is suspended. Bovis’ picture captures less a
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specific instant than the timelessness of her waiting. The closed door on the left, the horizontal
metallic bar on which her elbow is resting and the tall wall on the right come to form together a
corner, a dead end in which she is stuck. Her habitat, the boundless darkness, defines the specific
temporality of prostitution – endless vigils turning her life into one long night. The bright halo of
the street light falls upon her like a theatre spotlight transforming her hair into a shining helmet.
She stands on the urban stage, glorified like a star but her performance is an anonymous and
forbidden one: idealisation borders on abjection here.The reportage published in the following
pages on ‘Saint-Lazare’, a women’s prison, suggests that there is not much difference between the
oppressive nighttime and a cell (fig.62). As if the only imaginable ending to this woman’s sleepless
night was another type of seclusion. No light of day shines through the close-up of the small grating
of what appears as the door of a prison cell. The eye is trapped against the flat surface of wood
and metal that reveals nothing but more darkness. The two images’ radically different scales
indicate that the feeling of imprisonment is general. All the more so that the second door looks
like the one in the photograph of the prostitute, making her confinement unavoidable.
What Yingjin Zhang says of the ‘processes whereby the otherwise “unpresentable” figure of
prostitution is presented and distributed as an artistic product for public consumption’ in Chinese
films of the 1930s resonates with the Parisian urban culture.262 As soon as 1926 Dimitri Kirsanoff
integrates this figure in the topology of Menilmontant’s street plan. In his silent movie, named after
a poor working-class district in the 20th arrondissement, located on the Eastern edge part of Paris,
the film-maker, deemed a forerunner of poetic realism, depicts the fate of two sisters forced to
move to Paris after the murder of their parents. With its connotation of peripatetic solicitation, its
original title, Les cent pas emphasised what close-ups of legs treading a muddy ground expressed at
the end of the melodrama.263 Pacing up and down the night, the streetwalker is chained to a few
meters of dirty pavements (fig.63).
Yingjin Zhang, Cinema and Urban Culture in Shanghai, 1922-1943 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
1999), p. 161.
263 ‘Pacing Back and Forth’.
262
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Light from the entrance to a hotel illuminates the scene, allowing the heroine, Nadia
Sibirskaïa, to identify her sibling at a distance. As if mercenary sex was the only source of light in
this squalid area. The camera operates a pan down the bulky silhouette of the prostitute to her feet,
to follow her down the tragic course of the fallen woman scenario. Her shadow imprints her form
on the unpaved street, metonymically and metaphorically representing her debased status.
Zooming in on the filthy substance of the pavement, the image underscores the concrete destitution
of this woman. This attention to matter also infuses Brassaï’s portrait of a girl, ‘Place d’Italie’ (1931)
where a stain marks the sidewalk – be it piss, blood or semen, it has to do with bodily secretion
(Scandale n°6, January 1934) (fig.64). The graceful twisting of her left ankle alerts the eye to the
scribbles of asphalt and to the tiny irregularity of what looks like a cigarette butt. A vestige of time
passed under the street light, it measures the duration of her waiting. Another cigarette dangling
from her lips, probably just lit up, starts a new session of racolage and marks the repetitive nature of
her job.
An illegible and strange inscription at the bottom right corner adds a conspicuous blot of
colour to the chiaroscuro of the night. The partial word could read ‘male’ which would
conveniently underline the masculine ascendancy over the prostitute’s working place,
reincorporating the absent client in the street and heralding future transactions. It makes no sense
– was the word hand-written or stamped on the page? Was it done on purpose or did it happen by
accident? It crystallises the city’s function as a surface of inscription. Scandale n°1 included an
illustrated reportage on Parisian graffitis. Here, like walls, bitumen receives the signs of a
spontaneous reuse of the urban space. Ultimately, it is the reader’s consumption (whatever its
nature) of the magazine which is hinted at.
In Brassaï’s night, the street has half faded into pure abstraction except for tiny scratches of
light from a lantern signalling the entrance to a bordello or a short time hotel? From the standing
figure in the foreground to the light in the background, the gaze follows the same trajectory that
the prostitute and clients will follow from her post under a street light to a bed, inside. The
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doorway, barely outlined is another reminder of the girl’s sexual availability. She is consumable
now, in front of the camera and will still be, later, a few meters, a few minutes away. The bad quality
of the magazine’s reproduction darkens even more the street. Significantly, the woman’s hair is
indiscernible from the surrounding gloom. She literally is a lady of the night. In Ménilmontant, after
a close-up of his heroine’s startled expression at the discovery of the prostitute’s identity, Dimitri
Kirsanoff returns to the latter’s legs, insisting on the inevitability of her carnal existence.
Illustrating an article on crimes committed by supposedly insane men, an anonymous
photograph schematically projects the shadow of a woman’s legs, on the sidewalk of a cobbled
street (Scandale n°1, August 1933) (fig.65). Faceless, she is not an individual but the personification
of paid sex. A crude metaphor worsens her case in a second picture where an open sewer, seen at
ground level, carries humanity’s dirt and her miseries. A caption reads ‘her life became a cesspit.’264
The gutter draws the neat axis of her tragic lot, offering no other perspective than a path of filth.
A prostitute’s life can only lead to nowhere, the overexposed vanishing point making invisible the
place where its converging lines end. Shadowy masculine figures moving away in the background
suggest that more encounters with men are on the way.

264

Or ‘his’ in French, the possessive pronoun is non-gendered. ‘Sa vie devint un véritable cloaque’.
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II.Cinema, from Screen to Page

Cinema’s influence informs the magazine’s iconography but also its architecture and content.265
A paradigmatic example of the tension at work in the magazine’s layout, this spread (Paris SexAppeal n°10, May 1934) encapsulates its fascination with the semblance of movement but also its
ability to immobilise the feminine anatomy into statuesque ideals through its photographic vocation
(fig.66). The magazine both aims at animating the surface of the page through a succession of
montages and at pinning the viewer’s look, pausing for contemplation. Its graphics alternate
between two tendencies, the sculptural and the cinematic, the first ennobling its content, the second
according it to the popular entertainment.
In this spread from Paris Sex-Appeal, the figure bursts on the page as she falls from an
invisible sky thus countering the horizontality of the text and the underlining strip of the title. She
brings instability to the neat organisation of the page, negating the frame with the promise of the
unseen parts of her body. Emphasised by the striations in the background, the diagonal trajectory
of her body in the first photograph resolves into a lateral movement in the second, suggesting the
levelling of the camera. Another unseen movement is implied, that of the photographer.
Supposedly representing what the author humorously calls the ‘sex appeal of statues’, these two
Académies by André Steiner paradoxically reconcile the fixity of stone and the elusiveness of a
moving form. They complicate the dialectics between the mediums – photography, an epitome of
stillness breathes life into sculpture –, between flesh and stone, weightlessness and gravity. The
naked figure whose humanity is concentrated in her tousled hair never stops falling. And when the
gaze moves between the two photographs, it is as if she is caught in an eternal to and fro.

The magazine as a whole can be regarded as a cinematic device and ‘as a dynamic ensemble oscillating
between a narrative thread and “moments” of graphic attraction. That way it produces an accelerated
reception on the part of the reader browsing through what was formerly read and enjoying the new pleasure
of the unwinding of the images’. Laurent Guido and Olivier Lugon (dir.), Croisements de la photographie et du
cinéma au XXème siècle. Fixe/Animé (Lausanne: L’âge d’homme, 2010), p.160.
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Symptomatic, an article devoted to the ‘sexuality of speed’, applauds the exhilaration
provided by wild dancing or fast vehicles, sexualising the fiery arabesques of a gypsy or the
dangerous frenzy of a racing car (Paris Sex-Appeal n°22, May 1935) (fig.67). The illusion of
movement is internal to the composition, produced by the arrangement of the photographs and
the concatenation of unrelated actions: the sexual spasms the writer talks about are to be inferred
from the juxtaposition of a protruding breast, the legs of a woman getting in a car, the smile of
another one at the wheel, a kissing couple and the ecstatic convulsion of a woman bent backwards.
This is not about a literal representation of speed but about its possible figurations through the
passage from a state to another, from the vertical standing position of the woman on the left to
her horizontal surrender on the opposite page. Slightly tilted, the smaller photographs of the first
page invert the anatomical order, placing the lower part of the body at the top. Overlapping the
larger portrait, they designate the car as a ready-made frame both containing and nurturing desire
defined as an impulse toward something or someone, the windscreen and the dash board reiterating
the rectangular cut into reality of photography. But stillness defeats speed here, underlining the
limits of photography. Movement is only hinted at by the cascade of hair falling in the third larger
photograph and by the trails ‘left’ by the screeching letters of the title which appears as if it is
pulling the kissing lovers along. There is no illusion of continuity in these two pages which
accumulate more than they lay out the different ‘episodes’. Movement lies in the relationship
between the images themselves, in the ‘plastic economy of the page’. In this instance, the montage
is more graphic than strictly cinematographic.266
The hybrid nature of the magazine’s montages of images is reflected in its structural analogy
with a page of a 1929 publication which encapsulates the endless circulation of influences between
cinema and photography (fig.68). In Film-Photos wie noch nie (Film photos as Never Seen Before), one
thousand and two hundred photographs are used to classify and depict the plastic innovations of

Here, it is particularly relevant to distinguish, as suggested by François Albera, between the two types of
montage. Ibid., p. 229.
266
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cinema. Analysing this book, Michel Frizot asks ‘what remains of cinema when it is deprived of its
animation? Photos which are not really photos, photos never seen.’267 He adds: ‘the photographs
show feelings, situations, intentions never seen before in images, which one perceives very briefly
in the moving image but which in fact one does not ‘see’, and which one can not watch anyway.’268
Both in the magazine and in the book, groups of photographs or what could be otherwise described
as photomontages, ambiguously produce what Frizot calls ‘an imaginary of the in between, which
is based on cinema but can only have a real impact on photography.’269 In Film-Photos wie noch nie, a
page devoted to the Tiller girls typically epitomises what the periodical started to do two years later
(fig.69-70).270 Paris Magazine was not interested in the simple reproduction on paper of the filmic
narrative but in the systematic unrolling of bodies, the plastic intensity of their reproducibility,
which culminated for example in the act ‘Dance Until Dawn’ choreographed by Busby Berkeley
for the 1931 musical Flying High, directed by Charles Reisner (fig.71-72).
Faced with the difficulty of reproducing the gestures and steps of the girls’ choreography
on paper, the publication strived to make up for this limitation by showcasing the configurations
of these movements and suggesting their implacable tempo: flawless alignments and repetitive
geometry. In Pages Folles n°9 (June 1934), the tyrannic patterning of the women’s bodies into a
receding line of limbs identically arranged to form triangles, lends the photograph itself its almost
triangular shape (fig.73). Cutting diagonally into the sentences, the photograph dictates in turn the
symmetrical division of the page and the strict arrangement of the words. Contrasting with the
flatness of the printed text, the receding perspective emphasised by the reiteration of the same
posture creates a sense of depth, trapping the eye in an illusion of infinity.

Ibid., p. 223. ‘En somme que reste-t-il du cinéma quand on lui retire son animation: des photos qui ne
sont pas vraiment des photos, des photos jamais vues.’
268 Ibid. ‘Les photos de films montrent des sentiments, des situations, des intentions que l’on n’a encore
jamais vus en image…, que l’on perçoit très passagèrement dans l’image mouvante, mais qu’en fait on ne
“voit” pas, et qu’en tout cas on ne peut pas regarder.’
269 Ibid., p. 224. ‘[…] C’est en cela que ce livre est ambigu, en évoquant un imaginaire de l’entre-deux, qui
appuyé sur le cinéma, ne peut avoir d’impact réel que sur la photo […].’
270 Paris Magazine n°56, April 1936 and Paris Magazine n°17, January 1933.
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Movement returns through the serialised stylisation of the female bodies, whether in the
synchronous crossing and uncrossing of legs on a music hall stage or in the sequential arrangement
of women on a slide with their uniform swimming caps (Pages Folles n°9 and 11) (fig.74-75).271
Unlike the first image which, tableau-like, can not escape the fixity of the women’s pose, it is the
reader’s knowledge of gravity that imparts movement to the second. Jumping from one girl to the
next, the eye integrates and accelerates them in the same mechanical movement. They are a process
rather than individuals, happening as part of a Taylorist chain would say Krakauer. In that sense,
their lining up mimics the unreeling of the successive frames of a film. They pass before our eyes,
like the images on a screen.
A slight change of camera angle between two photographs displayed continuously across a
double-spread sometimes creates both a feeling of continuity and of movement: the bared legs, at
the heart of French Cancan’s seduction, ‘pulsate’ in harmony from an image to the next (Pages Folles
n°1, October 1933) (fig.76). Dancing can only be expressed through a series of photographs,
showing the persistence of what the spectator can never strictly ‘see’. Movement spreads, from the
girl at the far left of the first page to the one at the far right of the second page.
Paris Magazine makes the women parade up and down the page. Its graphics appropriate
the visual modalities of the ‘defilé’ typifying how, between the two World Wars
[…] the production of the human body’s serialised representations intensified, and media
echoed the scientific attempts from the end of the nineteenth century to rationalise
corporeality. The procession of soldiers was followed by fashion models, and still even more
emblematic by showgirls.272

And their correlate: beauty contests. Walking down the catwalk in fashion shows is a mode
of (non)-being as illustrated by the frequent reportages of Roger Schall or Gaston Paris. In Prix de
beauté, by Augusto Genina, shot in 1930, Louise Brooks plays an unforgettable ingenue and she is

Pages Folles n°11 was published in August 1934.
Laurent Guido, ‘Rhythmic Bodies/Movies: Dances as Attraction in Early Film Culture’, in The Cinema of
Attractions Reloaded, ed. by Wanda Strauven (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2006), p. 145.
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selected by public applause as she walks up and down the catwalk (fig.77 to 79).273 Similarly, in the
magazine, lines of bodies pass before the eye, also complicating the dialectic between stillness and
movement.
Standardisation, the corollary of this spectacularisation, peaks with the monotonous
accumulation of academic nudes on neutral backgrounds, exhibiting the candidates of different
beauty contests (fig.80 to 82). There is something industrial in these assembly-lines of women:
showing oneself is no guarantee of visibility. Standing erect on a pedestal, they are all equal in their
banality. Far from enhancing a singular beauty, the rhythm implied by the replication of their
conventional poses reduces them to an ephemeral stage of the procession. These photographs are
not determined by the ideality of an instant. They have nothing to do with painting and its quest
for the ideal moment: they are all different but none of them stands out… Falsely
chronophotographic, the layout (Paris Sex-Appeal n°12, July 1934) produces a simulacrum of
animation amplified by the figuration of a stepping motion up and down. The numbers assigned
to each model, in chronological disorder across the double-spread, further depersonalise them
while alluding to the selection process rather than signifying their ranking in the competition
(fig.83).
Movement is historicised when, in order to answer the question ‘who will be the future
Venus?’, Paris Sex-Appeal n°15 (fig.84) traces the genealogy of beauty through a sequence of
photographs of some of art history’s famous masterpieces: from Rubens to Boucher or Gervaix,
each vignette refers to a century’s canon of beauty.274 The schematic chronological progression
from Greek civilisation, the Middle-Age, the sixteenth century, to the seventeenth century, then
the pre-war years, the post-war years, the modern time and finally the future is a pedagogical trope.
On this double-spread, the succession of photographs carries with it the cliché march of time…

In Prix de beauté, Miss Europe (Louise Brooks) ironically dies before the eyes of her cinematographic
double, destroyed by her lover’s jealousy. A film still from this film appears opposite the Tiller girls in FilmPhotos wie noch nie.
274 October 1934.
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In a way, movement comes to an abrupt end. Cinema’s mediation can now be only
imitative: at the beginning of the twentieth century, ‘the spread of film-strip sequences in print […]
became a staple of everything from avant-garde manifestos and film journals to photo-novels and
fan magazines.’275 In an article on ‘Love and Cinema’ (Paris Magazine n°63, November 1936), a
graphic rendition of a strip of film links up seven photographs as if they were ‘frames’ visualising
the cinematographic medium (fig.85-86). Nocturnal views of a cinema front with its customers
entering make way for an increasingly dense superimposition of film posters, billboards,
photographs of an embracing couple – actors or spectators – which becomes the bed upon which
a woman reclines, thus realising the desired conflation between life and cinema just as literally as
that between photography and cinema. Her naked flesh is transformed into a living screen, yet
another ‘medium’ of desire fit into other ‘techniques’. Reproducibility materialises here as if each
procedure could engender another (fig.86). The guns and couples, the titles and the stars’ names,
the woman herself, all have the same status as reproductions. In line with the article’s content – a
defense of cinema’s power to physically excite the spectator’s lust for the stars on screen –, the
naked body bridges the gap between the reader and the distant celebrities glued on the wall.
This layout exemplifies the magazine’s standardisation, due to its tendency to copy
cinematographic clichés rather than to analyse and assimilate cinema’s optics. Around 1936,
cinema’s impact was circumscribed to its serialised codification of the magazine’s illustrations. The
gradually predominant narrativity of the monthly favoured the unfolding of erotic events to the
detriment of montage. Photography gained autonomy and existed for itself. At some point, the
periodical did not need cinema’s mediation anymore, emulating the photo-novel’s conventions
instead. And yet, even if only now and then, it is the striking plasticity of the printed page that a
comparison with the cinematographic form reveals in the magazines.
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Campany, p. 66.
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III. Let’s Misbehave ! Print Culture, Sex appeal and Hollywoodian
Promotional Discourses

Marlene Dietrich’s presence in Paris Magazine n°28 (December 1933) is not an unusual
attraction (fig.87). With Joan Crawford, Greta Garbo and Jean Harlow, she is the most celebrated
star of the time.276 In this portrait, her face is as if underlined by the words ‘femme fatale’.277 The

A review written by Pierre Loiselet in February 1932 (Paris Magazine n°6) echoes this taste for the
Hollywoodian dream: ‘Cinema, whatever can be written about it, is the perfect reflection of an era ruled by
blood, love, mystery and publicity… The sexual moment has always been the high point of good films.
Greta Garbo or Marlene Dietrich who are now fighting over the public’s favour are living examples of this.
One expects everything from both of them. One is entitled to expect everything. Intense eye, pure lips,
attractive flesh, they both offer this wonderful anvil which men hit with their hammer: sex appeal’. ‘Le
cinéma quoiqu’on en puisse écrire, est le reflet parfait d’une époque dominée par le sang, l’amour, le mystère
et la publicité… La minute sexuelle a toujours été l’éblouissement des bonnes bandes. Greta Garbo ou
Marlène Dietrich, qui se disputent actuellement la faveur du public, en sont l’illustration vivante. De l’une
et de l’autre, on attend tout. On est en droit de tout attendre. Oeil profond, lèvres pures et chair attirante,
elles offrent, l’une et l’autre, cette enclume merveilleuse où vient battre ce marteau des hommes: le sex
appeal’.
This last concept is fundamental to Paris Magazine’s aesthetics. Attractiveness as defined by the American
cinematographic industry constitutes the metric system according to which a woman’s charm is to be
assessed in its pages.
277 ‘Desire, love and mystery’ which Pierre Loiselet considers as ‘the vital elements of true cinema’ are also
the essential ingredients of Paris Magazine’s success (n°6, February 1932). The magazine maximised cinema’s
impact with photographs such as a close-up of Dietrich’s face published in Paris Magazine n°10 (June 1932).
Arguably one of the most famous images from Josef von Sternberg’s Shanghai Express (1931), it is not a film
still (fig.88). Don English took this picture on the set – probably under Sternberg’s attentive direction –,
using the renowned ‘butterfly light’ named after the shape of the nose shadow falling straight down toward
the upper lip of the model. Marlene’s face is lit symmetrically, which gives her a sculptured look and brings
her cheekbones out. It has been said that the actress required this particular lighting in every movie she
made and photograph that was taken of her. Sternberg’s obsessive close-ups of his muse, recurrent in the
seven films they collaborated on between 1930 and 1935, imparted her face with the solidity of a stone
effigy whose apparition arrested the narrative flow of the film.
More fundamental than the plot to which it was loosely connected, more fundamental than the fluidity of
the shots’ succession, this epiphany of the woman’s apparition was usually the movie’s high point and what
the viewers remembered after leaving the cinema. Glamour photography, even though at the service of the
films, was often of greater importance than the films themselves in building a star’s image. ‘The studio
photographer’s business was to fix just such visions of unique beauty that could transcend films even while
promoting them’ (Ann Hollander, ‘Famous Faces, Forgotten Photographers’, The New York Times, 30 June
1981).
What Louise Brooks says of one of her rivals is revealing: ‘When you think of it, what people remember of
those stars is not from films, but one essential photograph… When I think of Garbo, I do not see her
moving in any particular film. I see her staring mysteriously into the camera. No matter how many times
I’ve seen her in films, that is how I always see her. She is a still picture – unchangeable’ (Quoted in Robert
Dance and Bruce Robertson, Ruth Harriet Louise and Hollywood Glamour Photography (Berkeley, CA, London:
University of California Press, 2002), p. 2). Indicative of the evolution of Hollywood portraiture, this highlystylised photograph drops the romanticising haziness of the previous images of stars, inherited from
pictorialism, which often placed a fine veil of gauze over the camera’s lens to further soften the model’s
appearance. This iconic image shows how movie close-up translated into a technique for studio portraiture,
276
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destructive power of seduction implied by the French expression is intensified by the association
with the erotic power that only pre-Code American films could express at the time as in Sternberg’s
fourth collaboration with his muse, Shanghai Express (1932). Instituting suggestiveness as a formal
principle, the magazines could not summon up French cinema as a vehicle for eroticism. That the
Gallic tone of Aymé’s acerbic and reactionary conceptualisation of the contemporary temptress
should be set against the portrait of the adventurer Shanghai Lily is only logical. The vamp style is
not part of the French ethos. No local starlet could compete with Dietrich’s languorous
performance. With this image, Paris Magazine repurposes the stylishness of Hollywood’s hyperbolic
language in an example of the many ‘cinema effects’ which enliven its pages.
The title of Marcel Aymé’s article brings together photograph and words in the manner of
a Hollywoodian trailer that synthesises graphic design and still films.278
The first trailers made in Hollywood date back to 1912 – they were basic, splicing together
of scenes from the film – before evolving into a genre in itself by the early 1930s. The magazines
reflect their ‘somewhat routinised structure of address emphasising the studio star machinery and
other characteristics of studio-era publicity […]: hyperbolic titles, visual and graphic linkages
between romantic storylines and exotic settings, and identifications of cast members reminding
audiences of stars’ previous successes.’279
A process of extreme condensation is at work in both instances – the trailer is not granted
more than two minutes and thirty seconds to wet the viewer’s appetite, the magazine has only half
a page. Brevity and economy of means are compensated by the combination of two visual

contributing to the creation of a new portrait genre. In the magazine, numerous faces, looming in darkness
or whiteness, materialise on the pages and undergo a starification process even if the portraits represent
unknown pin-ups or forgotten socialites.
278 It is the best manifestation of what Lisa Kerman defines as the Hollywoodian trailers’ significant
contribution to the emergence of ‘something like the first global vernacular’ circulating, beyond the screen,
through international print culture. Lisa Kernan, Coming attractions. Reading American movie trailers (Austin, TX:
University of Texas Press, 2004), p. 28.
279 Ibid., p.26.
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languages: graphic design and photography.280 A cinematographic zeitgeist surfaces in Paris Magazine,
demonstrating its permeability to the ‘sin in soft focus’ promoted by pre-Code Hollywood between
1930 and 1934.281 Its irreverence echoes the free expression characteristic of what was a
circumscribed episode in the history of American cinema.
That four-year interval marks a fascinating and anomalous passage in American motion
picture history: the so-called pre-Code era, when censorship was lax and Hollywood
made the most of it. […] In language and image, implicit meanings and explicit
depictions, elliptical allusions and unmistakable references, pre-Code Hollywood
cinema points to a road not taken. For four years, the Code commandments were
violated with impunity and inventiveness in a series of wildly eccentric films. More
unbridled, salacious, subversive, and just plain bizarre than what came afterwards, they
look like Hollywood cinema but the moral terrain is so off-kilter they seem imported
from a parallel universe.282
Cinema and print advertising strikingly overlap in publications and trailers where mise en
page and mise en scène intersect through identical optical effects and superimposed graphics. The
double-spread of Paris Sex-Appeal n°45 (April 1937) (fig.89) and a still from the trailer of Other
Men’s Women (William A. Wellman, 1931) (fig.90) offer a paradigmatic example of this
hybridisation. After a glimpse at the film’s plot – a love triangle: a man falls in love with his best
friend’s wife – and at its context – representative of the 1930s fascination with speed and engine
as the two rivals are railroad engineers who spend most of their time on a steam locomotive –, the
scenes from the movie are replaced by a still of a train moving through the landscape, cut into the
shape of a heart and overlaid with the caption: ‘love’s madness against a background of grinding
steel and surging floods’. Displaying a ‘unique form of narrative film exhibition, wherein

Both in terms of content and plasticity, maximum impact is achieved through minimum means – risqué
allusions, glimpses of undressed beauties, elliptical montages of heterogeneous materials and innovations in
typography. Well chosen vocabulary – alluring expressions imbued with sensationalism –, sophisticated
lettering and images, even if not in movement in the periodicals, turn the desirability of the object they
advertise into a spectacle.
281 I borrow this expression from Mark A. Viera’s book on pre-Code cinema. Sin in Soft Focus. Pre-Code
Hollywood (New York, NY: Harry N. Abrams, 2003).
282 Thomas Doherty, Pre-Code Hollywood. Sex, Immorality and Insurrection in American Cinema. 1930-1934 (New
York, NY: Columbia University Press, 1999), p. 2.
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promotional discourse and narrative pleasure are conjoined […]’, the trailer moves on from the
story to marketing-laden elements which are supposed to convince the viewer.283
A heart-shaped photograph similarly perforates the flattened surface of the page in Paris
Sex-Appeal (fig.89). This time, the moving machine is a ship – the superimposition of the image of
a port over that of an ocean liner suggests the arrival at port. Adventures, romantic setbacks,
tattooed sailors are all at once adumbrated. The piercing arrow in which the title of the story is
inscribed symbolises love wounds. ‘Quartier Réservé’ conjures up a prostitutional imaginary and
turns the port into a marginalised territory.284 The sexual undertones of the expression are made
explicit by the two photographs on each side of the heart. Ignoring the text, the three illustrations
form a coherent sequence: a prostitute is about to meet her potential clients in a bar. The presence
of the two men in each photograph reinforces the continuity between the two stills. The prostitute,
who flaunted herself has vanished, her absence fuelling desire for her return and curiosity for what
happens next. The major elements of the story are outlined but the narrative progression is delayed
to capture the reader’s attention and avoid giving the plot away. In the middle of the page, the view
of the port, the heart of the story, radiates with different possible outcomes. Moving from an open
view to a confined space, the double-spread allows us to enter a forbidden world in a typical
realisation of a cinematographic incursion into the print domain.
In contrast to François Mazeline’s text laid out conventionally in the lower part of the page,
the title ‘Place blanche, grande bleue’ seems to roll vertically against the black background as if on
a screen in Paris Sex-Appeal n°11 (June 1934) (fig.91).285 The first and last letters of the words are
partially cut out so as to create an illusion of ascending (‘grande bleue’) and descending (‘place
blanche’) movement. The words flanking the photograph of semi-clad dancers appear to be

Kernan, p.1.
‘Red-Light District’.
285 ‘Place Blanche, the Big Blue Sea’. The Place Blanche is a quintessential site of Parisian pleasure where
the Moulin rouge famously stands.
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flashing before our eyes as if they were in neon. They evoke the names in light of a music hall
marquee.
Traces of Busby Berkeley’s mise en scène can be found in the magazine’s obsession with
the geometrical arrangements of the feminine form. A parallel with Lloyd Bacon’s 1934 musical,
Wonder Bar, incidentally mentioned in an article published in Pour lire à deux n°2 (July 1934) casts
light on the formal features common to the printed page and to cinema. The trailer of Wonder Bar
starts with a shot of a neon light against the night tracing the logo and the name of the
establishment where most of the action takes place, the ‘Wonder Bar’ (fig.92). Here as in ‘Place
blanche, grande bleue’, the geometry of the letters contrasts with the embodiment of glamour as
choreographed in films and staged revues – a grid of twirling couples in the first case (fig.92), a
starry arrangement of scantily clad bodies in the second (fig.92). Paris Sex-Appeal condenses in one
page what the trailer expands through moving images. The trailer ends on the stylisation of the
dancers’ bodies turned into Art Deco like silhouettes (fig.92). The shower of stars, the graphic row
of girls and the emphatic advertising slogan (‘Truly the wonder of wonders’) are as many facets of
the spectacularisation of sensuality which is also at work in the magazines.286
In the short promotional film for the comedy Female (1933, Michael Curtiz), the liberated
heroine (Ruth Chatterton) is shown ‘in action’ as an elegantly dressed seductress before being
reduced, in the title sequence, to the shadow of her seemingly naked body bent backwards as if in
ecstasy (fig.93). Pages Folles n°5 (February 1934) relies on a similar iconography to illustrate a short
story entitled ‘Le Récital’ (fig.94).287 Chiaroscuro is employed to tone down the details of the
feminine charms in order to emphasise the flexibility of the dancing anatomy often celebrated by
a photographer also present in the magazines, Frantisek Drtikol. This image could have been

Both mediums draw from a comparable catalogue of forms even if voluptuous poses, photographed in
the periodicals, are only silhouetted in the trailers where nakedness is less shown than suggested.
287 ‘The Recital’.
286
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mistaken with one of his ‘ecstatic vision[s] of the dancing body’ which often put the flesh ‘in
tension with abstract geometric shapes […].’288
Stunning contrasts between light and shadow prevailed not only between the body and
its environment but within the body, so that often only a portion of the dancing body
was visible – the rest remained in the shadow.289
In this photograph, attributed to the Studio Piaz, nudity dissolves in the movement which
bends the body, erased in favour of its visual impact. The graceful typography of the title, at the
dancer’s feet, further abstracts her shape, schematised into another arabesque.
The heading of the text ‘Au bois roulant’, in Pour lire à deux n°7 (December 1934) resembles
the iconography of a still photograph advertising the musical Dames (Ray Enright, 1934) (fig.9596).290 A huge white circle, inscribed with the film title, conceals the women’s bodies but for their
legs, carefully arranged, their heads and their hands. The fullness of the concealed bodies is
displaced to the circular shape, while the multiple shadows drawn on the ground hint at the
girls’corporeality.
Secrets de Paris n°8 (December 1934) borrows the abstract symmetry of Busby Berkerley’s
designs by recycling a shot from Dames as a background for the title of a text (fig.97). In the number
‘I Only Have Eyes for You’, strings of dancers swing their raised arms rhythmically to the music
(fig.98). Like water lilies, they now seem to float on the page where a caption identifies them as
the ‘strange group of girls of the film Dames’. The text, entitled ‘La vraie combine’, has nothing to
do with Busby Berkeley’s mise en scène – it describes how a man is wheeling and dealing to make
a film without paying anything.291 The title of the film is stamped large over this same shot in the
trailer (fig.99) proving that Hollywood was one of the magazines’ main purveyors of images and
that the eye was stimulated through analogous visual effects on the printed page and on the screen.

Karl Eric Toepfer, Empire of Ecstasy. Nudity and Movement in German Body Culture, 1910-1935 (Berkeley, CA:
University of California Press, 1997) p. 380.
289 Ibid. Commenting Drtikol’s photographs, Toepfer adds: ‘No matter how freely the body seemed to move
in the image, it always remained hemmed in and defined, not by nature, but by abstract geometrical forces.’
290 This enigmatic title is difficult to translate: ‘In the Rolling Woods’.
291 ‘The Real Scheme’.
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A decor in itself, the female body is often recycled in the trailers as a background over
which titles, actors’ names and eulogistic comments roll. In Paris Magazine n°34 (June 1934), the
photographic introduction to the text ‘Femme nue’ does not operate differently (fig. 100).292 The
woman is valued as a generator of patterns. Her fleshy presence is both literally highlighted in her
oiled body and denied in her shadowy double on the wall. The parallel lines of her silhouetted arm
and leg, like dark wavelets moving across the surface, occupy the same plane as the words in white
‘femme nue’. Her body is a kind of writing. Whether the outcome of her gesture or the producer
(as a signifier) of her form, the title functions like her body, as a visual pull. They bring out each
other. In the trailer of the 1933 film She Had to Say Yes, co-directed by George Amy and Busby
Berkeley, the title is progressively imprinted on the figure of a pin-up who acts both as scenery and
as lure (fig.101). She is the ground from which the letters originate and the point upon which all
looks converge. The actress always clothed in the film is stripped bare in the trailer, anticipating
the ‘femme nue’ of Paris Magazine.

The magazines cultivate Hollywood’s propensity to oversell the lewd content of the films,
often exalted through posters showing naked girls, varying degrees of décolletage or suggestive
situations never seen on-screen. Hollywood made the most of the promotional strategy Thomas
Doherty described as ‘packaging vice’. He observes:
pre-Code vice came in two packages – or rather, a wrapper and a package. Hollywood
dangled the promise of salacious material with lurid advertising and then dodged
around, and sometimes delivered on, the enticements of the marketing wraparound.
The interplay between the advertising campaign and the motion picture was
determined less by the content of the film than the wild imaginations of studio
ballyhoo boys.293
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A poster for The Gold Diggers of 1933 (Mervyn LeRoy, 1933) (fig.102-103) shows the partially
unveiled milky flesh of a stripper against a rectangle of solid red, at once dark opening and frame
out of which she seems to be stepping out. Paris Magazine often used this visual trick to disturb the
reader’s absorption in the page and sculpt the woman’s charms in high relief.
Most probably displayed in a street or outside a cinema, the gold digger trespasses on the
urban space. The caption brazenly reasserts the girl’s disreputable drive to make money. She is first
and foremost an economic being. The image anchors her body in the difficult financial context of
the Great Depression, summing up the main lines of the plot: chorus girls, weary of the crisis, are
ready to do anything to find rich husbands. A perfect example of the auratic quality the magazines
seek in the ingredients of Hollywoodian glamour, a photograph of two girls from the opening
number of the film adorns Pages Folles n°3 (December 1933) (fig.104). The caption ‘Chercheuses
d’or’ alludes to the song ‘We’re in the Money’ to which the girls, led by Ginger Rogers, dance.294
Displaying as much as concealing their bodies behind large cardboard coins, they glisten like the
gold they seem to be made out of. Everything shimmers here: the platinum blonde hair of the one
contrasting with the darker hair of the other, the precious play of light and shade on their skins,
their silken shoes. Their legs – the centre of attraction of the composition and of Busby Berkeley’s
choreographies – are showcased by their conventional pin-up poses. This part of the feminine
anatomy is at the heart of the magazines and the pre-Code movies’ fantasies as evidenced by the
Gold Digger poster’s focus on the delicate line of the woman’s right leg (fig.102). Her right hip
emerging from the folds entices the imagination to slip under the fabric and see what this darker
configuration of the drapery’s sparkling abstractions suggests. Numerous beauties in this risqué
state of deshabillé fill the periodicals. The Franco-American actress Lily Damita, for instance,
undresses in front of Madame d’Ora’s camera in Paris Magazine n°6 (February 1932) (fig.105).
Although not in colour, the photograph also depends on contrasts to make visible the
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veiling/unveiling dialectic which draws attention to her slenderness. Like in the poster, the slightly
open legs point to the most secret spot of the female anatomy. Identical stratagems – flirtatious
poses, the display of silk-stockinged legs – push nudity as far as decency allowed both on paper
and on screen.
The magazine fixes what the spectator only glimpses at in the cinema: what should not be
seen. In the ‘Pettin’ in the Park’ number from the Gold Diggers of 1933, Busby Berkeley allows the
eye to venture in forbidden territories. Wearing transluscent slips, the chorines lie on their backs
with their lovers in a garden. A crane shot zooms in on the crossed legs of a woman whose upper
part of the body is off-camera (fig.106). Her crotch remains strategically hidden but her garter belt
and silk stockings lay stress on her uncovered thighs. A photograph capturing the same subject
from a slightly different angle in Paris Magazine n°11 (July 1932) manifests a similar fetishism: the
model’s skirt is raised enough to reveal a strip of bare skin above her stockings (fig.107). Occupying
the entire page, the photograph leaves no space for anything but the truncated body, the vertical
repositioning of the image accentuating the proud erection of these shapely legs. Tempting, the
hand which appears in the top corner is an invitation to lift the black fabric. Reification is taken to
its extreme in this voyeuristic codification of the leg which is an ordinary phenomenon in the
magazines.
In an article by Pierre Loiselet extolling these limbs (Paris Magazine n°35, July 1934), six
photographs cut the text diagonally in a step like arrangement. Six different ways of arranging or
crossing one’s legs disarticulate the feminine body through formulaic representations of ideal legs
(fig.109). Fetishistic accumulation prevails over the detailing of women’s reality. Even if Pierre
Loiselet states ‘as many women, as many legs, as many desires to be understood’, this singularity is
denied, all the more so that a sense of movement is conveyed by what looks like the same model
constantly shifting the position of her legs.295 On the following page, a larger photograph of a
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woman’s raised legs resting against the wall emphasises sculptural voluptuousness (fig.110). The
white bows of her garters highlight the passage between her pale flesh and the darker sheer
stockings. Her head and shoulders having vanished, the composition lays stress on the zone
connecting her legs to her bust. Her two thighs look like two pillars guarding the holy of holies,
barring the way of the reader’s look. But the bed, as a place of lovemaking, is a reminder that an
easy access to this object of desire is a given and that the epiphany is on the brink of happening.
Uncrossing her legs would suffice.
The first photograph chosen to illustrate this article – a dynamic capture of Assia by Roger
Schall – is marked by idiosyncratic tendencies (fig.108). The leg remains one of the focal points of
the composition but no accessories objectify Assia’s nudity. As if animated by the free movement
of modern dance, her body seen from the side, projects its shadow against the wall thus twice
exposing her open legs. The right-angled or straight lines of her limbs contrast with the roundness
of her buttocks, their curve offering a counterpoint to the trinity of legs and arm which turns her
body into natural impetus.
Her legs are all about motion contrarily to the following pictures where the immobility of
a ‘product’s presentation triumphs: legs, stockings, shoes are all alike as items to be consumed.
These photographs and the ones Man Ray took of Yvonne George and Lee Miller’s legs are
comparable in their fetishising approach. George’s raised legs lean against the pipes of a radiator
which parallel their vertical axis and repeat on a larger scale the discrete decoration of her stockings
(fig.111). A mirror further dislocates her anatomy, duplicated through a reflection of her knee while
her two fingers, visible at the bottom corner of the photograph, clenching her fur coat or scarf
over her lower abdomen evoke another type of fetishism. A sexual symbol analysed by Freud, fur
is, in his view, ‘a fixation of the sight of the pubic hair, which should have been followed by the
longed-for sight of the female member.’296 To Krafft-Ebing, the emphasis should not be laid on
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the visual dimension of the phenomenon but on its tactile dimension: this material, along with silk
and velvet, can assume the role of the fetish through the pleasurable sensations its contact
provokes. Hypersensitivity to tactile stimuli makes Man Ray’s photograph highly sensuous. On its
haptic surface, the fur, but equally the sleek moulding of the singer’s legs, the marbled folds of her
silk skirt and the shiny leather of her shoes invite caresses.
Representations of the fragmented female body are recurrent in Man Ray’s photographic
and cinematographic work. In his cinepoem, Emak Bakia (1926), he presents us with a sequence
of feminine legs stepping off a car, seen partially and in superimposition and then with the legs of
a woman dancing a charleston on a sidewalk (fig.112). ‘In both sections, this focus on legs is
accompanied by a subversion of cinematic conventions and the narrative expectations of the
spectator. The feet that dismount the car do not lead the film towards narrative progression but
multiply into infinity, just as the dancing legs do not turn out to be a cutaway that is reconciled
with the whole, but which, to quote Man Ray’s own comment about the film, “remains a
fragment.”’297 In 1930, a close-up of his lover’s legs dissolves her identity in the glamour of their
perfect shape (fig. 113). Here, Lee Miller is reduced to her function as a model.298 Monumental and
statuesque, her legs function as a whole, metonymically standing for her body. Such an image falls
into line with the magazines’ sexual idée fixe, confirming once again that, ‘it is of course the
stocking that constitutes the supplementary sign that codes the woman’s body erotically.’299 Before
Man Ray, Alfred Stieglitz used this motif in a double-exposure portrait (1919) (fig.114). The
shadowy face of Dorothy True is superimposed on a woman’s calf. The foot, compressed in a high
heel which is clearly too small, bulges out, stressing the fetishistic dimension of this mise en scène.
Pain is the other side of the coin, the invisible result of fashion’s decree. The fetishising properties
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of photography reinforce the eroticisation of the leg. And they intersect with the psychic fetishism
of patriarchy and the commodity fetishism of capitalism would add Abigail Solomon-Godeau.300
The periodicals and the pre-Code movies’ shared language of commercial seduction can be
traced back to the nineteenth century’s cult of the ballerina and the provocations of French Cancan.
The latter is a frequent theme of Paris Magazine’s reports and illustrations. And Busby Berkeley
certainly knew how to make the most of beautiful legs and sexy lingerie: as evidenced by his
‘aggregation of dancing beauties’ advertised in the trailer of 42nd Street (Lloyd Bacon, 1933).
Summing up the most famous routines of the film, it shows the extravagance of the formations of
women’s spread legs which were the hallmarks of Busby Berkeley’s style. A tracking shot between
the chorines’ legs forms a tunnel inviting the eye to plunge under their crotches. It is ephemeral
but the successive rows of girls secure the endlessness of this vision (fig.115). Secrets de Paris n°9
(July 1934) divulges what decorum hides through an analogous point of view (fig.117). The origin
of the image is uncertain: whether a shot from a film or a publicity still, it evinces the scopophilia
intrinsic to this kind of scenes. The receding perspective leads to a man who lies flat on his stomach,
with a camera in his hand. He is in the best position to ogle the dancers, from below. They are
immured between our look and his. The reader’s delegate inside the frame, he embodies the
circularity of sight, both seeing and being seen. The mechanisation of the eye is made clear here,
invoking the quasi ‘mechanised’ mode of Berkeley’s patterning. Automation affects both sight and
bodies.
Pre-Code trailers are founded on the premise that intrusive voyeurism is the main reaction
expected both on the part of the characters in the film and of the public. In another sequence of
42nd Street’s trailer, girls are lined up to audition for a role in a show: a voice-over interweaves a
summary of the story and the actuality of the film’s casting as it boasts about ‘two thousand

She identifies a mapping of the female body by masculine desires in the photographs of the Countess de
Castiglione’s naked legs exhibited under her crinoline at the end of the 1850s. As noticed by Abigail
Solomon-Godeau, the countess’s staging of herself ‘may be seen as an extreme and immensely stylised
recapitulation of fetishistic mechanisms dispersed throughout the culture that produced her’. ‘The Legs of
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beautiful girls picked from more than five thousand applicants to work on these amazing chorines’
(fig.116). As the sentence is spoken, a line of women whose torsos are unseen lift their skirts to
uncover their legs, stockings rolled up just above their knees. They offer a panorama of legs – to
both the male protagonists and to the public – encapsulating the pre-Code’s conversion of sex
appeal into striking carnal images. This shot is integral to the genre of the backstage musicals which
gave the filmmakers loads of excuses to disrobe their actresses.
[It] ecstatically celebrated the female form […] in production numbers showcasing
geometric patterns and curvaceous figures while also affording ample opportunity to
glimpse the girls changing between numbers and prancing up spiral staircases. […]
Jiggling, bouncing, and sashaying, pre-Code women flounced about with a freedom of
movement that extended to all points on the body, fore and aft, port and starboard.301
The magazine also found a formula for success in a systematic focus on cabaret dancers,
women lifting their skirts to adjust their garters and girls taking part in the fashionable activities of
the time (swimming, skiing, camping…). It transferred to its pages the sex appeal which Hollywood
had made into a brand. As argued by Barbara Klinger:
the production of a film […] includes the making of its “consumable” identity.
Promotion acts on this aspect of a film’s design by providing designated elements with
an inter-textual destiny: certain filmic elements are developed into a premeditated
network of advertising and promotion that will enter the social sphere of reception.302
Securing an additional dose of attractivity for the magazines, the assimilation of these ‘filmic
elements’ diversified their visual propositions. As such these were examples of cinema’s extension
beyond the screen, through extrafilmic material and promotional discourses.
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Looking for Ady

Paris Magazine n°44, April 1935

‘Ady me crie de la cuisine où elle travaille comme une négresse que tu lui fasses envoyer
par tes gens des bas nylons très fins et des sandales pointure 36 car il paraît qu’il n’y a que toi qui
sache lui acheter des sandales.’1

In letters which did not reach him until the end of the war, she asked him if he remembered
her, his ‘little black sun’. ‘Petit soleil noir’. I can not resist adding ‘petit soleil noir de la mélancolie’
— in reference to Nerval’s overused oxymoron — given the poignant twist of their love story. Given
her disappearance into the dark abyss of oblivion despite her luminous presence in his photographs.
Her skin was darker than his. In 1937, she would have been at the cutting edge of exoticism, a bird of paradise from far far away, a prototype of these Black Venuses who drove them
crazy, fuelling so many fantasies, so much envy…
Scholars frequently mistake her identity. Her nationality is a floating data and remained a
variable for a long time. What was remembered was her ‘café au lait’ skin. She has been described
as a Haitian woman, as a ‘fille des îles’, as a mulatto dancer. She has been mixed up with his other
models.
Her colour introduces doubts. Historians are never quite sure how to trace her mixed
French and black African ancestry. She is too black and at the same time too fair to guarantee
absolute certitude about her origins.
She stayed behind, when he left for America in 1940. They had tried to cross into the unoccupied Southern zone of France to reach the Mediterranean coast by car. In vain.

1 ‘Ady shouts from the kitchen where she is working like a nigger that your people send her sheer nylon stockings and sandals size 36 as
apparently only you know how to buy her sandals.’ This excerpt is taken from an undated letter to Man Ray written by Ady’s partner, André. The
Bibliothèque Kandinsky holds a few letters and postcards written conjointly by the couple between 1946 and 1950 (the last one is dated from
31 January 1950). Fonds Man Ray, Box 3, cote 439, Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Centre Pompidou, Paris.

An American citizen, he was allowed by the German authorities to travel to Lisbon where
he boarded the Excambion. He arrived in New York on 16 August 1940. He was Jewish and had
to leave. The rumour has it that she chose to stay to take care of her family. In his version, the situation is less clear-cut:
With the banks closed, and no way of getting money from the US I got worried, so put Ady and her brother in charge of my belongings, with American
Embassy seals over everything, and hope to get back shortly on some legitimate mission. As no visas were being issued to French citizens, I couldn’t take
Ady with me. If I can’t get back, we may meet in the Antilles as soon as things
get back to normal.2

They would never meet in the Antilles.
Her vitality and spontaneity shine through photographs taken in the South of France, Antibes or
Mougins where they spent the summer months, between 1936 and 1939. In these pictures, she
swims bare-breasted with Dora Maar, sits casually on Picasso’s laps, dresses up with Nusch, frolics
with Lee Miller and Eluard — their hands wandering over their naked bodies. She socialised with
high-flying intellectuals and artists. Their fame or her lover’s did not rub off on her. She was a
shooting star flashing across the sky of surrealism.
Historians date the beginning of their relationship back to 1936 and yet she poses for him
as soon as 1935 as evidenced by a picture which appeared in Paris Magazine n°44 (April 1935).
I found no trace of it in the hundred and fifty three photographs of the Centre Pompidou collection related to Ady.3
At first sight, there is nothing very remarkable in this image plainly entitled ‘Portrait’, except
for the strange framing which amputates Ady. Her bent knees appear compressed by the bottom
corner of the frame, making one think of stumps. It was not unusual for him to distort, dislocate,
mutilate the female shape.
2 Man Ray, Writings on Art, ed. by Jennifer Mundy (London: Tate Publishing, 2016), p. 154.
3 Two photographs seem to have been taken during the same photo session: Ady’s hair, earrings and loincloth are strikingly similar. But if
they belong to this series, the Centre Pompidou is mistaken in dating them from 1938.

Here, he tilts the front of her body so that it comes to occupy the vertical plane of the
photograph. She lies flat on the surface of the page — underneath her, the mass of blackness
supporting her weight seems useless. She avoids the viewer’s look, drawing the eye to her small
breasts framed by her arms. Filling the page, she cuts into the flesh of obscurity in a clear oblique
line. The diagonal impetus of her position slightly knocks the composition off-kilter. Asymmetry
prevails: her right hand mysteriously vanishes behind her back, also amputated. Her head is seen
in profile and her chest is disproportionate to her stumps. Nothing stands straight.
Her light complexion is carved against the dark. She is from Guadeloupe but what stands
out here is the pale expanse of her stomach emphasised by the silky loincloth which hides her
sex — a vague reminiscence of the superfluous fabric eroticising nineteenth century Odalisques.
It has not much to do with decency, serving rather as a foil for the whiteness of her nudity and
accentuating the disjunction between her bosom and her thighs.
She is labelled as foreign in the magazine where her image accompanies a story set in
Indochina. Once again, her ethnicity is disregarded. She is perceived as Asian but could equally
act as an African elsewhere. She is an empty signifier of otherness. But was not it her destiny to
personify exoticism forever? Did not Eileen Agar describe her as ‘Man Ray’s exotic girlfriend?’4
A hint of disdain tints these last words.
Indifferent, Ady turns her head away. In this picture, there are not many clues as to where
she comes from. Only the bright dot of her earring shines whiter than her, pointing to the possibility of paler epidermis. Her curly hair is tamed, merged with the darkness of the background.
The stark lighting effects, hallmarks of Man Ray’s photographic style are replaced by her
radiance, contained within her, both physically and symbolically: she is the black and white material of his photograph, its highlights and its shadows.

4 Derek Sayer, Prague. Capital of the Twentieth Century. A Surrealist History (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2013), p. 305.

She is the fleshly incarnation of the plasticity he obsessionally searched for through feminine
beauty. But in Paris Magazine, she would have gone unnoticed, a drop in the ocean of desire, and
still does today. I wish I could pull her out of anonymity.
I keep a jealous eye on her but before being my finding, she was Man Ray’s. Like Kiki, Lee
or Nusch, she was a found object for his camera, a depersonalised aesthetic form he composed
his images with. And she was fully aware of her function as an exotic ready-made. She and Man
Ray ‘seemed to revel in playing on her perceived exoticism.’5 For a masked ball in Paris, he
arrived ‘dressed as a pirate, naked to the waist, with flared pants and a turban. She was with him
as his willing slave, breasts exposed.’6 Her slave handcuffs were also chains of love. I can see the
contemporary reader’s brows drawn together in a frown… But these kind of mise en scène were
integral to their couple.
As a model, Ady clearly played, though not for long, with the ambiguity of her skin colour.
In 1937, she posed for Man Ray, modelling a series of Congolese hats and headdresses owned
by Charles Ratton. He organised an exhibition ‘La Mode au Congo’ in May 1937 to display these
objects.7
In these images, Ady deliberately made the supposed instinctiveness and latent primitivism of the Creole woman in her match the Africanness of the artefacts which crowned her.8
Highly fabricated and frivolous photographs praised her communion with nature. Her ivory
bangle and a tiger-tooth necklace, her bare breasts, the simplicity of the feathers and shells of
the items: all signalled ‘the alien nature of these millinery forms to Westerners.’9 All alienated her
from French society.

5 Wendy A. Grossman, Man Ray, African Art and the Modernist Lens (Washington, DC: University of Minnesota Press, 2009), p. 143.
6 Ibid., p. 143.
7 ‘Fashion in Congo’.
8 Sayer, p. 305.
9 Ibid., p. 144.

Man Ray, La Mode au Congo (Adrienne Fidelin), 1937, unknown location © Man
Ray Trust

Man Ray, La Mode au Congo, (Adrienne Fidelin), 1937, unknown location © Man Ray Trust

She paid the price for embodying racial duality and her stardom was short-lived. In September 1937, Harper’s Bazaar published one of her portraits to accompany a featured article on
Charles Ratton’s collection, ‘The Bushongo of Africa Sends his Hats to Paris’. It is the first image
ever published of a ‘woman of colour’ in a Western fashion magazine. It is Ady’s first and last apparition on the public stage. She then tiptoed away, exiting the records of art history. She was last
seen dancing in a ‘negro’ cabaret on the Champs-Elysées. There was no way her exotic façade
could crack.
Her legend — breaking the barrier colour in the fashion industry — has put her in the shade. Once
acclaimed for her pioneering role and as Man Ray’s muse, she is soon returned to obscurity.

Mode au Congo, photographs, reproduced in ‘The Bushongo of Africa sends his hats to Paris’,
Harper’s Bazaar, September 1937

To his friend Roland Penrose, Man Ray one day wrote:
Ady is in fine shape, doesn’t miss a Saturday at the Bal Blomet, and keeps me
from being pessimistic. She does everything – from shining my shoes and
bringing my breakfast to painting in backgrounds on my large canvases ! All
to the tune of a beguine or a rhumba!10
Through this snapshot of marital bliss, Ady materialises as a lively and devoted companion,
identified by domestic chores and Caribbean dances. I would rather think of her as a black sun, a
fragile spark not yet extinguished.
Her name was Adrienne Fidelin — Ady, pour les intimes. She was French but from the West
Indies. She was born in 1915.

Reading Ady’s letters kept at the Bibliothèque Kandinsky in the Man Ray archive hurts.
Her few letters hurt in their quasi obscene nakedness, in their spontaneity. And yet, there is something unremarkable about them and so they should be. Slices of life come with the soft hum of
routine and domestic trivia. Even the name of her new partner — André — is tinged with banality.
She nicknames him ‘Dédé’ (spelling his name with two capital letters, ‘DD’) and describes him as
a ‘brave garçon’ (a good man). I ache at the thought of this slightly condescending qualification.
As if having lost Man Ray, Ady had to settle for the legit but slightly bland guy.11
She is down-to-earth in her needs. The goods she wants Man Ray to send her from the
States tie her to triviality. She wants shaving foam, nylon stockings, rice. Backstage, in the intimacy
of her epistolary relationship with Man Ray, she is a prosaic housewife.

10 Man Ray, Writings on Art, p. 73.
11 Ady’s voice movingly recedes over time and a change in tone is noticeable from her burning love letter from 1945 to the next ones. André
takes up the pen. He informs Man Ray of their day to day life, their miseries and happiness, France’s slow reconstruction, the creeping inflation,
their holidays… Could there be a bit of jealousy on his part, making sure Ady did not flaunt her amourous attachment to Man Ray?

Food, body product and hosiery: all point to her body. And never more poignantly than
when she asks Man Ray to remind Juliet, his wife, about the fake boobies (‘des faux tétés’) she has
‘ordered’.12 She is now a cabaret dancer who requires breast augmentation for her job.13
Long gone are the days when her portrait drawn by Man Ray appeared in Eluard’s volume
of poetry Les Mains libres next to Nusch, Breton, Eluard, Picasso, Sade, or Man Ray’s. Long gone
are the days when Man Ray customised a copy of the book, published in 1937, drawing her face
as the flame-like corolla of a flower in full bloom and calling her ‘fruit of light, flower of fire’. Getting lyrical, he vowed to ‘move heaven and earth and sea to join’ her. He intensified his commitment to her by declaring his love in the first person plural: ‘Ady, amie, nous ne t’oublions pas nous
allons remuer le ciel et la terre et la mer pour te rejoindre, toi tes grands yeux, tes petites mains
et ton rire de femme droite et pure!’14
After briefly being a surrealist muse, — Ady appeared as one of four sleeping beauties, the
embodiment of the surrealist sanctification of dream and women with Lee Miller, Leonora Carrington and Nusch in Penrose’s photograph — she reverts to an ordinary life… where she plays
walk-on parts in films and ‘shakes her booty’ in cabarets to ‘add a little extra to the pot.’15

12 Man Ray married Juliet, a dancer, in 1946. He had met her after his arrival in New York in 1940.
13 ‘Je voudrais te demander si tu peux envoyer [moi ?] un colis avec un tube de crème à rasé pour DD avec [?] blaireau et pour moi dit à Julie
de ne pas oublier ce qu’elle m’a promis les faux tété j’en ai besoin pour mon travail et puis un peu de riz et des bas car j’en trouve pas ici.’
Letter dated 19 April 194?, Fonds Man Ray, Box 3, cote 445. (Author’s translation) ‘I would like to ask you if you can send me shaving cream for
DD with a shaving brush and for me ask Julie not to forget what she promised the fake boobies I need them for my job and a bit of rice and
stockings as I can’t find any here.’
14 (Author’s translation) ‘Ady, my friend, we haven’t forgotten you, we are going to move heaven and earth and sea to join you, you and your
large eyes, your small hands and your upright and pure woman’s laughter!’
15 ‘Elle remue son popotin.’ Letter dated 5 December 1946 (?), Fonds Man Ray, Box 3, cote 439. ‘Ady fait un peu de figuration dans les films
ce sont des petites choses qui mettent un peu de beurre dans les épinards.’ Undated letter, Fonds Man Ray, Box 3, cote 439.

Man Ray, Drawing on a page in a copy of Les Mains libres, Man Ray and Paul Eluard (Paris, Editions Jeanne
Bucher, 1937), 1937

Roland Penrose, Four women asleep: Lee Miller, Ady Fidelin, Nusch Eluard, Leonora Carrington, (Cornwall,
England), 1937 © Lee Miller Archives, Farley Farm House, Chiddingly

But she resists complete annihilation. She has left her own mark — even if humble —, her
own footprint, on the surface of time. I am not alluding to her pictures. She has drawn and cut out
the contours of her foot on graph paper. It reads ‘This is my foot. Two pairs’.

Adrienne Fidelin, ‘This is my foot’, footprint on squared paper, 194?, Man Ray Archive, Bibliothèque
Kandinsky- Centre Pompidou, Paris

It looks like a profane relic… a reliquary of past feelings — the ones that made her say that only
Man Ray knew how to buy and choose her shoes. What some might invest with fetishistic compulsions or others relate to Freud’s interpretation of the Gradiva’s mysterious gait, was, to Ady,
a concrete problem, rooted in the post-war context. In spite of the restrictions, she had to keep
walking. And May Ray seemed to have been the best person to turn to in order to acquire shoes.
There is something surrealist in this paper sole, strangely mundane and so fragile. Which
exhausts itself in the absurd self-referential designation ‘ceci est mon pied’ but throbs with sentimentality. It is the last imprint of a lover on her lover, an oddly pragmatic token of love. This shape
is her and yet Ady is absent from its abstract stylisation. The tool necessary to trace her feet was
not light — Man Ray’s usual instrument — but scissors which cut into reality to make what looks now
like a found object. Did Man Ray buy the sandals she needed? The answer to this question is lost
in the black hole of memory, like Ady.
In 1957, Man Ray made a collage with leather soles published as the frontispiece of the
luxury edition of Georges Hugnet’s L’Aventure Dada. It captured the humour of dadaist irreverent
gestures. Entitled Le pied dans le pied, it provocatively turned the humble item into a visual pun
worth of interest.16 This mise-en-abyme makes the nature of this object uncertain: is it a foot, a
sole, an insole? Or the ‘Foot in the Foot’? What looks like a solid shadow heightens its ambiguity
by creating an impression of relief which distorts the expected flatness of its surface. Bearing a
stamped copy number (in place of its size) and the mention ‘dadamade’, it is elevated to the status of art. As a variant of the readymade, it typifies Dada’s revolt against the traditional canons of
Western culture.
I am tempted to replace ‘Dadamade’ by the expression ‘Adymade’.

16 The Foot in the Foot.

Man Ray, ‘Le pied dans le pied’, L’aventure Dada, Georges Hugnet (Paris, Galerie de l’Institut),
1957, Collage multiple made of beige and black leither and ink, 23,3x15,5 cm.
Fine Art Museums of San Francisco, San Francisco © Man Ray Trust

Love pours from Ady’s letters so much so that her sentences do not breathe, ignoring
punctuation. She speaks her love more than she writes it. She keeps repeating her lover’s name
or nicknames as if desperately clinging to these familiar syllables to fill his absence.17

Ady never got the ‘bicycle in solid gold, ornamented in mink’ Man Ray had promised her
to replace her gold painted one which had vanished in the aftermath of the fall of Paris.18

17 ‘Man Tu aurais pu aussi bien m’envoyer un petit mot Mon Man que ce passe t il donc aurais tu oublié ton petit soleil noir tu m’appelais
comme cela tu te souvient [sic]. […] Maintenant parlons de toi que deviens tu Man es tu amoureux d’une jolie fille de ton pays travail [sic] tu
beaucoup raconte moi tout. Moi tu sais Man j’ai rencontré un brave garçon qui veus [sic] m’épouser Je connais ses parents ils sont très gentils
tous [sic] pour moi. Je parle tout le temps de toi naturellement je ne leur dis pas que tu étais mon amant mais que je t’adore comme mon
meilleur ami. Tu sais Man je ne veux pas me marier si tu reviens car j’aimerai vivre encore avec toi. Tu es pour moi la plus belle époque de ma
vie Man et surtout je t’aime Man je t’aime tant.’ Letter dated 17 April 1945, Fonds Man Ray, Box 3, cote 448. (Author’s translation) ‘Man You could
have sent me a little note My Man what is happening have you forgotten you little black sun you called me like that you remember. […] Let’s talk
about you now how have you been Man are you in love with a pretty girl from your country do you work a lot tell me everything. You know Man
I have met a good man who wants to marry me I know his parents they are very kind to me. I always talk about you naturally I don’t tell them
that you were my lover but that I love you like my best friend. You know Man I don’t want to get married if you come back because I would like
to live again with you. To me you are the most beautiful time of my life Man and above all I love you Man I love you so much.’
18 Sayer, p. 306.
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Chapter III - The Primitive, the Exotic and the Oriental:
Paris magazine’s Mythology of the Other and Colonial
Unconscious

Paris Magazine and Paris Sex-Appeal are full of colonialist rhetorics, hackneyed narratives of
interracial intercourses and images of naked women from the colonies. They are the Other,
diametrically opposed to white ‘civilised’ Frenchness. They are the negatives, usually of darker skin,
which reveal the most repressed fantasies of French men.
The magazines indulge in an eroticised exoticism which glorifies generic otherness, lumping
all nationalities together. Africa, Asia and Oceania are the vague backdrops of a simplified map of
the world which superimposes the geography of the nation’s imperialist ambitions and the
geography of its desires.303 Sexual desire is assuaged in the harem, the brothel, the desert, the jungle
rather than in specific locations. The monthlies essentialise the colonised’s sexual submission,
never taking into account the singularities of the individual’s (ethnic) origins.

I.Mythologising and Eroticising the Other
Paris Magazine’s embrace of the colonial project goes beyond advocating the plundering of
other countries’ resources and the exploitation of local populations. Its colonialism is not so much
political as it is natural. More than agreed to, the imperialist ideology is interiorised, deeply
embedded in its imagery. It is echoed in its subconscious adherence to a set of myths which
presents the colonising entreprise as common sense. In his challenge to bourgeois certitudes about

303

The distinction between the Middle-East and the African continent is never clearly drawn.
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Frenchness conveyed by popular culture and mass media, Roland Barthes deconstructs the
naturalness with which reality is covered and depoliticised. Representations of the Other engender
such constructs as notoriously exemplified by his analysis of a Paris Match cover showing a young
black cadet in the uniform of the French army.304 Beyond its obvious meaning (a black soldier
probably saluting the French flag), this photograph is an ideologically loaded concept, giving weight
to the greatness of an all-encompassing French Empire counting black men in its ranks.
Theorising myth as a semiological system, Barthes demonstrates in Mythologies, how it works
as a metalanguage, a verbal or visual language which reduces everything to an essence. Myth
operates, he argues, when a sign, the ‘associative total’ of a signifier and a signified in the first-order
semiological system, ‘has become a mere signifier in the second.’305 Not only is the black cadet
wearing a French military uniform ‘a black soldier wearing a uniform’: he is also a manifestation of
France’s superiority over colonised populations whose essence is to devotedly serve in its army.
Connotations are never innocent and Barthes equips us with the tools to decipher these cultural
concepts we take for granted. Paris Magazine’s iconography is replete with myths which have shaped
the French perception of the non-Western world since the nineteenth century.

A)The African Venus
The ‘African Venus’, a highly fantasmatic object, was given numerous forms undergirded
both by fear and desire. Her hypersexualisation was brought about at the cost of her individuality
and anchoring in place and time. As underlined by Brett A. Berliner, in the 1920s, the figure of the
nègre was naturalised and quite simply ‘ripped out of the stream of history’, made to embody certain
characteristics which froze her in and out of time.306 In two double-spreads of Paris Sex-Appeal
Roland Barthes, Mythologies [1957], trans. by Annette Lavers (London: Vintage), 1993.
Ibid., p. 113. ‘Ce qui est signe (c’est-à-dire total associatif d’un concept et d’une image) dans le premier
système, devient simple signifiant dans le second.’
306 Brett A. Berliner, Ambivalent Desire. The Exotic Black Other in Jazz-age France (Amherst, MA: University of
Massachusetts Press, 2002), p. 124.
304
305
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n°16, African beauty is associated with nakedness, childish playfulness and sexual perversity
(fig.118-119).307
The mythologising process lies less in her flesh than in the magazine’s oversimplified mise
en scène: a crude juxtaposition of a woman with monkeys on banana trees. Myth’s core principle
is to transform history into nature says Barthes.308 Here, far from the artificial European lifestyle,
the woman signifies a harmonious integration with nature. Closer to animals than man, her abode
is not the sophisticated city house but the jungle; closer to child than adult, her nudity is playful,
rudimentary scribblings on her skin (a caricature of tribal make-up) accentuating the nakedness of
her buttocks joyfully offered to our gaze. She is shown to delight in her reflection in the mirror but
when she plays with her heavy bead necklace, brushing her nipple, the fantasy of a tropical
sensuality becomes overlayed with that of sadomasochistic seduction.
Apart from the elemental shapes of the banana trees, nothing is specified in her world and
she ideally personifies naturalness. The emphasis is laid on her physicality, her frizzy hair and her
oiled body unmediated by Parisian chic. Not a single sign of modern comfort disrupts the black
void from which she emerges. She bathes in bare indeterminacy, a blank and ahistorical obscurity.
She is entrapped by her own reflection, whether it is produced by her mirror or by the analogy with
the monkeys. She can not escape circularity: they both take her back to herself, to her ape-like
appearance. If she is the degree zero of humanity, she has no past and is deprived of a future. In
that, her portrait functions very much like the myth as defined by Barthes:
Myth does not deny things, on the contrary, its function is to talk about them; simply,
it purifies them, it makes them innocent, it gives them a natural and eternal
justification, it gives them a clarity which is not that of an explanation but that of a
statement of fact. If I state the fact of French imperiality without explaining it, I am very
near to finding that it is natural and goes without saying: I am reassured. In passing from
history to nature, myth acts economically: it abolishes the complexity of human acts,
it gives them the simplicity of essences, it does away with all dialectics, it organises a
world which is without contradictions because it is without depth, a world wide open
The model is not African but most likely Creole. As often, photographers seem to have had only access
to mixed-race models. Could the French colonial presence in the Caribbean explain this phenomenon?
308 Barthes, Mythologies, p. 128.
307
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and wallowing in the evident, it establishes a blissful clarity: things appear to mean
something by themselves.309
There are no indications of potential developments in the simplistic aesthetic of the
woman’s images. The Western narrative equates her with the immemorial beginning, the childhood
of humanity. Her evolution is stopped by photography and it is for the white man to take over.
The primitive is ‘a necessary stage of development through which every race has passed’ claims
Freud in Totem and Taboo.310 But as an epitome of ‘wildness’, she is fantasised as enjoying an
unrepressed sexuality. And therein lies the nub of Paris Sex-Appeal’s ambivalent response to what
it imagines to be African unbridled desires.
What are stereotypically seen as the worst traits of femininity are attributed to her. The
mirror into which she smilingly admires herself while brushing her hair alludes to her narcissism.
The numerous jewels she is wearing underscore her frivolity. The scribbling on her buttocks and
thighs, the cuteness of the monkeys which could have been taken from children’s books and her
puerile submissive attitudes infantilise her.
The interplay between her and the apes suggests sexual perversion. This montage makes
her the object of the animals’ attention. They gaze at the most intimate parts of her body. They are
privy to the secret of female sexuality and promise the reader a glimpse of ‘the’ invisible the images
deny him or her. However, such identification with the primates bears negative implications, most
notably the white man’s regression to a pre-civilised stage, to a purely instinctual sexuality.

Ibid., p. 143. ‘Le mythe ne nie pas les choses, sa fonction est au contraire d’en parler, simplement, il les
purifie, les innocente, les fonde en nature et en éternité, il leur donne une clarté qui n’est pas celle de
l’explication, mais celle du constat: si je constate l’impérialité française sans l’expliquer, il s’en faut de bien
peu que je ne la trouve naturelle, allant de soi: me voici rassuré. En passant de l’histoire à la nature, le mythe
fait une économie: il abolit la complexité des actes humains, leur donne la simplicité des essences, il supprime
toute dialectique, toute remontée au-delà du visible immédiat, il organise un monde sans contradictions
parce que sans profondeur, un monde étalé dans l’évidence, il fonde une clarté heureuse; les choses ont l’air
de signifier toutes seules.’
310 Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo. Some Points of Agreement between the Mental Lives of Savages and Neurotics
[1913], ed. by James Stratchey (New York, NY: W. W. Norton, 1950), p. 29.
309
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The magazine might have been a useful safeguard, allowing fantasies to develop but keeping
them at a safe distance, offering the vicarious thrills of intercourse with an African Venus without
the risk of miscegenation. In the end, most of the French seemed to ‘prefer the fantasy of
possessing the exotic other to actually tasting the imagined forbidden fruit.’311 Especially when it
implied trespassing on libertine grounds. The benign animality of the monkeys does not rule out
bestiality here. That the possibility of them being the woman’s sexual partners should arise, even
briefly or in a parodic manner, from the magazine’s basic juxtaposition is significant. Beyond the
taboo evocation of zoophilia, the potential conflation between African masculinity and animal
sexuality betrays a racist undercurrent. Are African lovers apes, both literally and figuratively?
Racism surfaces in this conceptualisation of the other as Henri Mansvic’s text focuses on
the specificities of African lovemaking. He establishes a list of the most ‘deviant’ sexual practices
of certain tribes, including polygamy and incest. As if the accumulation of data was the surest
method to exercise symbolic control over the riddle of African otherness and to convince the
reader of France’s civilising mission. The article partakes in ‘classifying, categorising, and distancing
the other, and thus [in] imagining social hierarchies and visualising power relations.’312 Apart from
seducing the eye, the black Venus confirms the French’s ‘exalted place on the social and biological
evolutionary scale.’313
Ambivalence prevails in the text where Mansvic goes to great length to celebrate the African
women’s beauty rituals. Idealisation is not far when he states their superiority over French women:
‘The best expert amongst you in the charming art of flirting, the most skilful at the manoeuvres of
sex appeal can not rival the African Venus.’314 In several instances, Mansvic draws parallels between
Westerners and non-Westerners: shaving one’s eyebrows and drawing them is a shared habit.

Berliner, pp. 220-221.
Ibid., p.128.
313 Ibid., p. 128.
314 ‘La plus experte d’entre vous dans l’art charmant de la coquetterie, la plus habile dans les manœuvres du
sex appeal ne saurait rivaliser avec la Vénus Africaine’.
311
312
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About the use of scented body cream he says ‘one does not proceed differently on the Riviera’.315
But the danger of a convergence between the white and the black women, driven by the same
coquettish desire to seduce men, is soon averted. Mansvic painstakingly lists the latter’s tricks,
techniques and cosmetic while insisting on their naturalness. Even in their sophistication, they rely
on nature which provides them with cream (from animal fat) and perfumes (from flowers and
plants). Their uninhibited sexuality further differentiates them from their Western counterparts.
Suffice it to read Mansvic’s description of a female orgasm to see how he re-injects animality in
their behaviours. A twinge of envy for the black men who can enjoy such free expression of sexual
pleasure and pride themselves on having ‘performed well’ manifests itself. As if such a sight was
forbidden to a French civilised man: ‘Nothing is more elated than a black woman making love. Her
nostrils quiver, her body shakes, screams escape from her throat, her eyes are revulsed…’316
The foreign body crystallises the dreams of the wildest transgressions but, above all, it is
the enigma of feminine sexuality, black or white, which opens up the magazine to the repressed.
The quest for exoticism is only one of the expressions of French males’ heterosexual obsessions.
Elsewhere, a blond girl is seen interacting with much bigger apes and a naked one cuddles a bear
in Beauty and the beast scenarios. The objectification of women crosses racial boundaries: they are
the colonised, whatever their origins.

‘On ne procède pas autrement sur la Riviera’.
‘Rien n’est plus exalté qu’une noire à l’amour, ses narines palpitent, son corps tressaille, des cris
s’échappent de sa gorge, ses yeux se révulsent…’
315
316
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B) Josephine Baker as Princesse Tam Tam
Paris Sex-Appeal’s imagery harks back to Josephine Baker’s personification of an
uncontrollable sexual appetite. In her 1926 performance of La Folie du Jour, at les Folies Bergères,
Baker appeared on stage as Fatou, an epitome of frenetic sensuality.
[She was] a native girl in an elaborately simulated jungle set, making her entrance by
walking backwards on all fours. In this scene, she proceeded to slither along and down
the limb of a felled tree […]. Barely clad black male singers sang softly and played the
drums. Baker then performed a solo and more explicit variant of the danse sauvage,
naked except for a banana skirt, whose girdle of phalluses rose suggestively as she
wriggled her hips.317
A promotional document recording her frenzied dance in the well-known cabaret shows her
capering through lianes and leaves evoking a jungle (fig.120). Such agitation is absent from the
static poses of Paris Sex-Appeal’s variant of exotic licentiousness but the memory of her animal
energy surfaces in its simplistic iconography. Two photographs highlight the woman’s buttocks –
daubed with scribbles in the first one, they glow in the second as their curves catch the light
(fig.118-119). This insistence – also present in the choreographies of Baker’s performances –
pertained to the repertory of pornography and anality fetishising this part of the female anatomy
but also to the much dreamt about ‘steatopygia’ of the Hottentot Venus.318 A symbol of deviant
lubricity, Sarah Baartman was exhibited as a freak show attraction in nineteenth century
Europe.‘Her protruding buttocks [were] perceived as marking her as atavistic and sexually
intensified.’319
Although Baker’s primal image partook of a long cultural legacy over which she had
little control, she eventually manipulated aspects of the stereotype to her advantage.
Baker,who had been called “the monkey” as early as her American debut in the cast of
Sissle and Blake’s Shuffle Along, “monkeyed around” a great deal to capitalise on her
primal image.320
Jon Kear, ‘Vénus noire: Joséphine Baker and the Parisian Music-hall’, in Parisian Fields ed. by Michael
Sheringham (London: Reaktion Books, 1996), p. 60.
318 Ibid., p. 62.
319 Ibid., p. 62.
320 Jules-Rosette Benetta, Josephine Baker in Art and Life. The Icon and the Image (Urbana, IL: University of
Illinois Press, 2007), p. 129.
317
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Paul Colin, a poster artist and set designer, greatly contributed to this ‘primal image’.
He repeatedly used monkey imagery to represent savage rhythms and combined
images of monkeys with caricatures of blacks. It is not possible to pinpoint exactly why
Colin chose to use anthropometric monkey imagery or how much ironic distance he
established from it. […] The iconography of savagery was just below the surface in the
popular French imaginary, and Colin’s work echoed these exotic racialised images.321
Paris Sex-Appeal’s use of a jungle setting is in keeping with the escapist and colonialist
fantasies Baker conveyed. In Edmond T. Gréville’s film, Princesse Tam Tam (1935), she plays Alwina,
a Tunisian goatherd whom Max de Mirecourt (Albert Préjean) wants to tame and civilise in an
attempt to find an original topic for his new novel. Escaping his writing and domestic failures, he
decides to travel to Africa ‘where the real savages are’ with his ghostwriter, looking to this continent
for inspiration.
The film was shot on location courtesy of ‘the Services de propagande de la Résidence
Générale’, the Tunisian colonial authorities. But in spite of this apparent realism, the ruins of a
Roman amphitheatre (Dougga) where aristocratic tourists are picnicking and market scenes where
‘Arab men or white men in Arab face and native children move about like backdrops in an oriental
bazaar’ are nothing but picturesque.322 As Steven Ungar notes by way of Pierre Leprohon:
The phantasmatic function of an exotic cinema was less one of conveying authentic
images of the colonies than of providing the Frenchman with noble actions or
satisfying a need for drama and passion that life in France did not provide on everyday
basis.323
In Princesse Tam Tam, Alwina is first seen popping her head out of a cactus and gliding across
miles of sand with a sheep on her back. ‘Here barefoot native women run with the animals and
play hide-and-seek in the lush countryside. With no responsibility and no rules to adhere to.’324 In

Ibid., p. 133.
T. Denean Sharpley-Whiting, Black Venus: Sexualised Savages, Primal Fears and Primitive Narratives in French,
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1999), p. 113.
323 Steven Ungar, ‘La maison du Maltais as Text and Document’, in Dina Sherzer, Cinema, Colonialism,
Postcolonialism. Perspectives from the French and Francophone Worlds (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1996),
p. 37
324 Sharpley-Whiting, p. 112.
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these pastoral landscapes, the innocence of carefree female savages borders on backwardness.
According to an overused trope, both the women and the empty expanses of land are available for
the white male as tokens of future sexual and economic opportunities. They pertain to what was
imagined more than perceived of North Africa: like in the magazines, fascination romanticises the
geography and the inhabitants of France’s overseas territories. Films like Princesse Tam Tam
produced images that ‘misrepresented local peoples and foreign places they purported to show by
conveying attitudes toward the exotic that described in detail without analysing or
contextualising.’325
Max first meets Alwina as she is stealing fruits from a vendor’s tray. ‘He can’t resist her blend
of naïve charm and mischievous hustle ([…]her colonial vulnerability imperiously – and literarily –
turns him on).’326 He works out a scheme to revive his flagging inspiration and invites her to stay
with him in order to study her reactions when discovering French good manners and civilisation.
He confides to his assistant: ‘I’ll pretend to be in love with her. We’ll see what that does to her.
She’s smart. An interracial story. It could be a modern [hip] novel!’ Pointing to the topicality of the
racial theme in the 1930s, Max voices France’s obsession with crossing the colour line.
By calling [Max’ experiment] a “study”, the film shows the way the cultural production
[…] about the world during the interwar years blurred the discursive and formal
boundaries between fiction, visual arts, postcards, and music on one hand, and fields
of scholarship like ethnography, anthropology, and psychology, on the other.This is
why, importantly, his plan to bring her [Alwina] to France does not involve trying to
get her to pass for white […] but for an exotic noble Indian Princess.327
In the film, Baker is less a North African girl than a generic exotic other with sub-Saharan
African, Indian, Tahitian and gypsy-like accents. Even if impersonating the elegant Princess of
Parador when introduced by her Pygmalion mentor to Parisian high society circles, she remains an
infantile figure frolicking with wild animals and children throughout the film. Not unlike the

Ungar, ‘La maison du Maltais as Text and Document’, p. 35.
Edwin C. Hill, Black Soundscapes White Stages. The Meaning of Francophone Sound in the Black Atlantic
(Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2013), p. 81.
327 Ibid., p. 82.
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African Venus in Paris Sex-Appeal, she is seen as a child of nature, chasing a monkey up a tree
(fig.121).328 The last scene of the film shows her in idyllic ‘Tunisian’ domesticity in the villa Max
has given her and where she lives with his former servant… chickens and donkeys. She has been
domesticated like them but not yet ‘cultured’ as suggested by the presence of primates.329

III.Glamorising the Other: Black is White

A)Josephine Baker: a Parisian Savage?

When Josephine Baker stars in Paris Magazine, it is not as a representative of primitiveness
and unlicensed sexual availability. Anonymous models like the African Venus took up this role.
The monthly did not resort to her well-known banana outfit or her frantic Charleston, reclaiming
instead her glamorous persona as a vital component of French chic.This choice stems from Baker’s
own strategic self-fashioning. In a text entitled ‘On est si bien à Paris’, Baker reasserts her love for
the French capital, while demanding the right to identify with, if not incarnate, the city (fig.122123) (Paris Magazine n°44, April 1935).330 It is symptomatic of a wish to move from the appeal of
sexual otherness to the sex appeal of the Parisienne, in her construction of a fictional ego.

With her childishly pouting mouth, Baker embodies an ‘untouchable, infantile-innocence that [keeps]the
spectator suspended between fantasy and desire’. As underlined by T. Denean Sharpley-Whiting, Baker’s
untouchability is racialised for, on-screen, she never wins the white hero’s heart, always superseded by her
French blond rivals. ‘Such a coup would destabilise categories of difference and […] hierarchies that are
deeply embedded in – indeed, the bedrock of – the colonialist cinematic narrative’. Sharpley-Whiting, p.
114.
329 Claudine Raynaud argues that Alwina’s love for animals and children coincides with Baker’s real life
attachment to them. She raised rabbits in her dressing room and the monkey climbing the tree in Max’
Tunisian garden is a direct reference to Baker’s monkey. Claudine Raynaud, ‘Foil, Fiction, and Phantasm:
‘Josephine Baker’ in “Princess Tam Tam”’, in S&F online, 6.1-6.2 (Fall 2007/Spring 2008) <
http://sfonline.barnard.edu/baker/raynaud_01.htm> [accessed 13 March 2018].
330 ‘It Feels so Good in Paris’.
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In France, her American origins were obliterated, in favour of a purported tribal African
descent. Dancing at the Folies Bergères, she was consumed as a product of authentic africanness
which she worked hard to shape in ‘a deliberate manipulation of the trope of the black exotic.’331
She then embraced the image of the grande dame of the music hall. To Judith Christine Brown,
the parodic dimension of her performance as a primitive and glamour object pertained to an act of
self-creation albeit negative. It offered Baker ‘a mode of objectification based in the pleasure of
losing the self.’332 Importantly, it resulted in a ‘racial and gender destabilisation as it loosen[ed] rigid
boundaries and un[did], at least momentarily, the stranglehold of identity.’333 Brown sees a
temporary relief in the collapsing of subject and object which allowed Baker to position
herself within a dominantly white society.334
Her appearance and statements in the magazines show how she oscillates between different
versions of herself. She first asserts her sense of belonging to her adoptive town by alluding to the
famous song ‘J’ai deux amours.’335
I know that one night, followed by many others, I sang that I had two loves: my
country and Paris! But I’m certain I was misunderstood. Let’s get things straight if you
please? My country is Paris! And Paris is my country.336
She exhibits the proofs of her assimilation into French society, notably her slicked-down
coiffure, adding that she would be excluded from her community if she dared go back with her
tamed hair. She further distances herself from her native country by describing it in the vaguest
Wendy Martin, ‘“Remembering the Jungle”, Josephine Baker and Modernist Parody’, in Prehistories of the
Future. The Primitivist Project and the Culture of Modernism, ed. by Elazar Barkan and Ronald Bush (Stanford,
CA: Stanford University Press, 1995), p. 313.
332 Judith Christine Brown, The Glamour in Six Dimensions. Modernism and the Radiance of Form, (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press, 2009), p. 127.
333 Ibid., p. 127.
334 She presented herself ‘through her mode of artful self-caricature, as the object of desire who fed on the
public’s fascination with the primitive. The stance may not appear to have been in her own best interest,
relying as it did on colonial fantasies about the savage other, yet she took it up again and again, framing
herself in the ornamental cage of the primitive.’Ibid., p. 141.
335 ‘I Had Two Loves’.
336 ‘Mon pays! D’abord quel est mon pays? Je sais bien qu’un soir, suivi de beaucoup d’autres, j’ai dit en
chantant que j’avais deux amours: mon pays et Paris! Mais je suis sûre qu’on ne m’a pas bien, très bien
comprise. Mettons les choses au point, voulez-vous? Mon pays, c’est Paris! Et Paris, c’est mon pays!’
331
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terms – an idyllic postcard-like tropical land.
A sky forever blue, a blue which is soft like velvet. Palm trees, cacti, mango trees chisel
in the golden air their voluptuous outlines. Nothing breaks the silence, richer than the
richest music, except for the monotonous lapping of the sea.337
Although Baker is praised as a Parisian, a manichaean structure underlies her text, re-placing
her on the wrong side of humanity. Signs of her foreignness repeatedly crop up. She alludes to her
poor mastery of the French language, returning herself to the figure of the illiterate primitive as
she states that she can only speak pidgin (‘petit nègre’). Racist jokes insist on her blackness: a pun
on the expression dark thoughts as opposed to the ‘white thoughts’ her beauty brings to a man’s
mind or on the ‘Black and white’ brand of a scotch whisky which likens her to an intoxicating
substance. The real life Baker married Europeans twice but in the text, her refusal to marry a white
man is based on the pretext that it would be a ‘demi-deuil’ wedding: she herself ridicules their
mismatched skins which could only produce a fatal union. Contradictory principles underpin her
ambiguous position as she enacts ‘a kind of cleaving of subjectivity, achieving Parisianism through
a form of masquerade’ materialised through her portraits.338 She seems to be permanently playing
a role, performing her race.
In three photographs illustrating her text, she poses in front of a painted screen representing
scenes of Amerindian life set in a lush landscape (fig.122-123). These natives are half-naked and
clearly contrasted with a group of white explorers or colonisers. Dressed with Western clothes and
wearing sophisticated make-up, she stands in between these two worlds. The others of the other,
these Native Americans signal the possibility of an alternative form and degree of alterity. Their
presence both reinforces her Frenchness – unlike them she has been civilised – and underscores
her original wildness. In the last image, a black man – barefoot and holding a rifle stands next to
the European “visitors” who are riding horses – evoking the United-States’ past of slavery. Traces
‘ “Le paysage de mon enfance”: un ciel éternellement bleu mais d’un bleu caressant comme du velours.
Des palmes, des cactus, des manguiers cisèlent dans l’air doré leurs contours voluptueux. Rien ne rompt le
silence qui règne là, plus riche que la plus riche musique, si ce n’est le bruissement monotone de la mer…’
338 Kear, p. 70.
337
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of her American roots paradoxically resurface – she was born in a slum in St Louis –, further
complicating her identity. Even if she detaches herself from this background, turning her back on
it, Baker is in between two realms, the Parisian reality and the scenery which points to her theatrical
self. Whether a French citizen or a ‘savage’, she lives on stage, receding behind her artistic persona.
In an article, Jean-Pierre Dorian (Paris Magazine n°48, August 1935) describes his meeting
with Josephine Baker at the Bois de Vincennes where she goes horse riding. The perfect Parisian
socialite, she is part of the landscape: ‘Suddenly a chestnut crowned by a white form dashed past
me. There is only one woman who can gallop like that […].’339 ‘No woman in Paris speaks better
of Paris than this extraordinary woman who is not from Paris’ writes Dorian. Sitting queenly on
the bonnet of a car, she is the paragon of the modern woman with her short hair and her horse
riding pants (fig.124). The article both promotes Baker’ trendy lifestyle and France’s moral,
intellectual and formal superiority as she appears as the living example of the benefit of French
civilisation.
Josephine Baker’s adoption by the mainstream suited the needs of colonialism. It
reinforced notions of civilisation that were constantly being questioned by the avantgarde. French audiences witnessed what they believed was her successful
transformation from an African savage to an urbane sophisticated lady.340

Baker manipulated her ethnicity as much as it was manipulated, simultaneously challenging the
aesthetic norms of old Europe and substantiating concepts of race in European culture.

‘Tout à coup, au grand galop, un alezan noir surmonté d’une forme blanche, fila devant mon nez, comme
une flèche. Il n’y a qu’une femme pour galoper ainsi au Bois […].’
340 Petrine Archer-Straw, quoted in Felicia M. McCarren, Dancing Machines. Choreographies of the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2003), p. 186.
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B) Wearing Blackness as Make-up

Marginalising dark skin further, Baker’s westernisation established degrees of blackness, the
dialectic not being between black and white anymore but between the Parisianed and the wild
black. Her idealisation and the visual code it imposed on her turn her into a hybrid creature who
epitomised the way black and white came to coincide through the stylisation of glamour.
Anne Anlin Cheng’s reinterpretation of Baker’s sensual theatricalisation of her skin as well
as her rejection of the polarity to which critical race theory has traditionally resorted to define her,
lend insight into the monthlies’ rendering of whiteness and blackness as similar surfaces.341 Cheng
moves beyond the ethnographic eye which reduced Baker to a primitivist given and an archetype
of racist objectification. But she also refuses to mythologise what has been sometimes seen as the
subversive agency of a black woman in control of her image.
She argues that Baker wore her nakedness like a sheath, expressing the Modernist dream
of inhabiting a second skin. Dismantling the oppositions between surface and essence, fetishisation
and subjectivity, object and subject, interior and exterior, she theorises Baker’s bare skin as a site
of identification for her white audience in spite of its blackness. ‘Baker’s sartorial nakedness invokes
and draws energy from the frisson between flesh and objectness underlying Modernism’s
fascination with surface.’342 Paralleling modernist architecture and Baker’s iconography, she sees
the latter as a symptom of the former’s tormented and problematic relation to what lies underneath
the surface – the surface as a covering and prosthetic body which is always in tension with what is
being housed. In Baker’s case, the beholder is in charge of completing the object by projecting
himself or herself onto her skin.

Anne Anlin Cheng, Second Skin. Josephine Baker and the Modern Surface (New York, NY: Oxford University
Press, 2011).
342 Ibid., p. 102.
341
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To Anne Anlin Cheng, modernism and primitivism pertain to the same phenomenon,
Baker’s images being one instance of this convergence which reveals the twentieth century’s
entwined crises of race, visuality and subjecthood. If the periodicals do not belong to the modernist
visual praxis, their praise of Josephine Baker is underpinned by the fantasy of wearing the skin of
the other. As such, even if modestly, they question the self-evident difference between black and
white otherwise amplified by their racialised sexualisation of women. The black body, dramatically
under-represented in comparison with the white body in their pages, defies assumption about skin
colour and sheds light on the interplay between flesh and materiality, sensuality and abstraction in
the magazines’ colour photographs.
In Pages Folles n°4 (January 1934), Paul Reboux writes a eulogy of Josephine Baker which
concludes with the possible equation of her copper skin face with Spanish representations of black
Madonna. Nothing could be more redeeming for her than to be the Virgin Mary and this is
probably the closest she could get to white purity. Racial dichotomy is undermined at the very
moment it is reasserted in the pages opposite Reboux’text. Significantly, his article is preceded by
the photographic Académie of a ‘beautiful blond girl’ and followed by a snowscape with skiers
entitled ‘White intoxication’: nothing could be whither than that (fig.125 to 127). And yet, Baker’s
blackness is lost to her glamorous shine in the pictures by the Studio Piaz which complete Reboux’
panegyric. They stylise her body just like the photographs by Madame d’Ora and George
Hoyningen-Huene analysed by Anne Anlin Cheng who interprets them as the epitome of her ‘odd
relationship to both others’ skins and her own skin.’343 She identifies three visual tropes that mark
Baker’s signature style: animal fur, gold clothes and dark shadows.344
In Piaz’ photographs, her sleek form takes on the metallic, pailleted or lustrous aspects of
the fabrics and adornments which continue her epidermis and dramatise her luminous
appearance. These images glamorise black skin according to formal codes reserved for white
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Ibid., p. 105.
Ibid., p. 110.
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femininity, notably the glossy plasticity of what the cultural theorist Richard Dyer calls the
Hollywoodian cult of light.345 They manifest how Baker’s flesh ‘constantly refer[s] to other surfaces
[…].’346 In the second picture by Piaz, her nudity is covered with peacock-like eyespots and feathers,
her epidermis endowed with the power of vision (fig.128). A puckish Medusa or Juno, she smiles,
organs of sight spread across her body. What looks like a black cat nestled around her neck has the
same animalising presence as the leopard in the fourth photograph where her skin is ornamented
by her lamé gown and complemented by her fur-like sleeves which echo the feline’s spotted coat
(fig.127). Kneeling down, she is at the same level as the animal. In the third photograph of Pages
Folles, her phallic legs emerge out of a sea of white folds, the ruins of an extravagant crinoline or
the water out of which Venus was born (fig.126). These waves of gauze, maybe dropped around
her feet at the beginning of a striptease, accentuate her fluidity, extending her skin beyond her bodily
limits. Liquid or mineral, Baker’s physicality blurs the boundaries between flesh and matter,
between the different surface planes of the composition, enveloping her in what looks like an extra
skin. Anne Anlin Cheng asks if in these images her skin acts ‘as decoration or cladding? Is
“blackness” ornament or essence? And what would it mean for “ornament” to acquire or require
“essence” and vice versa?’347
She posits that
Baker’s black, airbrushed, and seemingly flawless skin – greased and polished to a
shiny, laminated gloss – finds an echo in her sleek, metallicized hair that, in turn,
recovers itself in the lamé cloth pouring out of her body. In these images, the spill and
shimmer of light across the surface minimalize the three-dimensional materiality of the
body. Indeed, light becomes a kind of prosthetic skin for Baker, rendering the idea of
skin itself as costume, prop and surrogate.348
What Anlin Cheng says of Madame d’Ora and George Hoyningen-Huene’s stagings of Baker
well applies to the photographs in Pages Folles: a sensual attention to material fuses in her the

Richard Dyer, White. Essays on Race and Culture (London, New York, NY: Routledge, 2013).
Cheng, p. 110.
347 Ibid., p. 110.
348 Ibid., p. 110.
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impenetrability of hardened metal, on the side of modernity and masculinity, and the organic flows
on the side of timeless femininity. In the first picture, the hard glitter of her polished nails
reverberates through the intricacies of her floral head wreath (fig.125). Her black ‘curls’ seem to
have the artificial gloss of plastic, likening her face to an object. She is displayed as shining organic
and inorganic matter, flickering between the immateriality of reflectiveness and the objectification
of lustre.
As underlined by Steven Connor in The Book of Skin, two simultaneous operations generate
sheen. On the one hand, a voluminous body is reduced to a play of light on a surface which
dematerialises it. On the other, a burnishing action metallicises or mineralises the body, stressing
its substantiality.349 Baker’s blackness, hardened as precious radiance, loses its negative connotation
and becomes an appealing quality which entraps the eye. It ‘deflects and diffuses the perforative,
punctual line of sight across the horizontality of the planar body.’350 Uninterrupted and depthless,
it ‘presents no impediment to the glissando of the eye across the surface.’351 The reader’s gaze can
endlessly glide across her nakedness. ‘An exteriorisation of tactility’, a ‘concentration of sensation
on the outside of the skin’ result from Baker’s investment in the polish and ornamentations of her
image as an impersonal surface. An exteriority without interior, her image both invites and repels
the reader’s touch. At once palpable and inaccessible, her second skin is like a mirror, ‘effacing
itself in the visibility it returns to the gaze, but also retain[ing] a certain opacity […] Shining black
allows the ambivalent exchange of light and its absence, reflection and absorption to an extreme
degree’ writes Steven Connor. 352
Baker’s sex appeal lies first and foremost in the event of her skin which is alternatively
receptive and reflective and therefore always forces the eye to bounce from one part of her body
to another. Interestingly enough, it is precisely this shine which neutralises her alterity. Her

Steven Connor, The Book of Skin (London: Reaktion Books, 2004), p. 53.
Ibid., p. 54.
351 Ibid., p. 55.
352 Ibid., p. 54.
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photographs negate the difference she represents and which Paul Reboux reformulates several
times. Suffice it to compare her image with that of the Belle blonde, on the opposite page, to verify
that the same glitter eroticises both their bodies (fig.125). Their skins gleam identically. Nothing
indicates that Baker’s skin is blacker than her white counterpart in this photograph. And yet, her
blackness is the source of much envy. ‘Her white teeth, her hair glistening like fresh tar just spread
on the road, her make-up covering her coloured skin had admirers and even imitators.’353 Reboux
adds:
Like Josephine Baker, they [high society women] used syrup to glue and make their
hair shiny, or in order to look like her, they dyed their faces with ochre powders, or
even with oils, which were the despair of the laundrywomen. It is true that lingerie is
no longer a big deal […].354
The process Reboux describes is a blackening of white femininity. ‘Bakerised’, women colour their
faces to the point of ruining their underwear. Their metamorphosis remains only on the surface
but it is symbolic that they should be ‘stained’ in their very intimacy.
On the first page of Reboux’ article, it is not the colour of their skin but its luminosity
which evens the difference between Baker and the blond woman. In colour photographs, the patina
of sex appeal further effaces differences. Blackness becomes a secondary feature, a cosmetic
product or an ornament like any other in the covers of Paris Sex-Appeal.355 Every month, a colour
portrait polishes a model’s complexion into a radiant surface. The biological body, only ever
displayed as an envelope, is disavowed through this insistence on the skin, milky and rosy most of

‘Ses dents blanches, sa chevelure luisante comme du goudron frais qu’on vient de répandre, son
maquillage par dessus sa peau colorée eurent des admiratrices et même des imitatrices.’
354 ‘A l’instar de Joséphine Baker, elles [les femmes du monde] s’oignirent les cheveux de sirop qui les rendait
collés et luisants, ou parce que, pour lui ressembler, elles se teignirent le visage, soit avec des poudres ocrées,
soit même avec des liquides, ce qui était le désespoir des blanchisseuses. Il est vrai que le linge de corps est
devenu bien peu de choses […].’
355 In its title, Paris Sex-Appeal appropriates the Anglo-Saxon concept of sex appeal to turn it into a typically
gallic quality conform to the French art of seduction and the capital’s reputation as a city of love and
flirtation. The word ‘Paris’ hangs at the top of the cover page where it is repeated nine times, like a flashing
neon light. It acts less as an indication of a place than as the guarantee of a certain form of licentiousness.
Paris becomes identified with sex appeal which is personified, every month, by a different woman on the
cover of the magazine.
353
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the time. Sometimes it takes on a golden beige hue. Black would be absent if it was not for Paris
Sex-Appeal n°20 (March 1935) (fig.129).
The woman has the same red lips as the white models, echoing the red used for the title,
the price and the issue number, and the same blushing cheeks that tint her copper skin with a warm
glow. Her cosmetic perfection harmonises with the colour and design of the page. There is a
metallic quality to her appearance, imparting her with jewel-like sparkles. She seems to emit as well
as reflect light. The yellow and brown hues of the fiery background are present in her face as if
emanating from it. Everything shines in her from her sleek oiled hair and lips to her collar necklace
and bangle earrings. The neck rings she wears conjure up images of the neck elongation practiced
in South African tribes. Glamorising a purported primitiveness, her representation assimilates her
difference while excluding her from the white community by designating her as a black flower. A
banal glorification of female beauty, the floral metaphor, associated with a long-standing poetic
tradition relegates her to the realm of the figurative. It is as if she was a lacuna in language. As if
she could not be spoken, only compared with something else. If she is not a black woman for want
of an identity, she can be a black flower.
On the cover of Paris Sex-Appeal n°18 (January 1935) (fig.130), a woman, a cigarette
between her gloved fingers, her eyelids half closed in nonchalant sultriness gives the readers a
lesson in seduction. Her detached air of femme fatale has the same plastic quality as her satiny
gloves, her dark beads and her finely designed hat. Her frigid immobility is animated by the precious
plays between the colours (black and white) and the materials (the iridescent satin, the transparent
muslin of her collar, the openwork lace) which mesmerise the eye. She seems entirely sealed in
alluring fabrics and her carnal dimension rubbed out by the perfection of her appearance. Before
being a woman, she is the embodiment of pure form.
Her body is negated by precisely what ornates it. Not a bead of sweat or of her desire drips
from her invisible pores and a suspicion of emptiness arises. Absence of depth, gelid
voluptuousness, static lustre: as many features which, according to Judith Christine Brown,
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characterise glamour. To Brown, it was instrumental in constituting modernist aesthetics in the
early twentieth century while also flooding vernacular culture through cinema, fashion and
publicity. ‘Glamour coalesces’, she says,
in the modern period as a negative aesthetic that extends to multiple cultural forms.
Glamour is cold, indifferent, and deathly; it relies on abstraction, on the thing
translated into idea and therefore the loss of the thing itself, curling away from earthly
concerns as if in a whiff of smoke.356

No whiff of smoke is visible here but the red dot of the woman’s smouldering cigarette
certainly ‘seems to stop time, to hold in suspense the unproductive moment, rendering it static for
the duration of its burning ember.’357 It accentuates her vamp attitude while turning her into an
aesthetic stasis.358
Whereas the caption of the black woman’s portrait, ‘Black flowers’, refers explicitly to the
colour of her skin (fig.129), here, the absence of the word ‘white’ suggests that skin colour is not
integral to the perception of the white woman.359 Instead, ideas of purity and coldness are evoked
in contradiction to her corporeality, her carnality, implied by the word ‘flesh’. The regular reader
might have guessed that the ‘poetic’ association with the snow was an allusion to Paris Sex-Appeal’s
photographic expertise in a recurrent erotic motif: the art of undressing female skiers in snowy
landscape. White on white… The convenient alibi for the idealisation of immaculate bodies.
On the lavishly detailed covers of Paris Sex-Appeal, both black and white women are
eclipsed in favour of an impenetrable polish. But this equality is a plastic illusion. The immersion
in the primacy of surface they allow only temporarily abolishes difference. Dig under this beautiful
surface, open the magazine and you will see the underlying system of a racialised ideology splitting
humanity in two: the White and the non-White.

Brown, p.5.
Ibid., p. 4.
358 Abandoning oneself to the pleasure of two or three minutes of puffing a cigarette is a gratuitous act
which resembles other glamorous stances according to Brown who theorises glamour as a formal category
but also as an ‘experiential site of consumer desire, fantasy, sexuality, class and racial identity’. Ibid., p. 1.
359 The title ‘Fleurs de neige et fleurs de chair’ can be translated by ‘Flowers of Snow and Flowers of Flesh’.
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III.‘Look, a Negro!’ Black is Primitive
‘Dirty nigger’ and ‘Look, a negro!’ are the opening lines of ‘The fact of Blackness’ (1952),
they are the crushing words which impair the formation of the ego in a black individual who sees
himself in the mirror of whiteness. Frantz Fanon states: ‘My body was given back to me sprawled
out, distorted, recoloured, clad in mourning in that white winter day. The Negro is an animal, the
Negro is bad, the Negro is mean, the Negro is ugly.’360
He writes of being woven out of ‘a thousand details, anecdotes, stories’ told by the white man.
In Europe the Negro has one function: that of symbolising the lower emotions, the
baser inclinations, the dark side of the soul. In the collective unconscious of homo
occidentalis, the Negro – or, if one prefers, the colour black – symbolises evil, sin,
wretchedness, death, war, famine.361
A ‘thousand details, anecdotes, stories’ found, again and again in the pages of Paris Magazine.
In ‘La Folie noire’ (Paris Magazine n°40, December 1934), two Europeans dig for gold somewhere
in Central Africa – the location is so vague that the story could take place in Chad, the Central
African Republic, Cameroon or even Gabon – and one of them contracts a tropical disease.362 One
night, the narrator’s friend in prey of delirium tries to kill him with his machete, mistaking him for
his wife’s lover. ‘Raffen was mad, mad or in the grip of a terrible fever, which, for me, amounted
to the same thing during this critical night.’363 ‘His bloodshot eyes’, ‘his face contorted into an
abominable expression of madness’, his ‘twisted mouth’ are symptoms of a madness that is
displaced, projected onto the photograph of the black woman whose wide eyes and ambiguous
smile set the narration in motion (fig.131). The title of the story, ‘La Folie noire’ is printed over her
image, establishing unequivocally the relation between femininity, blackness and indigenous
sickness. Stigmatisation is reinforced by the presence, on the facing page of a ‘witness’ to the

Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks, [1952 ] (London: Pluto Press, 1986), p. 113.
Ibid., p. 161.
362 ‘Black Madness’.
363 ‘Raffen était fou, fou ou seulement en proie à une terrible crise de fièvre ce qui, pour moi, en cette nuit
critique, équivalait à la même chose’.
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woman’s threatening otherness. The juxtaposition of these two photographs literally visualises
Frantz Fanon’s traumatic experience of being ensnared in an identity forced on him by a white boy
scared by his black features. The caption of the homeless children’s photograph, ‘Effroi’ turns the
older’s open mouth into a silent scream and makes us see his expression as one of fright.364 There
is a greater fear than that of destitution: the fear of blackness. In the Dickensian scene, the boys in
rags are a poignant reminder of the misery born from inequality. Their pathetic innocence can only
but intensify the woman’s unseemly euphoria. Measured against the children’s helplessness, her
smile is automatically suspect while their association forces a causal link between the reactions
recorded by the photographers. The woman is marked as ‘a phobogenic object, a stimulus to
anxiety.’365 She is branded with the letters ‘La Folie noire’ white on her dark skin. In the following
images, it is a necklace of white pearls that brings out the darkness of her flesh (fig.132).
Paris Magazine’s mise en scène comes to nought when trying to document her ethnicity.
There are glaring discrepancies between Corlieu-Jouve’s description of a beautiful Fang girl and
the woman in the photograph:
The Pahouin race manifested itself in her slightly aquiline nose, her lips less thick than
the ones of black people from the centre of Africa, her copper-coloured complexion.
The Fang’s ritual mark drew a darker line on her brown cheek.366
None of these attributes match those of the woman in the portrait. Ethnic specificities are
abolished and any woman with a dark complexion can signify African primitiveness, the other’s
body becoming like any other. The periodical’s overabundant production of exoticism results in less
diversities than similarities.
On the last page of the story, Man Ray’s ‘Dancers’ is a variation on the exotic formula in
which he plays with duality and different ‘degrees of blackness’ within the spectrum of colour while

‘Terror’.
Fanon, p. 128.
366 ‘La race pahouine se signalait en elle par un nez légèrement busqué, une bouche moins lippue que celle
des noirs du centre de l’Afrique, un teint aux reflets cuivrés. La marque rituelle de M’Fans faisait sur sa joue
brune une raie plus sombre’.
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reiterating the complementarity and opposition of black and white (fig.133). This time, he plays
heads or tails with two models captured from the back and from the front. They are not the two
sides of the same coin and yet their symmetrical poses, their frizzy hair and their heads seen in
profile entertain the illusion that photography can be sculptural, showing the totality of the body.
Their embrace is imbued with lesbian undertones as they hold each others’ waist, further
intertwining their bodies. Looking at each other, they exclude any third party from their dance.
There is no hierarchy between them even if one of them is slightly whiter than the other. Adding
picturesque to the image, the Tahitian costume of the woman on the left is at odds with the African
setting of ‘La Folie noire’. Man Ray’s photograph disturbs the narrative: more than illustrative, it
seems decorative for it has no links to Corlieu-Jouve’s intrigue. It is even more difficult to
determine the women’s nationalities in this context where they float in unspecified Tropics.
Unconcerned by the story, they materialise as autonomous objects of desire, enclosed in their
circular choreography of otherness. As if fragments of a dream about faraway lands had been
grafted onto the page.

Frantz Fanon’s skin is his prison and epidermisation is the expression he chooses to
describe the operation through which black people internalise inferiority. Commenting on Fanon’s
postulate, Mary Ann Doane posits that whiteness ‘relegates blackness to a certain corporeal schema
or, more accurately, to corporeality itself. The black is the body […].’367
In a story published in Paris Sex-Appeal n°20 (March 1935), ‘Le Banc d’épreuve’, the black
body of a maid is used by the white heroine as a surrogate to choose the perfect lover (fig.134).368
Set in Rio de Janeiro, the story, written by a ‘Princess Kouliamine’ delineates a humanity structured
by caricatural oppositions between black and white populations: the former exists only as

Mary Ann Doane, ‘Dark Continents: Epistemologies of Racial and Sexual Difference in Psychoanalysis
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instruments for the latter in a manichaean world where skin colour determines the social and sexual
status of an individual. Negroes and mulattos are considered in functional terms, valued according
to what they can do for, or to the white upper class.
The narrator cynically unravels her stratagem to find the best sexual partner. She spies on
her chambermaid, Graziella, while she makes love with her own suitors to spot the most talented
one.369 Her chambermaid’s servitude is inscribed in her body which serves as a bench test. She is
like a food taster but it is the quality of sex that she assesses.
The princess uses the clichéd metaphor of sculpture to praise the charm of her maid’s
beautiful figure. The three-dimensionality thus implied stresses her functionality as a static object
to be manipulated.370 The story ends with the narrator asserting the superiority of Carrara marble,
signifier of her own white skin, over the black marble of Graziella’s body.
In a staged picture illustrating the text (fig.135), the princess, wearing only loose underwear,
stands out against a black curtain while her naked servant faces her against a white wall. Her nudity
is a marker of naturalness. Here, the flimsiest of undergarment suffices to denote a higher degree
of civilisation. Standing on what appears to be an unmade bed, symbol of Graziella’s duties, the
princess looks down at her servant who is putting on make-up, a small mirror in her hand. The
caption to the image quotes a line from the text: ‘[…] who was putting lipstick and rice powder’. It
is significant that the emphasis should be placed again on Graziella’s gesture. She is absorbed in
herself, absolutely available for the gaze for which she embellishes herself, whitening her skin.
She has made herself into an object to put it like Franz Fanon – ‘I took myself far off from
my own presence, far indeed, and made myself an object.’371 The object of the white woman’s gaze.
The object of her words: ‘Get out of the bed Graziella! This one is an artist! He needs white marble!

Graziella is ironically named after the heroine of Lamartine’s romantic novel about a poor Italian
fisherman’s granddaughter who falls in love with a French man of higher descent.
370 ‘Du reste, cette moricaude, débarrassée de ses vêtements, se révélait digne du statuaire. Le marbre noir
pouvait, non point promettre, mais certifier d’incomparables joies.’
371 Fanon, pp. 112-113.
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Carrare marble!’372 The object of racially founded fantasies: in the end, her mistress asks her to stay,
opening up the possibility of a mixed-race threesome. Hence, her body becomes a locus of extreme
perversion, breaking two taboos – sapphism and interracial sex.

Photographs of black men are uncommon in the magazines. And yet their supposedly
exceptional sexual potency is much discussed, confirming Fanon’s conviction that ‘in relation to
the Negro, everything takes place on the genital level.’373
Legend has it that the black man, closer to nature than the white man, embodies raw sexual
instincts which the latter has rid himself of and is a much better lover. In the collective imagination,
the Negro is the incarnation of
a genital potency beyond all moralities and prohibitions. The women among the
whites, by a genuine process of induction, invariably view the Negro as the keeper of
the impalpable gate that opens into the realm of orgies, of bacchanals, of delirious
sexual sensations.374
According to Fanon, the black man is endowed with tremendous erotic power for, in European
eyes, he is only biological. This assumption is part of the mythical construction which equates
blackness with animality, nakedness and mating.
What do you expect, with all the freedom they have in their jungles! They copulate at
all times and in all places. They are really genital. They have so many children that they
can not even count them. Be careful, or they will flood us with little mulattos.375
In the periodical, this hypersexualisation of foreign masculinity extends to Arabs. The
publication deals extensively with interracial relationships and notably touches upon the taboo
desire of European women for Arab and black ephebes. In ‘L’Amour dans le désert’ (Pour lire à

‘Retire-toi du lit Graziella! Celui-ci est un artiste! Il lui faut du marbre blanc! Du carrare!’
Fanon, p. 132.
374 Ibid., p. 149.
375 Ibid., p. 133.
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deux n°10, March 1935), Pierre Fontaine explicitly refers to European women travelling to satisfy
their sexual needs.376
I was surprised by the great number of female tourists on their own, of a venerable
age who ventured that far. The hoteliers of the bled call them ‘the soldiers of love on
furlough’ and an indigenous affairs officer: the “unfulfilled”. […] Living either in a
closed milieu or in a town where they have to maintain their social status, they escape
for a few weeks during the year, far from prying eyes. The sultriness of the climate, the
magic of the desert overwhelm their senses… Why, the Arabs’ amorous ardour has so
often been praised to the skies!377
Male prostitution is alluded to in several instances by Fontaine although not visually
documented. The opening photograph of his account focuses instead on the aggressive sexual
impulses attributed to black men (fig.136). The point of tension of the composition, the man’s
firm grip around the woman’s wrists, encapsulates the power dynamics which are expected to
arouse the reader. According to the stereotypical norms of heterosexual lovemaking, a dominant
black male is necessarily consumed with brutal lust and a submissive white woman can only yearn
for his controlling behaviours.
His clothed darkness looms over her pale nakedness, condensed in his grip around her wrist.
Whereas her features are neatly delineated, he remains enshrouded in darkness, a latent threat to
her purity. The title of the story leaves little doubt as to the nature of the couple’s interaction. The
capital A of the word ‘amour’ is fitted between the legs of a totemic figurine drawn along the left
side of the image. A comic replica of tribal art, it becomes the equivalent of the black man. The
figurine holds a phallic knife, the blade of which points downwards towards its genitals, while its
other hand disappears between its legs. Its sex is not shown but oversignified, at the intersection
of the tip of the knife, the top of the A and the figure’s wrist. In that, it illustrates Fanon’s assertion

‘Love in the Desert’.
‘Je fus surpris du nombre de touristes femmes seules, d’âge canonique, qui s’aventurent aussi loin. Les
hôteliers du bled les appellent “les permissionnaires de détente” et un officier des affaires indigènes: “les
inassouvies” . […] Habitant soit un milieu hermétique, soit une ville où elles doivent tenir un certain rang,
elles s’évadent quelques semaines par an, loin des yeux indiscrets. La moiteur du climat, la magie du désert
bouleversent leurs sens… et dame! On a tant vanté l’ardeur amoureuse des Arabes! ’
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according to which the black man functions as a symbol of the penis for white people.378 A
prostitute, Fanon writes, climaxed every time she pictured herself having sex with a black man:
Going to bed with them was no more remarkable than going to bed with white men.
It was before I did it that I had the orgasm. I used to think about (imagine) all the
things they might do to me: and that was what was so terrific.379
The erected totem and the black man carry the promise of ‘what was so terrific’. All the more so
that, on the opposite page, a white woman, her head ecstatically bent backward, displays her
pleasured body without restraint (fig.136). She smiles with glee, pressing her breasts with her spread
fingers. Everything in her shapely curves – her hips, the discreet crease line on her stomach, her
large thigh – manifests plenitude. Whether her photograph reflects arousal or sensual satisfaction,
she incarnates an energetic sexuality echoed by Fontaine’s depiction of foreign tourists’ eager quest
for pleasure with the help of local ‘guides’. He ridicules both a frustrated white visitor who thinks
that ‘Ramadan’ refers to the way they ‘do it’ in Algeria and her reluctant companion whose pidgin
French betrays his lack of education. At least, in terms of eloquence, he is not a threat to French
virility: ‘Acarbi (I swear), thi Madam wanted rape me, but me good Muslim, no nothing in
Ramadan.’380
Having explained that Hossine is indisputably ugly with his brown skin verging on black,
terribly lazy but very honest, Fontaine makes fun of his dilemma as his Swiss client paid for his
services during Ramadan. Sex being forbidden during that month, Hossine narrowly escaped the
woman’s advances, what he calls rape.
On the second double-spread, the opposition between an African woman – upright and
holding a basket on her head – and a white odalisque lounging in a silky alcove in languorous
expectancy exemplifies Paris Magazine’s practice of juxtaposing ethnographic and erotic
photographs (fig.137). Mythology operates visually here: both women are bare-breasted but one

Fanon, p.134.
Ibid., p. 134.
380 ‘Acarbi (Je te jure), li madame voulait violer moi, mais moi bon Musulman, macache pendant Ramadan.’
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has draped a piece of plain cloth around her waist while the other wears ornamented stockings and
shoes. Their juxtaposition reiterates the pictorial motif already encountered, of the pairing of
women of different social classes and skin colours – notoriously epitomised by Manet’s Olympia
(1863).381 The primitive and prostitution were often conflated, the supposedly excessive sexuality
of the black woman being likened to this other form of sexual ‘deviance’.382
In the story ‘Le Banc d’épreuve’, the black woman appeared for the other, her employer,
but also as the other, as an ersatz version of her mistress. Destabilising racial boundaries, this kind
of identity transfer is literally applied in the magazine’s lightweight handling of its photographs.
The editors did not mind mixing nationalities, taking a colour for another. Dispossessed of their
own images, women from Maghreb, Sub-Saharan Africa, Antilles, Indochina and Polynesia were
everywhere in the collective imagination and nowhere, only ghosts of themselves, their bodies
written over by Eurocentric narratives.
In Paris Sex-Appeal n°19 (December 1934), the picture of a Moroccan prostitute taken by
André Steiner in 1933 is decontextualised and appropriated to illustrate a report on white slavery
in the ‘French’ Maghreb (fig.138). In this miserabilist account, Jean Mezerette parallels the
destitution of white women’s prostitutional fate to enslavement. A scene brings to mind Orientalist
paintings of slave markets. More than a hundred pretty girls, likened to a ‘cattle of slave flesh’ are
lewdly inspected and manipulated by two Greek men – the reputation of French chivalry is
preserved. The author states that ‘European and coloured-skin men, disgusted by the most perverse
Moorish women, need white flesh.’383 Yet the photographs taken by Steiner in Morocco never

The black woman’s presence is not related to the text except if she ‘represents’ another guide’s wife. Dadi
is from the Algerian city of Touggourt, and Fontaine patronisingly depicts him as brazen, clean and
gentlemanly. If so the woman’s sexuality might be tainted by Dadi’s ‘decadent’ manners. As stated by
Fontaine, it is his job to sell his body and he does not mind working for homosexual clients.
382 It was not infrequent to associate black women and white prostitutes as members of the lower strata in
society.
383 ‘Européens et hommes de couleur, dégoûtés de toutes les Mauresques les plus perverses ont besoin de
chair blanche’. In French, the word ‘disgusted’ also suggests an aversion that arises from having had ‘too
much’ of one thing.
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show ‘white flesh’.384
The memory of slavery haunts the juxtaposition of two photographs by Pierre Boucher
and André Steiner. The title of the article, ‘La route d’Afrique’, evokes romantic trips overseas but
also the bleaker aspects of commerce, lucrative exchanges and boats carrying cargo of mixed goods
– cotton, rice, tobacco, brass or slaves.385 The title links the woman’s nudity to the anchor chains.
The shape of iron slave shackles materialises in this close-up, the monumental rings conveying the
feeling of an inhuman grip. As if carved in high relief, the chains project from the pavement, upon
which they cast a shadow that further substantiates their solidity. A narrow strip of sea is pushed
out of the composition in favour of a display of inflexible resistance.
The close-up intimates that it is impossible to escape the regular pattern of the chains as
they stretch beyond the frame. Their rings follow one another in a monotonous seriality, repeated
in their shadow on the ground. They occupy the different planes of the photograph, its foreground
and background and would easily crush the figure of the nubile woman on the opposite page.
Sadomasochistic overtones subdue her further as the chains evoke sexual rituals of humiliation.
She is posing in front of a white wall, her arms akimbo, her hands tucked behind her back,
offering her nudity to the camera. Her pubic hair has been retouched into a blurry triangle. Her
body is a substance as much as the iron, stones and water composing the other photograph.
With her black hair and brown skin, she is the destination of the Route to Africa: a dark
beauty, symbolising her country as much as paid sex. She is the point of arrival of an imaginary trip
started from Boucher’s harbour. As if she confirmed the saying ‘a girl in every port’. Her body is
unblemished – only the sun darkens the upper part of her left arm and her neck – but her proximity
to the chains reopens the wounds of the past. Shackles could mark her skin as they marked slaves’
skins. As an illustration to Mezerette’s article, she comes to represent enslavement. And yet he is

A series of photographs taken by André Steiner in Morocco is in the Christian Bouqueret collection, at
the Centre Pompidou. Their captions clearly indicate that Steiner’s photographic subjects were indigenous
people.
385 ‘The Route of Africa’.
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not concerned by her circumstances. He is not denouncing the Atlantic slave trade or colonisation
but white French women trafficking.386
Jean Mezerette’s five pages report reflects typical anxieties about national health and the
policing of racial boundaries in France and in its empire which were at the core of a widespread
campaign against white slavery in the Twenties. This text shows how ‘the growth of the popular
press, in addition to the public’s newfound fascination with the faits divers – stories of murders,
scandals, and crimes of passion – provided the campaign […] with an irresistible momentum.’387
As observed by Elisa Camiscioli, ‘according to the standard white slavery narrative, innocent
French girls were duped, often with promises of marriage or employment, and sold into
prostitution overseas by traffickers portrayed sometimes as French, but more often as Jews, men
of colour, and foreigners.’388 In Jean Mezerette’s scenario, it is the lure of a dancing or acting career
that pushes the ignorant girls to sign a contract which will force them into prostitution.
Jean-Michel Chaumont demonstrates that between 1924 and 1927, experts from the League
of Nations concocted what he calls ‘le mythe de la traite des blanches’, falsifying data and
documents to substantiate the existence of a large-scale system of abduction of white women.389

In the magazine’s racist discourses, ‘black’ and ‘white’ are automatically reduced to polar opposites but,
visually, the distinction is not that clear. It is significant that the editors made a Moroccan body pass for
white. Could it be that black and white were meant to be reversed, collapsing identities? Blackness, like
otherness, is a quality the magazine arbitrarily applies by simply wording it. And yet it ultimately retains the
mystery of the unknown. Analysing black and white in their physical properties, Christophe L. Miller
demonstrates that they end up falling out of colour and designating each other. Although defined in
opposition to each other, they converge at a point where their difference is abolished. He concludes that
‘the history of Africanist writing is the history of the collapsing-together of black and white – of their
inability to remain as meaningful opposites – and of the frustrations of meanings attached to them. […] The
“literal” definition given is this: “black is the “proper” word for a certain quality practically classed among
the colours, but consisting optically in the total absence of colour, due to the absence or the total absorption
of light, as its opposite white arises from the reflection of all the rays of light”. “White” is “fully luminous
and devoid of any distinctive hues”. That void is the point where white and black meet and reverse; for if
white is an empty fullness (fully luminous but void), then black is a full emptiness (total absence)’.
Christophe L.Miller, Blank Darkness. Africanist Discourse in French (Chicago, IL, London: Chicago University
Press, 1985), pp. 30-31.
387 Elisa Camiscioli, Reproducing the French Race. Immigration, Intimacy and Embodiment in the Early Twentieth Century
(London: Duke University Press, 2009), p. 101.
388 Ibid., p. 101.
389 ‘The myth of the white slave trade’. Jean-Michel Chaumont, Le Mythe de la traite des blanches. Enquête sur la
fabrication d’un fléau (Paris: La Découverte, 2009).
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Mezerette’s story betrays a paranoid obsession with the life of debauchery supposedly allowed in
the colonies.
Explicitly racist, his statements ultimately introduce an ontological difference between
European and North African men. The latter are cruel – he revels in describing the physical abuses
and tortures they inflict on the women –, dishonest – they do not pay the prostitutes – and deviant
– pashas organise twenty-four hours orgies and collective rape. His moralising discourse warns of
the effects of interracial sex on the authority of white imperial rule. ‘The paternal authority of
French husbands, fathers, and the state’ was at stake as underlined by Elisa Camiscioli who
observes that racialised narratives of sexual danger revealed the troubled masculinity of the French
coloniser.390

Across the pages and throughout the magazines, different types of photographs exert their
mutual influence – the one lending factual credibility to the other, that in turn eroticises the first.
And so the object of ethnographic attention is always already sexualised and assigned to a lower
social position in relation to a white mistress or master.
A series of photographs taken by the German autodidact photojournalist Lotte Errell,
serves to illustrate an analysis of African beauty types written by ‘a médecin de brousse’, R. Brunon
Guardia and published in Paris Magazine n°32 (April 1934) (fig.139). His language evokes the
picturesque, imposing local colours onto Lotte Errell’s photographs of West African women.391
Errell first discovered the African continent in 1928 when accompanying the ethnologist
Gulla Pfeffer and the film-maker Friedrich Dalsheim in Togo and Ghana.392 Three years later, she

Camiscioli, p. 100.
Roger Bruno Guardia published what looks like a more serious scientific study in the mainstream
magazine of the Société géographique de Paris, launched in 1822, ‘Médecine sociale. Rôle de l’assistance
médicale en Afrique noire’ (Social medical care. The Role of the medical aid in Black Africa). He seems to
be promoting authoritarian methods to impose prophylactic treatments and vaccination on indigenous
populations.
392 Lisa Silverman, ‘Lotte Errell’, in Jewish Women: A Comprehensive Historical Encyclopedia (1 March 2009) <
https://jwa.org/encyclopedia/article/errell-lotte> [accessed 14 February 2018].
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went to West Africa where she took the pictures presented in Paris Magazine and which she
published along with an essay in a book, Kleine Reise zu schwarzen Menschen. She went against the
grain of the dominant imperialist ideology. Paris Magazine’s appropriation of her work lends an
ironic flavour to her introduction to the book: ‘I would like to warn you that you are mistaken if
you expect from this book the myriad adventures which an Afrikabuch is seemingly obliged to
tell…’393 It is precisely the kind of narratives she rejected that her photographs are asked to support
in the context of Brunon-Gardia’s article in which he states: ‘if it is your first trip to the black
country, these beings with convex lower lips, childish noses, with such coarse facial features that
they seem to be the charge of a base genie from the darkness, it is with amazement that you will
look at them’.394
This nth version of the monthly’s attempts at grasping the specificities of indigenous
‘beauty’ is less striking for it casual racism than for its use of ethnographic images. They act as a
guarantee of intellectual seriousness, of scientific objectivity, providing a window onto the world
of distant others. The caption ‘L’Afrique vous parle’ which accompanies the first photograph
underlines a trust in photography’s indexical recording of the real, giving the reader a direct
experience of the unknown (fig.139).395 Here, the series of images helps ‘catalogue’ African tribes:
the Bozo people (‘sucker of a primitive race of fishermen and dockers’), the Bambara people, the

Germain Colonialism and National Identity, ed. by Michael Perraudin and Juergen Zimmerer (New York, NY:
Routledge: 2010). ‘In this text, Errell thus tries to set herself apart from traditional, “heroic” travel accounts,
or Afrikabücher, which usually offered highly embellished tales of the adventures of virile German men in
the African bush. Also in contrast to the male-centred Afrikabücher, Errell included a large number of Ewe
women in her account.’ The woman photographed in Paris Magazine was called Abra. In her book, Lotte
Errell included her name in the caption magnifying ‘Abra’s importance as an individual in the viewer’s
consciousness. Placing the image in the context of her writing, one can argue that she [was] attempting to
portray her as what she would call a “primitive” role model for an “over-civilised” European culture, and
for European women in particular.’
394 ‘Si c’est votre premier voyage au pays noir, ces êtres aux lippes eversées, aux nez puérils, aux traits si gros,
si gauches qu’ils semblent la charge de quelque bas génie des ténèbres, c’est avec une vraie stupeur que vous
les considérerez.’
395 ‘Africa Talks to You’.
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Fula people and the Marka people.396 As such, they supposedly render the African continent
‘visually and epistemologically transparent’ to borrow Ali Behdad’s expression.397
Occupying an entire page, opposite Brunon-Guarda’s text, a portrait by Lotte Errell brings
a black woman’s sculptural form close to the reader. Seen from the side, the top of her body evinces
a majestic bearing. The tight framing of the photograph and the out of focus background
accentuate the sharp delineation of her features. Her almost geometrical profile – her oval head
and her conical breasts – stands out against the page as if in relief. Visual rhythm is created within
the composition, punctuated by her nose, mouth and bosom which all seem to point in the same
direction, off-screen. She stares into the distance, simultaneously opening onto and shutting away
an unreachable reality for the French reader. She embodies Africa but she is not a westernised
allegory of the continent – often symbolised by a draped or half naked dark-skinned woman with
a lion and an elephant – as she proudly asserts the differences of her race with her frizzy hair and
dark skin. Addressing directly the reader through the personal pronoun ‘you’, the caption opens
up a fantasised space for conversation if not flirtation.
However, the title ‘L’Afrique vous parle’ would have reminded the readers of the same
slogan on posters promoting La Croisière noire (The Black Cruise, 1926), Léon Poirier’s film on the
adventures of a Citroën mission which had taken place in 1924 and 1925. Otherwise named
‘Expédition Citroën Centre Afrique’, it was organised by André Citroën to advertise his brand and
prove that it was possible to cross the African continent by car.398 Poirier’s documentary inspired
another movie also entitled L’Afrique vous parle shot by the Americans Paul Hoefler and Walter
Futter between Lagos and Mombasa in 1928-1929 and released in Paris in 1931. The film theorist
André Bazin writes about it in the following terms:
Thenceforward, with a few outstanding exceptions, the exotic film went into a decline
characterised by a shameless search after the spectacular and the sensational. It was
‘Surgeon d’une race primitive de pêcheurs et de laptots’.
Ali Behdad, Camera Orientalis. Reflections on Photography of the Middle-East (Chicago, IL, London: University
of Chicago Press, 2016), p. 2.
398 It took more than a year of preparation before the team embarked on the twenty-eight thousand
kilometres journey across Africa.
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not enough merely to hunt the lion, the lion must first gobble up the bearers. In
L’Afrique vous parle a Negro gets eaten by a crocodile. […] Thus there came into
existence the myth of an Africa inhabited by savages and wild beasts […].399
L’Afrique vous parle and yet the woman does not speak nor does she return the Western
gaze, preventing reciprocation. She is looking at herself across the page holding a child in her arms
on the opposite page (fig.139). Is she sublimated as a symbol of serene maternity informed by the
iconography of the Virgin Mary? Was this familiar subtext necessary for the reader to make sense
of her alterity by standardising it? It did provide an alibi to admire the woman's nakedness without
guilt, to revel in the contact of her body vicariously, through the identification with her child whose
left cheek touches her left nipple. A few elements of African paraphernalia – the straw roof of a hut
behind her, the patterned cloth around her hip, the child’s bracelets, their nakedness – impart a
sense of authenticity to the images while giving the reader what he or she is expecting to see in
Africa.

André Bazin, ‘Cinema and Exploration [1954]’, in What Is Cinema?, vol.1, trans. by Hugh Gray (Berkeley,
CA, London: University of California Press, 2005), p. 155. ‘ Dès lors, en dehors de quelques rares exceptions,
le film exotique connaît un déclin caractérisé par une quête éhontée du spectaculaire et du sensationnel. Il
ne suffit plus de chasser le lion, s’il ne mange les porteurs. Dans L’Afrique vous parle, un nègre se faisait
dévorer par un crocodile […]. C’est ainsi qu’est né le mythe d’une Afrique habitée par des sauvages et des
bêtes sauvages.’
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IV.Orientalism

The magazines’ sloppy conceptualisation of the African and Asian continents as sites of
unbounded sexuality proves how the unquestioned notion of the Orient, considered as a given was
brought into European consciousness, disseminated as a system of representations in popular
press. Paris Magazine typifies the orientalising process theorised by Edward Said in Orientalism
(1978). In its pages, photographs and fictions are encoded by presupposed demarcations between
the familiar and the strange, ‘us’ and ‘them’, West and East which repeatedly confirm the inferiority
of those living beyond the frontiers of Europe.
A purely Western invention, the Orient, buttressed since the middle of the eighteenth
century by the development of ethnology, comparative anatomy, philology and the colonial
enterprise, contributed to domesticating alterity. It is estimated that between 1800 and 1950, sixty
thousand books were written on the Near Orient.400 Turned into reassuringly abstract units of
knowledge, this amorphous region of the world associated with irrationality, sensuality and
backwardness is therefore a textual reality from which empirical actuality is expunged. It does not
exist beyond its re-presentations as ‘cultural common currency.’401 As stated by Said: ‘[…]The
written statement is a presence to the reader by virtue of its having excluded, displaced, made
supererogatory any such real thing as the “Orient”. Thus all of Orientalism stands forth and away
from the Orient.402
In the periodicals, photographs and texts replace the Orient. Therein lies a key paradox of
the magazine’s embrace of the Elsewhere: it tries to capitalise on the frisson of showing uncharted
territories, inaccessible for the majority of its readers, but only offers them what has grown into a
set of topoi. It is supposed to show the new and it ends up reiterating the known. ‘For what the

Edward Said, Orientalism [1973] (London: Penguin, 2013), p. 204.
Ibid., p. 252.
402 Ibid., pp. 21-22.
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Orientalist does is to confirm the Orient in his reader’s eyes; he neither tries nor wants to unsettle
already firm convictions.’403 Odalisques, harems, dark skinned prostitutes, veiled women are at once
exotic and always already familiar.
Far from a learned orientalism, Paris Magazine participates in spreading a ‘second-hand
knowledge’ with a life of its own, what V. G. Kiernan has aptly called ‘Europe’s collective daydream
of the Orient’.404 What the monthlies try to lay bare is the mystery of the local women, not the
arcane rules of Arabic grammar or the origins of semitic language.The magazines’ writers and
photographers are no erudite philologists, linguists or archaeologists… At the core of Paris
Magazine’s references to the Middle-East is the promise of what Edward Said has designated as
‘Oriental sex’, ‘as standard a commodity as any other available in the mass culture, with the result
that readers and writers could have it if they wished without necessarily going to the Orient.’405
A penchant for the imagery of exotic places, the cultivation of sadomasochistic tastes, a
fascination with the macabre, the figure of the Fatal Woman, and occultism: as many elements that
Mario Praz lists as typical of this sensibility and which are conveyed in the magazines in a
sensationalist form.406 No comparison is to be inferred between Nerval or Flaubert’s Voyage in
Orient and the mediocre writing published in the periodicals. Paris Magazine’s texts are irrecoverably
bad but they are anchored in the same conviction: the Orient is freighted with sexual potentialities.
The magazines’ authors are ‘perverse travellers’ like Flaubert whom Dennis Porter
describes as such, contending that he defined a new model of journey far from ‘the celebratory
Enlightenment attitude of the grand tourist toward Western civilisation.’407 They indulge in
scenarios of voyeurism and sadism as Flaubert did, during his trip to Egypt between 1849 and
1851. As underlined by Dennis Porter, Flaubert distinguished himself from a Stendhalian or
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Sternian sentimentalism which equated women and cities in an amorous idealisation. He did not
‘show the combination of tenderness and sensuality for a partner of the opposite sex that the Freud
of the Three Essays on Sexuality associated with the sex drive of the normal adult and the traditional
idea of “love”.’408 He looked for raw impulses, obscenity, the oddness of sexual mores banned in
France – his attraction is obvious in the following anecdotes :
To amuse the crowd, Mohammed Ali’s jester took a woman in a Cairo bazaar one day,
set her on the counter of a shop, and coupled with her publicly while the shopkeeper
calmly smoked his pipe.
On the road from Cairo to Shubra some time ago a young fellow had himself publicly
buggered by a large monkey. […] Quid dicis of the following fact: some time ago a santon
(ascetic priest) used to walk through the streets of Cairo completely naked except for
a cap on his head and another on his prick. To piss he would doff the prick-cap, and
sterile women who wanted children would run up, put themselves under the parabola
of his urine and rub themselves with it.409
Flaubert’s coarse and graphic account reveals a desire to flout the repressive morality of the time.
Eighty years later, it was by definition the magazine’s function to supply the reader with fantasies of
sexual deviance, the Orient being one instance of this erotic parti-pris. It is a relapse into a state of
nature that writers and photographers scrutinise in the behaviours of the aboriginal populations
they try to capture. 410 But the impossibility of first-hand experience makes it a failed enterprise. On

Ibid., p. 165.
Gustave Flaubert, The Letters of Gustave Flaubert, 1830-1857, trans. and ed. by Francis Steegmuller
(Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1980), p. 107. ‘Le bouffon de MéhémetAli, pour réjouir la foule, saisit un jour une femme dans un bazar du Caire, la posa sur le bord de la boutique
d’un marchand et là la coïta publiquement pendant que le marchand continuait tranquillement sa pipe. Sur
la route du Caire à Choubra il y avait, il y a quelque temps, un jeune drôle qui se faisait enculer publiquement
par un singe de la forte espèce […].Quid dicis du fait suivant. Il y a quelque temps un santon (prêtre ascétique)
se promenant ès rues du Caire complètement nu, n’ayant qu’une calotte sur la tête et une calotte sur le vi.
Pour pisser il défaisait sa calotte de vi, et les femmes stériles désireuses d’enfants allaient se mettre sous la
parabole d’urine et se frottaient de ce liquide.’
410 Flaubert’s prejudices about the famed dancer Kuchuck Hanem with whom he spends the night uncover
a fixation on her crude ‘naturalness’: ‘As for Kuchuk Hanem, ah! Set your mind at rest, and at the same time
correct your ideas about the Orient. You may be sure that she felt nothing at all: emotionally, I guarantee;
and even physically, I strongly suspect. She found us very good cawadjas (seigneurs), because we left a
goodly number of piastres behind, that’s all. […] The oriental woman is no more than a machine: she makes
no distinction between one man and another. Smoking, going to the baths, painting her eyelids and drinking
coffee – such is the circle of occupations within which her existence is confined. As for physical pleasure,
it must be very slight, since the famous button, the seat thereof, is sliced off at an early age. What makes
this woman, in a sense, so poetic, is that she relapses into the state of nature’. ‘Pour Kuchiouk-Hânem, ah!
rassure-toi et rectifie en même temps tes idées orientales. Sois convaincue qu’elle n’a rien éprouvé du tout;
au moral, j’en réponds, et au physique même, j’en doute fort. Elle nous a trouvés de fort bons cawadja
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the page of the magazine, the other is not delivered as a presence, but as part of a preconceived
Orient. Such is the difficulty in bringing back the other from faraway countries that simple strategies
are used to convince the reader of his or her authenticity. For example, the magazine may simply
assign an origin to a model. In Paris Magazine n°42 (February 1935), a caption states that a woman
is Chinese in the absence of any corroborating evidence (fig.140). The Oriental ‘shares with magic
and with mythology the self-containing, self-reinforcing character of a closed system in which
objects are what they are because they are what they are, for once, for all time, for ontological reasons
that no empirical material can either dislodge or alter.’411
The factitious manipulation of reality is at its utmost when the Orient is literally shown as a
film set. It has passed into the collective imaginary to the point of exhibiting itself as a simulacrum:
a theatrical stage where alterity is turned into a tableau, would say Said, for the European audience.
In Paris Magazine n°74 (October 1937), Gaston Paris reports on the Joinville and Billancourt
studios where he sees the filming of a sequence from Richard Pottier’s Les Secrets de la mer rouge,
adapted from the adventurer and author Henry de Monfreid’s homonymous novel (fig.141-142).
In ‘Le Harem au studio’, Gaston Paris tells the reader about the problems encountered by the film
crew when a non-compliant jaguar disrupts the shooting by refusing to accompany the beautiful
Tela Tchaï, a French actress of Romani origin as she gets out of her bath.412

(seigneurs) parce que nous avons laissé là pas mal de piastres, voilà tout. […] La femme orientale est une
machine, et rien de plus; elle ne fait aucune différence entre un homme et un autre homme. Fumer, aller au
bain, se peindre les paupières et boire du café, tel est le cercle d’occupations où tourne son existence. Quant
à la jouissance physique, elle-même doit être fort légère puisqu’on leur coupe de bonne heure ce fameux
bouton, siège d’icelle. Et c’est là ce qui la rend, cette femme, si poétique à un certain point de vue, c’est
qu’elle rentre absolument dans la nature.’
Contradicting the usual assumption that Oriental women enjoy sex, Flaubert insists on the prostitute’s
frigidity. In an oxymoronic conflation, she belongs both to the machine and nature. Alluding to the practice
of clitoridectomy, he notices that the Oriental woman pleasures men but can not experience pleasure. Ibid.,
p. 181.
411 Said, p. 70.
412 As always in the magazine, the situation is the occasion to linger on a woman’s naked body as the actress
dives for the seventh time in the swimming pool. A series of four photographs, by Gaston Paris, emulating
the movement of a film, catches her from the back as she emerges over and over again from the water. Paris
quotes an electrician working on the set: ‘it’s a pity that it isn’t a colour film in 3D’. The title can be translated
by ‘The Film Studio Harem’.
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The photographs of the film set can only offer the image of an image of an imagined reality:
nowhere better than in this instance is it made clear that the Orient is a repetition.413 It is signified
by a few accessories – a carpet, a hookah, pouffes and transparent baggy trousers – and the arches
of a Moorish architecture of fake marble. Distributed across the images, these clues – one can also
spot moucharabieh windows, the leaves of palm trees behind a pillar, an Arabic brass tray side table
–, the presence of the big cat and the supine odalisques make the seraglio intelligible to the Western
eye, in its conformity to popular belief. The prohibited enclave is now peopled with white
technicians who enjoy the pleasure of looking at women without guilt as they are ‘doing their job’.
It speaks to the masculine European desire to enter and master what is seen as a place of unleashed
drives and instincts, embodied by the jaguar’s presence. As always in the periodicals, the extras’
nationality is unclear: the black hair and the darker complexion of one or two models supply a
small dose of exoticism. The vacuity of this representation does not encroach on its effectiveness.
This kind of iconography ‘inadvertently transform[s] the lure of the harem and its female occupants
into kitsch, but in doing so, [it] also naturalise[s] the notion of the “Oriental” eroticism and make[s]
the phantasm of the harem seem factual.’414 But this phenomenon is dual as it simultaneously
denaturalises the Orient showing it as a construction.

At the other end of the oriental spectrum, amateur photographs of foreign women, display
as fabricated a reality, in spite of an appearance of spontaneity. In the beauty contest pages of Pour
lire à deux n°14 (July 1935), the photograph of two black women, ostensibly from Djibouti as the
caption indicates is reproduced amongst those of white couples who could not be more French.
Their naked breasts and the stark architecture of the humble dwelling in front of which they

There are no direct observations of the Orient which ‘seems to have its origin in a quotation, or a
fragment of a text, or a citation from someone’s work […], or some bit of previous imagining, or an amalgam
of all these’. Said, p. 177.
414 Behdad, p. 65.
413
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awkwardly stand jars with the genuine if not mundane domesticity of the rest of the photographs
(fig.143-144).
There is nothing out of place in these inoffensive idylls apart, maybe, from the presence of
children, incongruous in the context of adults’magazines. But it is not strangeness that severs the
black women from the general jollity of the group. They look exactly like the readers might have
imagined them. Sun-drenched, their scenery plays once more with a black and white codification
which condemns them to stand as the polar opposite of whiteness. The photographer, apparently
driven by aesthetic ambitions, tried his or her hand at plastic effects. He or she carefully constructed
the composition in a geometrisation of light and shade which accentuates the women’s own
dichotomy – the black of their skins/the immaculate white of their skirts. The heavy breasts of the
women on the left contrast with the flat chest of the second but systematic dualism underscores
their potential twinship, emphasised by the projection of their shadow on the wall. They are
doubled. Yet, their loneliness on the page turns them into a type of black femininity set against a
collection of white singularities. It does not help that the quality of the photograph prevents us
from seeing their faces. A deceiving proximity is established by the comparison with the picture
placed next to theirs: two women wearing the same dress also form a pair (fig.145). But the parallel
stops there and can only highlight the discrepancy between these duos.
The mention of the location of the photograph further widens the gap. Djibouti rings with
exoticism in comparison with typically French names like Nogent-sur-Marne, Le Perreux, Aurillac,
Roubaix… Besides, these captions include France’s colonies in the map of a huge French territory
oriented towards the Mediterranean sea and beyond. Here, imaginative geography and colonial
reality collide. These black women incarnate coordinates on a chart and give actuality to an abstract
notion of the Empire. They are subjected twice, as subjects of this Empire they evoke and as
objects of what is most probably a Western male gaze. Reinscribing them in the context of their
potential relationship to the photographer further orientalises them. It is likely that they are
subordinate to him if not prostitutes or servants. The tenderness and intimacy suffusing the images
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of matrimonial, familial or friendship bonds which surround them are poignantly absent from their
own: no smile, laughter or affectionate gestures mitigate the distance between them or between
them and the photographer. While all the other photographs are taken outdoors, the women are
trapped between walls. A sense of alienation emerges from a photograph whose making they seem
to have been excluded from: unlike the frolicking models around them, they are not playing with
the camera, condemned to passivity.
In Pour lire à deux whose title indicates the modality of its readership, it is as a couple that the
contestants can take part in the photographic competition.415 Occasionally, some images like the
one from Djibouti disturb the spectacle of blissful marriage, with suggestions of different symbolic
and sexual relations, here polygamy. Ménage à trois fantasy and sapphic fantasies underlie
photographs where French women, from Paris (fig.146) or Nîmes (fig.147), undress together in
front of the camera. White female bodies are highly sexualised too. But what appears as a mere
sign of libertine practices in pictures made in France, takes a more symbolic and political
significance in photographs from the colonies. On the one hand, polygamy is expected to be part
of the local sexual mores. The doubling of women corresponds to Orientalist standards. On the
other hand, a sense of ownership extends from the women to their land, named French Somaliland
in 1894 after a permanent French administration was established in the city of Djibouti. The
blandness of these pictures, detached from political considerations, does not suppress their colonial
implications.These women are in the sphere of influence of the French government and their
presence on the page gives the readers the right to inspect them.
Relations between the natives and the French colonisers are made explicit when they stand
as a couple as in Pour lire à deux n°9 (February 1935) in a picture sent from La Goulette in the
French protectorate of Tunisia (fig.148-149).416 Here, the colonial helmet of the white man riding

‘To Read Together’.
Testifying to the magazine’s disregard for truth and to its peculiar conception of geography, this
photograph seems to have been mislabelled. Whether a mistake or a manipulation of reality, its location is
probably incorrect. The woman who looks more like a ‘congaï’ than a Tunisian sets the scene in Indochina.
415
416
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a large motorbike immediately unmasks the mechanism of the power relations between him and
the passenger sitting on the pillion. Not only does he drive a hardbodied vehicle, inscribing speed
and technology in a rural landscape with thatched huts, bringing modernity to an underdeveloped
country. He also rules ‘Tunisian’ roads and women. His companion poses behind him as an extra
prize to the colonial adventure. A feeling of entitlement to go everywhere in ‘Tunisia’ pervades this
image where white masculinity is associated with freedom of movement. By declaring that there
are ‘pretty girls and handsome boys in the four corners of France … and in the Colonies’, the
magazine absorbs the latter in this ‘homeland of beauty’, indirectly claiming sovereignty over
them.417 On the next page, embracing lovers stand in front of an Arabic house in Oran –
significantly, emblematic decorative wall tiles and ornate arches are all the viewer is ever given to
see of Arabic architecture in the monthlies (fig.150-151). That the couple looks French rather than
indigenous only confirms the scope of the French presence in the Orient. Even if one can not be
sure that the woman is not an Algerian, her Western clothes tell of the introduction of European
habits and customs in Algeria. The appropriation by France of these overseas territories is given a
concrete reality: the circumstantial description of bodies and objects (Western clothing, motorbike
vs Eastern architecture) show that the colonisation is materially perceptible.
In a third picture published in Paris Magazine n°76 (December 1937), France’s intervention
in the colonies is also military. The white kepi of the French Foreign legion placed on a soldier’s
stomach as he lies down in a tent is redolent of France’s colonial conquests (fig.152-153). Originally
stationed in Algeria during the nineteenth century to pacify and expand the Empire, legionaries are
romanticised figures indissociable from the orientalist mythology.
The setting – the two bare-breasted women who, as much as the tent, act as props – is
infused with exotic flavour while the situation reenacts the trope of ‘le repos du Guerrier’. The
soldier, his head on the lap of one of the girls is enjoying a well-deserved rest. Touch circles around

‘Nous constatons qu’il y a de jolies filles et de beaux garçons aux quatre coins de France … et des
Colonies’.
417
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the composition. The two women, similarly seated back on their heels, with their back straight,
seem interlocked, looking as if sisters or twins. The woman on the left has put her arm around the
other’s shoulders who in turn holds her hand. The first girl seems to be holding the man’s hand
while the second caresses his shaved head. Incestuous and polygamous fantasies permeate this
collective embrace. Behind, the floral pattern of the tent further confines the trio in decorative and
erotic intricacies. The doubling of the women intensifies an impression of abundance, connoting
‘the systematic discipline of accumulation intrinsic to the colonial enterprise.’418
In the other pictures, white women adopt conventional poses for the camera. Alone in the
frame, they suggest a self-possession denied to the black women. On this page, the absence of any
reference to locations emphasises the pictures’s power of generalisation: it is implied that,
everywhere in the Empire, one might encounter such a sight.
Pour lire à deux n°31 (December 1936) builds the notion and the image of a Black Venus
using the photograph of a typically Arabic beauty (fig.154-155). This construction exudes
artificiality: the choice of the name Aicha, the inaccuracy of the insistence on her blackness – she
is not strictly speaking black –, her accessories (turban and hookah). She could not be more
classically orientalised, matching all the requirements to encapsulate the sensuality of a princess
from One Thousand and One nights. Belonging less to the Middle-East than to its fictionalisation, she
is essentialised as a ‘charming little person reflecting all the heavy nostalgia of the desert, all the
carnal grip of the Orient.’419

Said, p. 123.
‘Cette charmante petite personne, qui semble refléter en elle toute la nostalgie lourde du désert, toute
l’emprise charnelle de l’Orient’.The magazine shamelessly mixed photographs of the everyday life in the
colonies and the ahistorical depiction of an orientalised odalisque who looks as if taken from a museum
wall. Doing so, it put on the same level two different phenomena, giving equal authority and reality to an
ingresque mise en scène of Oriental femininity and the ‘objective’ recording of real-life events. In that, the
beauty contest section was in line with the rest of the magazine which did not mind the predictability of an
iconography mediated by pictorial antecedents. No wonder Aicha’s photograph has an air of déjà vu for
aestheticisation prevails in her portrait. She is an aggregate of countless representations made by successive
generations of orientalist painters even if this borrowing is not deliberate on the part of the photographer.
418
419
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From Aicha to the ‘légionnaire’ and his two lovers, the magazines’ photographs re-trace
the evolution of the Orient’s position and definition within the European mindset: first a fantasy
and then a fact, that is a fantasy rooted in material reality. Noting that the Orient progressively
transitioned from an alien to a colonial space, Said explains that the European awareness of the
Orient evolved, being first textual and contemplative before ‘becoming administrative, economic
and even military.’420
Here, the magazine’s amateur photographs offer brief glimpses into what is otherwise very
much absent from its pages. Direct access to otherness is scarce, especially as the monthly often
freezes the photographs’ meaning through what Ali Behdad calls an ‘excessive textual anchorage’,
the plurality of their iconic messages being limited by the captions or the texts they illustrate.421
In Paris Sex-Appeal, André Steiner’s documentary photographs are combined with staged
photographs or accompanied by texts to which they are totally unrelated. In ‘La Route d’Afrique’
(Paris Sex-Appeal n°19, December 1934),the caption to Steiner’s second image of a gathering of
women – ‘[…] near Bous-Bir (the red-light district)’ – eroticises this everyday life scene (fig.156).
The connotation of venality immediately renders these bodies suspect. It is difficult to verify if
Steiner was in the quartier réservé of Casablanca – a vast enclosed neighbourhood set up by the
French authorities in 1924 to regulate prostitution and circumscribe its activities to the outskirts of
the city. There certainly is a feeling of suffocating density in this crowd which reminds one of the
voyeuristic oculus of Ingres’ Turkish Bath packed with naked bodies. But this heap of women and
young girls is not easily legible. The eye is kept at a distance: the tightly packed figures form a
barrage and none of the openings – barred window, hints of doors or passages – lead anywhere.
Under the arched white walls of what could be a street of the medina quarter, no narrative linearity
can put the women in order.
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Said, p. 210.
Behdad, pp. 29-31.
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The facing page displays a half length portrait of a young bare breasted woman. An
impression of intimacy arises as the viewer recognises the model already visible in the full length
portrait on the previous page (fig.138). Her nakedness undresses her companions.There are no
causal links between the photographs but their association presents the second one as the logical
outcome of the first. Steiner has framed her upper body tightly. A slight tilt-up throws her breasts
into sharp relief as if emerging from the impenetrable screen of bodies on the left. This low angle
view crowned by her distant upward gaze, lends her a heroic stature. Where the assembled women
suggested undifferentiation, she is formidable in her singularity. And yet her form is equated with
disgust as the caption insists on men’s general weariness about Moorish women.422 She falls prey
to this generalisation since what Malek Alloula says of ‘counterfeit’ Algerian women in colonial
postcards also applies to her representation:
They are pushed toward a generality that is enhanced by their anonymity. These
models, without individual identity, become exemplifications of their place. What they
proclaim quite unwittingly […] is that all Algerian women are like this image […].423
Like Steiner’s girl, all Moroccan women are lascivious and sinful.
Looking at Orientalist depictions by the French painter Gérôme, Linda Nochlin notes that
the viewer is ‘haunted by certain absences’ in them.424 ‘These absences are so conspicuous that, once
we become aware of them, they begin to function as presences, in fact, as signs of a certain kind
of conceptual deprivation.’425 To Nochlin, the sense of history is abolished in the depiction of an
Orient frozen in past customs and rituals. No marks of temporal change ever involve this world in
modernity. She links this absence to what she calls the Orientalist painting’s dependence ‘on an

‘Europeans and coloured men, disgusted by all Moorish women…’. Here, disgust has to be understood
in the sense of having had too much of one thing to the point of repulsion.
423 Malek Alloula, The Colonial Harem (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1986), p. 103.
424 Linda Nochlin, ‘The Imaginary Orient’, in The Politics of Vision. Essays on Nineteenth-Century Art and Society
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1989), p. 35. Mezerette’s text is all about lamenting the exploitation of white
women – for whom there is no other alternative than prostitution or death once sent overseas – but no
French people appear here. And yet the intrusion of Steiner’s camera in the medina clearly points to their
presence: a white man is controlling the gaze and a French audience will look at these women.
425 Ibid., p. 35.
422
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absence that is always a presence: the Western colonial or touristic presence.’426
Often shown in Paris Magazine and Paris Sex-Appeal, Steiner’s photographs of Morocco take
as their subject matter veiled prostitutes, naked children playing in the streets, snake charmers or
the architecture of walled cities. Presented as pseudo-ethnographic traces of a faraway reality,
Steiner’s images are the magazine’s guarantee of veracity. They function as a generic setting even
when they include people. They act as the details which, like the barometer described by Flaubert
in Madame Aubain’s drawing room in ‘Un cœur simple’, produce what Barthes calls ‘reality effects’.
They have no existence in themselves in the magazines, simply providing a supplement of realism
to highly unrealistic plots. In that, they are tautological, forcing the reader’s belief in their
truthfulness.
In ‘Ketidja, courtisane de souks’, (Paris Sex-Appeal n°24, July 1935), the full length portrait
of a heavily veiled mother with her three children in front of a decrepit house has no other
justification than to illustrate the emancipatory modernising process described in the text, the
outcome of which is visualised in the photograph of a naked woman on the facing page (fig.157).427
The caption, lifted from the text, reads ‘the women themselves lose this legend of austerity…’.
Steiner's photograph is put at the service of a version of emancipation according to which local
women shed their primitive ways with their clothes, exchanging poverty for voluntary servitude as
they ‘work as labourers and servants to the Europeans’. What Steiner’s image could suggest of the
social, cultural and historical situation in colonised Morocco is soon expunged as the following
photograph reduces the woman’s apparition to a formal event on the page (fig.157).
The two images short-circuit each other: the first one’s authenticity is eroded while the
second one reveals itself as an impersonation of the typical Oriental beauty. The same opposition
is at work between the two photographs on the following pages (fig.158). A young woman carries
on her head a crate of cans bearing the inscription ‘Canning and salting des Zenatas. French
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Morocco’, clearly signalling France’s control over its protectorate.428 Her industrious gesture fixes
her in a subordinate position. With her traditional jewels and clothes, she is as much a ‘natural’
resource of the country as the tuna processed and packed in the cans she carries on her head. As
the caption infers, she surreptitiously moves from the fish processing industry to sex industry: ‘yes,
I will remember for a long time her copper-coloured skin’ (fig.158).429
Fondly remembering Ketidja, the best lover he ever had, the narrator, Mezerette, celebrates
her amorous skills. An emancipated Moroccan, she had a job in a canning factory before deciding
to work for him. And indeed on the opposite page, she has taken off her clothes (fig.158). Her
body is again forced into an unnatural pose: her cheek is pressed against her shoulder hitched
uncomfortably high over the back of a chair. Her contortion seems to be all at the service of
framing her breasts inside the open oval of the chair’s back. Her averted gaze is partly eclipsed by
the shadow cast by the decorative turban – evocation of Ingres’ Odalisque or Valpinçon bather
and of Kiki in Man Ray’s Violon d’Ingres. The incomplete sentence chosen to comment the image –
‘sitting sometimes on a chair, she did… to me’ – keeps the reader in suspense, letting him or her
imagine her body as a tool for sexual pleasure.430
The inconsistencies in Ketidja’s representations cannot but bring to mind the violation of
the Moroccan people’s right to self-determination by the arbitrary French laws. The fact that
Ketidja takes on different appearances transforms the oriental woman into a malleable entity. And
two is better than one… In the vast seraglio which the Orient symbolises in the Western mind,
girls always come in pairs or more. Implicit is the ‘requirement of renewed difference, or rather of
different repetition’ in the phantasmatic visions of women living in a harem Malek Aalloula
remarks.431 In such a place, the ‘presumed absence of limitation to a sexual pleasure lived in the
mode of frenzy […] is conceivable only if, in each instance, its object is different, unique,

‘Conserveries et salaisons des Zenatas. Maroc Français’.
‘Oui, je me souviendrai longtemps de sa peau cuivrée…’
430 ‘S’asseyant parfois sur une chaise, elle me fit…’
431 Alloula, p. 49.
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irreplaceable […].’432 The same can be said about Paris Sex-Appeal’s accumulation of pin-ups: each
one is singular and yet anonymous. Photography is the ideal medium to serialise difference.
The magazine deals with women as off-handedly as it deals with images and facts. In
‘Ketidja, courtisane de souks’, Mezerette insists on the failure of the civilising process engaged by
the French in Morocco where the sexual exploitation of children is a topical issue. He writes:
‘despite French occupation, little girls and boys are still sold in the farthest part of the Moroccan
South. The average price is seven hundred francs.’433 He adds that a beautiful white chicken has
even been given as a bonus to Ketidja’s sister’s buyer. The horror of this practice retrospectively
endows Steiner’s first photograph with obscene irony, forcing an unilateral meaning upon it. What
was a stereotypical photograph of Moroccan low standards of living becomes a proof of the low
moral standards if not of the absence of morality, of a population in desperate need of European
virtues and culture.
The magazine builds a simulacrum of the French colonial empire distorting the
geographical integrity of the occupied countries. The last image illustrating Mezerette’s memoirs is
identified as a view of Marrakesh (fig.159). But a comparison with some postcards of Bousbir,
Casablanca’s red-light district, helps disprove this allegation.434
The reader was most certainly not aware of this falsification. The magazine’s priority was
to maintain the dream of a sun-drenched and timeless sensuality of the Orient. In this peaceful
scene where everything stands still, the doors and windows intimate the promise of voluptuousness

Ibid., p. 49.
‘Car malgré l’occupation française, on vend encore des petites filles et des petits garçons dans l’extrême
Sud marocain. Le prix moyen est de 700 francs.’
434 Bousbir was designed by the colonial authorities as ‘a modern and rational response to the question of
prostitution. […] The district formed a rectangle 160 meters by 150 meters, encircled by a high, windowless
wall with a single public entrance. The closing off of Bousbir and its placement at the edge of the built-up
part of the city guaranteed good conditions for control and a measure of discretion. Between 450 and 680
women, Moors or Jews, lived there and sold their sexual service to 1000 to 1,500 visitors per day. […] The
district was organised like an autonomous town but clearly had a prison-like character. The sex workers
were allowed to leave the district only once a week, after receiving a permit from the police and the doctor’.
Jean-François Staszak, ‘Colonial Tourism and Prostitution: the Visit to Bousbir in Casablanca (1924-1955)’,
Via, 8 (2015) < http://journals.openedition.org/viatourism/431> [accessed 26 January 2018].
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in dark, secluded rooms. Occupying every plane of the photograph, the woman is everywhere, as
if captured at different moments in time: in the foreground, she is sitting on a low wall, her legs
widely open, smiling at the sun’s hot caress. Behind her, a woman, twice enclosed in her veils and
the white walls, makes concrete the mystery of a sexuality forbidden to the male gaze. In the
background, sitting at the top of what looks like a stair, a woman turns away from the camera. The
black mass of her hair over her bare shoulder offers an alternative to her companions’ covered
heads. She is another focal point of desire composing a space in which the inside/outside dialectics
which usually shuts femininity away from the gaze is inverted. Interspersed in the architecture,
these three presences trace a narrative of permanent availability, paving the way for pleasures to
come. Their varying states of dress and undress come to stand for stages of a striptease. Their
clients are absent, leaving the masculine reader free to project himself in this space. Steiner’s
photograph is like a blank screen, ready to receive any of the viewer’s fantasies. In that, it fits Paris
Sex-Appeal’s raison d’être. Wrenched from its historicity, the image becomes a transferable decor
existing only to eroticise the exotic or exoticise the erotic.
The disregard for the colonised ‘subject’ is most extreme when his or her representation is
vulgarised through fiction. Not only is it falsified by the colonial ideology but also cheapened by
the bad taste of popular literature. The staging of the story of a feverish love-hatred relationship
between two Arabs, set in some vague Orient, which leads to the murder of one of them disturbs
the classic elegance of Steiner’s portrait of a veiled woman in Paris Magazine n°44 (April 1935)
(fig.160 to 162). Braig formalises the devastating passion through an exaggeratedly naïve mise en
scène. The plethora of clichés – the name Ali, the guttural arabic songs, the feline grace of the
woman, the tragic ending – have the same connotative function in the text as the few elements of
paraphernalia in the photographs – a fez, a drum, a khanjar daggar. They repeat a scene that never
existed. Meaning freezes as fantasies materialise.The reader is to feel the brutality of the Arab man
and the soft resilience of the woman’s flesh. Even if Braig’s images float in an empty universe of
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non-referentiality, they belong to recognizable aesthetic conventions of orientalist paintings of the
nineteenth century.
The violence of Orientals was a recurring theme for European painters as testified by
Delacroix’ tumultuous Death of Sardanapalus (1827) which overtly makes ‘the connection between
sexual possession and murder as an assertion of absolute enjoyment.’435 In the magazine, the alibi
of Orientalism similarly permits the return of the repressed. The comparison between the last
photograph by Braig and the middle panel of a triptych by the American painter, Frederick Arthur
Bridgman, exhibited in the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1889 and entitled Le Pirate d’amour, is
telling. It reveals a continuity in the visual codification of Oriental sensuality (fig.163). In spite of
the mediums’ differences, both representations rely on identical effects: the theatricalisation of the
strained postures, the saturation of the space with superfluous details, the choreography of the
bodies focusing on the display of the female nudity.
In this context of outrance, the realism of Steiner’s portrait is compromised.The layers of
fabrics that cover the face and bust of the woman precisely negate the spectacle of the woman’s
body and stifle the tempestuous emotions of an ‘oriental’ passion. Interposing a screen of mystery
between herself and the camera, she is a counterbalance to the erotic release implied in Braig’s
photographs.
As intimated by the title of her image, ‘A l’ombre du sérail’, her reticence is also a promise,
the dark slit of her eyes and the gaping garment that reveals the flesh of her arm provocatively
providing the possibility of an access to her body.436 Saturating the frame with fabrics, the
photograph gives the woman a concrete presence, accentuated by the closeness of Steiner’s camera.
She performs the inaccessibility of the Orient for Paris Magazine’s readers while inviting them to
unveil her. She too is a mise en scène.
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In Braig’s first photograph, the woman’s gauzy veil, vaguely reminiscent of a Medieval
headdress, has nothing to do with the sophisticated accumulation of fabrics of the opposite page
(fig.160). It gracefully follows the curve of her body bent in a sensuous clinch. The soft tension of
her movement and of the man’s hand placed on her hip pertains to the seduction of the image. It
imparts a certain sensuality that hardens into kitsch in the following photographs, neutralising the
quietly disruptive power of Steiner’s portrait. As if it was possible to curb the folds’ mysterious
puckering by flaunting nudity. As if it was by getting rid of the cumbersome textiles, by unveiling
the woman that control over the impenetrable device of the hijab was guaranteed. Visualising
differences for a Western public, the magazine makes them familiar and manageable through a
mode of understanding which relies sometimes on kitsch.
The effects generated by this mawkish, hyperbolic and obvious – and thus easy to relate to
– aesthetic were desirable in their wide appeal. If the magazine resorted to the ‘short-order
charisma’ of kitsch – ‘the miniature attempting to signify the gigantic’ sums up Thomas Richards
–, it is maybe because it offers a pleasing experience of closeness to the reader who can immediately
recognise and adhere to what he or she sees.437 Thomas Kulka notices that kitsch ‘comes to support
our basic sentiments and beliefs. It works best when our attitude towards its object is
patronising.’438 In that it concurred at the time with colonial rhetorics which refracted and
domesticated otherness through fictions of the picturesque, the exotic and the primitive. Kitsch
allowed for an undistanced, self-referential assimilation of the foreign by the reader.
Denise Bellon’s unembellished depiction of two Moroccan prostitutes (Paris Magazine n°75,
November 1937) exemplifies the way an image can be mitigated by its proximity with a harmless
representation of a quintessentially Arabic ‘paradise’ (fig.164). In a precious alcove of vegetation,
three scarcely clad women act their immemorial availability for the Western eye, bathed in an
atmosphere of perpetual languor. In this luxuriant island, unmoored from historical and
Thomas Richards, The Commodity Culture of Victorian England. Advertising and Spectacle, 1851-1914, (Stanford,
CA: Stanford University Press, 1990), p. 88.
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geographical references, civilisation gives way to a fairytale communion with nature. Hackneyed
signifiers – dark skin, Arabic pots, rugs and cushions, jewels – are steeped in kitsch harmony.
The image is self-sufficient. Like kitsch of which it is made of, ‘it functions by virtue of its
apparent semiotic transparency.’439 It reveals the periodical’s fondness for aesthetic conservatism
which goes hand in hand with kitsch. Rita Felski argues that kitsch ‘is as regressive in a personal as
well as a historical sense, catering to an infantile desire to flee from the complexities of reality into
a predictable fantasy world of immediate and unobstructed gratification.’440
Here, the title of the story, ‘Aventure dans le bled’, further romanticises the photograph on
which it is written.441 The image is therefore laden with lasciviousness and promises of action. Its
soft focus and outmoded conventions, borrowed from pictorial academism, assuage the brutal
encounter with the sheer physicality of the bodies of Denise Bellon’s models. Their taciturn
monumentality clashes with the ethereal sentimentality of the flattened figures next to them
(fig.164). The tight framing evacuates their setting out of the frame; which gives them all the more
stature as if the photographer wanted to spare her models from the futility of anecdotes or of the
decorative. As if there was an existential slant to her photography, zooming in on corporeality as
the raw material of her practice.The three women on the right fade into insignificance while the
two prostitutes stand out on the left page, their busts cast into sharp relief.
A naturalistic parti-pris underscores the strangeness of their faces and attitudes. The girl on
the left could be mistaken for a boy if it were not for her naked bosom. She is partly hidden by her
companion’s shadow which cuts into her body. A breast draws an abstract shape on her flesh, as
an echo to the much smaller tattoos her companion harbours between her breasts, intensifying the
dialectical interaction between the surface of their skins and their sculptural forms. The violated
integrity of her body conveys a sense of insidious violence. With her arm and legs amputated, she
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stands as a bit of humanity floating in indeterminacy. The obsessionally detailed rendering of the
woman’s flesh displaces the attention from their nudity to the expanse of their epidermis. They
resist, incomprehensible rather than mysterious, hermetically protected from within by their solid
presence. There is poetic muteness to the union of their bodies, in the way they hold each other,
intimately but still for the camera. Spontaneity is retained in the arrangement of their hands,
beautifully doubling one another, and exacerbating the tension of touch. They seem to return our
gaze by touching themselves and each other. The brush of a finger on the curve of a breast, a hand
placed on a stomach as if in a placid reassertion of one’s boundaries: these are protective gestures
against the voyeuristic intrusion of a foreign gaze. As if tactility was a barrier against sight. These
women can not be grasped but are all about the intensity of contacts, grips, caresses. Their rare
ornaments – their two rings and the three tattoos (the black spot on the shoulder of the second
woman could be confused with a fly) – do not embellish them, laying bare the plainness of their
nakedness and the coarseness of their conditions as prostitutes. Here, the photographer records
her subjects before fantasising them, and when she does, it is in the poignant recognition of an
irretrievable distance from them.
Far from the sentimentality in which bodies and objects are trapped through a unifying
gloss in the next picture, the details are meaningful here. They enhance the overall strangeness of
Bellon’s image. The title of the photograph – ‘Maroc, Quartier Réservé’ – assigns the women to a
place and a role, but is not enough here to “counter the anxiety of uncertainty lurking behind [an]
encounter with an ambiguous text or exotic other.’442
What this humanist friction with the real permits is the realisation that Moroccan women do not
necessarily conform to orientalist visions in which idealisation always borders on repulsion. That
is not to say that Bellon’s image is not productive of the lure of the East. Most often, her work and
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Steiner’s – both travelled in North Africa – simultaneously integrate and undermine the Orientalist
codifications which, in 1935, were the norm, permeating everything in the field of representation.
Another strategy to contain the play of meaning in images lies in aestheticisation, in the
domestication of otherness through beauty. Whether deliberately or not, Steiner’s photographs
often lend an auratic vibrancy to his subject. In the double-spread of Paris Magazine n°42 (February
1935), the close-up of a black man’s face and the noble erection of a naked woman in a full portrait
adjust the eye to the bare reality of Moroccan identities; their different scales testifying to
photography’s power of precision (fig.165). In both cases, headdresses or clothes are documented
in a minute attention to matter. The small curls of the man’s beard, the wrong buttoning of his
collar, the elegant knot of the girl’s white scarf pointing to the small of her back, the way she firmly
rests her foot on the wall underline their humanity. Their juxtaposition is structured by a long list
of oppositions – masculinity/femininity, closeness/distance, clothes/nudity, intellect/body,
seriousness/laughter – but there is an overall sense of dignity in their appearances.
The man seems to dominate the scene from an overhanging point, his stately poise
connoting self-control and authority. As if in three dimensions, his features carve the page. His
lips, his ears, his cheekbones, his frown form as many folds which contradict the photographic
flatness. He is the centre of attention – even the woman looks in his direction – and no setting
disturbs his preeminence. He is self-sufficient, handsomely enclosed in his aloofness.
With the woman, fragments of the city are re-introduced, as well as the body while the man’s head
stresses mental ability. With the feminine comes distraction – architecture, flesh, laughter. Far away,
a small building emerges behind the parapet, enhancing a feeling of elevation. She is a prostitute
– at least Steiner identified her as such and she appears again in Paris Magazine as such – but she
has been lifted on the top of the city. The grace and vitality of her youthful body trace a beautiful
shape against the cloudless sky and the white architecture. Is this a way to lessen the effects of her
alterity? Ackbar Abbas contends that the ‘threat to European hegemony caused by fascination with
the other has typically been negated through the application of formalistic techniques designed to
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emphasise beauty.’443 For all its formal beauty, the juxtaposition is sexualised as the man looks
across the page at the woman whose raised leg offers the sight of her genitals to whatever lies in
front of her. His line of sight continued by the oblique of her raised thigh, he sees what the viewer
cannot see. As often in the magazine, the unknown coincides with the mystery of feminine
sexuality.

In Paris Sex-Appeal n°20 (March 1935), Steiner’s picture of an arched door opening onto
darkness could not express more clearly this desire to enter a forbidden realm – namely, the harem
which is present in the title of the story printed on the next page (fig.166).
A sense of depth is created by this rectangle of blackness which tears a hole in the façade
of what looks like a traditional Arabic house. Under the house number, the shadow of the sculpted
decoration crowning the entrance stretches its jagged form to the left, echoing the dancer’s arms
on the opposite page. She belongs to the darkness of the harem.
The stillness of Steiner’s composition is deceiving: its dark heart swarms with potential presences.
Anything might happen or emerge from the dark. One is lured into the desire to know more,
trapped in the passive watch of the image. Although left on the threshold, the viewer gets the
impression of intruding into the privacy of a household. Feeding voyeuristic fantasies, the door left
ajar is all the more enticing that the light floods the scene: the omnipresence of the sun is scratched
by the black opening. As if brightness could not exist without its contrary.
The urge to penetrate the mystery of blackness, whether that of the night or of African
beauty runs through the magazines. Paris Magazine and Paris Sex-Appeal’s efforts in mapping the
dark continent can not be separated from Scandale’s probing into the nightlife of the French capital.
A fascination for the margins underlies both enterprises.
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A double-spread of Paris Sex-Appeal n°25 (August 1935), paradigmatically interweaves the
enigma of the night and of a mythical Orient (fig.167). Pierre Boucher’s photographic montage
graphically traces the way to an unknown location, or more precisely to the ‘Nuits de l’Orient’, the
title of Jean Mezerette’s text published on the facing page.444 What is to be expected at the other
end of the road would remain hazy were it not for the large letters leaning towards the image of a
bare-breasted woman whose agressive stare towards an off-frame space invites the reader to
imagine another scene.
In combining the seascape and the railway tracks, the fluidity of the waves with the metallic
linearity of the rails, Boucher creates a surrealistic vision of an alternative reality in which everyday
logic no longer applies. Are the waves submerging the railway tracks or are these gliding over the
waves? This is an invitation to an oneiric journey at the end of which a black woman is waiting.
Here, Mezerette visits the red district of Guénéah, in Alexandria where six thousand prostitutes
live.
There are no photographs of the setting, nor of the prostitutes; only this image of the girl.
She comes to embody the oriental night, its occult mystery signified by her necklaces and amulets,
her defiant eyes, her fleshy lips and her naked breast heralding both perils and pleasures (fig.167).
She brings out the poisonous side of the white male’s dream of adventure. Mezerette relates that
Halima, the Bedouin prostitute with whom he makes love offers him cocaine but he prefers to
smoke hashish. Under her spell, indissociable from the drug induced languor, it is another kind of
knowledge that Mezerette travelled far to acquire: ‘the mysterious secret of the pleasures of the
Orient’. European points of reference are inoperable in this context. In that sense, Steiner’s dark
entrance and Boucher’s chimera visualise the unsubstantiality of Western clichés about the Orient.
There is nothing beyond the door or at the end of the tracks except for a mise en scène of white
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man’s own desires, his creation of the other. The flash of the camera sometimes obscures more
than it illuminates. But what counts is that the white psyche turns to darkness for enlightenment.
Stepping into ‘virgin’ territories, the periodicals are in keeping with an intellectual
movement which, at the turn of the nineteenth century, explored the outer night of the world as
well as the inner night of the subject. Its fascination for the geographic other ushered in ‘the “other”
of reason, the natural, the corporeal, whose expulsion at the hands of the enlighteners was
increasingly shown to be an illusion.’445 The Enlightenment’s belief in rationality was no longer
viable. With the modern era – its discovery and conquest of the farthest ends of the earth and the
depths of the self – came doubts while the uncanny settled in the recesses of the human soul. In
this context, romantic, and later surrealist, thinkers and artists re-evaluated the epistemological
signification of darkness and the night, turning it into a site of knowledge and creation. This is
clearly reflected in Brassaï’s photographic transfigurations of Parisian nightlife where black and
light swap functions in Scandale.
From the physical to the metaphorical night, there is only a step. Writing on Romantic
literature, Roland Bogards writes:
The anthropology of the Enlightenment desires to illuminate the human being down
to the further corners of his psychological faculties and reaches its own limits in the
process, so that, Kant formulated it, only a few sites are illuminated on the great map
of our emotions. Darkness has since belonged to the normality of the modern
subject.446
Exploring libido and sexual urges, the magazines could not but dive into inward and emotional
obscurity. Chasing African Venuses, photographers and writers in Paris Magazine seem less to have
encountered them than themselves, sounding the abysses of what, at the beginning of the twentieth
century, early psychology designated as the unconscious. The magazines did not partake in the
elaboration of its critical discourse. The magazine’s fantasies were only the unconscious expression,
Nerina Santorius, ‘Satan’s Heirs. The Legacy of Irrationality in French Romanticism’, in Dark Romanticism,
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in popular culture, of philosophical and intellectual concerns. Of questions based on the
‘excavation of human motivations that shape[d] the century, through Nietzsche, Marx and Freud,
who initiated crucial processes of decentring on the level of the subject.’447
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V.Identity Anxieties, Anti-colonialism and Doubts: the Underside of the
Empire

Like most of the magazines and newspapers at the time, Paris Magazine echoed the success
of the Parisian Colonial Exhibition of 1931 in an article signed H. R (n°1, July 1931) (fig.168).
Reporting on the event, it described the immersive experience of the visitor walking through the
five thousand acres of Bois de Vincennes where replicas of pagodas, mosques, Angkor Wat or of
African villages gave the French people access to a simulation of life in the colonies.
The triumphant tone of the imperialist discourse – amplified in the fair’s wide press
coverage – is slightly toned down in this text that offers to take the reader behind the scenes. The
plural form of its title – ‘Colonial Aspects’ – negates the vision of a homogeneous and monolithic
Empire. Thus it points to a discrepancy between the colonial reality and its rendition in the
exhibition – discrepancy that, however, is not represented in the choice of photographs. The gap
between the metropolis and its overseas territories can not be breached even if the studied layout
– the stylisation of the title framed by two cartoonish ‘African’ figures, the symmetrical organisation
of the images – establishes a continuity from one page to another (fig.168), from a photograph of
the replica of the Djenne Tower in Mali to one of an actual village in Ivory Coast.
The author’s ambivalent response to the Westerner’s conditions of living in the colonies
reflects the anxieties of the national psyche in the 1930s. Reiterating the picturesque principles of
the exhibition, the account is laden with the commonplaces which naturalise the indigenous
populations’ supposed primitivism. This notion and its derivatives are used to define the aesthetic
of the African traditional crafts: the Malian Djenne Tower’s ‘large wooden doors primitively
sculpted’ and the ‘moving primitivism of the métiers of weavers’ from Burkina Faso. Countries are
reduced to the sensory impressions they convey or the resources they produce. Guinea is green
with banana plantations. Mauritania is an expanse of burning sand. Senegal is made out of peanut
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plants and leather. In this sensual attention to the material aspects of the African modes of life –
Nigerian shields made out of skin, Sudanese colourful loincloths and carpets, mud huts –, the local
people are not distinguished from what they eat, build and live in. From the appeal of the African
artefacts to the attraction for their makers, there is but a step: the writer states his fascination
for ‘the quasi naked bodies dripping with sweat’. The postcard-like landscapes of the countries, the
natives’ voluptuousness and their irrationality – the word fetish used in the sense of charm or
sorcery appears twice. All speaks to the stereotypical categorisation of the other in opposition to
white citizens.
However, H.R.’s description of the destiny of a coloniser stuck in the Tropics, as
romanticised as the artificial display of the exhibition, is imbued with a form of malaise stemming
from the possible alteration, if not dissolution, of the French character and what appears as an
addiction for the colonised land. The text constantly oscillates between the advantages and the
hardship of colonial lifestyle. The article’s listing of the difficulties to be faced by the traveller –
sweltering heat, the solitude, the nostalgia for the motherland, longing for the refined European
pleasures – confirms that ‘there was always a certain vulnerability [or] “background anxiety” in the
minds of the colonials.’448 For all the clichés of white power, material ease and luxury – ‘the appeal
and comfort of a wealthier existence than in France: one has a bungalow, boys, a cook, a wellserved table’ – conveyed by the text, unease is palpable.449 ‘From the threat of native violence in
the form of crime or political rebellion to the general uncertainty about being a stranger in a strange
land, the white communities in the colonies were frequently on edge.’450 Michael G. Vann sees the
colonial paradox in action in the fact that no political, military or economic superiority could
assuage this anxiety.
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Here, equipped with a pith helmet and a khaki uniform, the typical European civil servant
or adventurer is portrayed as the master in command. With his rolled up sleeves, he is in charge of
the plantations – under his supervision women and children harvest and process cocoa beans.
Power is on his side but a threat lurks, that of falling prey to le cafard, a specific form of depression
caused by a sense of estrangement from his homeland. Jean-François Staszak notes that this
colonial blues, diagnosed in the colonies at the beginning of the nineteenth century, was considered
pathological in 1880-1910s before becoming progressively banal and demedicalised in the 1920s.451
Focusing on the biological threats of the tropical world, Michael G. Vann aligns le cafard
with exotic diseases like dysentery or malaria. He contends that
by medicalising this psychological state, the discourse of le cafard exculpated the
colonial from rude, reckless and violent behaviour. Violence […] was not really the
fault of the white colonial, but due to a health condition from which he suffered.452
In Paris Magazine’s text, the author is less concerned by colonial illnesses than by
psychological discomfort:
Noon. Back to the bungalow. Gramophone and whisky. That way one does not think
about the remoteness, the isolation: blues is dangerous under these latitudes and it is
best to prevent it. Quick lunch, to the sound of the gramophone wound up by the boy.
[…]. Six pm: one goes back home worn out, exhausted, and to avoid having time to
reflect, one plays a foxtrot or blues…453
Surviving this overall sense of ennui involved drinking, listening to music or partying all
night. Indissociable from the collective imaginary of the colonies, the outburst of cafard became a
motif in cinema. Central in the constitution of the white colonial identity, it was famously
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personified by Jean Gabin in some of his best-known films of the 1930s. These relied on his
‘essential Frenchness to situate him as the clear locus of assimilation anxiety.’454
In La Bandera (Julien Duvivier, 1935), Pépé le moko (Julien Duvivier, 1937) and Le Messager (Raymond
Rouleau, 1937), the forced exile of Gabin’s character turned him into a tragic hero whose downfall
was foreshadowed by a deep sense of melancholia. ‘By insisting on this double estrangement
[alienation in both time and space], le cafard adds an extra layer of mythology to the same lost
France implied by the wash of nostalgia that tinted much of the era’s popular cinema.’455
In these three films, he was labelled as a marginal – a gangster, a ‘légionnaire’ or a jobless
divorcee – deprived of his right to live in France because of his social downgrading. Jean Gabin
incarnated a longing for what his characters were denied but that he embodied as a movie star: his
working class ‘gouaille’ made him an image of Paris itself.
On the run from the police in metropolitan France, he hides in the casbah quarter in Algiers
in Pépé le moko. A refuge as much as a prison, it stands in stark contrast with the French capital.
Pépé can only evoke the French city as a list of toponyms (‘la rue Saint Martin, Gare du Nord,
Barbès, la Chapelle, boulevard Rochechouart, la Place Blanche’) or dream about it through the
bejewelled body of Gaby, the Parisian demi-mondaine he falls in love with. Risking to be arrested
if he leaves the casbah, he is secluded like a woman in a harem remarks Jean-François Staszak.456
To him, Pépé’s lack of freedom of movement diminishes his virility. ‘Is Pépé still a man if he can’t
decide where he goes? Locked up in the Casbah with Ines [his gypsy lover], Pépé is domesticated,
overpowered. […] Pépé’s castration or impotence is related to his inability to meet with the woman
he loves.’457 It is significant that Gaby’s body should be the only place where Pepe can feel Parisian.
‘Beneath this psychological equation of female bodies and cities lies a profound fear of ego
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dissolution, […] the cultural dissolution of a Western male self within the feminised geography of
an Oriental (Arab) city.’458 Not allowed to remain a working class Parisian, he is made complicit
with another culture, permanently in between nationalities, doubled but neither French nor
Algerian.
Sentimental entanglements are not taken into account in H.R’s article in Paris Magazine but
it is permeated by the same feeling of being systematically at odds with one’s environment, whether
the French capital or the colonies. In a way, alienation is even more extreme in the text where it is
the force of habit that chains the French coloniser to a foreign land. Insisting on the insidious
effects of ‘the power of seduction of a country one can not forget’, the author reduces France to a
starting point, a place people leave without a real hope of return. Even if the text does not elaborate
upon the thorny question of assimilation into native culture, it makes clear that inevitable changes
come with a life in the colonies. Pépé can not forget Paris. Here, it is the colonies one can not
forget. And there is nothing much one can do about it. Drinking one’s sorrow away and playing a
gramophone – the last trace of Western technological refinement left to the colonial – only provide
temporary solace.459 Faced with the erotic and economic seductions of the colonies, the white
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authenticate the depicted architecture and nature. The colonial locus conveys a vague impression, all the
more so that the text never explains the photographs. The two apparently deserted shots of the Colonial
exhibition document a historical site (including the Malian Mosque of Djenné) and the architectural style of
a village (fig.168). While the reader’s appropriation of the space is facilitated by the absence of natives here,
the photographs taken in Ivory Coast and Cameroon incorporate local inhabitants in the scenes (fig.168458
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psyche is torn between fear and attraction, an anxious ambivalence that is repeatedly echoed in the
pages of Paris Magazine.

Reports on the Colonial Exhibition and the 1931 sale of André Breton and Paul Eluard’s
ethnographic collections are published in the same issue of Paris magazine (fig.170). Both the
zeitgeist and Charles Ratton’s strategic decision to capitalise on the fair’s huge success to organise
an auction at the same time may explain this convergence. The most prominent dealer ‘within what
is termed the “second generation”of tribal art specialists’, Charles Ratton started collecting at the
beginning of the 1920s and soon developed more privileged relationships with Surrealists, curators
and anthropologists than the well-known Paul Guillaume ever managed to achieve.460 His expertise
as a gallery owner, solicited both in Europe and the United-States made him instrumental in
shaping his contemporaries’ taste for tribal art and in inventing the notion of the primitive.
His collections were loaned to major exhibitions and he was active in ‘mediating between
the avant-garde’s burgeoning fascination with non-Western sculpture and the exhibitionary
possibilities of the museum world and art establishment.’461 As underscored by Louise Tythacott,
‘by physically moving non-Western objects between art collection and public exhibition space’, art
dealers like Charles Ratton ‘shifted conceptually the exotic artefact from its nineteenth century
classification of “curiosity” or “specimen” into the domain of art.’462 It is significant in this respect
that he exhibited Breton and Eluard’s collections in his gallery a few months before the sale. They
were all fervent promoters of tribal art but common commercial interests were the crux of their
relationships. Ratton published advertisements for his gallery in La Révolution surréaliste as soon as
1927 and asked Man Ray to photograph some artefacts he sold. He also supplied a large number
of surrealist artists (Benjamin Perret, Breton, Eluard) with primitive objects.

169). Visualising the possibility of transaction between black and white people in Cameroon, the photograph
at the top of the third page underlines the land’s resources and the economic profits of colonisation.
460 Louise Tythacott, Surrealism and the Exotic (London, New York, NY: Routledge, 2003), p. 88.
461 Ibid., p. 89.
462 Ibid., p. 90.
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It is not surprising that Breton and Eluard requested his help when forced by financial
difficulties to sell off their collections. In a letter to his wife, Gala, Eluard writes:
I am terribly short of money. I saw Ratton yesterday. He offers to sale my objects and
Breton’s ones at the beginning of May. […] At this time, the colonial exhibition will
be on and he thinks that it might help.463
The three hundred and fifty one objects gathered for the auction had different origins: one
hundred and forty eight were from the Americas, one hundred and forty three from Oceania, thirtyeight from Africa, fifteen from Indonesia and Malaysia.464According to Paris Magazine’s review, a
total of 285 195 francs was raised which significantly surpassed the experts’ estimation.
The presence of this article in such a lowbrow magazine is one effect of the ‘popularisation
of colonial exoticism’ Maureen Murphy links to the growing phenomenon of institutionalisation
and commercialisation of these objects during the 1930s.465 What was deemed a provocative gesture
in the 1910s and 1920s – showing and looking at African, Oceanian, American and Asian artefacts
from a purely formal point of view – had become mainstream. The revaluation itself of these
objects was somewhat trivialised by the writer’s statement typical of the paternalistic response
elicited by these artworks:
We must admit that, amongst these different kinds of objects, fetishes, realist or non
realist statuettes of gods and goddesses, vases with different shapes, bowls etc… some
have to do with high art because of the purity of their line or the sincerity of the
intention.466
In elevating primitive art to a subject worthy of study by European amateurs, he undercuts
the subversive power of difference carried by these objects. His argument for the recognition of

‘L’argent manque terriblement. J’ai vu Ratton hier qui offre de faire une vente de mes objets et de ceux
de Breton vers le début de mai […]. Il y a à cette époque l’exposition coloniale et il pense que ça aiderait’.
Lettres à Gala, 1924-1948 (Paris: Gallimard, 1984), p. 31.
464 Tythacott, p. 95.
465 Maureen Murphy, ‘Le maniaque de la beauté’, in Charles Ratton, l’invention des arts primitifs (Paris: Skira
Flammarion, 2013), p. 69.
466 ‘On doit convenir, d’ailleurs, que parmi ces objets de toute nature, fétiches, statuettes de dieux ou de
déesses réalistes ou non, vases de différentes formes, jattes, etc… il en est qui touchent au grand art par la
pureté des lignes et la sincerité de l’intention.’
463
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their formal and moral qualities partakes in an ongoing debate between the two World Wars.467 For
some, an aesthetic vision of the artefacts decontextualised them, stripping them of their use value
and of their meaning. As such, they became mere knick-knacks. For others, stressing the affinities
between Western aesthetics and Primitivism was key to subsuming their specificities under the
category of universal good taste. This appropriation of tribal art by tradition reassuringly warded
off the threat of otherness.
Charles Ratton stood at the intersection of these positions, between openness and willingness to
preserve the classical canon. His complex relation to Africa is consistent with the West’s own
relationship to this continent, underpinned by logics of power based on contempt as much as
attraction.468
Surrealists took the opposite stance. What mass-culture dealt with through idealisation, they
sought in order to bring into question values of respectability and of tradition. A major principle
dictated their mania for collecting incongruous objects: the need ‘to transgress bounded notions of
art, aesthetics and beauty and to reclassify the orders of the twentieth century European world.’469
The Oceanian sculpture which illustrates the review epitomises this ambition as it was presented
with twenty-four paintings, works on paper, assemblages and photographs by Man Ray at the
Galerie Surréaliste in March 1926. It was bought by André Breton in Amsterdam earlier the same
year and counted amongst the more than sixty pieces from Indonesia and the Pacific Islands which
were mixed with contemporary works in the exhibition. According to Wendy Grossman, the
Surrealists perceived their ‘raw spiritual and vital essence’ as akin to their own artistic aspirations

In 1984, William Rubin’s exhibition at the MOMA revived the discussions. Hal Foster’s article ‘The
“primitive” unconscious of modern art’ famously challenged the curator’s analogy between the modern and
the primitive and what Foster deemed as the imperialist premises of the enterprise. To him, the
museumification and aestheticisation of tribal objects commodified them and disavowed the historical
context of their production, that is, colonialism. ‘Primitive Scenes’, Critical Inquiry, vol. 20, 1 (Autumn 1993)
pp. 69-102.
468 Murphy, p. 111.
469 Tythacott, p. 46.
467
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and sought to channel their power.470
Their presence in the inaugural exhibition of the Galerie Surréaliste, entitled ‘Tableaux de
Man Ray et objets des Iles’ caused a scandal and the statuette itself, from the North of the Nias
Island, was deemed indecent. It appeared on the front cover of the exhibition’s catalogue – a
montage by Man Ray titled La lune brille sur l’Ile de Nias (fig.171).471
Seen from the side, in a plain documentary composition, the ancestral Nias figure has lost
its supernatural power in the pages of Paris Magazine (fig.170). The eerie dimension of Man Ray’s
frontal view of the moon and of the statue has disappeared, as well as the mystery of their
association. The landscape which dramatised the sculpture’s ‘apparition’ and accentuated the threedimensional solidity of its wooden volume placed it in an incongruous spatiality. Sitting on the sea,
it seemed illuminated by the moon. The latter’s simple roundness brought out by contrast the
vertical impetus of the statue’s angular and chiselled shape. Its asymmetrical positioning in the sky
‘decentred’ the composition, whimsically disrupting the statue’s majestic fixity, given all the more
reality by the artificiality of this mise en scène. Here, photographic transfiguration animates the
object ‘embodying the dislocations and defamiliarised forms characteristic of Surrealist modes of
representation.’472
In Paris Magazine’s more prosaic layout, the statue floats in the abstract whiteness of the
page where it is not so much elevated to the status of ‘work of art’ as merely identified by the
caption as such (both its identification and origin are mentioned under the image). The layout takes
on the apparent objectivity of scientific classification but its seriousness is undermined as the
statuette aims its crown at the title ‘L’art et la curiosité’ and the Latin pseudonym of the writer,

Wendy A. Grossman, “Tableaux de Man Ray et Objets des Iles at the Galerie Surréaliste (1926)” in
Oceanic art Paris 2013 ed. by Michael Hamson (Waregem: Cassochrome, 2013). ‘The importance the
Surrealists accorded to dreams, the power of the unconscious mind – particularly the collective unconscious
– and their interest in myth, animism, magic and the occult drew them to objects from the South Seas both
for the challenge they posed to the hierarchies of Western tradition and for their magical allure.’
471 The Moon Shines on the Nias Island.
472 Wendy A. Grossman, “Tableaux de Man Ray…”.
470
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Antiqua.473 Like any ‘trinkets, canvases, furniture, tapestries, works of art’ auctioned in Paris, the
Nias sculpture is subjected to scrutiny. Antiquarian pretentiousness is mocked in the caricature of
a bald expert who peers at a statue through a magnifying glass. He seems less occupied by the
formal analysis of the dancing figurine he is holding than by its crotch. On the double-spread, the
different columns – ‘Shows and pleasure’ (in this instance, the review is about films) and ‘discs and
art’ – are homogenised by the light style of the cartoons. There is nothing unsettling about the
South Seas statue anymore: it has gained currency and is commodified for it is classified, like a film
or a record, as an item to be consumed as entertainment.

The Colonial Exhibition gave Breton and Eluard the twin opportunity to realise capital gain
on their sale and to voice their strong opposition to colonialism.474 To them, the show was mere
propaganda at the service of the myth of France’s civilising mission they tried to deconstruct by
organising a counter-exhibition. ‘La vérité sur les colonies’ was organised in association with the
communist Anti-imperialist League.475 The surrealist artists agreed with the communist party on
the urgency to reject the principle of colonialism itself. The solution they championed was not to
humanise the colonising process but to call for an ‘immediate evacuation from the colonies.’
They counted amongst the rare intellectuals who took side against colonialism as they were
keen on giving a political slant to their poetic movement and what was a systematic parti-pris in
favour of the minority. An idealisation of the Other operated in their anti-colonial stances and in
their representations of the oppressed. Consequently ‘their entreprise of demythologisation [was]
also a remythologisation as it [went] hand in hand with the production of counter-myths, forged
both in their poetic practice of the Elsewhere and in their anti-Western political consciousness.’476
There is a form of romanticism in their fascination for the non-westerners whom they

‘Art et curiosité’ was the title of a similar column of the daily newspaper L’écho de Paris.
Murphy, p. 81.
475 The Truth about the Colonies.
476 Sophie Leclerc, ‘Le colonialisme mis à nu. Quand les surréalistes démythifiaient la France coloniale,
(1919-1962)’, Revue historique, 646, 2 (2008), p. 316.
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associated with uninhibited desires and primitive states of consciousness. In that, they were
influenced by their reading of Carl Jung, Sigmund Freud, James George Frazer or Lucien LévyBruhl who attempted to map a primitive psyche. In their syncretic selection, sculptures and
artworks like the Nias sculpture were idealised, assimilated as catalysts which physically brought
them closer to primal forces. ‘Unlike the Fauvist or Cubist decontextualisation of exotic artefacts,
Surrealists recontextualised them in terms of their own world view’ observes Louise Tythacott.
‘[…] Instead of aestheticising the primitive, they surrealised it.’477
Man Ray’s photographs are in keeping with this mindset. And yet, they are reflective of a
slight shift of emphasis typical of the blend of conformity and individuality, of formal and
pragmatic preoccupations which distinguished his approach. Man Ray was an iconoclast states
Wandy Grossman, including in his treatment of African masks and sculptures.478 He used them
more as found objects, props for photographic experimentations than as traces of the primitive to
be worshipped. There is a form of irreverence in his manipulations of these artefacts or of the
female body. Putting their plasticity at the service of his creativity was his main goal.
His casualness also manifested itself in his uninhibited attitudes towards the pecuniary
aspects of his practice. Defying conventions and boundaries, Man Ray thrived on what has been
called his yankee ingenuity: ‘by turning creativity into profit, [he] was able to pay the bills’. More
important, he open-mindedly mined the vein of popular culture.479 In that, he resembled Marcel
Duchamp for both ‘understood that mass culture was fertile ground for the modern artist, a source
for ideas as well as a vehicle for disseminating the artist’s persona to a larger public.’480 Man Ray
never stopped collaborating with a wide range of publications, from Harper’s Bazaar and Vogue to
the surrealist Variétés, the popular weekly Vu or lowbrow illustrated magazines like Paris Magazine.
Consequently, his photographs endlessly passed back and forth between the commercial and the
Tythacott, p. 59
Wendy A. Grossman, Man Ray, African Art and the Modernist Lens, p. 19.
479 Willis Hartshorn and Merry Foresta, Man Ray in Fashion (New York, NY:International Centre of
Photography, 1990), p. 13.
480 Ibid., p. 15.
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artistic, migrating from the avant-garde to mass-media and vice versa.
David Bate speaks of a ‘traffic of experimental images.’481 What was originally a fashion photograph
promoting a dress designed by Paul Poiret became a cover of La Révolution surréaliste n°4 (July 1925).
Starting to work for the couturier in 1922, he devised a successful formula – ‘line, colour, texture
and, above all, sex appeal’ – based on the conjunction of the feminine, art and fashion. Iconic in
this respect is his Noire et blanche (1926), combining Kiki’s ivory face and the glossy blackness of a
Baule mask (fig.172). First published in Vogue, it then appeared in the Belgian surrealist Variétés
and finally in Art et décoration. To David Bate, this photograph is paradigmatic of the enigmatic
nature of surrealist photography the meaning of which can never be fixed. It ‘floats around the
culture, sliding its signification from context to context, and shows the problematic in which all
images associated with surrealism are placed with regard to any final meaning.’482 Eliciting manifold
interpretations, its leaves many questions unanswered. It is seen alternately as a purely formalist
trick, the echo of both early modernism and colonial culture’s urge to neutralise differences or as
an emblem of a discourse marrying commodity fetishism and a fascination for African fetishes.483
This dramatic pairing of an African and a Western ‘artefact’ was not new in Man Ray’s production.
A recurrent motif, it first appeared on the cover of Francis Picabia’s journal 391 n°4 (July 1924)
where Man Ray associated a neo-classical statuette and a Baule spirit figure in a defiant gesture
exacerbated by scatological interjections (fig.173). Like the answer to the question ‘Where is
modern painting going?’ – ‘in the crapper’ – the montage was an attack on artistic conservatism.
This pairing reoccurs in a series of images of one of the most acclaimed African sculptures in
Western collections: the dancing figure of the ‘Bangwa Queen’ from Cameroon. Discussing its
naming, Julia Lynn LeFabo shows that its regal term is inaccurate and calls for inverted commas.
The carved figure was called njuindem in the Bangwa language; which can be translated by ‘woman

David Bate, Photography and Surrealism. Sexuality, Colonialism and Social Dissent (London, New York, NY:
I.B. Tauris, 2004), p. 176.
482 Ibid., p. 174.
483 Wendy A. Grossman and Steven Manford, ‘Unmasking Man Ray’s Noire et blanche’, American Art 20, n°2
(Summer 2006).
481
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of God’, that is to say a woman who has given birth to twins or a special child and acts as priestess
of the earth.484
At Charles Ratton’s request, Man Ray documented, in more than a half-dozen photographs,
the carved figure the art dealer exhibited in his gallery. He took pictures of the artwork as asked
but also used it to work on more personal formal questions. He took advantage of the situation
and probably brought with him a model to the gallery in order to combine the two female forms
in his compositions.485 Paris Magazine published one of them in 1934 (n°42) (fig.174). Here, Man
Ray reiterates the juxtapositions of Noire et blanche, reenacting the oppositions between black and
white, animate and inanimate, African and Western. Intimacy is inferred as flesh touches wood as
the woman slips her arm between the sculpture’s leg. Contact zones are multiple: her right nipple
seems to graze the sculpture’s base. The viewer even gets the impression that the statue holds a
lock of the woman’s hair in its hand.
With Noire et blanche, Man Ray plays with reciprocity and differences between face and mask,
focusing on a fragment of the feminine body. On the cover of 391, it is the entirety of the feminine
body that is shown: as the figurines stand on their pedestals, their curves delineate two types of
artistic canons. In both cases, a form of equivalence is visually induced – African and Western
figures occupy the same plane of the image. In this last image, the sculpture takes precedence,
relegating the woman to the bottom right corner of the image. The ‘Bangwa Queen’’s imposing
presence disturbs the equilibrium between the elements. The difference of scale between human
being and object is difficult to assess as the model’s body is mostly cropped from the photograph
and dwarfed by the majestic erection of her inanimate counterpart.

If the term ‘queen’ is improper, Julia Lynn LeFabo notes that ‘the woman depicted in the sculpture
undoubtedly held a status position among the Bangwa, evident both in her title as njuindem and in her
elaborate necklaces, bracelets, and anklets’. ‘The Bangwa Queen: Interpretations, Constructions, and
Appropriations of Meaning of the Esteemed Ancestress Figure from the Cameroon Grassfields’,
(unpublished undergraduate senior project, Bard College, 2014).
485 Wendy Grossman posits that these photographs went beyond the documenting gesture and allowed
him to experiment ‘with perspective and lighting to engage in a conceptual and formal investigation of the
expressive power of the medium’. Grossman, Man Ray, African Art and the Modernist Lens, p. 19.
484
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The nature of their connection is ambiguous, especially given the indeterminate ethnicity
of the model. Her white flesh serves as a foil for the black wooden surface (and vice versa), but
her black hair and her mixed-race features lend her a certain affinity with the sculpture. She has
often been confused with Adrienne Fidelin, Man Ray’s Caribbean lover whose light complexion
challenged a racialised interpretation of female beauty. Hinting at cultural and racial interbreeding,
their photographs turn female nudity into a protean material, a relative notion which subverts the
tradition of the Académie and preconceptions about whiteness. These racially ambiguous women
invalidate the dichotomous racial discourse within which Man Ray’s work might have been
examined at the time. Their images ‘demonstrat[e] how such a visual classifying system, so often
relied upon for critical analysis, collapses when someone is irreducible to simple notions of black
and white.’486
In this image, Man Ray impinges twice on the integrity of the female body, partly cut out
of the frame and altered by the comparison with an alternative and ‘savage’ anatomy. Their
combination points to a possible contamination between their two forms. A network of parallels
and divergences structures and reinforces their interrelationship. Stylisation starts with their
symmetrical postures – they are both seen in profile and the absence of the model’s right arm
further aligns her with the statue which has also lost its right arm. But while the latter displays a
ligneous appearance, the former is all surface, smoothness and agelessness. Emphasis is laid on the
contrasting shapes of their breasts: full and heavy, they ostentatiously protrude from the statue’s
chest while the woman’s nipples crown small protuberances. Her sensual living body sexualises her
lifeless companion. And yet her face is impassive whereas the statue's features are expressive – its
mouth is wide open – and its stance dynamic.487 It does not come as a surprise, from a surrealist
perspective, that the statue should be the one bringing life back to the woman. The ‘Bangwa Queen’

Ibid., p. 135.
The ‘Bangwa Queen’ is described as follow by Julia Lynn DeFabo: ‘Her weight rests on the tips of her
toes and her shoulders lean slightly forward to show that she does not pose but instead dances; the sculpture
is a snapshot of a woman in motion’. ‘The Bangwa Queen: interpretations’.
486
487
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is more than an object. It is a living being while the anonymous model is sculpted into lifelessness.
Is she a fetish in her turn? Looking at the viewer, she certainly acts as an intermediary, a prerequisite
to get access to the vibrancy of the ‘Bangwa Queen’.
Wendy Grossman finds ‘curious’ the persistent absence of this image in surrealist
publications at the time of its production or subsequently. She suggests that it has been tainted by
the dubious repute of Paris Magazine in which it serves as an illustration to one of Louis-Charles
Royer’s no less dubious stories, titled ‘Une nuit à Singapour’.488
As usual with Royer, overseas trips offer a pretext for engaging in graphic descriptions of
intercourses in which the foreign body becomes the site of unbridled male fantasies. Here, the
unleashing of desire is dehumanised and racialised. Making love to an Asian girl and a French one
is an altogether different matter. Far from France, sexuality rhymes with violence for a Chinese
prostitute is subjected to rape understood as the only possible form of intimacy with a local woman.
Animal instincts predominate and Royer gives the reader the following advice:
She fears caresses. You have to take her like the male takes the female in the jungle.
The quick rape of a consenting victim as long as it limits itself to coitus. That is what
you get for seven dollars. She would not show many more kindnesses for more money.
Of her body the courtesan only sells a single fruit. She even ignores the value – and
the appeal – of the others.489
The context of Royer’s text enhances the exotic colouration of Man Ray’s image valued for
its charge of alterity, for its power to bring a change of scene to the reader. In that, it shows how
‘an avant-garde photographic invention can be quickly derailed as soon as it enters the cultural
mainstream.’490 Its caption, ‘The Fetish’, invokes a particular interpretation of the image,
characteristic of the time and laying stress on the supposed irrationality emanating from
the ‘Bangwa Queen’.

‘A Night in Singapore’.
‘D’ailleurs, elle craint toutes les caresses. Il faut la prendre comme le mâle possède la femelle dans la
jungle. Un viol rapide dont la victime est consentante à condition qu’il se limite à la conjonction des sexes,
voilà ce que payent les sept dollars. Offrir davantage ne rapporterait aucune prévenance de plus. Cette
courtisane ne vend de son corps qu’un fruit unique. Elle ignore même la valeur – et la saveur – des autres’.
490 Grossman, Man Ray, African Art and the Modernist Lens, p. 136.
488
489
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Whitney Chadwick notes that the fetish is a European invention dating back to seventeenth century
Portuguese. The word referred to objects imbued with supernatural powers and used in religious
cults by West African natives. In their African context, they confounded European linguistic’s
reliance on binary oppositions such as animate/inanimate, life/death, and material/spiritual.491 It
is precisely this Western rational mindset and classification that the ambiguous nature of the
Bangwa figure questions. As the sculptural portrait of an ancestor, it allowed interactions with
human beings.
In Cameroon, figures such as the “Bangwa Queen” “are not considered to be spirits,
they are “temporary abodes of spirits” during certain rituals […]. They were brought
out of shelter for a ritual at the end of the dry season to make the earth fertile again
[…]. At once, lefem figures both belong and do not belong to either the human or
spiritual categories. They are more than representations of real people but are not the
actual spirits of ancestors.492
In the West, they were first and foremost appreciated for the world of dream and mysteries
they summoned. In James Clifford’s words, ‘if the notion of the African “fetish” had any meaning
in the twenties it described not a mode of African belief but rather the way in which exotic artifacts
were consumed by European aficionados.’493 Paris Magazine was very much aware and part of this
appropriation as evidenced by the parodic use of the word in other captions.494

Whitney Chadwick, ‘Fetishising Fashion/Fetishising Culture: Man Ray’s Noire et blanche’, Oxford Art
Journal, Vol. 18, 2 (1995), p. 6.
492 Julia Lynn DeFabo, ‘The Bangwa Queen: interpretations’.
493 James Clifford, quoted in Chadwick, ‘Fetishising Fashion’, p. 8.
494 The word fetish takes on different meanings in the magazine, from the literal definition of an exotic
statuette imbued with magic powers to the psychoanalytical concept of a substitute to the female phallus.
As a fantasmatic figure, it crystallises the lure of the primitive and of the alterity of blackness as opposed to
Occidental civilisation, generating an intermediate position in between life and death, animation and
immobility. A by-product of African art, it is used as a prop to the point of becoming a joke in a picture by
Dora Kallmus entitled ‘Woman with fetish’ (fig.175) (Paris Magazine n°10, June 1932). With a flirtatious
stare in the reader’s direction, a woman clasps in her bejeweled arms a grotesque version of a totem. In this
regressive and incestuous embrace, a black doll takes on the role of a childish, paltry and submissive lover.
Whither than any other element of the composition, the gleaming flash of the doll’s teeth and eyeballs
betrays a feigned bliss, reinforcing the strangeness and the mute agitation of this perversely harmonious
pair. It is an irreverent and parodic appropriation of the conventional equation of womanhood and
motherhood in sacred paintings and sculptures. The generic title ‘Femme au fétiche’ confirms the charged
gesture by alluding to the conventional caption ‘vierge à l’enfant’. Is she the ideal woman satisfying the
expectations of any man by conjoining the Mother and the Whore in the same body ? Surely, a subversive
eroticisation of the Christian canon not only sexualising the virgin but also tainting the monotheist dogma
with the pagan cult of an idol is at work here.
491
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If Man Ray’s image escaped these simplistic analyses through a surrealist deferral of meaning,
it was concurrent with multifarious celebrations of black culture. Its imagery went hand in hand
with the negrophilia sweeping Paris’ nightclubs and with the modernist craze for the cultures of
Africa, Oceania and the Americas and its cultivation of the magical and the spiritual. Man Ray’s
photograph pertained to both tendencies, the popular taste for exotic ‘artefacts’ represented by
Josephine Baker and jazz rhythms as well as dadaist and surrealist attempts at releasing the totemic
forces of the unconscious and disrupting the rational order. It was replete with multivalent
meanings the symbolism of which depended upon its context.
Whether the image’s dubious ‘origins’ in Paris Magazine explain its ban from the surrealist
visual field, as suggested by Wendy Grossman, is difficult to assess. Other photographs by Man
Ray, published in the magazine, reached another kind of audience and appeared in nobler
publications. Three full-page portraits of dancers, originally part of a series of photographs printed
in Minotaure n°5 (May 1934), appear as single images in different issues of Paris Magazine (fig.177178). Man Ray’s grid of images initially illustrated his reponse to Dali’s eccentric article ‘On the
Terrifying and Edible Beauty of Art Nouveau Architecture’(Minotaure, n°3-4, December 1933).
Man Ray’s “Dances-Horizons” discussed an obscure notion of the superiority of the
horizontal (the horizon, the organic realm) over the vertical line (tall architecture, the
realm of “despairing gothic aspiration”). It also illustrated the “vegetable aspect” of
dance, described as essentially a horizontal phenomenon, through a series of
photographs of costumed dancers in various poses. The edible aspects of dance
amounted to little more than ressemblances between the dancers’ dresses and the
shapes of certain vegetables (thus, the frills of a tutu and of a cancan skirt evoked

The doll’s frizzy hair and the caressing softness of its furry skin sap the reality of the African identity through
caricatural racial stereotypes. Triumphantly and possessively exhibited over the woman’s bosom, it is an
ornament along with her sparkling bangles, rings and necklace. The woman should be sublimated but seems
mocked nearly as much as the ‘black puppet’ standing for a masterpiece of ‘Negro art’. Is she clinging to
the Other she can not possess, child or lover ?
The fetish is turned into a fluffy idol of sex in a picture by the Studio 35 (fig.176) (Paris Magazine n°33, May
1934). In line with eighteenth century libertine paintings, the woman sitting on the armrest of a large chair,
poses with a dog comfortably settled on her thigh. The image harks back to Fragonard and Boucher’s gallant
evocations of bichons frisés entertaining, gratifying and titillating young girls. Sexualising extension of the
pin-up’s body, the cuddly toy, along with the white furbelows of her knickers and the pellucid lace of her
bra or her silvery mules, makes of her a desiring and desirable object. Not only replacing her partner, it is
also a surrogate to ‘her’ penis or her father’s. Engrossed by her delectation and reduced to her fleshly
appetites, she intently stares at her small pet.
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respectively a cabbage and a lettuce…).495
Such parallels no longer work in Paris Magazine. They do not resist the images’ transposition
to a new and literal realm from where Dali’s text is absent (fig.179, 181 and 182). His wild
interpretation evaporates along with the sense of movement induced by the filmstrip like
arrangement of the images in Minotaure. Each dancer is individualised in a fixity that appears
monumental compared to the small scale of the original layout. A greater attention is given to their
singularities: costumes, postures, degrees of sensuality. Taken at face value, the photographs are
exploited for what they are: portraits of women with a potential for eroticism.
In the earliest version of Man Ray’s work, iteration called for the viewer’s active
involvement in comparing. Here, the single image on the page invites passive contemplation. In
Minotaure, it is the images’ relationship to one another that was foregrounded. In Paris Magazine,
each photograph in itself is deemed worthy of attention and elements initially accessory – the
plasticity of the women’s bodies and the forms of the costumes mattered more than their identities
– become essential. Lost among Paris Magazine’s repetitious selection of illustrations, the dancers
become pin-ups like any other. Significant in that respect is the resemblance between Man Ray’s
Asian dancer (n°41, January 1935) and the equally impressive contortions of a ‘Jolie acrobate’
published one month later in Pour lire à deux (n°9, February 1935) (fig.179-180).496 Postures and
accessories differ but both images rely on the women’s athletic flexibility to emphasise their visual
impact. The arabesques traced by their bodies stand out similarly against a white background. Man
Ray further showcases the prowess by directing a spotlight at the model – its glow encircles her
like a huge aureole sanctifying her unnatural posture. The woman’s blank expression offers a
counterpoint to the strains imposed on her body. She epitomises Man Ray’s proclivity for
deforming feminine shapes.
In a series of photographs, The fantasies of Mr Seabrook (around 1930), bodies are tied with
495
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Man Ray, Writings on Art, p. 114.
‘A Pretty Acrobat’.
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ropes and chains in another kind of constrain. With Man Ray, the sexual is never far away. Whether
he randomly sold the pictures of these dancers to Paris Magazine or brought the publishing team
the entire lot for them to choose from is impossible to establish. Whatever the modalities of the
transaction, Paris Magazine ended up publishing amongst the most suggestive images of the set. The
three compositions revolve around the invisible spot of the women’s genitals. They are structured
so as to point to their crotches.
This highly mysterious part of the woman’s anatomy is right in the middle of the target
formed by the striped skirt the ‘exotic dancer’ lifts in Paris Magazine n°37 (September 1934)
(fig.181). This smiling pin-up and her see through costume combine kitsch and glamour in a perfect
encapsulation of the era’s fantasies. With her high heels and sparkling jewels, she presents us with
a sophisticated and westernised version of alterity. Of the supposed savagery of the Other nothing
remains – except for her untamed hair – once it has been glamorised and packaged as colonial
chic. Marked by its absence of effect, the image is a flat popularisation of non-Western culture: it
simply relies on the presence of a creole woman to signify exoticism. With the ‘Bangwa Queen’ it
shows the range of Man Ray’s involvement with art nègre. Such images reveal ‘the complex manner
in which photographs synthesised fashion and vanguard activities, conveying Modernist
interpretations of African material culture to a wide audience.’497
Clichés also operate in the representation of the Cancan dancer. She performs the most
famous gesture of this dance, the vigorous manipulation of her petticoats, while sitting (fig.182).
She looks straight at the camera in the viewer’s direction.The immaculate frills of her skirt form
the most alluring of alcove for her black stockinged and suggestively crossed legs. The run in her
right stocking is continued by the strap of her suspender belt over the skin of her inner thighs all
the way to the obscured centripetal architecture of lingerie, as mesmerising as the girl’s provocative
stare. She is white but what ultimately interests the magazine is what all the dancers have in
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Grossman, Man Ray, African Art and the Modernist Lens, p. 145.
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common, regardless of race: their sexuality, that is the unseen centre of all three images.
It is impossible to verify Wendy Grossmasn’s hypothesis but given Man Ray’s habit of
cross-pollinating his images from the commercial to the vanguard and his own penchant for
eroticism, it seems unlikely that he would object to an image because of its dishonourable pedigree.
He could have said in place of Duchamp that sex was ‘the basis of everything’ although ‘no one
talks about it’.498 His preoccupations were not that different from Paris Magazine’s.

He produced pornographic material, notably blow-ups of Kiki’s mouth on his private part or of sexual
intercourse which illustrated erotic poems by Aragon and Benjamin Peret in the anonymously published
1929.
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A “Trouvaille”: Jacqueline Lamba

Paris Magazine n°36, August 1934

Paris Magazine n°36, August 1934

Of course, I would like her to be Jacqueline Lamba, André Breton’s second wife. It might
be her. It might not be her. When I first read the article, I immediately thought about l’Ondine of

L’Amour fou photographed by Rogi André while dancing in the swimming-pool of the Coliseum
music hall. Breton first spotted her in Café Cyrano on Place Blanche, on 29 May 1934. He then
recognised her one night in Montmartre and followed her. They met again at midnight, after her
show: she was performing naked in an underwater ballet. A mermaid in an aquarium. A naiad
in a nightclub. Une femme peut en cacher une autre… An image can hide another. Underwater
optics ‘structure a fantasy space of dream, hallucination and marvel’, ‘spectacularly defy[ing] the
reality of terrestrial perception along with the system of linear perspective.’1 In the hazy obscurity
of Rogi André’s picture, Jacqueline mutates into an unidentifiable sea creature. The deceptive
transparence of the glass dehumanises her, stretching her silhouette into beautiful formlessness,
ambiguous animality. She materialises water’s reverie.
Breton and Lamba married less than three months after their first encounter, on 14 August.
That same month Paris Magazine published an anonymous article promoting the Coliseum’s latest
terrific invention: undressed women swimming in a water tank. Eight numbered photographs
describing the girls’ act — they dived one by one and then played water-polo — are matched with
a short comment. The sequential ordering of text and images vertically unfolds the evening, immersing the reader in the spectacle as if (s)he had been there. Black rectangles provide neutral
transitions between each scene — eighty-four years later they are flecked with minuscule white
dots — surely the work of time altering the page with virtual dust. The paper reacted to the storage
conditions of the magazine and the frictions between the sheets, imprinting the surface with abstract vestiges of its slow decay.

1 Margaret Cohen, ‘Underwater Optics as Symbolic Form’, French Politics, Culture & Society, Vol. 32, 3 (Winter 2014), pp. 1-2.

Substance lives a life of its own, forming a veil of enigmatic constellations. The scratches on the
photographs and the dark frames refuse deciphering. They simply are vague abysses where the
past emerges and memory rushes into, searching for other signs of Jacqueline Lamba’s haunting
presence.
The documentary aspect of the reportage does not cancel the mystery of the pictures 6 and
8. Nakedness glides and waves in darkness. An impertinent and sensual medium, water disturbs
mimesis. Kertesz had already experienced its visual effects in 1917 with his male swimmer captured underwater. The legibility of human forms fades and ambiguity settles. A high-angle shot
based on the same principle, a view seen from above, confirms on the opposite page the plasticity and flexibility of aquatic vision as opposed to the ‘terrestrial’ clearness of the other images.
Swimming caps, bathing suits, inflatable balls and the fake cactus of the clichéd South-American
scenery are the down-to-earth elements bringing us back to reality, absent from André Breton’s
account of Jacqueline’s apparition in the predictive poem Sunflower.

Comers more devoted still, we know, than ghosts
Some of them seem to swim like that woman
And in love there enters a bit of their substance
She interiorises them.2

Even if doubts persist about the identity of their author, the pictures 6 and 8 strangely resemble Rogi André’s ones while enhancing through water the hallucinations of desire. I entertain
the thought that she is behind some of the photographs if not the report as she published images
in Paris Magazine.3
2 André Breton, Mad love [1937], trans. by Mary Ann Caws (Lincoln, NE, London: University of Nebraska Press, 1987), p. 56. ‘Des survenants
qu’on sait plus dévoués que les revenants/Les uns comme cette femme ont l’air de nager/Et dans l’amour il entre un peu de leur substance/
Elle les intériorise.’
3 She worked with the help of lenses modified by her husband at the time, André Kertesz and with a mirror when photographing Jacqueline
Lamba at the Coliseum.

Rogi André, Jacqueline Lamba in an aquarium, 1934

I try to juxtapose Lamba’s features on the face of the fair girl in the foreground of picture 7.
And — it is irresistible, it is the same woman — in picture 4. I end up, maybe with a tad of intellectual dishonesty, seeing her, Jacqueline Lamba, in this nymph. I am positive: I can not be mistaken,
I have spent two months googling her name and feverishly examining the internet’s stock of
images, in particular Man Ray’s portrait of her with a bulb in the hand.

Man Ray, Jacqueline Lamba, around 1930 © Man Ray Trust

Fiat lux! It is her, Breton’s muse. It is little wonder that Kiki de Montparnasse is another
‘attraction’ Paris Magazine dreams about in a comparable photo report in January 1935 (n°41).
Blast waves of creative drives had repercussions on the magazine. Involuntarily and indiscriminately it absorbed like a sponge some of its contemporaries’ sources of pleasure and inspiration.
Turned into a permanent spectacle, the star of the Thirties — Jacqueline Lamba, Kiki and all the
others — is doubly modish, ontologically defined by her ‘silver halide’ self. She is always already
photographed, intrinsically a picture in herself; a phenomenon which Baudelaire predicted in his

Painter of the Modern Life.

In espousing the creative power and modernity of surfaces, artifices, and
theatricality in 1863, Baudelaire prepared the way for a modern woman who
is inseparable from her dress and also, one might add, from her photographic image.4

Paris Magazine does nothing but equate woman and photography, proving Baudelaire right.
Choosing to report on the ‘naiads of Montmartre’, the magazine echoes the taste of the time
for aquatic entertainments. It constantly celebrates the statuesque silhouettes of women in their
swimming suits and it devotes several articles to Parisian swimming-pools. Gaston Bachelard analysed the poetic consequences of this trend in Water and Dreams: an Essay on the Imagination of

Matter (1942) when he noticed that:
The woman at her bath, such as poets describe or suggest her or painters depict her, is not to be found in our countryside. Bathing is no longer anything
but a sport. And as a sport, it is the opposite of feminine timidity. Henceforth,
the bathing scene is a crowd. It provides a background for novelists.5
But also for… nightclubs’ managers and photographers one might add.
In Paris Magazine, countless photographs sexualise water identified with femininity as the female
body merges with the ocean, rivers or lakes. A few pages before the description of an evening
at the Coliseum, the fictional account of a woman who praises nude swimming is illustrated by
seven pictures. The liquid or hard property of sand, foam and rocks against which Meys, Steiner
and Moral’s models stand out enriches the sensuality of material which integrates their forms in
the general luxuriance of nature, transforming flesh into a component of the maritime and coastal
environment.

4 Chadwick and Latimer, The Modern Woman Revisited, p. XVI.
5 Gaston Bachelard, Water and Dreams, An Essay on the Imagination of Matter, trans. by Edith R. Farrell (Dallas, TX: The Pegasus Foundation,
1983), p. 33. ‘Telle que les poètes la décrivent ou la suggèrent, telle que les peintres la dessinent, la femme au bain est introuvable dans nos
campagnes. Le bain n’est plus qu’un sport. En tant que sport, il est le contraire de la timidité féminine. La baignade est désormais une foule.
Elle donne "un milieu" à des romanciers.’

The artificial decor of the Coliseum exploits the erotic potential of an architecture of transparence and distance, water and glass, which offers direct visual access to the naked body and
simultaneously prohibits contact. Evanescence characterises the girls as they move in the pool
and their representation itself undulates. Pictures 6 and 8 confirm that ‘underwater, everything is
truly an environment mobilis in mobile.6 Our perception is altered: perspectives are diminished,
forms are magnified while their edges are softened and dissolve in an imprecise luminosity. In a
way, the swimmer both yearns for and never conforms to the fixity of the photographic recording.
‘By disturbing the waters, the bather breaks up her own image. The one who bathes is not reflected in the water.’7 I am then in charge of picturing her. In Bachelard’s terms:
Imagination, then, must supplement reality, must make a desire real. […] The
being rising out of the water is a reflection that is materialised little by little; it
is an image before it is a being, a desire before it is an image.8
To Breton, Jacqueline Lamba was first an anonymous passante described in a poem written
in 1923. ‘The traveler passing through the Halles at summerfall/Was walking on her tiptoes’ just
like Gradiva…9
In Rogi André’s pictures, she was partly an optical illusion. And in the realm of my imagination, she
is both a desire and an absence, which seems to me an accurate definition of an image. It is her
shadow or her faraway double which faintly shine through Paris Magazine. She is my furtive vision
escorted by her drove of sirens inhabiting the monthly with their retro bathing suits. Lamba was
also a painter and her works were exhibited in Paris and New York in the 1940s and the 1950s but
this part of her life has often been occluded: she had to be a muse before anything else.

6 Cohen, p. 9.
7 Bachelard, p. 33. ‘La baigneuse, en agitant les eaux, brise sa propre image. Qui se baigne, ne se reflète pas.’
8 Ibid., p. 34. ‘Il faut donc que l’imagination supplée la réalité. Elle réalise alors un désir.[...] L’être qui sort de l’eau est un reflet qui peu à peu
se matérialise : il est une image avant d’être un être, il est un désir avant d’être une image.’

9 Breton, Mad Love, p. 55.’La voyageuse qui traverse les Halles à la tombée de l’été/marchait sur la pointe des pieds.’

She was scandalously beautiful said Breton, she was scandalously forgotten said Georgina Colville.10
‘The naids of Montmartre’ is a short and superficial article. Its trifling comments are hopelessly silly and its illustrative photographs are not of the highest quality. And yet the margins of
the magazine are conducive to trouvailles, to making a find. Enigmatic signals and weird coincidences crackle this sample of banality. Lamba’s potential presence is portent with meaning,
ambiguously prophetic. Still unknown in 1934, she came under the spotlight as the heroine of

Mad Love after its publication in 1937. In Paris Magazine’s pages she is only a dancer among the
others. She barely exists, a star-to-be, cast away in the past.
Jacqueline Lamba is my lost property, she who has often only been an image — not exclusively a man’s one. Dora Maar, Claude Cahun and Rogi André captured her beauty. I will not find
her even if I ask with Breton ‘Are you, at last, this woman?’11 As Hal Foster suggests, the search
for the lost object, which is the surrealist quest par excellence ‘is as impossible as it is compulsive: not only is each new object a substitute for the lost one, but the lost object is a fantasy, a
simulacrum.’12 Lamba is an impossible object of desire. But I know she walks through my dreams
and I am sure she is the ‘return of the repressed’ convulsing Paris Magazine.13 The author of the
article rightly makes a pun using the words ‘tango’ and ‘tangage’ to describe the passage from
the girls’ earthly performance on the dance floor to their dizzying arabesques underwater. At the
Coliseum, the body is disoriented, it rolls, pitches, yaws. Lamba’s dancing is dangerous. She oscillates and we are tossed around. She returns and I am hypnotised.

10 Breton writes: ‘this woman was scandalously beautiful’ (Mad Love, p. 41). ‘Cette femme était scandaleusement belle.’ Georgina Colville
echoed this comment in her book Scandaleusement d’elles.34 Femmes surréalistes (Nouvelles Editions JM Place, 1999).
11 Breton, Mad Love, pp. 49-51. ‘Est-ce vous enfin cette femme?’
12 Hal Foster, Compulsive Beauty (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1993), p. 36.
13 Ibid., p. 41.
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Chapter IV – Paris Magazine as Bad Art or/and Readymade
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Cutting Pin-ups into Pieces: Hugnet, Teige and Mariën’s Collages

The poet, critic and historian of Dada, Georges Hugnet (1906-1974) was involved in the
surrealist movement from 1933 to 1938, notably making collages and creating book covers for the
Surrealists. His first collage is dated from 1932 and the last one from 1971.
Numerous elements from Paris Magazine, Paris Sex-Appeal, Pour lire à deux and Scandale can
be found in his works. According to his own classification, the twenty double-spreads of La Septième
face du dé belong to the category of ‘collage’. Sam Stourdze describes them as ‘poème-découpage’
organised as visual poetry.500 In this book, published in 1936, Hugnet proceeds through a melange
of images and texts. ‘The resulting poem is articulated in an audacious architecture, in line with the
experiences cherished by the Surrealists like automatic writing or the “cadavre exquis” game.’501
In his parody of the French Baedeker (le ‘Guide Michelin’), entitled Huit jours à Trébaumec
and conceived in 1947 but only published in 1967, the collages – which were made in the 1930s –

Three years before starting this research, while visiting the exhibition Voici Paris. Modernités photographiques,
1920-1950 at the Centre Pompidou, I immediately noticed a surrealist collage by Georges Hugnet. A strong
sense of déjà vu grew as I got closer to it. In a fraction of a second I knew why: it was made out of bits and
pieces of photographs published in Paris Magazine. I stored this finding in the back of my mind and it is only
after analysing the magazines ‘sous toutes les coutures’, for my PhD, that I exhumed it, feeling the necessity
to take a step back and leave their textual and photographic contents I had so obsessionally probed for a
year.
Knowing that Francis Picabia too had been inspired by the magazines for his paintings, it felt natural to
change register and investigate the artistic practices which had turned these magazines into raw material,
readymades. The following chapter is consequently no longer about what a reader from the 1930s would
have seen in their pages but about the magazine’s trajectory from the printed page to works of art. This
research would have been incomplete without an analysis of the collages in which the magazines ended-up,
more or less literally, as as many embodiments of the principle of reproducibility. The principle which was
precisely at their core.
500 Timothy Baum, François Buot, Sam Stourdze, Georges Hugnet. Collages (Paris: Léo Scheer, 2003).
501 Ibid., p. 176. ‘Le poème obtenu s’articule dans une architecture audacieuse, s’inscrivant dans la lignée des
expériences chères aux Surréalistes, tels l’écriture automatique ou le cadavre exquis’.
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pertain to the art of montage. Now a ‘backdrop, a photograph acts as the set of a mise en scène of
fragments of images stolen from reality, from their ordinariness.’502 As noticed by Stourdze, these
collages are not about poetry anymore but about narration, the superposition of the images evoking
animated images. The literary aspect of the first collages has disappeared in favour of the
cinematographic. Hugnet also resorted to transfer painting (‘décalcomanie’), combining collages
and gouache but the first two methods are more relevant to the present study of his recycling
technique.
There is obsession in the way he takes the publications to bits, extracting details from a
photograph or a text or, alternatively, using the whole printed page. Any image can be re-processed,
re-oriented to signify, stage or intensify desire.
Hugnet prolongs and reroutes the magazine’s vocation as a source of erotic stimuli. Not
only does he read, scrutinise and touch the monthlies, he also manipulates them to the point of
destroying them. The female body is the origin and end of his work. But in the process, it has been
transformed, dismembered and reconstructed. With Karel Teige and Marcel Mariën, Hugnet brings
the fetishistic nature and logic of the magazines to their extreme. At the end of the reproducibility
chain, their collages are reproductions of reproductions.
The practice of collage was first initiated at the beginning of the Twentieth century by the
cubist papiers collés of Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque which broke from the traditional codes of
mimesis. It flourished in the following decades, imposing the assemblage of different materials as
an experimental artistic practice. Dadaists and Surrealists, in particular, explored the provocative
and modern potential of a craft which called into question the notions of author and intentionality,
the aesthetic of coherence within the canvas and which incorporated accidents and improvisation
in its procedure as catalysts for creation. Printed mass media provided the vocabulary for this new

Ibid., p. 176. ‘En toile de fond, une photographie sert de décor à la mise en scène de fragments d’images
dérobés à la réalité, à leur ordinaire’.
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visual language and it is as such that Paris Magazine took part in this modernity, re-circulated through
avant-garde quotes of low pop culture.
Politically subversive Dadaist collages, relying heavily on photomontage, critiqued the
1920s doxa, a rational civilising order, which was at the core of a social and political system the
artists rejected as one of the causes of the slaughter of World War I. Dadaists attacked ‘the
bourgeoisie with distortions of its own communications imagery’ writes William Rubin, and
‘the man on the street could be shocked to see the components of a familiar letter of his
newspapers and posters running amuck.’ 503
Elza Adamowicz identifies two tendencies in the collage production of the 1930s. On the
one hand, the revival of satirical compositions inherited from the Berlin Dadaists. On the other,
the development of the ‘surrealist object constructed from found materials, which often integrated
fetish objects and had strong erotic or sadistic connotations.’504 Georges Hugnet’s work epitomises
the principle according to which ‘the fetishistic appeal of part-bodies and the elliptical erotic
narrative of advertising images and slogans [were] underscored even further by the […] cutting and
pasting practice.’505

William Rubin, Dada, Surrealism, and their Heritage (New York, NY: The Museum of Modern Art,
1968), p.42.
504 Elza Adamowicz, Surrealist Collage in Text and Image. Dissecting the Exquisite Corpse (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2005), p. 10.
505 Ibid., p. 10.
503
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A) Georges Hugnet

Writing on the dream-work, Freud states that the mechanisms of condensation,
displacement and the translation of thoughts into visual images result in a ‘very unusual sort of
transcription’, the dream having undergone several distortions in order to avoid censorship.506
Narrative ellipsis, the absence of connective or causal structures, the substitution of unacceptable
thoughts or feelings by elements unconnected to them, the shift of emphasis from important to
unimportant components and the transformation of thoughts into pictures form a totality of
constantly shifting parts not unlike collage itself. In Hugnet’s work, the theatricality of sex –
stripteases, suggestive postures, orgasmic raptures – is atomised and re-combined, sometimes
intersected with words, sometimes directly glued on full page photographs by Brassaï, Kertesz,
Jean Moral or Roger Schall.
His collage entitled Comment se font jour les légendes (1934) (How do legends come out)
visualises what could be lovemaking scenes through a succession of situations (fig.183). Brassaï’s
ambiguous photograph of two men fighting or making out in the dark corner of a street (from
Scandale n°3 (October 1933)) is relegated to the background while a bare-breasted woman stares at
another who is ecstatically grasping her breasts (fig.184 to 186).507
Sapphic sensuousness echoes the physicality of the men’s brawl in kinetic simultaneity –
the eye is free to focus on a group or another, or both at the same time. Brassaï’s photograph
assumes an architectural function by spatialising a fantasy of homosexuality.
The two scenes are unified by the same kind of dramatic lighting, the overall nocturnal
mood playfully contradicting the pun on the expression ‘se faire jour’ which means ‘to see the light

Sigmund Freud, The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: vol. 16 (1916-1917):
Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, trans. by James Stratchey (London: Vintage, 2001), p.173.
507 When not mentioned in the text, the images’ origins will be detailed in the footnotes. The bare-breasted
woman photographed by Perckhammer appeared in Paris Magazine n°23 (July 1933) and the other in Paris
Magazine n°17 (January 1933). Her picture is signed by the Studio Piaz.
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of day’, to ‘start to exist’. Feminine intimacy is now under public scrutiny, displaced from the
private sphere, the bedroom, to this night view of a Paris street. It is the homoerotic dimension of
masculine physical violence and the violence in sexuality in general that Hugnet literalises here.
According to its title, the collage alludes to the way legends are created, trivialising their
heroic gestures and characters as duels are replaced by brawls between lowlifers and princesses by
unclad girls. Could immemorial stories of noble deeds originate in dark alleys and homosexual
fantasies? Sublimation is ridiculed, laid bare in its impossibility. Contaminating one another, the
two situations are suspended in indeterminacy: the men’s hand-to-hand combat could be a feverish
embrace and the women could be soon making love. Unresolved tension animates the collage’s
surface only apparently seamless. Exposing the mechanism of sensationalism, Hugnet tops the
vulgar stylisation of the gutter press, pinpointing the viewer’s guilty pleasure in spying on the
forbidden.
In a more static collage (circa 1934-1936), it is the basic operation of the male gaze that is
represented (fig.187 to 190): sitting comfortably, the man looks at two naked headless women.508
The violence is diffracted by the piles of books forming pedestals for those bodies which could be
sold in an antiquarian bric-à-brac. The verticality of the women’s standing positions and of the
stacks of books contrasts with the anal eroticism which percolates through the emphasis laid on
their bottoms. Acephalic, they are deprived of the seat of the intellect and reason. They have literally
lost their mind – elles ont perdu la (leur) tête in French – while the man a toute sa tête – he is of sound
mind. A pile of books becomes the head of the woman on the left in a comic condensation alluding
to young ladies training to walk elegantly by carrying books on their heads. As for the second
woman, it is as if her bottom had taken the place of her head, aligned as it is with her companion’s
missing head. Woman is decidedly on the side of base matter. Both figures sabotage this ‘landscape’

The picture of the books by Caillaud was published in Paris Magazine n°10 (June 1932). The photograph
of the woman with her hands on her shoulders could have been taken from different magazines as it was
published in Paris Magazine (n°35, July 1934) but also in Pour lire à deux. The image of the last woman, by
Braig, appeared in Paris Magazine n°52 (December 1935).
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of masculine erudition, symbolised by a disordered library, by hinting at another kind of knowledge,
the carnal one.
Continuity is established between reading and sodomy – intellectual activity and sex
transmute in infinite alternation. The cult of culture is profaned by the origin of the collage, a
mainstream publication and epitome of consumerist leisure. Its miscellany confirms that clear
distinctions between high and low, elitist and trivial, classical and popular divisions are no longer
tenable criteria of artistic, literary and intellectual excellence.
Hugnet also directed his sarcasm against the surrealist doxa. In another collage (circa 19341936), a woman is sitting on an armchair the wrong way round, against the jumble of a junk shop
photographed by Jean Moral (fig.191 to 193).509 Her body is contorted in a graceful bend to display
the lingerie she is wearing while she grins an advertising grin. Hugnet points to the Surrealists’ taste
for flea market and makes fun of their faith in the transcendence of chance encounter, in accidental
collisions. He overdoes the miracle of randomness: his ‘trouvaille’ was always already a pretty girl.510
The presence of an unclothed doll, a Bellmerian motif par excellence, further reifies her,
signifying lifeless femininity. She is a mannequin to be… And there is but a step between her frozen
smile and the toy’s impassive face. In the bottom corner of the composition, the photographer’s

Jean Moral’s photograph of the flea market was published in Paris Magazine n°33 (May 1934) and so was
the woman photographed by the Studio 35.
510 The flea market as a source of plastic oddity and visual amusements was often photographed, inscribing
the ‘memorial’ in the core of the magazines. André Kertesz, Jean Moral, Roger Schall and Gaston Paris’
images of bric-à-brac shops reflect the vogue for these sanctuaries of collective memory. Such photographs
‘were often paired with […] articles on the zone in an apparent attempt to subvert bourgeois culture through
a combination of experimental form and the “outmoded”. However, their subversive potential could also
be undermined by their absorption into more conservative, flâneur-style literature or illustrated magazines
directed at a mass readership’ (James Cannon, The Paris Zone. A Cultural History, 1840-1944 (Farnham:
Ashgate, 2015). An enthusiast bargain-hunter, Breton prescribed as a living and aesthetic principle to remain
always receptive to any encounter with found objects. He prized his regular visits to the Saint-Ouen flea
market and underlined the revelatory potential of the trouvaille, ‘be it artistic, scientific, philosophical or as
mediocre as possible’ (Mad Love, p. 13). Like the revealing bath, it allowed for the unpredictable and
previously invisible to materialise. According to him, a find, catalysing what he calls ‘the wonderful
precipitate of desire’ ‘is alone capable of enlarging the universe for the finder’(Mad Love, pp.13-15) (‘C’est
en elle seule qu’il nous est donné de reconnaître le merveilleux précipité du désir. Elle seule a le pouvoir
d’agrandir l’univers.’) At Saint-Ouen, Breton thus searched for objects that ‘could be found nowhere else,
old-fashioned, broken, useless, almost incomprehensible, even perverse’ (Nadja, p. 52). (‘Ces objets qu'on ne
trouve nulle part ailleurs, démodés, fragmentés, inutilisables, presque incompréhensibles, pervers.’)
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head projects a shadow upon the woman, visualising his gaze. Hugnet’s muse is a pin-up whose
sex appeal underscores the links between the surrealist imagery and consumer culture. Flora La
Thangue writes:
Despite Breton’s ambitions for the Surrealist object to ‘hunt down the mad beast of
use’, through the transformation of the commodity object into a site of psychic
revelation, as Surrealism grew in popularity through the 1930s, the reworking of the
commodity into art took the object out of the low market of everyday product and
placed it into the high market of art.511
She concludes that ‘Hugnet parodies the Surrealists’ reinsertion of the base commodity into the
elevated art […].’512
Here, the flea market is not conducive to any findings, only uncovering the plainness of
mass-produced images and objects. Could this girl be read as a counter-example to the paradigm
of the surrealist woman, this nude female figure painted by Magritte and framed by the photobooth
portraits of male Surrealists?513 In this photomontage imprinted with the words ‘Je ne vois pas la
[…] cachée dans la forêt’(1929), the men are closing their eyes to the ‘imaginative void of
naturalistic representation of women.’514 Here, it is as if Hugnet was forcing them to look at what
they were precisely turning away from. In his collage, the ‘readymade’ fails to bring out the surreal
in the familiar: the girl is so obviously fabricated that she robs the viewers of their fantasies.
A double movement informs Hugnet’s work: the free reign of desire submitting the
feminine body to fetishistic dismemberment integral to collages and the humorous, critical
manipulations of mass-media images. But immediate visual and erotic gratifications often prevail
over the reworking of reality by the assemblage, over the collaging process itself. Of La Septième
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face du dé Robert Sobieszek says that it is a ‘charming and enticing excursion into the sexual
pathologies of the 1930s.’515

In Hugnet’s collages, the female anatomy is worked by potential pornographic acts, adapted
to extraordinary coitus. Assia’s truncated body – legs kicking in the air, a hand cupped as if offering
the buttocks to our gaze – calls for a double penetration (circa 1935).516 The railway tracks above
which the legs float in miraculous equilibrium evoke an incessant toing and froing (fig.194 to 197).
Sodomy is automated and the female body functions as a machine in a literalisation of the mechanics
of sexual intercourse. A man’s hand holds a sharp quill directed at Assia’s genitals, another
menacing penile shape and an anachronistic reference in a collage where all elements have been
photographed (fig.197). If the hand is operative here, it is as a sensory organ. The collage’s selfconscious tactility echoed by the fingers around the pen and the hand against the flesh of the hip
is all the more obvious that sight has been short-circuited – no eyes are to be seen. A blind freeing
of libidinal flow conflates the destructive action of the scissors and the sensuality of touch: the
woman’s limbs are abandoned to the contacts of the metallic tracks, the clouds of smoke and the
passing trains in sadistic fantasies.
Touch is instrumental in another collage where female nudity is part of a lifting device (circa
1934-1935) (fig.198 to 200). A banal Académie, the woman poses with her arms folded behind her
head, flaunting her slender nudity. She is not cut into pieces but besieged by three men pressed
against her, their arms raised as if they were pulling a rope. In a photograph of the Folies Bergères
taken by Brassaï from backstage, they are lifting a curtain or a backdrop.517 In Hugnet’s collage, the
woman’s body becomes a pulley and she could be a puppet on a string. The string is invisible but

Robert Sobieszek, ‘Erotic Photomontage: Georges Hugnet’s La Septième face du dé’, Dada/Surrealism, 9
(1979), pp.66-82.
516 Assia was often photographed by Roger Schall. This photograph appeared in Paris Magazine n°28
(December 1933). The picture of the train station by Jean Moral appeared in Paris Magazine n°19 (March
1933). The close-up of the hand appeared in this same issue.
517 Brassaï’s photograph of the Folies Bergères was published in Paris Magazine n°29 (January 1934) and the
Académie by Caillaud in the issue n°47 (July 1935).
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practices of suspension bondage come to mind. Her body is made available to men to hold and
caress, notably her mons pubis, stomach, neck and hair. Their arms draw a chain of contacts which
seems to tie her up. Their gradual ascent generates movement, activating the steady pulse of
pornographic dynamics at the surface of the collage.
Men’s unquenchable desire is ridiculed in a collage where the woman appears as an idol
worshipped by admirers whose presence is signified by their begging hands hopelessly outstretched
in the air (circa 1933-1936) (fig.201-202). Kertesz’ high angle shot of the maze of a bleak Parisian
neighbourhood dwarfs the suitors’ hands, widening the distance between them and the woman.518
She dominates the scene, seeming to be at the height of pleasure. The neat construction of Kertesz’
photograph reiterates an ascending movement – the white steps at the bottom of the street, the
two rows of washing lines, the handrail, the staircase where the woman lies – reinforcing a sensation
of progressive rise. This succession seems to echo her own elevation. She is no goddess though.
This is less about a deity residing in the high spheres of the Mount Olympus than about a naked
woman climaxing in the stuffy atmosphere of the Parisian ‘bas-fonds’.
Kertesz’ choice of framing the area from above, expelling the sky outside the composition
accentuates the suffocating feeling – there is no other horizon than the washing line and the eye
collides with the hanging clothes the opaque materiality of which traps it in the reality of domestic
chores and poverty. As if excavating the old neglected districts of Paris, Kertesz’ camera sinks into
the streets, in ironic opposition to the upward thrust of the climaxing woman. Deprived of the
support on which she rested, she floats awkwardly in space, her head bent backwards and her arms
cut back to stumps. The passage from a horizontal to a vertical posture foreshortens her,
transforming a classical recumbent body into a dislocated piece of flesh.
Domesticity further oppresses women in a collage where Hugnet, using the same backdrop,
hangs pin-ups on the clothes line as if he was putting the washing out (circa 1933-1936) (fig.203-
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204).519 He does his share of the house drudgery but only to align female legs in a domestic
caricature of the chorus girls’ perfect arrangements, the rhythm of the folds of the hanging sheets
partaking in this other choreography. Their leotards glittering faintly are the pathetic remnants of
their former glamour: likened to wet clothes, women are reified in the household too.
There is Sadian cruelty in Hugnet’s snips: did not the Divin marquis literally commodify
women by putting them to use as furniture, chairs and tables? In her analysis of forty-two of
Hugnet’s unpublished collages, Flora La Thangue posits that their ‘persistent cataloguing of the
body […] emulates the Sadian tendency to complete sensorial exposition.’520 But she argues that
they also mimic ‘Sade’s use of the body in commodity culture, showing humanity to be enslaved
by the capitalist machine.’521 Here, Hugnet mocks the repetitiveness of woman’s labour but also
the industrial serialisation of dancers disciplined in shows glorified by Paris Magazine.

There is monomania in Hugnet’s recycling of the magazines: he bought several copies of
the same issues and repetition is central to his practice. When a composition inspired him, he could
use it twice or more, simply pulling the page off the periodical and pasting elements on it. He
sometimes multiplied a motif in a single collage or repurposed it in distinct ones. The same women
reappear on several occasions.
Bits of a Paris Sex-Appeal cover (n°23, June 1935), are scattered over different compositions
(fig.205). He has cut up the vamp’s portrait gluing her sultry look – her eyelids half closed –, on a
woman revealing the top of her stockings as she bends over in La Septième face du dé (circa 19351936) (fig.206-207). The fishnet gloves she wears and her red lips disrupt the black and white
texture of another collage, sensually destroying its coherence and stressing tactility (circa 19341935) (fig.208 to 210). Her hands, that both cradle and caress her face on the cover, emerge now
from the spume. Their unnatural shape – bordering on the monstrous in their new context –
The supine odalisque appeared in Paris Magazine n°26 (October 1933).
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exacerbates the scene’s strangeness. The stormy sea and the contorted body of the standing
woman, as if in fearful amazement, intimate that sexual passion is about to be unleashed.522 Staring
at the other girl’s groin, she has access to the forbidden sight of l’origine du monde while the lips the
brunette holds against her hip evoke her vaginal slit. Masturbation is theatricalised and made public,
subversively echoing another manual practice which involves scissors and glue. The importance of
touch is accentuated by the hands around the reclining girl. While the fingers on her left
emphatically display their masturbatory function, those on her right have been reduced to a
formlessness that is absolutely mysterious and yet suggestive of another erogenous zone.
Transgressing the advertising codes through which feminine beauty is fetishised, Hugnet
makes the manicured hands of Paris Sex-Appeal’s pin-up radically alien. No longer identifiable as
signifiers of feminine elegance, they invoke in turn the visceral and the biomorphic. This collage is
symptomatic of Hugnet’s ambivalent embrace of the magazines’ lexicon and imaginary. As noticed
by Elza Adamowicz, ‘the fact that a large number of [his] images are drawn from the standard
repertoire of sexual signifiers raises the issue of whether such images transcend the fetishistic
exploitation of part-bodies as encountered in mass-media images.’523 Working with already
processed bodies, he is simultaneously ‘complicit with and critical of advertising images.’524
The magazine’s focus on the body’s uncivilised drives matches Hugnet’s will to place
sexuality at the centre of his iconography, allowing for the eruption of the irrational. In that, he is
in line with Surrealism’s phallocentric appropriation of the female body. He questions social and
moral norms by presenting the female body as a signifier of the infantile, unconscious, erotic,
sometimes animal if not abject. But his collages do violence to the female form as much as the initial
images he uses. More than anything else, it is the artificiality inherent to representation that he lays
bare through the filter of the erotic or the grotesque.

The photograph of the amazed girl inspired Hugnet who used it several times. He found it in Paris SexAppeal n°23 (April 1935). He found the other woman, lying on her back and lifting her dress in Paris SexAppeal n°11 (June 1934). She was photographed by Grün.
523 Adamowicz, p. 181.
524 Ibid., p. 181.
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Brassaï’s view of a bridge behind a curtain of leafless trees (Paris Magazine n° 19, March 1933),
is affected by the general inconsistency of a collage in which it serves as a backdrop (fig.211-212).
It becomes a liminal space where something is about to happen, the regular pattern of the trees
accentuating a feeling of inexorability. A man has taken aim and is about to fire in the direction of
a girl doing a cartwheel (fig.213-214).525 Her legs wide open offer the perfect target in a gross
symbolism of penetration. But his eyes dramatically blinded by the shadow of his hat, the shooter
could nearly ‘miss the point’: the woman’s white pants. And yet, as a stock character, he is equipped
with everything a detective or gangster needs – a borsalino, a gun, dramatic lighting. Even Brassaï’s
winter landscape of an urban architecture works adequately as the scene where a femme fatale
could meet a sticky end – shot, she falls off the bridge into the river. As many clichés immediately
readable which render the composition almost too obvious, caricaturing the reductionist
approaches of popular literature. Hugnet similarly quotes the style of sensationalist headlines from
the gutter press in La Septième face du dé. He writes for instance: ‘le boudoir dont les aventures
défrayèrent la chronique ont cruellement flagellé au-dessus du Pôle nord.’526
Hugnet twists the mass media pre-formed language, whether verbal or visual, bringing out
the absurdity of its formulaic and basic imagery. The free reign of desire at work in his collages
crushes the homogeneity of what he collects from the periodicals, essential to putting – like the
woman about to throw herself sideways – reality and its representations upside down. And to resist
any ambitions of artisticity.
Hugnet’s caustic wit is most emancipatory when generating ‘a self-reflective comment on
the process of fetishisation’ and deconstructing the periodical’s mise en scène of desire or the
sensationalist rhetorics of its literature which he reroutes in his poème-découpage. But there is too
much jouissance in his work’s ‘joyous collision of limbs’ or body-parts – stockinged legs, round

The photograph of the man was taken by Bollaert and was published in Paris Magazine n°35 (July 1934)
while the picture of the woman appears in the issue 59 (July 1936).
526 (Author’s translation) ‘The boudoir whose aventures were the talk of the town have cruelly whipped
above the North Pole.’
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breasts or buttocks, crotches or underwears revealed under dresses – for it to be immune to and
not to partake in the magazine’s frothy sex appeal.527
Hugnet indulges in the consumption of the excesses, if not waste, of commodity culture. His
material being already saturated with signifiers of libidinal urges and excessive emotions, he does
not need to bring out a latent sexual meaning like Max Ernst or Paul Eluard did with sentimental
or melodramatic popular prints. He mainly maximises the erotic possibilities born from his
material’s recombinations. In this cumulative economy (of desire/of the image), photographs are
infinitely reproducible, regardless of their origins. Pictures by Brassaï or Kertesz are treated the
same way as the ones industrially produced by anonymous photographers. As readymades to be
cut out, transformed and reorganised. But it is also in the very conventionality of an image that he
seeks the surreal in a typically surrealist enterprise. According to Michel Leiris, ‘in order to
have surrealism, there first has to be realism. There has to be a reality to manipulate.’528 In keeping
with this principle, surrealist collages, including Hugnet’s, anchor ‘surrealist activities in the real,
thanks to the “reality effect” of [their] processes, which unmask, critique and renew the perception
of utilitarian reality and modes of representation and expression.’529 He thus manages to convert
an ordinary seascape into a poetic in between where women are half fish, half bird.
Kertesz’ famous Danseuse satirique (1926), reproduced in Paris Magazine n°13 (September 1932) after
appearing in the German publication Die Dame (October 1927), floats amongst the rigging of a ship
with three other women scattered over an elevated view of the sea taken by Roger Schall (circa
1932-1936) (fig.215 to 217).530 Here, the sea is the sky and girls defy the law of gravity in high heels,
hanging on ropes like acrobats in a maritime circus. Hugnet makes the most of the dynamism and
the plasticity of their poses, their limbs pointing in different directions as as many needles of a
compass gone crazy. Or as the radiating arms of a giant starfish. Flipped upside down, Kertesz’
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dancer lies exuberantly on one of the boat’s yards. Isolated from her original setting – a sculptor’s
studio – she no longer apes the plaster statue standing next to the sofa where she laid. The comic
effects of her twisted arms and legs are now meaningless, translated into the general strangeness
of this indeterminate habitat where air might be water or water air.
Hugnet often resorted to photographs by Jean Moral who regularly published his work in
Paris Magazine. The wife’s photographer, Juliette, with whom he had a passionate affair in 1936
haunts his oeuvre. Her photogenic athleticism and cheerfulness seem to have been an inspiration
for Hugnet even if they ultimately vanish through their transformations. She can be spotted
everywhere, sometimes recognizable, sometimes aggressively disfigured. She is shown sleeping at
the Polidor swimming-pool. Standing naked in the water. Playfully wearing a trumpet as a hat.
Contemplating the sea from a dune, her short hair and her striped top underlining the modernity
of her figure. Sometimes, she is obliterated, Hugnet choosing the setting over her. She then appears
as the literal unconscious of the image.
In a collage where she is seen from the back, walking in the sea naked, her solitary
communion with nature which was the topic of her husband’s picture published in Paris Magazine
n°46 (June 1935) becomes secondary (circa 1933-1936?) (fig.218 to 221). Here she is shown framed
by two other figures, representing perhaps two alternatives to her epiphanic bath. Playing with a
cup-and-ball, the actress Gaby Morlay has just caught the ball – a nice coup given the dexterity
required by this tricky game – while a third woman, her arms affectedly stretched upwards seems
to be climbing the stairs towards apotheosis.531 As if illuminated from within, her girdled waist
glows, enhancing her thinness. But this is not a miracle, her epiphany is fabricated. Promoting the
J. Roussel girdle with the slogan ‘C’est la silhouette qui compte’ in an advertisement published in
Paris Magazine n°43 (January 1935), she is rising towards sexiness.532 The tightness of her underwear

An illustrated article on Gaby Morlay was published in Paris Magazine n°22 (June 1933). Jean Moral’s
picture of Juliette naked in the sea appeared in the issue n°46 (June 1935). The advertisement for the girdle
J. Roussel appeared in the issue n°43 (March 1935) but the woman’s position is inverted. She is looking to
the left and not to the right as in the collage.
532 ‘Only the figure matters’.
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restrains the flesh freed in Juliette’s nudity. Are these three alternative paths to femininity – the
puerile, the natural and the glamorous – to be read as an allegory of Beauty? Because of the
incongruous presence of the table, the collage glitches, making even less sense. Could this be a
contemporary birth of Venus? Her feet covered by sea foam, Juliette points to a running theme in
Hugnet’s collages where women are tightly connected to water. Associated to fluids – menstruation
blood, nourishing milk, genital wetness – they are mythically deemed unruly and uncontainable as
opposed to masculine hardness.
In the collage entitled Devenez l’amour, fragments of a photograph by Kertesz of a peasant
with his cow are deposited on the image of Juliette resting on the sand (circa 1935) (fig.222).533
Both pictures are taken from Paris Magazine n°34 (June 1934) as well as some of the words pasted
on the collage (fig.223-224).534
As if pulverised across the page, the cow and its master are fragile traces of Kertesz’ scene
while Juliette displays her harmonious form under the supervision of her husband’s shadow. The
peasant’s straw hat comically floats in the air upside down, downplaying the creepy chimera which
seems on the verge of recomposing itself. The words ‘very alive’ and ‘freedom of movement’ strike
an ironic note given the ferocious dismemberment of the man and the animal. Could their
disconnected and now discrete limbs be the ultimate incarnation of the ‘freedom of movement’?
The surrealist injunction ‘Become love’ – the word ‘l’amour’ resonates in the words that
follow, ‘le rouge emir’, in an approximate anagram – launches desire across the collage. Is this love
– fusion to the point of disintegration? Or are these fragments of Juliette’s dream, her serene form
unharmed by the agony of passion? Still in one piece, she is more on the side of the ‘manière de
délassement’ (form of relaxation).

‘Become Love’.
Some words (in bold) were part of the cover –‘Ce numéro spécial est dédié à l’amour, 100 photographies
très vivantes’ – while most of the others come from advertisements published in the same issue.
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Here, as in the poèmes-découpages of La Septième face du dé, the ‘frontiers between the
simultaneity of the iconic media and the linear elaboration of the verbal text are confused.’535 Juliette
is read through her juxtaposition with debris of another image as much as through the semantic
opacity of the sentences framing her picture. The influence of Mallarmé’s ‘Un coup de dé jamais
n’abolira le hasard’ underlies a number of Hugnet’s collages and the title of La Septième face du dé is
a direct reference to the poem. ‘Operating in relation to [the poet’s] suppression of beauty through
fissure, his broken language echoes the fragmentation, and subsequent fetishisation, of the body.’536
Explaining his gesture, Hugnet writes:
I have tried, in my poèmes-découpages, to make use of the hypnotic condition, the
automatism, created by the power of fascination exerted by images, these images being
fragments of whole phrases, relying on change to give them their terrifying and
luminous significance. In this connection, we may draw attention to the specifically
surrealist spirit which expresses itself in collaborations.537
‘Une femme/a perdu son hélice/comme les autres’ (‘A woman has lost her propeller like the
others’): these are the words incorporated in a page of La Septième face du dé (fig.225). All the visual
elements are extracted from Paris Sex-Appeal n°6 (January 1934) and n°23 (April 1935) except for
the green shape enclosing the standing woman seen from the back (fig.226 to 229). The latter and
the third photograph reiterate Hugnet’s obsession with anality.
He cuts into a photograph of a partly submerged quay, playing with the ever-changing
patterns of water over stone. A dancer gracefully jumps in the air, her foot pointing towards the
cross formed by the natal cleft of an otherwise invisible woman. The tight framing of her bottom
is redolent of Man Ray’s Monument à D.A.F de Sade (1933). Its transgressive charge is accentuated
here by its juxtaposition with the image of another pair of buttocks adorned by the flounces of a
lifted petticoat.
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The elegant flow of the dancer’s dress can not hide the fact that only one of her legs can be
seen: is it the missing propeller? Is she condemned, like the others, to fall, transitioning from the
verticality of dance to the horizontality of sex? The positioning of the bodies or body parts
visualises this trajectory. From the ethereal realm of beauty to the concreteness of bodily matter,
from the ‘sky’ to the flooded pavements, the descent is gradual, punctuated by the three lines of
words pasted over the collage. The female form progressively disappears: the full body is soon
beheaded and then reduced to the pattern of a cross formed at the juncture of buttocks and thighs.
The woman is all flesh but hybridisation is latent as shown by the unfurling of green around and
over the second figure. The nonsensical sentence conflates her with a machine part but her
potential for movement – initiated by the dancer’s leap – is stopped. Absurdity prevails as well as
the fascination with sexual perversion.
In La Septième face du dé, the cover of which was designed by Marcel Duchamp, Hugnet
searches for the impossible, an additional side to a six-sided dice. Paradigmatic of his surrealist
approach, this riddle perpetuates uncertainty the same way his collages do. They are unfulfilled,
infinitely reenacting desires that remain desires. The suspension of definite meaning and logical
structures results in unlimited semantic possibilities.

B)Karel Teige

This fascination for the magazine’s imagery is not proper to Georges Hugnet. He shares with
other Surrealists, outside France in particular, an interest in these publications as sources of
reproducible forms. Both the poet, photographer, collagist, film-maker and publisher Marcel
Mariën (1920-1993), an elusive figure of the Belgian Surrealist movement and the leading figure
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of the Czech avant-garde of the interwar years, Karel Teige (1900-1951), an art critic, theorist,
graphic artist and poet, resorted to Paris Magazine for their collages.
If Teige’s sources are more diversified than Hugnet’s as he also tapped into surrealist
journals, notably Minotaure, a number of his collages are based on images taken from Paris Magazine.
This huge body of photomontages comprises three hundred and seventy four works where the
female body, mingled with architectural motifs, landscapes, artworks, images by famous
photographers (Brassaï, Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, Florence Henri, Umbo) and commodities, is
‘segmented and manipulated in an intricate morphology of desire.’538
Never exhibited during his lifetime, the collages seem to have constituted an intensely
private, if not secret, practice, carried out at home as a respite from more formal
activity, unburdened by the explicitly articulated theory that accompanied his other
work […].539
A feeling of unrestricted pleasure pervades Teige’s phantasmagoric collages which
encapsulate, in their very medium, his conviction that art should become life and should be made
by all.540
Teige articulated a general theory of art and life from around 1922 under the twin
headings of Constructivism […] and Poetism, an indigenous “ism” that constituted
the major Czech contribution to the international avant-gardes. […] Constructivism
meant purposeful creative work, unburdened by aesthetics, historicism, or individual
sentiment, while Poetism was an emancipatory state of creative play.541
Collage was a natural extension of his pioneering accomplishments in typography and book
design. A one-time painter, he renounced painting he deemed obsolete in the age of ‘mechanical
reproducibility’ and advocated its replacement by photography and film. Trips to Paris in the 1920s

Krzysztof Fijalkowski, Surrealism and Photography in Czechoslovakia. On the Needles of Day (Burlington, VT:
Ashgate, 2013), p. 31.
539 Ibid., p. 31.
540 In his manifesto of Poetism he writes in 1924: ‘the professional artist is a deviation, even an anomaly. In
1924 no professional athletes were allowed to compete in the Paris Olympics. So why can’t we reject the
professional cliques of painting, writing, sculpting and chiselling businessmen? The work of art should not
be the subject of commercial speculation nor of academic discussion. In essence it is a gift or a game,
without obligations and without consequences.’
541 Matthew S. Witkovsky, ‘Karel Teige’, in Avant-garde Art in Everyday Life. Early-twentieth-century European
Modernism (Chicago, IL, New Haven, CT: Art Institute of Chicago, Yale University Press, 2011) p. 100.
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acquainted him with the strategies and ideologies of the modernist movement. His contacts with
the Parisian Surrealists, Breton and Aragon in particular, may explain that he could get hold of
French publications long after leaving France. He visited Man Ray in his studio in the summer of
1922, wrote on him and acknowledged his influence. He joined the Czechoslovak Surrealist group
in 1934 and rekindled it after the war.
That he used several issues of Paris Magazine, Paris Sex-Appeal, Pour lire à deux and Secrets de
Paris confirms that the periodicals circulated in a certain cultural milieu, beyond the French
frontiers. They seemed to have been part of the surrealist paraphernalia and it is no coincidence
that analogies between Hugnet and Teige’s practices but also Jindrich Styrsky’s pornographic
photomontages betray shared conceptions of the erotic. From Styrsky and his ensemble Emily
Comes to Me in a Dream (1933), featuring recurrent coitus to Teige or Hugnet’s sadistic enjoyment
in dismembering bodies, the ‘minor’ genre of collage was a privileged means of expression for
Surrealists. They all valued the medium as ‘an intimate space of meditation clearly rooted in sexual
pleasure.’542
Not only were they using the same motifs – stockinged legs, bits of organs, nipple-eyes –
but also the same material. Teige borrowed Juliette’s foreshortened legs from one of Moral’s
photographs published in Paris Magazine n°25 (September 1933) to recompose an evanescent
Odalisque whose breasts and arms can only be connected to Juliette’s legs at the cost of anatomical
abnormality (fig.230-231). In a Magrittian way, her body is made out of the clouds, as she fuses
with the sky in collage n°280 (1943). In Moral’s photograph, time had come to a standstill, suspended
in a feeling of summer indolence. Here, the sundial replacing the woman’s head and the clock she
holds in the air reintroduce temporality in the assemblage, evoking the ineluctable decomposition
of a body already at work in the image. One year before dying, Teige was still using material from
Pour lire à deux.543
Fijalkowski, p. 32.
In a collage made in 1950, he partially covered the body of a female figure from Pour lire à deux n°18
(November 1935) with the black and white striped coat of a zebra.
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Teige was captivated by popular leisure activities and vernacular printed matter as well as
cinema ‘emerg[ed] as attractions in his writings and graphic works.’544 Like Hugnet, he was inspired
by the machinery of the modern world. A collage (undated) exemplifies the biomechanical beauty
which, according to him, photomechanical imagery celebrated along with the life of the streets,
sports and the movies (fig.232). Completing the decapitation instigated in a photograph taken from
Paris Magazine n°54 (February 1936), he played with the presence of a mirror to blur the lines
between the logical and the imaginable, destroying the unity of the real (fig.233). Here, only the
woman’s reflection, the image of an image, retains an appearance of normality while the model has
been engineered, incorporated into a sort of bachelor machine. A geared device pasted on her left
side reveals her robotic viscera while the horn of a phonograph sticks above her shoulders as a
substitute for her head. Its flower-like design provides her with a gaping mouth – she is
simultaneously an erotic object and a component of a sound system. Behind her, the diagram of a
rotating machine with cogs and wheels works as an alternative to her mirrored image. Decomposed
into three possible states, the woman is not one anymore. She is a piece in a constructing game,
subjected to any possible re-arrangement in which the human verges on the non-human.
Collage n°293 (1944) (fig.234) combines two pictures from the same issue (Paris Magazine
n° 42, February 1935): a picture of the beach by Moral (fig.235) and the portrait of an Asian woman
(fig.236). The quiet ambience of the beach where a few swimmers are frolicking is disturbed by
the freakish apparition of a woman whose face is elongated into a trunk, by virtue of a prosthetic
leg attached to her head. Her body is intact but her grotesque appearance provocatively saps any
notion of beauty she was previously embodying. Inexplicably equipped with a stick – whip or riding
switch? –, she is dysfunctional. Could the huge tattooed hand next to her express the urge to hold,
if not literally touch her up? Or, could it be that it lampoons the nazi salute, the prosthetic leg
becoming the raised legs of soldiers marching in formation? She would then be a puppet ruler
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greeted by one follower, tarnishing Moral’s innocent view of the beach. In the distance, a small
architecture of unidentifiable elements – they look like frames and backs of canvases as much as
doors within doors – exacerbates a feeling of uneasiness and traps the eye in an intricacy of lines
and volumes as difficult to read as the collage itself.
A number of Teige’s dreamscapes glorify the serene embrace of nature and woman where
the latter, a kind of Jungian Mother earth, displays her curves as geological features.545 Built into
the landscape, the woman is resurrected in an erotic transcendence of space and time but other
collages radiate a much darker mood, tainted with despondency and a sense of annihilation.
It is impossible not to link the humour and ferocity of Teige’s incisions to the context of
the war and the German occupation of Czechoslovakia. Antiwar messages surface in several works
of an ardent Marxist who became a bête noire of the Communist regime after 1948. Emblematic
in this respect is the Japanese nude holding a skull next to a soldier in collage n° 249 (1942) (fig.237).
A double memento-mori operates as the scene is dominated by a reproduction of the marble
sculpture of the Nike of Samothrace, an allegory of a victory that may be as ephemeral as the
butterfly which spreads its wings. The insect, symbolising a beauty about to die, suggests that peace
as much as the classicism epitomised by the statue belong to the past. Half chalice, half
praxinoscope, the object at the soldier’s feet, seems as archaic, radiating the faint aura of desecrated
beliefs. Unless it confirms the sacralisation of mass-entertainment? Whatever the future holds, the
nineteenth century bourgeois domestic ideal – with the heavy decorations of its wallpaper and
carpet – seems obsolete and about to be swept away by a new order.
In collage n°327 (1947) a flapper-like pin-up from Secrets de Paris n°4 (August 1934) seems to
push back an advancing woman whose feathered hat and corseted waist symbolise an outmoded
bourgeoisie (fig.238). It is as if she was pushing her back with all the strength of her modernity –

Vojitech Lahoda, ‘Karel Teige’s Collages, 1935-1951: the Erotic Object, the Social Object, and Surrealist
Landscape Art”, in Karel Teige. 1900-1951, l’enfant terrible of the Czech Modernist Avant-Garde, ed. by Eric
Dluhosch and Rostislav Svacha (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999), pp. 319-320.
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slim figure, short haircut (fig.239). Not all collages are as jocular and some border on the
hallucinogenic experience.
An element of an advertisement for a sex shop, called ‘Diana Slip’, where the owner of the
periodicals sold lingerie and pornographic books and films is inserted in collage n°129 (1940)
(fig.240). The head of a blond girl wearing long latex gloves, a cigarette holder between her fingers,
resting on her folded hands, tops a body whose trunk is composed of heterogeneous elements (a
metal hinge, a rowing boat) (fig.241). Next to this hybrid entity, another jumble of limbs and
indefinable materials grows in anomalous excretions. The smiling fencer from Pages Folles n°35 (July
1938) has mutated into a fragment of pure alterity, arousing anxiety rather than desire546 (fig.242).
Through these instances of disquieting formlessness, Teige ‘recreates the figure or [the figure’s]
parts to such an extent that all erotic magic [is] lost.’547
In that he is indifferent to aesthetics and does not shun ugliness – what counts is the
plasticity of his visual aberrations. Maybe because they are ultimately meant ‘to communicate
something about a world in which humanity and freedom are being ever more thoroughly whittled
away, until only a fragment of past desire remains, and […] sometimes only a fragment of a
fragment.’548
When he borrows the same backdrop used by Hugnet – a snowy road cutting into a
melancholic landscape (fig.243) published in Pour lire à deux n°20 (January 1936) – in collage n°289
(1943), it results in the humanoid replacing the human (fig.244). A pair of legs, as if about to walk,
bears the scars of the cutting gesture: two open ‘wounds’ revealing, like pea pods, rows of small
balls or fruits. Enclosed in a box as if an item to buy or a corpse in a coffin, a man’s hand looks as
factitious as the mannequin’s, next to it. Again, stress is laid on the inevitable passage of time
symbolised by the wristwatch: the hand is stiff and rigor mortis has already set in while the snow
evokes the coldness and pallor of dead bodies.
Karel Srp, Karel Teige (Prague: Torst, 2001), p. 9.
Ibid., p. 9.
548 Lahoda, p 301.
546
547
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No doubts of this sort creep in Hugnet’s collage (fig.245). He opposes the white form of
a pin-up glorified as a racy bride – in a transparent veil which reveals more than it hides – to the
mass of a woman enshrouded in a black cape (circa 1933-1936?) (fig.246). A female shoe, from a
nineteenth century print evokes the wonder of a fairy tale as much as the appeal of the fetish. The
simultaneity of nudity and clothing suspends the movement of striptease, the two states activating
the eroticism born from perpetual oscillation between veiling and unveiling.
The appeal of feminine beauty is still the guiding principle of Hugnet’s work. For Teige the
priority is ‘to create one extensive, slowly intensifying open current of images of the female body
in numerous variations, perceived mostly as a mass of organic matter which could be cut at random
into independent parts.’549 To the point of disappearing. In a collage dated from 1940 (n°?), the
woman is gone… Only one of her eyes is visible, forming the stigma of a monumental flower
which grows out and towers over ploughed fields against a mountainous background (fig.247). In
another collage from 1941 (n°?), a woman perversely witnesses this dispersal (fig. 248). Present in
collage n°129, Diana Slip’s sales assistant, her arms folded on the scenery, serenely contemplates the
idyllic landscape metamorphosed by the presence of cutlery in the foreground (fig.241). She looks
like an impassive sphinx attending to this enigma. Lips cruelly pierced by a fork and an eye lodged
in a spoon reduce the body to the bare minimum, to its primary functions of eating and looking.
Eye and mouth are made equivalent in a cannibalistic fantasy. While the way the mouth and the
act of ingestion are condensed might still be explained, as fulfilling a natural biological function,
the cyclops-like spoon defeats logic. Looking becomes a form of absorption and the eye a
devouring organ. The French expression ‘dévorer des yeux’ (‘to devour with one’s eyes’) reflects
the inseparability of orality and scopophilia.
Teige compared his aggressively deformed female body to Hans Bellmer’s disarticulated
doll. He could have endorsed the latter’s claim that ‘any given detail, such as a leg, is perceptible,
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accessible to memory and available, (in short is REAL), only if desire does not fatally take it for a
leg. The object identical to itself remains devoid of reality.’550 Indeed, in Teige’s collages, breasts,
limbs or bits of bodies are rarely identical to themselves. The female form is transformed, providing
concrete evidence of the sublimation at work in the making of the collages. Sexual instinct is
displaced, mediated by the creative act as it is by defense mechanisms in dreams.
Collages where female lips are skewered on a fork or where the woman appears not as a
whole but as an erotic cluster with a logic/life of its own show how the cutting/pasting gestures
liberate the psychic energy that courses through such impulses. Aesthetic and psychological issues
raised by these impulses interested Teige who wrote on eroticism and erotic art.551 He believed in
what Ernst defined as collage’s ability to arouse ‘electric or erotic tension’ through “allusive mating”
in order to ignite the spark of poetry.552
Freud writes that ‘creative imagination […] is quite incapable of inventing anything; it can
only combine components that are strange to one another’ but dream distorsions, like collages free
the psyche from this limitation.553 Through condensation and displacement, an incredible freedom
of representation is acquired. And it is also as an emancipating force of creativity that mediated
desire flows through Teige’s work, both inviting and resisting interpretation.

Hans Bellmer, quoted in Adamowicz, p. 174. ‘Tel détail, telle jambe, n’est perceptible, accessible à la
mémoire et disponible, bref, n’est REEL, que si le désir ne le prend pas fatalement pour une jambe… L’objet
identique à lui-même reste sans réalité’.
551 Vojitech Lahoda lists the following texts or marginalia which were found in his archive: ‘Erotismus’,
‘Eros a estetika’, ‘Eroto-estetika’, ‘EROS’, ‘Eroticke umeni’ (Erotic art) and ‘EROS.LASKA’ (Eros.LOVE).
552 Lahoda, p 301. Le collage doit produire une ‘tension électrique ou érotique’ à travers ‘l’accouplement de
deux réalités en apparence inaccouplables’ pour faire jaillir l’étincelle de la poésie.
553 Freud, The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, p. 172.
550
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C)Marcel Mariën
Marcel Mariën’s use of Paris Magazine is limited but that he used some issues to customise
a 1928 Gallimard edition of Nadja and offered it to its author in 1938 gives strange resonance to
its banal pin-ups (fig.249). The cover of the book, collaged over by Mariën, heralds a future
montage of Nadja’s eyes, added by Breton in the 1963 edition (fig.250). Here, her ‘yeux de
fougères’ (‘eyes of fern’) are multiplied in a vertiginous accumulation of vamps’ eyes. The repetition
of the eyes points to the irony (and impossibility) of representing the most elusive of women,
Nadja, an epitome of surreal singularity, through standardised images. Actresses (Marlène Dietrich,
Joan Crawford, Greta Garbo) and anonymous models from different Paris Magazine provide
glamorous substitutes in a collage which visualises Nadja’s shattered ego. Looking up and down,
looking to the right and to the left, they blow apart the reader’s own look as if to say Nadja’s
impenetrability. The reader is simultaneously mesmerised and invited to abandon himself or herself
to Nadja’s gaze(s) and powers of clairvoyance. Both allegories – the ability to see – and
synecdoches – they are only their eyes –, the women glamorise the haunting nature of Nadja’s look.
She was curiously made up, as though beginning with her eyes, she had not had time
to finish, though the rims of her eyes were dark for a blonde, the rims only, and not
the lids (this effect is achieved, and achieved exclusively, by applying the mascara under
the lid alone […]). I had never seen such eyes. […]What was so extraordinary about
what was happening in those eyes? What was it they reflected – some obscure distress
and at the same time some luminous pride?554
In Mariën’s collage, the modern muse is first and foremost a film image or a photograph:
a portrait by Madame d’Ora (Paris Magazine n°21, May 1933) entitled ‘Fraîcheur’ (‘Freshness’), a
‘Fille aux raisins’ by Jablonowski (‘Girl with grapes’, Paris Magazine n°26, October 1933), Marlene
Dietrich whose portrait illustrates a text on the femme fatale (Paris Magazine n°28, December 1933),
André Breton, Nadja, trans. by Richard Howard, [1928] (New York, NY: Grove Press, 1960), pp. 64-65.
‘Curieusement fardée, comme quelqu’un qui, ayant commencé par les yeux n’a pas eu le temps de finir, mais
le bord des yeux si noir pour une blonde. Le bord, nullement la paupière (un tel éclat s’obtient et s’obtient
seulement si l’on ne passe avec soin le crayon que sous la paupière [...]). Je n’avais jamais vu de tels yeux [...]
Que peut-il bien se passer de si extraordinaire dans ces yeux? Que s’y mire-t-il à la fois obscurément de
détresse et lumineusement d’orgueil?’
554
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a model advertising Paris Magazine’s gifts to its subscribers (Paris Magazine n°22, June 1933) or a
heroine of genre fiction (in La Femme hollandaise by Louis-Charles Royer, Paris Magazine n°34, June
1934) (fig.251 to 255).555
Waves of eyes ripple the book’s cover in convulsive beauty. Not only does Mariën reinvent a
cover for Breton’s book, he also intervenes inside it, pasting elements over the existing
photographs, erasing or highlighting some words, inserting drawings, writing comments and gluing
bits of reproductions of famous paintings on some pages...
On the flyleaf, he has pasted the cameo of a woman displaying the beautiful small of her
back while standing before a mirror, the latter amplifying the ambivalence which is at the core of
Nadja’s character (fig.256). Underneath the title, a chin held between two fingers evokes a
questioning gesture literalising the uncertainties raised by Nadja’s opacity. This face belongs to a
woman whose eyes appear on the book cover (fig.255). But, here, the ‘femme hollandaise’, far
removed from the flatness of her illustrative role in Paris Magazine, becomes instantly enigmatic
through her fragmentation, further confusing Nadja’s identity. Is she pointing in the direction of
the photograph above and by doing so designating the woman as Nadja? Or is she herself a visual
vestige of Nadja, her mouth referring to Nadja’s ‘whimsical speech [which] evades
interpretation’?556 Nadja’s appearance itself ‘escapes description’, notices Francette Pacteau. Of her,
‘Breton allows us to ‘know only the eyes, yeux de fougère […].’557 And eyes are precisely what are
lacking here. Nadja remains an abstract combination of five letters as a title made even more cryptic
by the addition of the two images. Is it that she is supposed to be ‘nothing, or merely a trace’ as
she suggests to Breton?558

I have not been able to found out who was the author of the photograph used to illustrate La femme
hollandaise (‘the Dutch Woman’).
556 Pacteau, p. 162.
557 Ibid., p. 162.
558 Breton, Nadja, p. 116. ‘If you desired it, for you, I would be nothing or merely a footprint’. ‘Si vous
vouliez, pour vous je ne serais rien, ou qu’une trace.’
555
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On page 48, a naked woman, head bent backwards, exhilaratingly opens her arms as if to
embrace the dense vegetation of the forest (fig.257).559 A voluptuous rush of wildness far from
urban civilisation (Paris Sex-Appeal n°9, April 1934) (fig.258). At the top of the page, two hands,
reaching from outside the frame hold the woman’s head. Pagan benediction or lustful grip? One
can not be certain as in Nadja, there are no straightforward answers. But, spiritual or scandalously
fleshly, a mystical communion is at work here.
A few pages later, a seated woman adjusts her stocking – her photograph was anonymously
published in Paris Sex-Appeal n°17 (December 1934): the top of her head and her right leg are
missing. She sits astride the text, her fragmented body and the words interpenetrating each other
(fig.259-260). Breton’s sentences pulsate with her sensuality in a provocative coupling of image
and words which prevents a linear reading of the text. Breton, in introducing photographs in his
novel had kept them well apart from the text unlike Mariën.560 The latter has circled some words
and cluster of words further fragmenting Breton’s prose.
The photograph was taken by the Studio Marie et Borel.
Humorously appropriating Breton’s work, Mariën disrupts both its writing and its illustrations. Pasting
elements on the text and on the photographs chosen by Breton, Mariën sprinkles Nadja with provocative
comments, visual jokes and typically surrealist free associations of images and words. Irreverent as much as
they are admiring of Breton’s book, Mariën’s highly personal additions open onto his own mental landscape
at the reading of Nadja. In his introduction to Nadja’s 1963 edition, Breton said that he intended the
photographs to spare him from having to describe. On the side of documentary recording, they are marked
by a form of neutrality and transparence in line with Breton’s tone which he wanted to be modelled on
medical observation. To Normand Lalonde, Nadja’s photographic iconography is a ‘neutral theatre which
tends to become invisible by being so legible, and which, that way becomes complicit with the mythical
objectivity and neutrality of photography’(Normand Lalonde, L’iconographie photographique de Nadja, The
French Review, vol.66, 1 (October 1992), p.49). Mariën’s collages precisely undermine this objectivity and
further blur the lines between fiction and factuality in Breton’s text and the images he chose to illustrate it.
Mariën’s ‘interferences’ did not end in 1938 with what he called a reader’s tribute to André Breton. In 1975,
he wrote an essay in his magazine Les lèvres nues in which he claimed that the actress Blanche Derval who
had lived and died in Brussels was the original of ‘Nadja’. Breton had been entranced by her performance,
which he described in Nadja, in the play Les Détraquées he saw in 1921 at the Théâtre des Deux-Masques.
Her portrait and a scene from the play, both photographed by Henri Manuel, appear in Nadja.
Mariën’s 1975 article was accompanied by photographs of her house, her grave, her death certificate and
her entry in the Brussels telephone book. Ian Walker writes that their captions parodied Breton’s titling of
images in Nadja and that Mariën’s claim about Nadja’s identity remains unsubstantiated. ‘The visual
“evidence” is all utterly circumstantial – just like the photographs in Nadja itself, which seem at first like a
confirmation of what is related in the novel but then begin to seem more like an elaborate smokescreen.
One might indeed suspect an elaborate deceit, for Mariën was well known for his desire to deflate the more
pompous aspects of latterday Surrealism. Perhaps Mariën was engaged in a sort of “detournement” of Nadja,
that situationist tactic which he himself had apparently first named’. (Ian Walker, ‘Her Eyes of Fern’: The
Photographic Portrait in Nadja’, History of Photography, vol.29, 2 (2005), p.112). Walker concludes that the
559
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In another collage, Mariën pasted the legs of a woman wearing a négligé in a colour
photograph (Paris Magazine n°28, December 1933) upside down, in place of one of the original
illustrations (fig.261-262). The legs, as if emerging out of a narrow cut, absurdly crown immaculate
white pants. The black framing device and the bent forward knee reinforce their three-dimensional
appeal. They look as if seen through a keyhole in a world where people would walk on their heads.
In Pulp Surrealism. Insolent Popular Culture in Early Twentieth-Century Paris, Robin Walz
demonstrates how, in the 1920s, members of the surrealist movement drew inspiration from
‘currents of psychological anxiety and rebellion’ running through the shadowy side of mass culture,
notably pulp fiction, newspaper sensationalism and disreputable neighbourhoods of Paris.561
Fantômas and its ‘subtext of pleasure derived from unmotivated criminality’, serial killers like
Landru and fait divers pertained to a modern mythology which they mined for expressions of a
disregard for cultural and social conventions.562 In it they found ‘gems that were both insolite and
insolent.’563
One could easily imagine Paris Magazine, Paris Sex-Appeal, Pages Folles or Scandale as vehicles
for the scandale and the ‘corruption’ born out of Surrealism as praised by Aragon who compares
it to fait divers.
Today, I supply you with an astonishing narcotic, brought from the borders of
consciousness, from the frontiers of the abyss… It outstrips your cravings, stirs them
up, and brings out new, insane desires. Have no doubt; longings released by this potent
philter are the enemies of order. They circulate in secret, under the noses of the
authorities, in the form of books and poems. The assuaging pretext of literature
provides you this deadly enzyme at an unbelievably low price, and it’s high time for its
universal application! […] Buy it! Buy the damnation of your soul! Finally, you’re going
to be corrupted. Here’s a machine to capsize the mind. I present to humanity, this
most grandiose fait divers – a newly born vice, yet another madness bestowed upon

book has been ‘infected by Mariën’s insidious proposition’ for the reader cannot but dwell on this hypothesis
as unreliable as it might be. This was ‘made possible by Breton’s own obfuscation’ argues Walker. It lends
even more auratic mystery to Breton’s novel just like Mariën’s collages do in their own way, prolonging the
uncertainties carried by the interactions between Breton’s text and the images.
561 Robin Walz, Pulp Surrealism. Insolent Popular Culture in Early Twentieth-Century Paris (Berkeley, CA, London:
University of California Press, 2000), p.3.
562 Ibid., p. 75.
563 Ibid., p. 10.
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man – Surrealism, son of frenzy and shadow! Come in! Come in! Here’s where the
realms of the instantaneous begin!564
The Surrealists’ taste for the culturally marginal was not all-encompassing and they
criticised the numbing effects of mass media as well as the mediocrity brought about by the
commercialisation of culture. Moreover, as underlined by Michael Richardson, their goal was not
to challenge the dichotomy between noble and low productions. What they were attracted by was
‘an oppositional culture, irrespective of whether it was “high” or “popular.’565 Paris Magazine, like
‘cinema, comics, penny dreadfuls, dime novels’ were ‘detritus […] excluded from bourgeois art’
but which often ‘contained its cultural contradiction.’566 As such, their appropriation by certain
artists was one of the many provocations through which they wished to challenge conservative
notions of beauty and excellence. Their priority was to ‘disrupt the complacency of the dominant
cultural traditions.’567
The erotic vibrancy which transpires from their collages was certainly in keeping with the
effrontery of the magazine’s tone which they must have enjoyed as much as its graphic and plastic
innovations. By cutting pin-ups into pieces, they were dissecting collective fantasies but also
bourgeois hypocrisy. Freud having ‘revealed the way in which the repressions of modern society
were unconsciously enacted in often expected ways in collective as well as individual activity’, the
magazines provided a formidable hunting-ground to explore desires overflowing into

Aragon, quoted in Walz, p. 144. ‘Aujourd’hui, je vous apporte un stupéfiant venu des limites de la
conscience, des frontières de l’abîme. Qu’avez-vous cherché jusqu’ici dans les drogues sinon un sentiment
de puissance, une mégalomanie menteuse et le libre exercice de vos facultés dans le vide? Le produit que j’ai
l’honneur de vous présenter procure tout cela, procure aussi d’immenses avantages inespérés, dépasse vos
désirs, les suscite, vous fait accéder à des désirs nouveaux, insensés; n’en doutez pas, ce sont les ennemis de
l’ordre qui mettent en circulation ce philtre d’absolu. Ils le passent secrètement sous les yeux des gardiens
sous la forme de livres, de poèmes. Le prétexte anodin de la littérature leur permet de vous donner à un prix
défiant toute concurrence ce ferment mortel duquel il est grand temps de généraliser l’usage. C’est le génie
en bouteille, la poésie en barre. J’annonce au monde ce fait divers de première grandeur: un nouveau vice
vient de naître, un vertige de plus est donné à l’homme: le Surréalisme, fils de la frénésie et de l’ombre.
Entrez, entrez, c’est ici que commencent les royaumes de l’instantané.’
565 Michael Richardson, Surrealism and Cinema (Oxford, New York, NY: Berg, 2006), p. 16.
566 Ibid., p. 16.
567 Ibid., p. 16.
564
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consciousness.568 It is as potential sites of resistance against the oppressive cultural norms of
contemporary society – where the repressed returns – that these samples of popular culture were
re-used by surrealist artists. Beyond the visual quality of the collages, it is in its indifference to the
opposition between canonical modernist art and low culture, that the act of cutting and pasting the
magazines was most transgressive.
It is said that, by the 1930s, the growing acceptance of Surrealism by the mass press eroded
its subversive powers. Threatened by embourgeoisement, it was forced to distance itself from its
former affinities with popular culture. But Hugnet, Teige or Mariën’s flirtation with Paris Magazine
testifies to a continuous penchant for the sexy and the sexual as stylised by its literature,
photography and layout. While it might be argued that these artists were not the most eminent
representatives of Surrealism and that their collages were pleasurable games without real scope nor
official vocation, their works reflect the vitality of interplays which poeticised their understanding
of the world.
Intense circulation – of images, of women – is intrinsic to the magazines and the surrealist
collages. We have come full circle as Pierre Boucher published two photographs of the 1938
Surrealist exhibition in Paris Magazine n°80 (April 1938) (fig.263). The surrealist imagery has been
appropriated and as such drained of its provocative intention: in the magazine, these two images
have become other. But it is only as a moment of these unremitting interactions rather than as a
popularisation of surrealist subversion that these photographs should been interpreted.

568

Ibid., p. 15.

The Alphabet of (Ordinary) Women

Botched photo
You are delicately leaning forward, hands symmetrically placed on your hips. You have
lifted your dress high above your knees. High enough to expose your legs without showing your
panties.
You are squeezed against the left edge of the composition as if the photographer had
snatched your image from the flux of time as you were leaving the room or the frame.
You occupy less than a third of the composition in which you are left awkwardly solitary.
The blank space, on your right, threatens to definitely evict you from the frame. If it were not for a
few centimetres, you would be a splendid success, the perfect standardised pin-up. You are not.
You are something else, a pretty accident. A tear in the space you have been deprived of.
A scratch in the flat unrolling of the photographic film.

Paris Magazine n°45, May 1935

Car
You stand on the edge of modernity. Emancipated: you are flirtatious and you pose in front
of a car. You have understood that the twentieth century girl is motorised or is not at all.
Behind you, the straight line of the road unfurls the distance you have travelled, in a flash
in the photograph. Space and time are equated here: the road is the length of time it takes to
get from the background to you. If photography cannot easily capture movement, it can certainly
contain time.
Now, the eye is torn between the shapely leg you display for the camera and the infinity of
the receding road beyond, between capture and movement. Your past is inscribed in this long
white path, your origin lost beyond the vanishing point. Your future? Making sure your elegance
endures and getting back the little bit of your foot cut out of the frame.

Paris Magazine n°59, July 1936

Car 2
You put things in perspective. The car is the vertex where the converging lines of the road
meet while your bloodless body forms the base of this virtual triangle.
You have adopted the pose of many classical Venuses and Odalisques, except that you are
not lying on silk cushions and embroidered fabrics. You look like you are asleep. You have closed
your eyes but your bed is one of mud, sand or dirt. The curves of your body are aligned with that
of the car’s headlights and bumper in unseemly equivalences.

Paris Magazine n°63, November 1936

Cast shadow
You are doing a shoulder stand on a beach. The sun dazzles you and yet you hold the
pose the time it takes for a picture to be taken. The toes of your right foot are cropped out of the
image, a slight mishap. Like a sundial, your left leg casts its shadow on the sand. But time does
not concern you: the strain of your posture does not affect your unwavering grace. You are upside
down for all eternity.
In this photograph, what counts is you. And yet you look like dozens of other girls exercising on the beach. But it is in this tension between your singularity and your banality, that you
thrive. It is your insignificance that makes you precious.
The photographer has conspicuously marked his territory with his shadow on the sand,
like one clears one’s throat to attract attention. This visual signature is also a reminder that, like a
possessive lover, he constantly keeps an eye on you. The memory of his form is already a memory
of how it will be: he was watching you and will always do.

Paris Magazine n°46, June 1935

Caught unaware
You are pretending to be caught unaware, the round form of your hat covering your features. You lean forward, self-absorbed, indifferent to the landscape around you.
And yet you are performing for the camera a gesture from a time when tights did not exist:
you are lifting your skirt above your knee to re-attach your stocking to the clip of your garter. You
are turning a second into eternity — the glimpse at a bit of bare flesh soon to be lost again — into
pure duration. All this is staged and you are enjoying the mise en scène. You are watching yourself being desired and desiring the other’s look.
You are an instant stolen to public decency.

Paris Magazine n°60, August 1936

Dog
You are not one but three. It is accompanied by two dogs sniffing at the heather that you
occupy the frame as the backsides they offer to the eye take on inane obviousness.
As plain or absurd as your trio might be, it is now, when your sunshade fans out right
in the middle of the composition and when one of the dogs’ tail traces a graceful semicircle in
the air, that the shutter release was released. Now that the obvious glitches in the presence of
your awkwardness. Now that you weaken certitudes. You? You, the dogs and the sunshade: a
contingent trinity that sanctifies randomness. As if photography was not about recording reality
but the unreality of its coincidences.

Paris Magazine n°79, March 1938

Fig leaf
You overdo languor on your bed and you playfully assert your modesty. You found a new
kind of fig leaf to cover your sex. In the garden of Eden, shame came from knowledge. With you,
it is the other way around. You hide (your) sexuality by repurposing a magazine which endlessly
unveils it.
Your sex is now equated with a woman’s face. Baubo and her ribald humour is not far.

Paris Magazine n°58, June 1936

Fig leaf 2
Your nudity embraces nature. You are caught in a net of leaves in a tightly framed image
where nature seems to hold its breath. Nothing moves.
You look down at your sex in front of which you hold a bunch of leaves, thus showing me
where to look. Your sex and your face are both occulted, made equivalent in their inscrutability.
Now I see your pale shape emerging, as if freeing itself, from the vegetation soon to be swallowed back into it. A modern dryad X-rayed out of her tree.

Paris Magazine n°85, September 1938

Fig leaf 3
The fig leaf has grown into a large bush. Your smile illuminates your face, occupying the
space your body has deserted. Your arms are wrapped around the shrub, its leaves and spines
probably tickling your skin. Your nudity is incidental to the photograph.
You have nothing to hide. In that, you strike a dissonant note on the page: you are not seducing
the camera, but joking with it.

Paris Magazine n°55, March 1936

Girl
They have put their Sunday Best. A cloche hat and a straight black dress for Madame. A tie
and a suit for Monsieur. His stylishly trimmed toothbrush moustache is not an infamous symbol
yet.
A bun on the top of your head superbly crowns your sweet innocence. Your small white
form is a magnet to my eyes.
What are you doing in a girlie magazine? There is a sign of slight amazement in your gaping mouth as if you were asking yourself the same question. You can’t be more than three or
four.
Are you a photographer or a pin-up in the making? I would like to think that, in a few years’
time, a camera would have replaced the teddy bear you are holding in your hand. After all, your
stare seems to stop everything around you.

Pour lire à deux n°11, April 1935

Mask
You are putting a mask over your eyes, tying its ribbon at the back of your head. As you raise
your arms, your breasts lift. The slight bulge of your stomach suggests the base of the triangle of
your smooth mons veneris. By dint of the mirror in front of which you stand, my own gaze upon
you is all embracing, materialising on the graceful curve of the small of your back.
You are identified by the initials ‘S. C.’ and a number: 913. Are you the 913th reader to
send her photograph to Paris Magazine? Clearly, you are only one of the beads on the string of
desire. A second masked woman appears on the top left corner of the page. She is also reflected
in a mirror. You could be her. She could be you.
Like her and all the other women on the page, you stand in a far-off point in time, stripped
of your identity, masked or not. Were it not for a fragile photographic trace, you would not have
existed. You slip between my words.

Paris Magazine n°91, March 1939

Photographer
There he is! His head pops out, behind a curtain of a bourgeois bedroom. He is my jackin-the-box. I have waited for him for so long. For the Man. The Man whose Gaze and Desire the
magazine aimed to satisfy. The man who photographs you while you tie up your shoe, your legs
crossed.
A mirror plays its usual trick with my eyes, duplicating you while the white dot of his face
springs up in the background. A pinhead?
I can not but liken you and your reflection to the ‘pair’ of Chinese vases pompously taking
pride of place in the room.

Paris Magazine n°60, August 1936

Sadomasochism
You are on all four on a bed, your ankles bound together, your teeth clenched on a cane,
the instrument of your chastisement. The suffocating intricacies of the wallpaper around you
bring out the whiteness of your body as a surface to scrutinise and to mark — welts grace the flesh
of your upper back, thighs and buttocks.
You are following a well-known scenario. Narration is implicit here. And so is duration, you
have to wait in this humiliating position.
By posing you are ‘agreeing’ to the terms of a sexual contract. But this is a one-sided picture of the situation. What is happening off-camera, the other operation of desire, sadism in this
instance, is missing. You coincide with photography itself in your impossible completeness.

Paris Magazine n°78, February 1938

Sunbathing
Lying flat on your stomach, you are a pure surface offered to the sun.
Your white nudity functions in the photograph as a graphic element carefully placed at the
centre of the composition. Your body embraces the rigorous geometry of the image and traces a
parallel to the other lines structuring its horizontal architecture — floors, towel, bars of the banisters. There are three disruptions to this systematic horizontality: the blur of your hair, the curves of
your buttocks and the tiniest one, almost invisible but the most significant of all, your curled toes.
God is in the details. The only point of tension in the composition, your curled toes resting on the
ground distract the eye.

Paris Magazine n°58, June 1936

Swimming cap
You look like a sea Odalisque beached on the shore of popular entertainment. Wavelets
are licking your body. Behind you, men and women in swimming costumes tread or stand in the
water, forming an animated backdrop to your recumbent indolence. The sharp line of your body
diagonally cutting the waves divides the photograph in two while your stylishness draws a clear
distinction between you and the collective hubbub.
You majestically lie in the gentle undulations of the water, as if impermeable to the others’
existences. But at the other end of the diagonal drawn by your body, a woman stares in the photographer’s direction, acknowledging his or her presence and signalling the fabrication of your
image.
Caressed by the waves, the naked flesh calls forth other contacts. You yourself are exposed
to intrusive touch: right in the middle of the image your buttocks appear to rub against a woman’s
back. An optical short-circuit which turns water into a conductor of desire.

Paris Magazine n°58, June 1936

Trousers
There is a tinge of irreverence in your proud erection — you are doubly provocative with
your bare breasts and your trousers accented by the black line of a thin belt around your waist.
You stand on a balcony, hand on hips. Your verticality meets the ascending rooftops behind you,
bringing into contact ground and sky.
The eye pans up and down your body. Your naked breasts encroach on the banality of the
surrounding cityscape. Behind you, houses in a silent face-to-face across the street are oblivious
of your presence. No one is looking out of their windows. And yet your defiant nonchalance
troubles their indifference as you turn your back on the stuffy interiors behind their shuttered façades.

Paris Magazine n°58, June 1936

Uniform
She is absent in this photograph, replaced by you, merry soldiers.
Here you are, lined up like peas in a pod. Pleased with yourselves and the idea of all posing
with different issues of Paris Magazine. I can see a teenager giggling at hardcore porn found on
the internet in each of you.
A reading squadron fighting for sex and for France? With your uniforms you are as interchangeable as the pin-ups you are looking at. In your hands, the woman is a touch of colour in the
grey routine of the garrison, a distraction before or after military action.
I wonder if, later, any of you died on a battlefield.

Paris Magazine n°46, June 1935
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End Matter

There is a strange sophistication to her sadness which contradicts the agitation usually
associated with crying: her tears are perfect spheres, watertight bubbles of emotions (fig.264). Were
they to roll, they would surely do in an impossible straight trail. These clear beads symmetrically
placed below the eyes and their formal affinity with the pupils, nostrils and the tiny bulbs of mascara
on the end of each eyelash reinforce the extreme artificiality which organises this aestheticisation of
distress. In Deleuzian terms, her close-up is made to express a pure affect which negates the face’s
functions of individuation, socialisation and communication.569
To Gilles Deleuze, in films, the close-up operates not so much to enlarge an object as to
abstract it from its spatiotemporal coordinates, thus taking on a power of expression. Like the glass
beads which appear as autonomous marks of sorrow, the affect is, in his eyes, an entity, irreducible
to anything but itself and which exists as a whole.570 Here, the close-up is less about photographing
a weeping woman than expressing grief.
The close-up makes the face the pure building material of the affect, its “hylé”. Hence,
these strange cinematographic nuptials in which the actress provides her face and the
material capacity of her parts, whilst the director invents the affect or the form of the
expressible which borrows and puts them to work.571
It has been said that the glass tears made ‘a mockery of the sentiment, suggesting a
connection with Man Ray’s abandonment by his lover Lee Miller in 1932.’572 Whether a
demonstration of the artificiality of sadness or of photography itself, this photograph seemed to

Gilles Deleuze, The Movement Image, trans. by Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara Habberjam (London, New
York, NY: The Althlone Press, 1986), pp. 87-101.
570 Ibid., p. 97.
571 Ibid., p. 103. ‘Le gros plan fait du visage le pur matériau de l’affect, sa “hylé”. D’où ces étranges noces
cinématographiques où l’actrice prête son visage et la capacité matérielle de ses parties, tandis que le metteur
en scène invente l’affect ou la forme de l’exprimable qui les empruntent et les façonnent.’
572 Katherine Ware, Man Ray. Photographs from the Paul Getty Museum, vol. 3 (Los Angeles, CA: J. Paul Getty
Museum, 1998), p. 56.
569
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have been important to Man Ray. It appeared in the background of a still life composed for the
December 1933 issue of Minotaure and a cropped version, with only one eye, opened Man Ray’s
1934 publication, Photographs by Man Ray. Paris, 1920-1934.
One of the three documented instances of the image’s use as an advertisement, it appeared
in Paris Magazine n°44 (April 1935) (fig.265). The eyes, which belong to Lydia, a Cancan dancer,
‘cry’ to promote the Cosmecil mascara which never smudges.573 The injunctions ‘Pleurez au théâtre,
au cinéma. Riez aux larmes’ reconcile highly emotional moments and an impeccable appearance.574
Also published in the woman magazine Votre beauté in April 1934 (n°290) and in the car magazine
Fiat (n°1, October 1934), this advertisement shows how in the 1920s and 1930s, ‘photography
became an important factor in the development of publicity, of Surrealism, and maybe more
particularly in their combination.’575 Clément Chéroux argues that the surrealist aesthetic was a
form of readymade – both a style and a tool easy to apply to commercial activities – for the
advertising rhetoric. Identifying a structural analogy between them, he concludes that ‘publicity was
only waiting for Surrealism to become modern.’576 And for sex appeal one might add with Man
Ray’s comment in mind: ‘When editors of fashion magazines impressed upon me that I must get
sex appeal into my work, they were talking my own language. I replied that every picture I did had
sex appeal.’577
In Paris Magazine, Man Ray’s tears are lost amongst the banal advertisements for the
Constant armchairs, the Capillairal hair products, the Scandale girdle, the Ritz powder… all
deprived of the sex appeal the photographer claimed as his signature. None of the innovating
effects experimented by Dora Maar in her photomontage for the Pétrol Hahn hair lotion are

Lydia already modelled in a picture published in Paris Magazine n°43 (March 1935).
‘Cry at the theatre, at the cinema. Laugh to tears’. As miraculous as glass tears that do not dampen the
face, the mascara helps women keep their composure. The fantasy of the skin as an unblemished and
waterproof surface, glorified in the colour portraits of the magazine’s covers, is made accessible to anyone.
575 Clément Chéroux, ‘Surréalisme garanti !’, in La subversion des images (Paris: Ed. du Centre Pompidou, 2009),
p. 393. ‘La photographie […] fut l’un des ressorts importants du développement de la publicité, du
Surréalisme, et peut-être surtout de la combinaison des deux […].’
576 Ibid., p. 397. ‘La publicité n’attendait en somme que le Surréalisme pour devenir moderne.’
577 ‘Man Ray’, Modern Photography, November 1957,vol. 21, n°11, p. 126.
573
574
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present in the awkward composition promoting a sun cream in Paris Magazine n°59 (July 1936)
(fig.266-267).578
But before dismissing the subsidiary and flatly functional aspects of the magazine, it is
worth looking one last time at its porous margins, a repository of the ‘infra-ordinary’ to borrow
Georges Perec’s neologism. Calling for an anthropology of the everyday, of the habitual, Perec
draws our attention to
that which we generally don’t notice, which doesn’t call attention to itself, which is of
no importance; what happens when nothing happens, what passes when nothing
passes, except time, people, cars, and clouds.579
At the beginning or at the end of the magazine, a few pages are given over to what Philippe
Artières calls ‘events of weak intensity’, usually consigned to oblivion.580 They form the background
noise or backdrop of History, rooted in the existence of the average Joe or Jane. Not extraordinary
nor ordinary, they have the consistency of his or her everyday life. Whether an advertisement,
classified ads or a photographic self-portrait, they stand on the brink of insignificance, interweaving
the blandness of anonymity and the intimacy of sentimental or sexual transactions. In the
periodicals, these pages delineate a zone where private matters and feelings appropriate the public
sphere and where an individuality without quality comes under the spotlight.
Although not the kind of literary work analysed by Gérard Genette in Seuils (1987), they
constitute a form of paratext in the sense that they render the magazine’s content present to the
readers. In Genette’s words,

The image of a woman, smiling affectedly, her face heavily made-up, gives the impression of having been
randomly pasted in the bottom left corner of the image. In place of a slogan, the verbose comments radiate
from her as as many sunbeams. A white circle stands as the sun in a simplification which highlights the
unnatural consistency of the woman’s skin which looks as if made out of plastic. There is nothing
disorientating in this image which is purely illustrative. It typifies the commissioned bread and butter works
all the photographers collaborating with Paris Magazine engaged in at some point or another of their careers.
579 Georges Perec, ‘Approaches to What’ [1973], in Ben Highmore, The Everyday Life Reader (London, New
York, NY: Routledge, 2002), p. 176. Perec draws our attention to ‘ce que l'on ne note généralement pas, ce
qui ne se remarque pas, ce qui n'a pas d'importance: ce qui se passe quand il ne se passe rien sinon du temps,
des gens, des voitures et des nuages.’
580 Philippe Artières, Miettes. Eléments pour une histoire infra-ordinaire de l’année 1980, (Paris: Gallimard, 2016).
578
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a certain number of verbal or other productions, such as an author’s name, a title, a
preface, illustrations […] present the text in the usual sense of this verb but also in the
strongest sense: […] they ensure the text’s presence in the world, its “reception” and
consumption.581
If this definition is invoked beyond the limits of literature, it could be argued that the
periodicals also provide a ‘threshold […], a “vestibule” that offers the world at large the possibility
of either stepping inside or turning back.’582 Entering and exiting the erotic territory of the magazine
is a gradual process as a variable number of pages devoted to publicity, occasionally enriched by
crosswords puzzles, photographic riddles and subscription forms contain its content within the
conventional signs of merchandising communication and mass leisures.
While the full colour front covers always feature the portrait of a starlet or famous actress,
the back covers present a more diverse content: advertisements for Meunier chocolate, Imedia hair
dying products or even the Curémail surface cleaner for instance. Sometimes, the table of content
is pasted next to the photograph of a pin-up, sometimes the back cover consists of only one
photograph. Along with the advertisements inside the periodicals, these images visualise their
thresholds and create more temptations. These fringes are not so much authorial comments serving
a better reception and interpretation of the magazine, as is the case in literature according to
Genette, than an amplification of the magazine’s main preoccupations: the female body and the
means to achieve its improvement and facilitate its circulation.
Everything pertains to the promotional discourse here – even the epistolary exchanges of
the classified ads or the beauty contests. It is all about exhibiting and selling one’s body or merits
to get in the dating or marriage market and access a consumerist modernity which incorporates the

Gérard Genette, Paratexts. Thresholds of Interpretation [1987], trans. by Jane E. Lewin (New York, NY:
Cambridge University Press, 1997), p. 1. ‘Mais ce texte se présente rarement à l’état nu, sans le renfort et
l’accompagnement d’un certain nombre de productions, elles-mêmes verbales ou non, comme un nom
d’auteur, un titre, une préface, des illustrations […] [qui] l’entourent et le prolongent, précisément pour le
présenter, au sens habituel de ce verbe, mais aussi en son sens le plus fort: pour le rendre présent, pour assurer
sa présence au monde, sa “réception” et sa consommation […].’
582 Ibid., p. 2. ‘Il s’agit d’un seuil, ou […] d’un “vestibule” qui offre à tout un chacun la possibilité d’entrer ou
de rebrousser chemin.’
581
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self in a network of goods and services. These few pages are paradigmatic of the piecemeal structure
of the magazine and its distracted reading.583 With its endless sequences of women, Paris Magazine
pertained to the ‘fragmentation of a visual field in which the unified and homogeneous coherence
of classical models of vision was impossible.’584 The modernisation of subjectivity went hand in
hand with the individualised perception and consumption of the surrounding world.585
In Pour lire à deux, erotic tension is maintained until the very end. In the issue n°2 (July
1934), Melle Nini, from the Tabarin Cabaret prefigures more (visual) enjoyment just when the
reader is about to close the magazine (fig.268). She is conjured up as an eye-catching argument for
buying the items advertised on the same page. A double dynamic is at work, both encouraging the
reader’s absorption in the sensuality invoked by the images and stories in the magazine and making
him or her aware of other erotic potentialities and options out there. Brassaï’s photograph puts the
temptation of the flesh within easy reach of the reader. Melle Nini appears from nowhere as if
directly transferred from the cabaret to the magazine. Far from the impersonal abstraction of the
other elements on the double-spread, the photograph’s immediacy conveys a sense of urgency if
not of imminence, of a carnal encounter with a girl like her.
Looking at a ladder in one of her stockings – a long white cut on black –, she invites the
reader to follow her gaze downwards. An excuse to enjoy the sight of her bare skin above the black
nylon as she has raised her leg and lifted her skirt. Between her thighs, the thin strip of her
underwear suspends the look – the reader would better visit the bustling Bal Tabarin to see more.
In that, the magazines are typical of the dispersed attention which Jonathan Crary analyses as a symptom
of the ‘ongoing crisis of attentiveness’ with which he equates modernity. Resulting from ‘the emergence of
a social, urban, psychic and industrial field increasingly saturated with sensory input’ at the end of the
nineteenth century, inattention can not be separated from a capitalist management of life and its non-stop
streams of new products or information. Jonathan Crary, Suspension of Perception. Attention, Spectacle and Modern
Culture (Cambridge, MA, London: MIT Press, 2001), pp. 13-14.
584 Ibid., p. 24.
585 In her study of the serialisation of Dickens’ novels, Sara Thornton notices that at the end of the
nineteenth century, ‘the monthly number [created] an expectation that it was normal to move around, to
intersperse novel reading with the reading of advertisement, to read eclectic discourses, one beside the
other’. The ‘constant building of one’s own personalised reading experience in which one selects and rejects’
became integral to the pleasure of delving into this kind of publications. Sara Thornton, Advertising,
Subjectivity and the Nineteenth-Century Novel. Dickens, Balzac and the Language of the Walls (London, New York,
NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), p. 70.
583
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Even if immobile, Melle Nini brings with her the dancing frenzy of one of Paris’ most popular
cabarets.586 Twirling couples or dancers are absent but her cutout figure detaches itself against the
blank page, introducing an illusion of depth. Her raised leg, her wayward curl and the frills of her
clothes counter the rectilinearity of the framed advertisements and the regular pattern of lines of
words that surround her. She appears alive, as if pushing against the ad which, on the facing page,
promotes a book the title of which, Le Journal intime d’une soubrette, conjures up more explicit images
for which her portrait would be the first and still respectable stage.587 Placed as it is across the
gutter, level with the photograph, the ad becomes a sideway glance at the woman’s intimacy that
our frontal gaze can not grasp.

In Pour lire à deux n°7 (December 1934), photographs of women in varying states of undress
and ads for sexual services and products are assembled across six double-spreads (fig.269, 271 to
275). A form of equivalence between the classified ads and the photographed women is generated
in the first page as the horizontal arrangement of the framed ads echoes the verticality of the lockers
in which women stand, simpering (fig.269). In what was probably a promotional image for a
Paramount movie, the girls promise the intimacy suggested by the classified ads for bachelor pads,
discreet rooms, no less discreet midwives and matrimonial agencies which are matrimonial in name
only… Borderline spaces are thus invoked while the pin-ups challenge the traditional confinement
of women to the house sanctified as a safe haven.588

The Bal Tabarin opened in 1904. It was located at 36, rue Victor-Massé in the 9th arrondissement. Not
only Brassaï but also Germaine Krull and Man Ray photographed the lively cabaret.
587 ‘The Intimate Diary of a Maid’.
588 Claude Cahun unsettled even more subversively the cosiness attached to homeliness and domesticity in
her 1932 self-portrait as a tired schoolgirl curled up in a cupboard, sleeping or pretending (?) to sleep
(fig.270). With her doll-like ribbons and socks, she destabilises dichotomies: she is both girl and woman,
inside and outside, alive and unconscious, in between the animate and the inanimate. Shelved in a
claustrophobic, womb-like piece of furniture, she has become a domestic object.
‘The homely aspect of their [Cahun and her partner, Suzanne Malherbe’s] everyday is partly made strange
and unfamiliar by the act of photographing, thus relating it to Freud’s notion of the uncanny. Freud
describes how a feeling of the uncanny arises when something repressed “comes to light”, disturbing the
homely, the familiar and cosy atmosphere of everyday habitual practices and environments’(Gen Doy,
Claude Cahun. A Sensual Politics of Photography (London, New York, NY: I.B. Tauris, 2007), p. 131.)
586
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Not fully dressed nor undressed, neither inside nor outside the lockers, they seem about to
step out of line, on the threshold of respectability. They enact the passage to the clandestine, to the
secrecy of an erotic market where transactions hide behind the codified language of classified ads.
Euphemism and metaphoric convolutions mark an advertising rhetoric which combines catchy
formulas and the art of double-entendre. In this context, the naked woman who appears on the
opposite page has no other function, apart from being decorative, than to make clear the sexual
undertones of the places and services promoted here (fig.269).
It is not difficult to read between the lines: the ‘Nouvelle agence de renseignements Irène
Desaxe’ which offers to put its clientele in contact with ‘unrivalled relationships’ or Mme Marty
who specialises in ‘marriage and society relations’ are not aimed at nuptial bliss (fig.269). Such ads
are ‘advertising showcases for prostitutes looking for clients and trying to make them forget about
the mercantile dimension of their work.’589 ‘The limits are vague and the unsaid, inherent to
classified ads, leaves open many possibilities’, adds Claire-Lise Gaillard. 590
She analyses the evolution of the classified ads in La Vie Parisienne, a mildly risqué erotic weekly,
where the same Irene Desaxe ad appeared in 1932. She notices that between the end of the
nineteenth century and the interwar years, the last pages of the magazine progressively advertised
more and more cosmetic and body products before introducing erotic items. What she calls the
market of matchmaking developed around the 1910s with ads praising marriage agencies called
‘maisons de marriage’ or ‘de relation’ and boomed after 1915 with the creation of the Letters section
where soldiers could get in touch with their ‘marraines de guerre’ (war godmothers). After the war,

Home is where the repressed comically returns in the person of an infantilised Cahun playing hide and seek
with herself. There is no sign of her black humour in the way the girls are stored in the photograph – their
sexiness is a lure to arrange and rent spaces for sex, outside home.
589 Claire-Lise Gaillard, ‘Les petites annonces de la Vie Parisienne, flirts et galanteries au tournant des 19ème
et 20ème siècles’ in Le marché de la rencontre, 1850-1950 [online]. Updated 18 May 2017 [accessed 10 April 2018].
< https://marcherenc.hypotheses.org/390>. ‘Il y a également fort à parier pour que nombre de ces
annonces soient les vitrines publicitaires de prostituées qui cherchent par là une clientèle à laquelle elles
doivent d’abord faire oublier la dimension mercantile de leur travail.’
590 Ibid. ‘On le voit, les limites sont floues, et les non-dits de la petite annonce laissent ouvertes nombre de
possibilités.’
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the prestige of military uniform was no longer needed to get a penfriend and anyone could write,
including women.
In Pour lire à deux n°14 (July 1935), an air force sergeant, ‘lost in the bled of Syria looks for
a soulmate to beat the blues.’591 In Paris Magazine n°69 (May 1937), two non-commissioned officers,
travelling back to France around around mid-June are ‘looking for two interesting but disinterested
young women to help them spend their time off agreeably…’592 Sometimes, the requirements are
more specific as in Paris Magazine n°64 (January 1937). A twenty-nine years old soldier, living in the
colonies and who describes himself as tall and dark haired wants to correspond with a tall and large
woman who must not be more than twenty-five years old.593
Or cryptic: ‘Colonial. 40 a. dist. b sit. phys. agr. gd bl. sv. d.c.v.m.f. int. aff.sent. phys. agr. si poss.
Avec. cap. pr extension affaire existante.’594
A cheerful and loving woman in her thirties wishes to meet a man with the intention of
marrying him – she wants him to be between thirty and thirty-eight and would prefer him to come
from the South-West of France (Paris Magazine n°7, March 1932 ).595 Older women also take part
in these exchanges: ‘Lady, distinguished, fifty years old, worth several millions, wishes to marry a
distinguished M., with high social and financial status.’596
The boundaries between flirt and prostitution are blurred and many ‘young girls’ express
their desire to benefit from the largesse of a gentleman: ‘An unemployed and loving milliner knows

‘JEUNE SERGENT d’aviation perdu dans le bled de Syrie cherche âme sœur pour chasser cafard. Ecrire
au journal qui transmettra.’
592 ‘2 S.-OFF. Rentrant France vers 15 juin, dés. Trouver 2 j.f. intéressantes mais désinteressées afin d’aider
à passer cinq mois congé agréab. Ecrire au journal qui transmettra’.
593 ‘J.H. vingt-neuf ans. Colonial. Grand. Brun. désir. corresp. Avec J.F. grande, forte, âge vingt-cinq max.
envoi photo. Ecr. Journal’.
594 I have not been able to decipher every elements of this classified ad: ‘Colonial. quarante dist. [ ?] agreeab
phys. tall. Blond. [ ? ] interested in sentimental affair ? agreeab phys if possible. With [ ?] extension of current
affair?’ (Paris Magazine n°64, January 1937).
595 ‘J. femme, trentaine, gaie affect., dés. Connaître en vue mariage M. trente à trente-huit ans, préférence
région Sud-Ouest’.
596 ‘ Dame. dist., cinquante ans, plus. millions epous. M. distingué, hte situat. social. et pécun.’ Paris Magazine
n°7, March 1932.
591
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how to recognise a well-to-do man with a good heart who would be ready to help her
immediately.’597
These women are usually sophisticated but a bit dispirited: ‘Venus with a splendid body,
long black hair and refined tastes but temporarily bored would be grateful to any man who would
provide immediate help’ (Pour lire à deux n°5, October 1934).598 Connotations of prostitution turn
the page into a virtual brothel. And there is something for everyone… In Pour lire à deux n°5
(October 1934), the reader could dream about a Slav beauty, ‘original and elegant with original
tastes looking for generous worshippers.’599 Or about a tall and pretty lady, matching the 1900
beauty ideal as she had big breasts. She was looking for a rich man who liked her type of beauty
and her tastes.600
These short and ephemeral texts define a ‘private public’ writing where the staging of the
self is limited by stereotypes. A normative horizon of desire and expectation does not leave much
leeway for the expression of singularity and ultimately they amplify the banality of the mainstream.
And yet, their power of evocation – the titillation of the implicit – mitigates the poverty of their
language. General and generic, they open the magazine onto a reality which seems limitless in its
promises. In Pour lire à deux n°5 (October 1934), a certain Patricia offers no less than everything: ‘I
look for and I find everything one desires’.601 A sentence of nine words is enough to summon a
flood of fantasies. Behind the austere columns of words a sense of the forbidden looms while the
whimsical pseudonyms used to communicate are suffused with exoticism: Melle Stik, Max Flip,
Lina Dolys, Miss Barbary, Marquise Dolores, Countess Groutchka… Elsewhere a couple searches
for a sexual partner but without any dishonourable intention (Paris Magazine n°69, May 1937). It is

‘J. F. modiste, sans emploi, act., très affec., b. f. ser. Capable de reconnaître le bon cœur d’un H. aisé qui
lui app. Aide imméd. Ecr. Lina Dolys c/o Madge, 11 rue du Havre.’ (Pour lire à deux n°5, October 1934).
598 ‘VENUS, corps splendide aux longs cheveux noirs, des gts raff. mais ennuyée passag. serait reconn à
celui qui lui donnerait aide imméd. Ecr VENUS. P.P. 19 rue J.-J Rousseau’.
599 ‘BELLE Slave, fantasque, de l’allure, des gts inédits, rencontr. en son home généreux, adorateurs épris
d’originalité. Ecr. SLAVE, P.P., 11, rue Sauval.’
600 ‘GRANDE et jolie dame, type parfait de l’époque 1900, trente ans, forte poitrine, élégance très originale,
recherche M. aisé aimant son genre et ses goûts. Ecr. Madame d’Alençon, c/o Iris, 22, rue Saint-Augustin’.
601 ‘Je cherche et je trouve tout ce que l’on desire’.
597
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specified that prostitutes should refrain from writing: ‘A y[oung] man and his friend want to meet
in Marseille a y[oung] woman between twenty-five and forty, sent[imental] and dis[interested], for
distractions. No prof[essionals]. Dut[y]. of discret[ion].’602
These pages are the medium of an economic and sexual market, all the more so that
advertisements for erotic goods flourish between the classified ads: photography,
erotic literature and diverse “personal hygiene products in rubber”. The dialogue
between these advertisements and the classified ads, as innocent as they would like to
be, takes place in full view of the reader.603
The same kind of dialogue is established between the advertisements and the pictures in
the last pages of the magazines, especially when the photographed women become the recipients
of desires triggered by the publicised Kama Sutra, special lingerie, pornographic films etc… A
blond woman modelling clothes does not sell her modern outfit but condoms, euphemistically
called ‘aphrodisiac products’ and a guide of the best ‘maisons de plaisirs’ or ‘maisons closes’, that
is, brothels (fig.272).604 Her body is a foretaste of the carnal pleasures lauded on the page. Her left
elbow sticks out over the edge of the frame making her stand out from the background, reinforcing
her verisimilitude; here she is in the flesh, in all her materiality – her skin, her long legs, her dyed
hair, her high heels – she gives substance to what the words ‘rubber’ and ‘maisons de rendez-vous’
augur.
The accumulation of women (nine in total) and advertisements (around thirty-five) gives
the impression that shopping or window-shopping is limitless. The eye is filled with catchy
expressions and titles – Sous le manteau, Biblio-erotikon, la Belle polissonne, Très osé, Pour lire
au lit – or names – Lulu de la Lune, Diana Slip, Miss Lulu, Norma Dixie.605 Graphic effects – the

‘J. Homme et son amie desirent connaitr à Marseille j. femme vingt-cinq à quarante a. sent. et désint…
pour distractions. Profession s’abst. discrétion d’hon.’
603 Claire-Lise Gaillard, ‘Les petites annonces’. ‘Ces pages sont le support d’un marché économicosexuel, d’autant plus qu’entre les annonces de rencontre fleurissent les publicités pour des produits
érotiques: photographie, littérature galante, et divers “articles d’hygiène en caoutchouc”. Le dialogue entre
ces publicités et les annonces, se voudraient-elles les plus innocentes, se fait aisément sous les yeux du
lecteur’.
604 It was only in 1946, when the Marthe Richard law was passed, that brothels were made illegal. In the
1930s, prostitution was regulated by the police.
605 Under the Table, Biblio-erotikon, the Beautiful Jackanapes, Very Risqué, To Read in Bed…
602
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use of different fonts, frames and formats – accelerate reading, forcing the eye to move constantly
across the pages. Continuously soliciting the reader’s attention (and money), the conflation of the
feminine and advertising culminates when the promotional discourse is juxtaposed with
commercial photographs – film stills, glamorous portraits of actresses or fashion photographs.
But in this issue, two bodies which are a priori unrelated to marketing add another layer of
meaning to this combination. On the left, André Steiner’s partner, Lily, proudly erected on a rock,
seems to be measured against the sky, asserting her corporeality on a cosmic scale (fig.275). The
notion of landscape is made quasi inoperational as her (athletic) verticality occupies the whole
frame and her backside is level with the clouds. Bridging the gap between the earth and the
firmament, she takes precedence over nature, her statuesque spontaneity turning her raised left
foot into the centre of the universe. She is the horizon and she lends a feeling of plenitude to the
composition, inviting the camera to follow her gaze. With her head turned away and her leg slightly
bent, she seems about to dance. But everything in her body – her head, her left breast, her knee –
also points towards the advertisements. The same impulse seems to spread from her majestic
movement to the dynamic ‘brush stroke’ effect highlighting the words ‘sans danger’ (without
danger) and ‘vécues’ (lived) printed to the right of the photograph.
On the opposite page, Krull’s model also directs the eye in the direction of the ads above
her. But she does so by precisely not looking at them (fig.275). Hiding her face against the wall,
she forces the viewer to linger on her body – what counts here is the strong lighting emphasising
the incandescence of her skin and the discreet line in between her buttocks. Her fair hair
exacerbates the whiteness of her flesh and the curve of her bottom seems to parallel the curves of
the words ‘Photos secrètes’ (secret photos). The mystery of her face which we will never see
underlines the clandestine dimension of the sales and business evoked on the page. She embodies
discretion which is part of the service offered by the shops. A form of equivalence is created,
intensifying her titillating function: instead of being given access to her features, the reader gets
information about underground addresses. Krull’s photograph is like a bait, allowing desire to
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materialise in the geography of two actual Parisian streets, 34 rue Gaudot-de-Mauroy and 9 rue
Richepanse.
On the threshold of pornography, these pages are as many gateways to under-the-counter
activities. They are underlain by another sexuality, paradoxically encapsulated by the blond model’s
closed eyes, disclosing everything that can not be shown in the magazine. Pornographic content
surfaces occasionally, relegated to the fringes of the magazine, at the end where it might pass
unnoticed. Immorality has to be contained on the periphery of what is already on the periphery of
the printed press. It is latent and only the knowledge that Brassaï, Kertesz, Krull, Moral, Schall and
others took more suggestive photographs – for the lingerie brand ‘Diana slip’ in particular – implies
that the periodical’s soft eroticism could extend towards more extreme forms of erotica. In this
passage to libertine territories, the reader is given the choice to stop or carry on digging deeper in
the subtrata of society.
In Paris Magazine n°47 (June 1935) a photograph of Man Ray’s series entitled Blanc et noir
hints at sexual practices of bondage (fig.276-277). It was probably commissioned by the American
writer and explorer William Seabrook who around 1929 asked Man Ray to
photograph women wearing implements of bondage and enacting scenes of torture.
Several series of images have been attributed to this transaction. In one, a bound nude
woman with a collar is held hostage by a masked woman wearing long black gloves
and high-heeled boots. In a more aestheticised set known as Blanc et noir (White and
Black), a lone woman wrapped in a fetishistic costume of black strips of fabric that
exposes her breasts, thighs, and abdomen is draped but not tied with thick turns of
rope.606
Here, the rope has disappeared and what remains are the black strips which, merged with
the dark background, seem to cut the body into pieces. If Man Ray helped Seabrook realise his
fantasies through such an image he also turned bondage into a plastic device, a matter of black and
white contrasts.607 He tied the body with light and dark rather than with ropes and chains. One of
Janine A. Mileaf, Please Touch. Dada and Surrealist Objects after the Readymade (Hanover, NH, London:
Dartmouth College Press, 2010), pp. 76-77.
607 William Seabrook ‘became a celebrity in Parisian society during the early 1930s for ethnographic texts
that recounted travels in places like “Arabia”, Haiti, and Africa. His initial notoriety attached to an attempt
606
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Seabrook’s staged scenarios for a photo shoot which he described in a letter to Man Ray makes
explicit the magazine’s unsaid:
I’ve got additional tentative ideas, to go along with the black mask: a black priest’s robe
and priest’s shovel hat […]. Concealed beneath it a wasp-waist hour-glass corset
finished either in some glittering fabric that looks like polished steel, or in black leatherlike material to match the mask. Also boots or slippers with fantastically high heels. So
if you will be thinking of where you might send me to order these various things, in
addition to the two we spoke of yesterday, I will be much obliged. Unless I hear from
you to the contrary, I’ll bring the young woman by your studio for a little while around
five thirty this afternoon.608
The Diana slip lingerie and the Librairie de la lune – only one amongst ten or so disguised
sex-shops, scattered over Paris and managed by Victor Vidal, the owner of the periodicals – might
have provided William Seabrook with what he needed or at least that is what the advertisements
published in the magazines wanted the reader to believe (fig.278-279).609
In Paris Sex-Appeal where advertisements were progressively translated into sloppy English
and German to help widen the clientele, a phone call to Miss Jenny was enough to get access to
the edgiest products, as confirmed by the slogan: ‘Allo this is… Jenny, the bookseller. Allo… what
do you want to buy?’ (fig.280) (n°12, July 1934).610 In this advertisement, a half undressed woman,
lying on a sofa is waiting at the other end of the line, available to take the reader’s call and probably
to do much more. In a later version (n°24, July 1935), she has vanished, replaced by a sleek receiver
which vouches for the modernity of this business at the cutting edge of sexual practices (fig.281).
Nearly as large as the advertisement itself, the phone conveys a sense of closeness: one could nearly
hear the sexy whisper of Miss Jenny’s voice.
The illusion of proximity is carried to the utmost degree when Miss Lulu, Miss Chouquette
or Miss Gaby materialise on the page. Literally selling the merchandise, the photographed women

to partake in a cannibalistic rite in the Ivory Coast, but Seabrook’s lasting claim to fame is the term “zombie”,
made famous when The Magic Island (1929), his book about a Haitian voudou cult, inspired White Zombie
(1932), a Hollywood horror film […]’. Ibid., p. 76.
608 Ibid., p. 77.
609 ‘Very tight corsets’, ‘very special lingerie’ sometimes called ‘transvestite’ lingerie, ‘transparent’ trousers or
‘very Parisian’ trousers and g-strings: these are the types of underwear endlessly publicised in the magazines.
610 ‘Allo ici… Jenny, libraire. Allo… Que desirez-vous recevoir?’
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are turned into pretty shop assistants. Supposed to welcome the clients, they equate the magazine
with a front shop window, blurring the lines between the inside and the outside, the private and
the public. They introduce naughtiness in the reader’s space through their catalogues of ‘sensual
curiosities’ – ‘alive’ photographs, love books, ‘thrilling’ films.611 Individualised, the shopping
experience creates a privileged relationship between each reader and the sellers.
Miss Jenny, working 19 rue Molière, wears a black domino mask, the front of her body
covered by a leopard print fabric that barely hides her nudity as she smokes (fig.282). Miss
Chouquette, 7 rue de la Michodière, holds a book while lifting her skirt to reveal the bare flesh
between the top of her stocking and the lace of her suspender belt (fig.283). Perched on a
stepladder, Miss Gaby is not so much ordering the shelves behind her than displaying her legs for
the camera (fig.283). This is all about inviting the reader to ignore the confines of the page and
come in. 6 rue du Ponceau, the reader finds more books and Miss Ginette sat on a stepladder again,
her bare legs exposed this time, with a finger in her mouth (fig.284). Appropriating the appeal of
the girl next door, this kind of mise en scène renders the woman approachable and domesticated.
However, the ‘rubbers’, ‘erotic perfumes’, and ‘exciting sugar powder’ mentioned in her list suggest
otherwise.
More theatrical is the following page where Miss Nicole sports the kinky lingerie probably sold by
Diana Slip, 17 rue d’Antin (fig.285). The signifiers of the vamp – her gloved arms, her long cigarette
holder and the dark curtain behind her – add a touch of mystery to the commerce she foreshadows.
As always in the magazines, the collisions between the images result in poetic but also comic and
incongruous effects. For all her femme fatale like attitude, Miss Nicole is looking across to the
opposite page at an ad for a lotion preventing hair loss. Sometimes, the mundane impinges on the
erotic and the desiring mechanism stutters. And yet, to turn a page suffices to revert the process –
women regain desirability and the images their visual power in a flash.

611

‘Curiosités sensuelles’. ‘Photos vivantes.’ ‘Films troublants’.
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Epilogue

Photography and desire do not end with the magazine’s last page. In Paris Sex-Appeal as in
some issues of the other magazines, the back cover prolongs the visual experience right to the end,
after the magazine is closed. On the back cover of Paris Sex-Appeal n°14 (September 1934), the
sensuality of a portrait by Florence Henri persists in the reader’s space (fig.286). Mystery and
sensuousness fuel one another in a close-up which turns details in a source of haptic pleasure: the
small tufts of eyelashes bordering the woman’s closed eyes, the teeth showing through the slight
parting of her lips or the texture and the pattern of her wavy hair.
The card she holds in her hand bespeaks the inexplicable of the occult or fortune-telling.
The editor’s decision to turn the photograph upside down made it, once again, all about a woman’s
sexual rapture, offering the reader the lasting image of a head bent in ecstasy. As if she had just lain
back in postcoital languor. The photograph has been cropped, zooming in more tightly on her face,
this effect accentuated by the horizontal band added on what is now the top of the image (fig.287).
Elements present in Henri’s photograph have disappeared – three other cards, what looked like a
mat, her neck – , expelling from the page any spatial references and intensifying the sensual drama
unfolding in the apparition of her face alone. Her closed eyes leave the reader uncertain as to the
woman’s relationship to her environment. Our sense of space is disturbed. Is she falling? Is she
lying asleep, dreaming perhaps? She seems freed from the laws of gravitation in agreement with
the Deleuzian premise that the close-up is not the mark of a fragmentation or a cut, nor determined
by a larger reality anchored in time and space of which it would be a part.612

Deleuze, p. 98. ‘[…] The close-up does not tear away its object from a set of which it would form part,
of which it would be a part, but on the contrary it abstracts it from all spatio-temporal co-ordinates, that is to say it
raises it to the state of Entity’. ‘[…] Le gros plan n’arrache nullement son objet à un ensemble dont il ferait
partie, mais, ce qui est tout à fait différent, il l’abstrait de toutes coordonées spatio-temporelles, c’est-à-dire il l’élève
à l’état d’Entité.’
612
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Detached from her body, this head floats as an autonomous entity, as if its attractiveness was the
impalpable quality which structured the image. But Henri’s original composition said something
else: in Elisabeth Lebovici’s words, ‘allez vous rhabiller sous une bonne couverture de formalisme’
(go and cover yourself up under a thick blanket of formalism).613 Even when she supplied Paris
Magazine with photographs of female nudes, it was always a matter of composition for Henri.
What interested her throughout her career was to ‘maintain the concept of composition as
the central axis of her formal research.’614 Henri who abandoned painting while studying at the
Bauhaus in 1927, under Lazlo Moholy-Nagy and Joseph Albers’ supervisions, ‘combined the quest
for a new form adapted to the potential offered by photography with the lessons of Cubism and
Constructivism.’615 She herself stated that
above all, what I want with photography is to compose the image as I do with painting.
The volumes, lines, shadows and light must respond to my intention and say what I
want them to say. And all this under the strict control of the composition[…].
Everything I know is primarily made up of abstract elements […].616
Here, there is something off kilter in the composition itself: Henri has turned into pure
verticality what was supposedly a horizontal camera angle. Analysing one of Henri’s photographic
nudes, entitled Nu-Composition, Elisabeth Lebovici notes that its ‘nudity is simultaneously lying
down and vertical, working with two points of view to draw attention to this body alone.’617
On the back cover of Paris Sex-Appeal, the emphasis is laid on the abstract interplay
between the features of the woman, the diagonal position of her head echoed by the diagonal line
of her upper arm and the other diagonal drawn by her forearm across the bottom right corner of
the image. As if the image was only an architecture of sensuality. But the plasticity of these elements

Elisabeth Lebovici, ‘Florence Henri: compositions et désorientations à discrétion’ in Le-Beau-Vice blogspot
[online]. Updated 25 February 2015 [accessed 22 April 2018] Available from < http://le-beauvice.blogspot.com/2015/02/avec-la-photographie-ce-que-je-veux.html>.
614 Cristina Zelich, ‘Florence Henri’s Photography within the Context of the Avant-Gardes’, in Florence
Henri. Mirror of the Avant-Garde, 1927-1940 (New York, NY: Aperture Foundation, 2015), p. 16.
615 Ibid., p. 10.
616 Ibid., p 11.
617 Elisabeth Lebovici, ‘Florence Henri: compositions et désorientations à discrétion’. ‘Ici, la nudité est à la
fois couchée et verticale, composant avec deux points de vue pour attirer l’attention sur un seul corps’.
613
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makes the viewer aware of the photographic construction and of the magazine’s materiality. The
illusion that the magazine is this fragment of real framed by Henri does not last long especially as
we read the printer’s name and address printed at the bottom of the page. What counts is that once
the reader has closed the magazine, he or she is left with an image marked by ‘an enigmatic type of
symbolism which is open to [his or her] own interpretation.’618 An open-ended dimension which
is also integral to the magazine’s structure. While its front cover invites the reader to enter, in the
confident expectation of finding more photographs of beautiful youg women, the back cover,
rather than serving as a closure, extends the promise of more such images to come.
Through the reproduction of Henri’s photograph, it is once again the simultaneity of a
pursuit of aesthetic value and of a sense of erotic fulfillment that Paris Magazine reaffirmed. Formal
quality went hand in hand with an unmediated pleasure of the eye in dialectical interactions which
progressively disappeared from this kind of press after the Second World War. Paris Magazine was
popular.619 But in its pages, photography seldom was, in spite of its poor reproductions, its cheap
paper and its vulgarity. Such a publication made photography accessible to everyone without only
catering to popular taste or compromising its quality: encountering the magazine’s images went
beyond sensual satisfaction and required visual and critical accommodation on the part of the
reader.
Periodicals like Paris Magazine ushered in our era of unlimited reproduction and circulation
of images but eighty years later formal ambitions and visual jouissance no longer coincide. If they
do, it is in another context, always already ‘artistic’, in magazines which follow the aesthetics of
porno-chic.620 This is not to lament the loss of a visual regime but to stress the relevance of the

Zelich, p. 17.
Paris Magazine was popular as it was inexpensive and widely available. Everything in its editorial strategy
shows that it was designed to reach as many people as possible: its price, its lowbrow literary content, its
beauty contests. And yet its plasticity reveals a form of artistic ambition which is also visible in the
photographs it published. In the magazines, photography was quantitatively but not qualitatively popular.
620 Porno-chic is to be understood as the mainstreaming of pornographic imagery into fashion, popular
culture and advertisement. The aesthetics of what has become a marketing strategy relies on the combination
of ‘dirty sex’ and glamour. The term porno-chic dates from 1973 and can be associated with two distinct
waves in the sexualisation of Western culture. A by-product of the sexual revolution, it refers to the
618
619
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notion of nostalgia to the understanding of the magazines. They point to the absence of equivalent
images in the contemporary world and to the evolution of photography’s status. In 2018, the
photographic medium no longer needs to claim its artistic legitimacy. Photographs have long been
published in art books, exhibited in galleries and patrimonalised.
This nostalgic stance is not about the glorification of an age of sexual emancipation, of
frenetic enthusiasm for new methods of reproduction after the trauma of the Great War which
would explain the magazine’s plastic achievements, in a blessed ignorance of the horror to come.
But about the realisation that today’s proliferation of images is of another nature. Nostalgia has its
dark underside but nourishes critical thinking, unsettling our historical consciousness.
In Florence Henri’s portrait, the woman shuts her eyes to the future. She did not see
anything of the Second World War’s devastations. She still belonged to a time when the images did
not disappear in their hypervisibility. With her closed eyes, it is a certain mode of representation
and visual perception that goes to sleep.

multiplication and success of sexually-explicit films produced in the United-States in the 1970s. ‘In this
context, the first iteration of the porno chic concept is a literal reference – porno ha[s] suddenly become chic,
and publicly accessible […] (Brian McNair, Porno? Chic! How Pornography Changed the World and Made it a Better
Place (New York, NY: Routledge, 2013), p. 41). The second wave of porno chic is marked by the
incorporation, since the 1990s, of a pornographic style and vocabulary into non-pornographic forms of art
and promotional culture. Porno-chic has normalised a sexual imagery which up to then belonged to a
marginal, adult world.
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The vintage magazines I have worked with have not always been stored in the best conditions. They are sometimes visibly used and have some notable damage.
Moreover, the magazines were cheaply designed and printed. They sometimes slightly vary in size and the paper has not always been cut straight which explains
the irregularities in their reproductions.
The André Breton archive has failed to provide me with good reproductions of Marcel Mariën’s collages.
Having had only access to trailers of pre-Code movies through the internet, I have not been able to get rid of a website’s label in some instances.
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Fig. 160: Paris Magazine n°44, April 1935
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Fig. 161: Paris Magazine n°44, April 1935
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Fig. 162: Paris Magazine n°44, April 1935
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Fig. 164: Paris Magazine n°75, November 1937
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Fig. 166: Paris Sex-Appeal n°20, March 1935
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Fig. 167: Paris Sex-Appeal n°25, August 1935
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Fig. 168: Paris Magazine n°1, July 1931
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Fig. 175: Paris Magazine n°10, June 1932
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Fig. 176: Paris Magazine n°33, May 1934
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Fig. 177: Man Ray, ‘Dances-Horizons’, Minotaure, n°5, May 1934
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Fig. 178: Man Ray, ‘Dances-Horizons’, Minotaure, n°5, May 1934
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Fig. 179: Paris Magazine n°41, January 1935
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Fig. 181: Paris Magazine n°37, September 1934
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Fig. 182: Paris Magazine n°43, March 1935
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Fig. 183: Georges Hugnet, Comment se font jour les légendes, 1934, collage
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Fig. 185: Paris Magazine n°23, July 1933
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Fig. 187: Georges Hugnet, Untitled, circa 1934-1936, collage
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Fig. 188: Paris Magazine n°10, June 1932

Louis Caillaud
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Fig. 189: Paris Magazine n°52, December 1935
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Fig. 190: Paris Magazine n°35, July 1934
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Fig. 191: Georges Hugnet, Untitled, circa 1934-1936, collage
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Fig. 192: Paris Magazine n°33, May 1934
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Fig. 194 Georges Hugnet, Untitled, circa 1935, collage
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Fig. 195: Paris Magazine n°19, March 1933
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Fig. 196: Paris Magazine n°28, December 1933
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Fig. 198: Georges Hugnet, Untitled, circa 1934-1936, collage
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Fig. 199: Paris Magazine n°29, January 1934
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Fig. 200: Paris Magazine n°47, July 1935
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Fig. 201: Georges Hugnet, Untitled, circa 1933-1936, collage
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Fig. 202: Paris Magazine n°25, September 1933

André Kertesz
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Fig. 203: Georges Hugnet, Untitled, circa 1933-1936, collage
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Fig. 204: Paris Magazine n°26, October 1933

Louis Caillaud
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Fig. 205: Paris Sex-Appeal n°23, June 1935
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Fig. 206: Georges Hugnet, La Septième face du dé, circa 1935-1936, collage
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Fig. 207: Paris Sex-Appeal n°6, January 1934
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Fig. 208: Georges Hugnet, Untitled, circa 1934-1935, collage
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Fig. 209: Paris Sex-Appeal n°23, April 1935

Fig. 210: Paris Sex-Appeal n°11, June 1934

Grün
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Fig. 211: Georges Hugnet, Untitled, circa 1934-1936, collage
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Fig. 212: Paris Magazine n°19, March 1933

Brassaï
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Fig. 213: Paris Magazine n°35, July 1934
Bollaert

Fig. 214: Paris Magazine n°59, July 1936

Paul Wolff
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Fig. 215: Georges Hugnet, Untitled, circa 1932-1936, collage
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Fig. 216: Paris Magazine n°10, June 1932

Roger Schall
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Fig. 217: Paris Magazine n°13, September 1932

André Kertesz
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Fig. 218: Georges Hugnet, Untitled, circa 1933-1936?, collage
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Fig. 219: Paris Magazine n°46, June 1935

Jean Moral
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Fig. 220: Paris Magazine n°22, June 1933
Studio Intran
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Fig. 222: Georges Hugnet, Devenez l’amour, circa 1935, collage
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Fig. 223: Paris Magazine n°34, June 1934
André Kertesz/Jean Moral

Fig. 224: Paris Magazine n°34, June 1934

Jean Moral
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Fig. 225: Georges Hugnet, La septième face du dé, circa 1935-1936, collage
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Fig. 226: Paris Sex-Appeal n°23, June 1935
Pierre Boucher

Fig. 227: Paris Sex-Appeal n°6, January 1934
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Fig. 228: Paris Sex-Appeal n°6, January 1934
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Vera Jablonowski
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Fig. 230: Karel Teige, Collage n°280, 1943
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Fig. 231: Paris Magazine n°25, September 1933

Jean Moral
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Fig. 232: Karel Teige, Collage n°?, Undated
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Fig. 233: Paris Magazine n°54, February 1936

Louis Caillaud
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Fig. 234: Karel Teige, Collage n°293, 1944
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Fig. 235: Paris Magazine, n°42, February 1935
Jean Moral

Fig. 236: Paris Magazine, n°42, February 1935

Maywa
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Fig. 237: Karel Teige, Collage n°249, 1942
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Fig. 238: Karel Teige, Collage n°327, 1947
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Fig. 239: Secrets de Paris n°4, August 1934

Heinz von Perckhammer
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Fig. 240: Karel Teige, Collage n°129, 1940
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Fig. 241: Pages Folles n°37, September 1938
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Fig. 243: Pour lire à deux n°20, January 1936
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Fig. 244: Karel Teige, Collage n°289, 1943
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Fig. 245: Georges Hugnet, Untitled, circa 1933-1936?, collage
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Fig. 246: Pour lire à deux n°20, January 1936

Gaston Paris
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Fig. 247: Karel Teige, Collage n°325, 1947
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Fig. 248: Karel Teige, Collage n°?, 1941
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Fig. 249: Marcel Mariën, Cover of a customised version of ‘Nadja’, 1938, collage
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Fig. 250: André Breton, Nadja, 1963
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Fig. 251: Paris Magazine n°21, May 1933
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Fig. 252: Paris Magazine n°26, October 1933

Vera Jablonowski
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Fig. 253: Paris Magazine n°28, December 1933
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Fig. 254: Paris Magazine n°22, June 1933

Vera Jablonowski
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Fig. 255: Paris Magazine n°34, June 1934
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Fig. 256: Marcel Mariën, Flyleaf of a customised version of ‘Nadja’, 1938, collage
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Fig. 257: Marcel Mariën, page 48 of a customised version of ‘Nadja’, 1938, collage
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Fig. 258: Paris Sex-Appeal n°9, April 1934
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Fig. 259: Marcel Mariën, page 52 of a customised version of ‘Nadja’, 1938, collage
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Fig. 260: Paris Sex-Appeal n°17, December 1934
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Fig. 261: Marcel Mariën, page 69 of a customised version of ‘Nadja’, 1938, collage
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Fig. 262: Paris Magazine n°28, December 1933

Studio Piaz
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Fig. 263: Paris Magazine n°80, April 1938

Pierre Boucher
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Fig. 264: Man Ray, Larmes (Tears), 1932
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Fig. 265: Paris Magazine n°44, April 1935
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Fig. 266: Dora Maar, Advertising study for Pétrole Hahn hair lotion, 1934-1935

Fig. 267: Paris Magazine n°59, July 1936

Dora Maar
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Fig. 268: Pour lire à deux n°2, July 1934

Brassaï
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Fig. 269: Pour lire à deux n°7, December 1934

Studio Piaz
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Fig. 270: Claude Cahun, Self portrait (in cupboard), 1932
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Fig. 271: Pour lire à deux n°7, December 1934
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Fig. 272: Pour lire à deux n°7, December 1934
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Fig. 273: Pour lire à deux n°7, December 1934

Agence Schostal
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Fig. 274: Pour lire à deux n°7, December 1934

Agence Schostal
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Fig. 275: Pour lire à deux n°7, December 1934

André Steiner/Germaine Krull
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Fig. 276: Paris Magazine n°47, June 1935

Man Ray
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Fig. 277: Man Ray, ‘Reclining Woman in Bondage’, Blanc et noir, 1928

Fig. 278: Man Ray, The fantasies of Mr Seabrook, circa 1930
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Fig. 279: Man Ray, The fantasies of Mr Seabrook, circa 1930
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Fig. 280: Paris Sex-Appeal n°12, July 1934
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Fig. 281: Paris Sex-Appeal n°24, July 1935
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Fig. 282: Paris Sex-Appeal n°45, April 1937
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Fig. 283: Paris Sex-Appeal n°45, April 1937
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Fig. 284: Pages folles n°40, December 1938
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Fig. 285: Pages folles n°40, December 1938
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Fig. 286: Paris Sex-Appeal n°14, September 1934

Florence Henri
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Fig. 287: Florence Henri, Woman with cards, 1930
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Fig. 288: Paris Magazine n°35, July 1934

Fig. 289: Paris Magazine n°36, August 1934
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